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SUMMARY

O

This' volume presens the findings from the 'first- stage of

the Basic Educational Opportunity Grant [BEOG] Quality Control

project. These findings indicate subitantial error in awards td

students during the' 1980-81 academic year..

Total dollar error is estimated to be $275 per recipient, or

. .
;

,

$650 million of the p.2 billion 130 percent) awarded to the 2.36
,

" i
. -

million recipients represented by our sample. An estimated 71

.percent of the recipients received an- incorrect award.

Key findings"' show:

. Th8 $650 million in dollar' error was composed 'of $526
million in overawards-to 50 percent of the recipients
and $.124 4illionin'underawards to 21 percent of the
recipienti7" 4

Seventy-one percent of the recipients had awards that
were incorrect by $2' or More: Oyer 40 percent hLI
errors in ,exses's of $1,50, and over 30 percent had'
errors in excess of $250.

Approximately r9 percent of the'recipients.should have
been:ineligible for any award.- .Eight.percent.of the
reCipientg were 'ineligilDle because of a lack df an
affidavit."qfeductional purpose [AEP] and/or finan-

.

cfAl-al.d transcript [W] on file.

All errors related' to institutional:. pi-ocedures
resulted'ih $181 million in. net overaward, Excluding

2
statement-of educational Purpoiewoiand financial aid
transcript error, this net overaward figure drops to
$11 million.' The $11- million in net overaward is
composed of $111 million in overaward and $100 mil-
lion in underawdrds to

,

The application .data eleqept Cont ii uting`the most
toward application-related error, wad' Adjusted gross

.-income [AGI]. If all AGI figures we're correct,. net
overaward would decrease by $101 million._

O



The next largest contributors towarderror were incor-
rect application entries for income of...-tHe.dependent
student and spouse, home equity, and household size.

On average, the higher a recipient's family AGI, non-
taxable income, assets, or own income, the higher the
eOtimated. student error.

tivera.wardsare clustered in higher. income groups and
uhderawards inlower income groui5S. The effect of
dbtaining correct financial information could there-

fore be to decrease the funding. now goihg to higher
income groups and increase the funding to lower income.

groups.

Private fo urnyear schools had a significantly lower
institutional award error per recipient than public

fOur-year schools. Conversely, public two-year and
proprietary schools had a significantly higher insti-
tutional award error perrecipient than public four-

year schools.

InstistUtions thait administer their own validation
systems4havea significantly -lower absolute average
institutional award error than those schools which do

not.

Recipients flagged for validation tended to decrease
their eligibility during the school, year, while those

not 'flagged for validation tended to increase their
eligibility throughout the year.

The average absolute award discrepancy due to student

error:was $135 fdr,recipients not flagged for.,yalida-
tion, while the average absolute discrepancy due to'
student error was only $112 for similar recipients
randomly flagged for validation.;

From the 1978-79 to the 1980-81 school year, average

net overaward increased from $168 per recipient to

$170 per recipient. During this time the average
impact of student error increased from $48 to $94 net
overaward per recipient, while the average impact of
institution-related error decreased from $120 to $77
nett overaward per recipient.

In this volume, we present the.findings'in more detail. In

Volume 2, we recommend alternative management procedures, to lower

.the rate and magnitude of Basic Gi.ant program error. These



corredtive action recommendations are of two major types: .mecfr-

anical and structural. The mechanical approach aims to` make

changes in the application, processing, and institutional. areas

within the context of the existing delivery system% The struc-

tural approach focuses on major changes in the Federal student

aid' deliverysystem as a whole. In Volume 3 the step-by-step

methodology' of the data gathering and analysis for the quality

controroject are discussed in detail.

4
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'CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

A

This report presents the *findings' from the first Stage of

the 'Basic Educational Opportunity Graht [BEOGJ Quality ,Control
. ,

study. The report .s, designed to provide a comprehensive over-

view of the quality- of the Basic (Pell` Grant ,distribution sys-
.

.tem. As, the discussion in the following sections and.' chapte.rs
Arl

point's out, reliable measurement and analysis of error in the

BEOG program depend on a clear understanding of the BEOG award

cycle and on careful and consistent definitions ,of\

tional and recipient error. In the following sections of thlit'

chapter we set Out the basic definitions of award and program

error in -the BEOG program.

BACKGROUND

The 'BEOG program, now called the Pell Grant Program, was

enacted on June23, 1972, as an amendment to the Higher Education

Act of 1965. It is the cornerstone of the Federal effort in stu-

derit financial assietalwe for undergraduates. For most students,

Fdderal student aid begins with a Basic'Grant which may or may

snot be supplemented by, other forms of'Federal and

cial assistance.

central concept

who demonstrate

Quality Control,

private finan-

A distinguishing feature of this program is its-

of "entitlement," 1...thich''specifies that students

need will receive grants.

The concern for quality control in the Basic Grant program

has increased with its extraordinary growth in both dollar volume



(from $50 million to $2.4 billion) and student participation

Lleveis (from 185,000 to 2.7 million) since its inception in 1973.

A wide-ranging series of quality control efforts has been

ordered, funded, initiated-dr' the years preceding, the current

project. Examples o these of -forts are (1) computer edits of

application data; (2) selective validation of application data by

financial aid administrators; (3) analysis, of 1978-79 grant award

accuracy; (4) program reviews by Central and. Regional Department

of Education staff; (5) audits and audit reviews; (6) data

matches with other Federal' sources of information; (7) training

of financial aid" adminidtrators; and (8) field testing of

application forms.

Prior to the current projects, the performance of these
A

efforts had not yet been studied_comprgbensively. Indeed, these

efforts were instigated independently, and there is little know-
,

ledge or evidence that they have enabled integrated information,

proacti,ye decision making, or mutually reinforcing corrective

actions: The primary objectives'of this quality control project

are therefore to:

Assess errors in award to studerits and in prodedures
used to disburde Basic Grants to -students for the
1980-81 funding year .

Recommend corrective administrative actions to'reduce
error in the program

'Design, test, and install an ongoing, integrated
' .Cruality,Control System to measure, analyze, document,

and improve BEOG program performance through appropri-
ate preventive and corrective actions

1-2
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DESCRIPTION OF THE DATA

The'findings presented in this report are drawn from sample

data collected for the-1980 -81 Basic Grant proRram,year. The

sample was selected to be representative of the entire BEOG

recipient population as of fall 1980. Estimated averages of

award errors for that population typically are accurate to within

+ $40 with 95 percent copfidenCe. Expressed in percentage terms,

04 95 percent confidence intervals would typically be + 16 per-
_

cent.1

Given the importance of validation, the sample has the prop-

erty of including a large enough number of validated students to
a

support analysis of validation's effectiveness; sampling weights

reflecting this design feature have been incorporated in statis-

tical estimation procedutes whenever appropriate. The total pop-

ulation represented by our sample is approximately 2.36 million

BEOG recipients.

The data for the project analysis come from:

4,304 interviews with student recipients

3,829 interviews with recipients' parents

5,161 Internal.Revenue Service copies of tax returns
for recipients and for their 'parents

'AD 270 finanCial institutions, .giving bank account infor-
mation for a.subset of recipients and parents

569 statements of recipients' or parents' home values
provided by tax assessors (adjusted to local market
values)

1For sampling weights, sample design, and response rates see
Quality the Basic Grant DeliverySystem, Volume 3, Methodol-
ogy.

0
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4,553 Student Record Abstracts [SRAs] drawn from the
financial aid and accounting files of the 305 institu-
tions the recipients attend

Interviews with financial aid administrators describ-
ing characteristics of the 305 institutions .

In addition, data were analyzed from the entirecomputei-ized

files of BEOG ,transactions and corrections for each recipient in

1

our sample and for a control groUp of BEOG recipients selected to

measure possible experimental effects of our project on students

and institutions.

EFINING AWARD ERROR

Calculations of errot are based on a set of definitions
1

which take the year-long B OG program cycle into consideration.

Program operations and sury y design provide five points atwhich

measurements on various item can be taken:
.

The point at which the student eligibility index [SEI]
is first calculate by the application processing con-
tractor using appli ation data and any necessary cor-
rections. This v lue of the eligibility index- is
denoted as SEI(0).

The point at which Westat gathered information from
program records and dampled institutions ift the fall
of 1980. The eligibility index recorded at thid time
is denoted as SEI(1) Cost of attendance and enroll-
ment status collect =.d at that time are denoted as
COST(1) and ENROLL(1) respectively.

The period during wh ch Westat completed parent and c,
student interviews an corlected releases for copies
of, tax. returns, fina cial r4cords, and, property tax
assessor data. This occurred in the late fall and
early winter of the 19:0 -81 academic year. Datalould
.be used to calculate a eligibility index from- inter-,s
view data, SEI(2).

/

The period when Advanc d Technology abdtracted infor-
.mation from student re ords at the.institutions. The'
eligibility' index, cos of, attendance, and enrollment

7r
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status collected at that time are referred to as
SEI(3), COST(3)*, and ENROLL(3). Data were also col-
lected on actual and planned "disbursements, AD(3).

The period when institutions submit their final recon-
ciliation rosters to the Department of Education.
Values for the eligibility index, cost of attendance,
enrollment status, and actual disbursements collected
at this time are denoted as SEI(4), COST(4),
ENROLL(4), and AD(4), respectively.1

We ,selected the most stringent documentation collected

through these various efforts to obtain "best" values for income,

assets, and family composikion. In certain instances the "best"

values represent judgment calls by the project analysts. This

occurred in unusual family situations where unclear definitions

for application items resulted in conflicting interpretations of-

"best" values. In'general, the analysis assumed no error unless

proven'otherwise. These "best" values were combined, using the

BEOG eligibility index formula, to calculate a "best validated"
10

student eligibility index, SEI(*). This represents what we

believe'to be the most accurate,SEI from which an award should be

determined. Thus, SEI(*)'is the standard we use, for determining

error.

The BEOG payment' formula was applied to values of the'SEI,

cost of attendance, and enrollment status to, calculate an

Since an expected disbucs ent need not
4%014,,

°Iexpecteddj.ebureement.

V'

1 Data from this last period were not available in time for
this report. An analysis of these data Will be conducted .in
Stage Two of 'this profect.

.
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be based on data collected simultameQusly, we have adopted a

time-specific notation to indicate the various 'combinations.

For -example, EDESEI(f)p COST(3), ENROLL(?)] would be the

expected dIsrmrsement using the fall index, SEI(1), and cost and(

enrollment values collected through the spring student rec rd

abstracts.

The definition of total dollar' error usVi in this report is

the difference between actual and planned disbursements recorded

on institutional business office files in the spring and'eipected

disbursements calculated using the (best SEI and the cost ands

enrollment data recorded in the spring. If we i.4. AD(3) be equal

to this actual disbursement in the spring; then algebraically the

error definition is:
,"

AD(3) - EDCSEI(*), COST.(3), EtROLL(3)]

This total dollar error can be fUrther dtsaggregated into
Is

two distinctcategok.ies of error: student error and institution

error. The following are the foicmulas used to compute these

error types.
. ,

Student Error

For each student in the sample,
Pt a total,dollar error in BEOG

expected disbursement was, computed. This amount is the differ-
, .

, enc between two quantities:
.

'1. Iheme expected dpbursemedt amount,.comput.ed-solely on
'the following.Enbtitui.ional data: I

The operative SEr index [SE}7(3)], .from institu-
tions' dklcial di,obarsement Student Eligibility
Reports. [S22s] obtained through student record
abstracts at institutions '

1-6
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The verified total cost and enrollment statue
data [COST(3), ENROLL(3)]., obtained through stu-

' dent record abstracts drawn from institutions'
source records-

Minus

2: The verified expected disbursement- -the amount that
should have beedawarded--based'on:' 0'

- %

The verified student eligibility index [SEI( *)]
computed uslag best values from Student/parent
interview data, IRSAata, and data released from
other agencies Or institutions ,

The verified total cost and enrollment status
data CCOST(3), ENROLL(3)],. obtained through $RAs
drawn from-institutions' source records

Expressed algebraically, the formula for computing tudent

error is:

ED[SEI(3), COST(3), ENROBL(3)) -

'-ED[pEI(*), 'COST(3), ENROLL(3))

Thus, student error is the difference between the amount the

institiltion'should have disbursed, i.e., based on the most up-to-
.

date information available to the. institution, and the amori*

..which would have been disbursed based on the-loest /alue for the

eligibility indeX.'

Institutional Error

$

For each recipient in-.the sample, an institLitional.dollar

error in BEOG awards-was computed as 't1 difference between:-:.

The actual disbursements made (or planned). by
institutions to students 'in our sample, as of 7kPiil or
May 1981, obtained through abstracts of business office
recordi at institutions, AD(3)'



The Qai.eirlisburiement computed using the operative.
SEI 'a tional data as described under Student
Error, :)., .COST(3), ENROLL(3)].

Expressed alge);444 Ye

and

St

,

tutional

e
error iS: ;,)

AD(3) ilVslE*0

the formula used to compute
Y.

), COST13), ENROL4(3)]

Thus, institutionerAt. is "the difference between

actual amounts disburs'ed or scheduled for disbursement, as
6

reflected by institutional records in the spring of 1981, and the
,

expected disbursement amounts

tive and verified enrollment data for the entire

and cost data colleotedthrough SRAs.

the

that we computed using the opera-

TYPES OF ERROR

There

institution

isted in

academic year

are seven specific typesfof error comprising total

and student error (see Figure 1-1): The first type

the following section is -solely attributable to stu-

dents; the remaining six are caused either by student or

tutional oversight but are .keferr:ed to in- this report as

tutional error because they fall under

tional responsibility,.

1. Student Eligibility'IndeX

.Data provided by students

result in the caTelation of

PRtential award error caused by

insti-

the auspices of institu-

[SEI] Error°

in their BEOG dlokolications may

-

_incorrect eligibility indexes.

incorrect SEIs for

in our sample, regardless of eligibility or

constitutes SEI error.

1-8 4"-
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ERROR TYPE

ESTIMATED
ABSOLUTE DOLLAR

DISCREPANCY
ASSOCIATED WITH

THIS ERRORI

ESTIMATED %
OF RECIPIENTS

WITH THIS
ERRORI

. Student Eeror
;

2. Badhelor's Degree or
Citizenship Error

3. MP or FAT Error

4.. Program Eligibility Error

5. Cost of Attendange Error

6: Enrollment Status Error

7. Calculation Error

Sum of All Errors

$352 million

$1.69

$ 25 million

$ 63 million

a6.4

$ 9 million

$ 29 million

$681 million

r 1

41%

0.2%

7.7%

1.3%

15.0%

18.2%

15.6%

71%

1lndividual recipients mayhave more than one type of error.
Therefore, individualerror rates do not up to the total.

4

FIGURE' 1 -1

THE SEVEN TYPES OF ERROR

1-9
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The next three types are errors made by institutions in

determining whether a studentis qualified to 'receive a Basic

,Grant based on student eligibility criteria set out. in the Fed-
.

.eral progiam regUlations.

2. Eligibility Error Type I:' Bachelor's Degree or Cita.-

zenship Ervr'

Students who are not citizens or eligible noncitizens and

students with bachelor's degrees are ineligible for Basic Grants.,

3. Eligibility Error Type II: AEP and FAT Error

Institutions must collect a signed statement or notarized

affidavit of educational purpose [AEP] stating that all funds

received through Title IV prOgrams will be used solely for edu-

cation or educational purposes, and that the student is not in

default on,a loan at the institution he or she is attendipg. The

institution is also required to have a certified 'financial aid

transcript [FAT] on file for all transfer students before the
4

institution may make a second disbursement of the student's BEOG

award.

Because these two requirements seem to present spepial

administrative problems for some institutions, these requirements

have been treated as separate categories of eligibility error.

Institutions may, for instance, collect notarized affidavits

through some regular mechanism such as including them with insti-

tutional financial aid.appIlcations. Students receiving only BEOG

or state grants would not have completed these applications, so

3.-10



they are asked to bring in separate statements during the aca-

demic term. Collecting the affidavits goes'on, in some insti-
o

tu.dions, throughout the academic year. . In cases where disburse-

ments are made before receipt bf an affidavit of educational pa.-

pose, the institutions are technically 'in violationlof BEOG

lations. "'Institutions ay not disburse 'a second payment to a

transfer student before a financial aid transcript actually

arrive, while they may make` -a first disbursement' if they-are

Satisfied that the transcript will arrive and be in order.

Awards to students who have no affidavits or statements of educa-

tional purpose and disbursements of second payments to students

who have no financial aid transcripts are counted here as Type II

*eligibility errors.

4. Eligibility Error Type III: Program Eligibility Error

Students receiving 'Basic G;lants must be enrolled in a BEOG

eligible program of at least six,months in duration, and they

must be enrolled-at least half time,in that program. Students

must also maintain satisfactory academic progress and must
4
not

be in default on a loan or grant at the 'institutions they have

attended. Institutions disbursihg Basic Grants to students

violating any of these 'conditions have awarded grants to ineligi-

ble students, and the entire, amount of any funds disbursed is
.

.counted as ,a Type III eligibility error.

Tte 'following three- types of error are grouped together,. . ,
. ... :-

under the generaisheading of Calculation and Recounting Error:
, .

Via,

a-.



. '* 5. Cost Of Attendance Er*ror

Verified cost of attendance or students is cal culat ed from

data collected in ,the SRAs. The cost of attendance used by
' -

files. The;.dif-institutions is recorded on SERs in student

ference between awards calculated using the recomputed (verified)-

SRicost of attendance and awa ds calculated using the cost of

attendance recotTleiiiiin file copy SERs constitutes

tial,error attributable to institutions

attendance.

6., Enrollment Status Error

real or poten

in . cost of

efnstitutions-should routinely check enrollment status at the

time of dAtksements, Yet they do not record the status in any

it Alficult'to establish the

by institutions when calculating award

disbursements for each term

Using data collgcted under this study,' the error one: would

attribute tothe institution's use of the incorrect enrollment

status proration factor .(f 11 time, three - quarter time; or half

time) involves the difference between the enrollment status fig-

ure developed from abstracted registrar data and the implied

enrollTent status, proration factor from the institution's copy of

consis tent' illAnn er.-or- place, 'baking

_enrollment status- used
4,3

, ,

the SER. This implied figure

elements:

scheduled

expected

prorated

is the ratio of the foaowipg SER

" expected disbursement&" and "scheduled award." SinCe

award is based

disburs4ment is

for less than a

9n full-time, full-year attendance, and

either, tlie same or equal to this amount

fUll year and/or less than full time,

1-12
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the ratio would be equal to the pror factor apparently used

by the institution as indicated by theiile SER.

The value of these enrollment.status errors is equal to the

product of the differences in proration factors and the calcula-

ted expected disbursement based On'SEI,(3) and COST(3).

7. Calculation Error

Discrepancies between the sum of'actual and planned dis-

bursement data collected from institutions' accounting records

and the expected disbursement 'the financial aid office recorded

as the proper award constitute what is broadly called "calcula-

tion error." Calculation error may come from several sorts ofN

bookkeeping or diSbursement errors. Future disbursements may not

yet'llave been posted in the institution's books, making it-diffi-
,

.cult for data collectors to verify payment amounts. Arithnietic

or data processing errors on the part of institutions may result

in incorrect disbursemepts. In any such 'case, the institution.

has failed to keep its files and records in a way which allows us

to reconcile the difference between expected and actual disburse-
_

ments. In the terms-of this study, this failure represents error

for which ED may legitimately hold the institutiow9responsible.

Caveat

To-prevent'confusion, it :is important to note the relation-
.

ship of the immediately preceding three types of error (cost of

attendance; enrollment, and calculation error) to the total

institutional error amount discussed and enumerated -elsewhere in

thisreport. As we-described earlier in this chapter, total

1 1-13
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institutional error was computed by comparing actual plus sched-

uled BEOG disbursements made by institutions to an expected dis-

Iirsement figUre which we calculated using the SEI abstracted

frbm thefile SERs and cost of attendance and enrollment status

data obtained by our data collectdrs from institution source

----r.ecords (student schedules, catalogs, student tuition bills).

Algebraically, this computation is expressed as AD(3)- ED[SEI(3)',

COST(3), ENROLL(3)]. Hence, institutional BEOG error is simply

the difference between the amounts institutions paid to students

and the amounts that shofild hive been paid according to what we

found in institution files.

Total institutional error falls naturally into two broad

categories of errorprogram eligibility error and disbursement

error. Institutional error that is not attributable to student

misrepresentations or institutional mistakes in determining

whether a student is eligible to receive an award fans naturally

into the second category- disbursement error. ,In an effort to

discover causes of disbursement error, we identified three logi-

cal subcategories where such error could occur and affect the

award amount: (1) ascertaining the cost of attendance, (2) pro-

ra'tioning according to the correct enrollment status, and (3)

making calcu&t-ion ettors.

To estimate the incidende of these types of error and their

distribution among types of institutions, our only.option was to

use data from the official disbursement SERs, found in institu-

tions'. student aid files, as indicators for measuring specific

1-14
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types of error. Though we understand that institutional informa-
,

tion from Section 3 of the SER, since it is not always updated,

does not in many cases reflect the latest award computation and

disbursement amount of a student's award, it is the only record

available to us. As current practices exist, ,there is no other

document across all institutions where a record is consistently

kept of the institutional process which culminates in an award

determination, with updates to the award amount' reflecting each

time a change in enrollment status, cost of s.ttendance, eligi-
.

bility status occurs. We expect that Title IV program reviewers

and other outside reviewers, such as.compliance auditors, encoun-

ter this same problem when examining institutional procedures

'related to the administration of'Basic Grants.

.

ORGANIZATION OF VOLUME 1

In this chapter we diScussed the nature of data analyzed for

this BEOG Quality Control study,- the definitions and methods of

calculating award error, and the types of error occurring in the

BEOG program.

'Chapter 2 presents an overview of the general study,findings

and of the estimates of the. total and average amounts of student,

processor, and institutional error.

In Chapterg 3, 4, and 5 we discuss in more detail the'nature

and probable causes of student, processor,' and institutional

.error respectively.

In Chapter' 6 We present findings of our analysis of error-

prone populations and .institutions.

4") n.
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In 'Chapter 7 we explore the impact of BEOG validation

procedures.

Finally, in Chapter 8 we provide.a comparison of the find-
,

ings from this project with findings from a previous Quality
ik

Control project conducted'in 19.78-79.

A
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CHAPTER 2

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS ON ERROR

OVERVIEW OF TOTAL ERROR

In this chapter we -present our estimates of award error in

the Basic Grant program in total and by its component parts - -stu-

dent, processor, and institution. In Chapter I we presented the

definition of total dollar error:

AD(3) ED[SEI(*), COST(3), ENROLL(3)]

Total dollar error is the difference between actual and

planned disbursements recorded in institutional records in the

spring of 1981 less an expected disbursement calculated using the

'"best" information on application data, cost of attendance, and

enrollment status. For 1980-81 we estimate total dollar error to

be $650 million: This'is shown in Figure 2-1.

In some cases an institutional overaward cancels an

application - related underaWard, or vice versa. 'Therefore, the

sum of institutional and student error exceeds total dollar

error. For 1980-81 we estimate the sum of institutional and

stude nt error to be $681 million. In all, an estimated 71 per-
1 ,y

centKc the Basic Grant recipients represented in our sample, or

almost 1.7 million students,, had awards that were incorrect by $2

or more.

In Figure 2-2 we show the distribution of recipients by

dollar discrepancy range. Just under 60 percent of the recipi-

ents,had-errorg in excess of $50, and over one-third (34 percent)

had 'errors in excess of $250, whed student and 'institutional

0
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ALL ERROR
(OVERAWARDS +
UNDERAWARDS) UNDERAWARDS)

NET ERROR
VERAWARDS -

OVERAWARDS

.

.

UNDERAWARDS

Sum.of Errorl

Dollar Errora

% with Error3

M Dollar Error 'Mean
for Those withio.

. Errors

Mean Dollar Error
Per Recipient

% of Sum of Error
Due to Student

'Error

i

$681 M

$650 M

. .

71%

$388

A
,...,

$275

47%

.

©

$403 M

$402 M

71%

$240

$170

"55%

.

.

$542 M

$526 M

50%

,$448

,

I.--

.

50%

.

e

-$139 M

-$124 M

21%

-$249

. -.........

35%

,

'For any recipient, sum of error is-the sum of student and institutional

error. -

aForgany recipient, dollar error is the discrepancy between what was awarded

and. kit should haze been awarded.

3Undeplicated count of those with erro

FIGURE 2-1'

ESTIMATE!) ERItOR IN THE BASIC GRANT PROGRAM
t1980 -81

32
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AWARD'ERROR

ALL STUDENT &
INSTITUTION.

ERROR'

PERCENTAGE OF CASES

STUDENT &
- INSTITUTION ERROR

NOT INCLUDING
AEP/FAT ERROR,

STUDENT ERROR
NOT INCLUDING
AEP/FAT ERROR-

-, $551 and less 3% 2.5 0.7

- $251 to - $550 5 0% 5t6' 2.1

- $151 to - $250 3.7% 3.9 1.6

- $51 to - $150 6.1% 6.4 3.0.

- $3 to - $50 3.9% 4.3 2.0

$2 to - $2 29.8 % - 32.3 59.7

$3 to $50 8.2% 8.8 4.9

$5.1 to $150 8.0% 8.4 5.7

$151'to 6.4% 6.7 4.7

$251'to $550 11.4% 11.0 7.6

More than $550 15.3% 10.2 7.9

"AVs

4
-"4

FIGURE 2-2

DOLLAR ERROR BY RANGES

2-3
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.

errors are both considered..

'.

.

When AEP /FAT error is not included

and only student error is'considered, 33 percent had errors.in

excessoof $50, and 25 perceft-had errors in excess of $150.

As Figures 2-1 shows, the value of overawards exceeded under-

awards by a ratio of more than four to one. Also, the frequendy

of overawards exceeded underawards by two and a-half to one.' The

preponderan6e of overdwarda results in a net dollar overaward of

an estimatdd $402 million in 1980-81.

Grant recipient received $170').too much

Another way to display the overall

rect award, underaward, overaward to

ineligibles. This is shown in Figure

Thus the average Basic

for -the 'year.

error findings is by cor-

eljlibles, and award to

The 19 percent who

are in the ineligible category when AEP/FAT error is inCluded as

error aee.there either because the data- we collec-4ed to verify

their applications ga.ve them a calculated index (SEI[ *]) greater

than 1,600 (an estimated 11 percent of the recipients) or becguse

of program regulations regarding.citizenship, eligible program,.a

bachelor's 'degree, satisfactory acadeMic progress,'or possession

of a statement of academic purpose or financial aid transcript k

(an Jestimated 9 percent of the recipients). -Approximately 1

percent of the recipients were determined to be ineligible for

both reasons.

According' to regulations, the lack of an REP and/or an'FAT

in the recipient's financial aid- file makes the recipient ineli-

gible. 'his .is procedural discrepitncy which may have no bear-
.

. ing On student eligibility. When REP /FAT error is not included, 4.

2-4
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95.

-CORRECT WO-WARDS AWARDS TO
AWARDS _..A.WARDS;:"=-TO ELLGI8LEs -INELIGIBLES

PerCent Of Recipients 29% 21% 19%

Approximate Number
'of Recipients 680,000 -500,000 730,000 450,000

Without AEP/FAT Error.
ar

Percent of Recipients 31%- 23% 34% 12%

Approximate Numbr
of Recipients '730,000 540,000 800,000 280,000

noI

FIGURE 2-3,

DISTRIBUTION OF ERROR
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the percent ineligible falls to 12 percent. In addition, the sum

of-'error drops to $563 million and dollar error drops to $527'

million (see Figure

In Chapter f we referred to seven types of error. ° Figure
6

2-5/summarizes .error associated with each group. The first type,

S4T. error,. was due to the applicants. In the next section we

examine SEI error moree.closely.

OVERVIEW OF STUDENT ERROR

In Figure 2-6 we break down the overall error of.Figure 2-1

into its institutional and student components. Student error,

that is, error resulting in th'e computation of an eligibility

index (SEI[ *]) which causes a difference in award of more than $2

(see Chapter 1' for precise definition of student error), resulted

in over 55 percent of the net error in grant disbursement.

An estimated 38 percent of the recipients had errors, in

'their applications whicD resulted in award error. More than 3

times as many recipients had application errors in their favor

(29 percent) than had errors resulting in underawards '(9 per-

cent). .
Further, the=aVerage OVeraward due to students was $398,

while the average underaward- was only` $231.

As footnote 3 of Figure,2-:6 shows, the total estimated ttu-
.

dent error rises (from $318 million to $352 million) if the, lack

of an AEP or "FAT on fileis not regarded as error: This is

becdusein our priority ranking we did not count application,
. 6

error if a student was' categorically.ineligible for other rea-

sons. Removing one category of error (fack of AEP/FAT) allows

.
too
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.

i

ALL ERROR NET ERROR,
i (OVERAWARDS.+ (OVERAWARDS -

UNDERAWARDS). UNDERAWARDS) OVERAWARQS UNDERAWARDS
;k

k

Sum of Error' $563 M $257 M $410 M -$153 M
.

.

Dollir Error2 $527 M $256 M $392 M -$135'M

% with Error3 69% 69% 46% 23%

Mean Dollar Erroi. $324 $157 '1364 -$250
for Those with
Errors

Mean Dollar Error $223 $109 -

Rer Recipient

% of Sum of Error 63% 96% 73% '35%
Due to Student .

Error

-

0-

r

'For any recipient, stun of error is the sum of student and institutional
error.

.2For any recipient, dollar error as the discrepancy between what was awarded
and what should have been awarded.

3Unduplicated c'int of those with error.

g FIGURE 2-4

ESTIMATED ERROR IF MISSING AEP OR FAT
IS NOT COUNTED AS ERROR

1
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\>_

RECIPIENTS
WITH ERROR

PERCENT OF ALL
RECIPIENTS

MEAN ABSOLUTE -

ERROR FOR RECIP-
IENTS WITH ERROR

Student [SEI] Error 897,000 38% $355

Student Error Not"
Counting AEP/FAT Error' 968,000 41% °$364

.. ,

Total Institution Error 991,000 42% $366

Institution Error Not
Counting AEP/FAT Error 873,000 37% $241

Components2

AEP/FAT Error 181,000 7.7% $933

BA and Citizenship Error 4,000 .2% $849

.Program'Eligibility Error. 31,000 1.3% $789

Enrollment Status Error3 430,000 18.2% $219

CalCulation Error3 - 368,000 15.6% $79

Cost of Attendance Zrror _354,000 15.0% $177

'When AEP/FAT error by institution is'not.counted as disbursement error, stu-
dent error grows in frequency and magnitude as a factor in overall disbursement
error. This is because errors that were smaller than AEP/FAT in cases with
AEP/FAT error become significant and are counted once AEp/FAT error is ignored.
Such errors were subsumed by AEP/FAT error in the original calculations.

2Component figurds are computed independently for each type of error. The

sum,thereforg exceeds the total of all error, because error has been counted
more than once in all cases where more than one type of error occurs.

3Estimated breakdown of institutional error components using spring 1981 data.
Final component figures will be derived from institutional reconciliation
rosters as part of Stage Two of this project. .

FIGURE 2 -5

COMPONENTS'OF BEOG DISBURSEMENT ERROR
1980-81
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DOLLARS
ALL ERROR-

i

% OF RECIPIENTS MEAN2 DOLLARS
NET ERROR

% OF RECIPIENTS MEAN2

Institution Error3

Student Error3

Sum of Student &
Institution Errors .

,Total Dollar Error

$363 M

$318 M

42% $364,

38% $358

b

$181 M

$222 M

''' 42%

38%

$183

$247

a
$681 M

$650'M

71%1 S407

* 71%1 $388

$403 M

$402M

.

.71%4

71%1

$241

$239
.

.,

.

DOLLARS
OVERAWARDING ERROR
% OF RECIPIENTS MEANS

.

. . DOLLARS
UNDt
%

DING ERROR
F RECIPIENTS

.

MEANS

Institution Errod ',

,Student ErrOr3
_

.Sum of Student and

Institution Errors

Total Dollar Error

$272 M

$270 M

'046% $441

29% ,. $398

.

-$ 91 M

4:48 M

16%

9%

-$239

4231
.

$542 M

)

$526 M

.

, ". 50%1 $462

50%1 '$448

-$139 M

-$124 M

21%1
- .

'210

-$279

-$249

,
t

lAmount of total ins tutional error plus &ll,student error per recipieRt totaled inde ndently.

//9P2Mean for all recipients with error.

3)111 disbursements.to students who are inerigible.due to institutional error are counted as institutionalerror in these computations. If SEI error among recipients missing affidavits or statements of educationalpurpose, orfinancial aid transcripts, is added to this'figure, student error totals.$352 million (netstudent error is $246 million). .

--:

-
1Unduplicated count, of institution an1c1/0 student error.

5Mean for all students with overaWard(underaward).

FIIGURE 2-6

ESTIMATED INSTIT6ikON AND STUDENT ERROR, 1980-81
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recipients with this error to now be counted in with other recip-.

ients who have application error. In Figure 2-:,7.we qrther b2eak

,
down the overall error excltiding.the lack of an' AEP/FAT into its

inst tutional and student.components. Net student error under

such terms was $246 million, and net,institutional error was $11.

-million, for a total net overaward of $257 million..

We discuss student-Lrelated error in greater detail' in Chap-

ter 3.

OVERVIEW OF PROCESSOR ERROR

An analysis of the error rates'a s cia i.th data entry by

Multiple Data Entry [MDE] application processOrs revealed little

error. The restfl!ts'indicated an estimated 1 data entry error for

every 1,667 data items. This translates into 1 data entry error

for every.37 applications (2.7 petcent).

The Student Eligibility Report [SER] instructs applicants to

review the report for incorrect data entry and to return the SER

to the processor if there are discrepancies. An estimated 78

percent of all data *entry errors were never corrected by the

applicants. In,fact, of all the data entry errors that were to

the disadvantage of the applicant, 60 percent were never car-

rected, by the applicant: D

In Chaptet 4 we discuss processor data entry error in more

detail.-

OVERVIEW OF INSTITUTIONAL ERROR

Figure 2-8 shows the incidence of categorical errors in sam-

ple' data. Each of these types of error is described in..Chapter

2-10 41



DOLLARS
ALL ERROR2

% OF RECIPIENTS MEAN3

.

DOLLARS
NET ERROR
% OF RECIPIENTS MEAN3

Institution ErrOrl

StudentErrorl

Sum of Student &

Institution Errors

Total Dollar Error

$211 M

$352 M

.37%

41%

$241

$363

.

e

$ 11 M

$246 M

37%

41%

$ 14

$254

$563 M

$527 M

..

69%4

69%4

$346

$323

$257 M

$256 M

lb

69%4

- 69%4

$158

$158 .

DOLLARS'
OVERAWARDING ERROR

% OF RECIPIENTS MEW DOLLARS
UNDERAWARDING ERROR

% OF RECIPIENTS MEANS

Institution Error
1

Student Error
1

Sum of Student and
Institution Errors

'Total Dollar Error

II --1111 M

$299 M

20%

31%

$236

$403
t

4100'M

-$ 53 M

17%

.

10%

-$243

-$233

$410 M

$392 M

'46%4

46%4

$381

$364

-$153 M

-$135 M

23%4

_23%4

.4284

-$50

1Missing affidavit or statements of educational purpose and financial aid transcripts are not
included as institute nal error.. Any cases with error greater than two dollars are included.

2Amount of error ass9liated with all types of total institutional error plus all types. of student
error per recipien totaled independently.

3Mean for all recipients with error.

4Unduplicated count of Institution and/or student error.

5Mean for_cases with error.

FIGURE 2-7

ESTIMATED INSTITUTION AND STUDENT ERROR NOT INCLUDING AEP/FAT ERROR, 1980-81
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SAMPLE WEIGHTED1

Holds B.A. Degree

Citizenship

No Affidavit,
Educational

No Financial

Statement of
Purpose

AO Transcript

Program Eligibility Errors

Cdurse less than six months

Enrollment status less than half time

Nondegree student

Grant or loan default

Not maintaining Satisfactory
academic progress

Tota], Categorically Ineligible Recipients 9.34% 9.1%

.17%

.06%

3.74%

4.08% 4.10%

.02%

.11%

.04%

.09%

.19%

.03%

.06%

.06%

.07%

1.23%

1Percentages have been adjusted to reflect sample weights foi
validated and nonvalidated students. Because some students had
more than one kind of eligibility error, the percentages listed
4iere add to different totals than those presented in Figure 2-5.

FIGURE 2-8

CATEGORICALLYINELIGIBLE RECIPIENTS

f
'4
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1. As the figure indicates, the only categorical items which

create serious problems for program integrity are the collection

of affidavits of educational purpc4e, financial aid transcripts,

and, to a lesser extent, adherence to institutional standards for

satisfactory academic progress for Basic Grant. recipients.

Citizenship and bachelor's degree errors are similar in that

both are th result of students misreporting or misrepresenting,F-

as well as matters f9r which institutions must take responsi-

bility:for rectifying. As Figure 2-5 shows, total disbunrent6

to students who' are ineligible for either or both of these

reasons average $849, but only .2 percent of the recipient popu-
-,

lation were found to be ineligible on these grounds. Taken

together, pr6ijram eligibility factors -- students enrolled less

than half time, studealln nondegree programs; students in

default on loans-or grants, and students not maintaining satis-

factory academic progress--add another 1.3 percent to the total

of ineligible students. The largest number of ineligible stu-

dents are those ineligible for disbursements b-e-Cause they do not

have signed statements or affidavits of educational .purpose or

(for transfer students), financial aid transcripts on file at the

institutions they attend. Corrective action already initiated by

ED for the 1982-83 award year should eliminate the problem of

missing statements of,A-ducational purpose.

In addition to problems with categorical ineligibility, a

portion of institutional error is 'due to incorrect monitoring of

cost of attendance or enrollment status and to calculation error

4

2-13
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1

(a variety of bookkeeping and disbursement discrepancies). As

Figure 1-1 shows, we estimate the absolute dollar discrepancies

associated with'these three types of institutional error to be

$63 million, $94 million, and $29 million respectively, as of the

time of data collection (spring 1981).

Referring back to Figure 2-6, you wilr'see that institution

related error accounted for an estimated $181 million in net

overawards and $363 million in total award error. Further, 42

percent of all recipients had award errors resulting.from insti-

tutional error, with overawards outnumbering underawards by a

ratio-of more than1.5 to 1 (26 percent to 16 percent).

If we do not count a missing AEP or FAT as error, net over-

,awards associated with institutional error drop ,to $11 million,
eo

and total award error (overawards plus underawards) drops to $211

million. Thus, a missing AEP or PAT contributes virtually all of

th4 net overaward and over 40 percent cd the total award error

attributable to institutions. We discuss institution error in

more detail in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER (3.

RECIPIENT ERROR

This chapter exapines the errors made by recipi-
ents and their families in ,applying for Basic Grants. '

The chapter presents evidence relating to four critical
questions:

How'is recipient error measured?

What' are the kinds of recipient
error and how significant are these
errors?

Who makes the errors?

v4
What are the causes of the error's?

The measurement of recipient error in this project
was based on comparisons of verifying documentation for
.Basic Grant applications with the data act.1411y entered
by applicants onto tht application form,.a* indicated
by the Student Eligibility Report [SER]'. For each
student, data recorded on the SER have been compared to
application verification data-obtained: from student -

parent interviews, students' financial.aid" files/ IRS
fOrms, financial. institution records, and tax asses-

, sore) records. For' most of the analyses, no tolerance
is allowed for discrepancies on nonmonetary.itema, but
a ..$2 tolerance is allowed for monetary items.

4,

Applying these standards among those cases for
whom relevant item documentation is available,.' the five
most frequently .discrepant application items wete.
Social Security income, medical /dental expenses,, tui-
tions, cash/savings/checking account assets, and home
debt. Each of these items was incorreat.in. over 50

4

percent of 'the documented cases. .

.
,

.

Errors were somewhat lower on the critical items i

(\

for eligibilitycaldulations. For example, among stu- /

dents with documentation, 24T percent of the recipienti. 4

reported incorrect adpsted gross income [AGI] dat4
and 41 percent of dtpendentl recipienta ,reported
incorrect student/spouse income.

. .:

When the base for error rates is defined as all
students. rather than those with documentation ',on an

.4

3-1
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item, the five least accurate items becoMe cash(sav-
ings/checking account assets, earned income for the
head of the household, medical/dental expenss., home
value, and hdme debt... Each of these items was incor-
rect for,over 24 percent of the sample cases. Not far
behind were two of the critical items: AGI (missed by
19'percent of the rec-ipients) and student/spouse income
(missed by 19 percent Of the dependent recipients).
Approximately 6 percent of the recipients reported
incorrect dependency status, the great majority being
trUe'depend*nts-claiming independent status.

In terms of the dollar impact of recipient error,
the 'critical SEI items did far pore than the more fre-
quently discrepant items to contribute to the large net
overaward in the program( Specifically,

AGI contributed $101 million of
overaward to net program award
error, over twice as much as any
other item.

Student/spouse income for dependent
students was second with a $43 mil-
lion overaward contribution to net
program error.

¶ I4ome equity Was third with/ a° $38
,million overaward contribution to
net program error.

Household 1-size was fourth with a

$33 million overaward: contriblition
to et program ,error.

Stude spouse asset s for dependent
students were fifth with a $26 mil-

')
lion'over wardcontribution to net
program error.

Although these4data"for all items cannot be totaled to
arrive at total recipient error, 'due to overlapping
errors' on many aPplications; they do provide strong
guidelines as to the most problematidb-areaa of the

apprication process.

3-2
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Among the tax filers, errors on critical items
were made far more frequently by. those who estimated
their eventual tax return data than by those who used
completed tax return data. For example, 52 percent of
_those ftlers estimating AGI made errors, as opposed. to
19 percent of those using completed returns. The tim-
ing of the application cycle may therefore be.impli-
cated in'mahy AGI errors.

The causes of errors apparently are due,at
least in part, to poor understanding of the application
form instructions. The items reported by recipientd
and their families to be most difficult yto understand
(e.g., home debt, medical/dental expenses) were indeed
among those highest in actual diScrepancies.

The _central iprocessor and ED were apparently the
least satisfactory sources of assistance for recipients
not understanding the form or the system, but a clear
majority of recipiepts sere satisfied with each pos-
sible Sourcepof assistance.

There is little evidence that assistance from aid
officers, ED, or other sources elimihates errors, how-
ever, since student error ,rates among those_ assisted
were very similar to error rates among those not
assisted.

bid
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BACKGROUND

The Quality Control project uncovered erroneous application

data for a large number of recipients. As noted in Chapter 2,

this erroneous nformation translates into substantial error in

the size of students',BasicGrant awards. This chapter examines

.

errors made by recipients' and their families in applying for

Basic Grants.l Subqeq9ent chapters wilA examine the errors

made by the other actors in the Basic *ant delivery 'system

(processors and institutions).

The organization of the chapter reflects a sequence of four

questions: How is recipient error measured? What are the kinds

of recipient error and,how significant are these errors? Who

makes,., he errors? Wliat are the causes of the errors? These

questions are successively answered in the four sections of the

chapter:

1.' Measuring ReCipient Error
1

2. The Nature. rid Extent, of Recipient Error

3. The DistributiOn of Error among Recipient Groups

4. The Calises of Recipient Error

MEASURING RECIPIENT ERROR

4

The of recipient error was based on comparisons

of verifying documentation for applications (e.g., parents' tax

lUnless otherwise noted, all of the data reported in this chap-
ter are weighted to reflect the 2.36 million BEOG recipient pool
at the pdint in the 1980 -8L application year at which the survey

was made.
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returns) with the data entered by applicants onto the application

form, as indicated by the Student Eligibility Report-[SER]. For

each studdnt, data recorded on the SER have been compared to

verification data obtained from student and parent interviews,

students' financial aid files, copies of Federal tax forms

released by students and parents, financial institution records,

and tax
1

assessors' records. Unless otherwise stated, a

discrepancy is defined as follows: for nonmonetary items, any

difference between SER and verified data is recorded as a
.

.discrepancy. For monetary items, 4 toleranee--of up to $2 is

allowed before recording a discrepancy.1

For each pER item, we compared the ,information supplied by

each student to the most reliable verified value obtained in our
0.

data collection efforts. When available, "hard" documentation

values verified by certified, notarized, or-'otherwise

official documents--was given More weight than "soft" documenta-

tion such as unsigned documents, handwritten notes, or verbal

assertions. When several hard items or several soft items were

present, we relied upon the hardest documentation available for

that case. In summary,- for the error analysis we used the hard-

est available documentation for each item for each case.

1Data entry or computing error at the processor could account
for some errors that would appear to be recipient error undbr
this Amt.hodology. To allow rejection of that hypothesis, the
extent and significance of uncorrected processor error must be
very low. Chapter 4 reveals' that, in fact, to be true. The
findings of this chapter therefore legitimately reflect recipient
error, not processor error.

3-5
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The "hardness" hierachy may be summarized as follows. Cop-
.

ies of Federal tax returns obtained directly from the Internal

Revenue Service are consideted the strongest documentation for

411

the SER'items which can be verified by tax form data (AGI medical

and dental expense, number of exemptions, and taxes paid). Data

from financial institutions override other (4ta for verification

of bank accounts, and data from tax assessors' records override

other data on home value. Next in order of 'verification strength
1

are parent and student data. For dependent student cases, parent

data override student data on every item except those relating to

student income and assets. Student data override parent data fot

all income items for independent students, but not for other

items. Theleast strong verification data are those from Student

Record Abftracts [SRAs] at aid offices. Hard ,documentation from

these record, however, overrides soft documentation from parent

or student interviews.

The extent of documentation collected for each BEOG appli-

cation- is reported in Figure 3-1. For a number of item), c&u-..

mentation was available for a majority of the, sample (e.g., bach...

.elor's-dogrees, AGI). This was particulatly true for validation

items. For others (e.g., tuitions, investment value), we were

able to colledt any kind of documentation *for only a small frac-

tion of the .sample. Often, families simply had no tuitions,

investments, or other esoteric financial characteristic, so there,
4

was nothing-to be documented for those items. For each of the'

3-6



17941

RECIPIENTS WITH

HARD DOCUMENTATION2

$ OF, '

TOTAL SAMPLE DISCREPANT

RECIPIENTS WITH

HARD OR SOFT DOCUMENTATION

$ OF

TOTAL SAMPLE DISCREPANT

ALL RECIPIENTS

% DISCREPANT

Citizenship 49 2 87 1 1

Marital Status (Student) 1 28 92 2 4
Bachelor's Degree 07 o+ , 97 0+ 0+
Live with Parents, 1979 17 1 94 2 2
Live with Parents, 1980 21 0 3 95 5 5

Exemption, 1979 24 3 t85 3 3
Exemption, 1980 NA ,NA 84 6 5

Support, 1979 7 8 94 15 -15
Support, 1480 7 9 94 16 17
Household Size 15 17 92 22 22
Number in Postsecondary Education 5 10 91 19 19
Marital Status (Household) 1 20 91 4 2

Filed IRS . NA NA 91 , 3 3
Estimated Taxes NA . NA 71 17 13
Number Exemptions 70 5 78 6 5

Adjusted Gross Income 70 23 74
...0.-- -....

24. 19
Taxes Paid, 1979 54 24 74 24* 19

itemized Deductions 26 23 28 23 7

Social Security'Income, 1979 5 71 12 70 9
Other Nontaxable income. 4, 56 79 16 14

Earned Income (Head of Household) -6 47 80 42 36
Earned income (Spouse) 3 41 41 34 15

Medical/Dental "Expenses 29 66 53 58 32
Tuitions 4 61 8 54 4

Cash/SavingsZChecking* 28 80 72 52 40
Home Value 33. 62 64 43 29'

Home Debt .23 68 44 51 24
Investment Value 1 44 9 34 3
Investment Debt 1 41 9 16 2
Business/Farm Value 1 37 61 6

Business/Farm Debt., 1 62 63 5 3

VA Educational Benefits, Monthly 2 54 92 2 2
VA # Months

[ 1

21 t 3 24 1

Social Security Income; 1980 1 . 38 1 38 0+
Social Security I Months, 1980 1 17 1 - 17 0+
income, 1979 (Student+Spouse) 413 413 443 413 193
Assets (Student+Spouse) 173 533 773 - 253 213

1Underlined items are required data elements for BEOG validation,-

2NA denotes the fact-that hard documentation cannot'extst (by definition) for this Item,

3Percent Of dependerit students.

I.

FIGURE 3-1

DOCUMENTATION AND DIAREPAN6Y PATTERNS FOR THE VARIOUS
APPLICATION ITEMS
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items critical to SEI calculation, however, the extent of.docu-
-

mentation collected is very good, even' among .nonvalidated

students.

To assure that the quality of the hard, documentation pro-

vided interviewers by parents and student was adequate for study

purposes,' Advanced Technology compared the information they pro-

vided with, secondary documentation obtained from the IRS, tax

-assessors, and financial institutions. With the exception of

home value, medical/dental expenses, and cash/savings/checking,

the match. for each item checked was correct within $2 j.n more

'than 80opecent of the cases'.

V
1 .

. 4 .

THE NATURE AND EXTENT OF RECIPIENT ERROR .

Discrepancies between 5;;Iication data and verification data
..

are used in this chapter to measure inaccPracies in the informa-

l.*
tion reported by applicants. Unless otherwise noted in the chap-

.

ter, all student error is reported, regardless of the level of

overlapping institutional error for a student's case. The reader

should bear in ,mind the distinction' between application error

(e.g.,,error of over $2 on inonetary items) and student-caused

award error, as reported in Chapter 2 and elsewhere: ,The latter

occurs for only a subset of cases having the former kind of

error. Many of the application errors 0:0eported in this chapter

have no effect on awards at all.

It must also be carefully noted that overall disltepancy

'rates are dependent upon'the availability of Verifying document-

tation. Those application items tending to,have. extensive hard

3-8
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4.1

documentation may show higher discrepancy rates than other items

having less documentation, even though those other items may in

fact be frequently misreported. In additioh, the discrepancy

.rate for all recipients may be much lower than that for only

those with hard documentation for those items which very few

recipients have (e.g., business value),. For these reasons, we

present in Figure 3-1 error rates which reflect strong dOcumenta-

tion separately fromrates which reflect either soft or hard

documentation and from rates for the sample of all recipients as

a whole, regardless of level of documentation.

Generally, in the chapter to t and tables following the dis-
,

cussion of 'Figure 3-1, unless of erwise noted, error data.are

presented-for all recipients, regardless of their documentation

or lack thereof. The rationale for this approach is that many

recipients have no Social,Security, VA income, or other esoteric

application resource, and to 'base total program error estimates'

only on those who have doCumentation would be to misweight
4

various factors in overall. error. For example, it may be that a

majority who have VA, income misreport it, but most recipients do

not have it. It therefore cannot be inferred that a majority of

recipients misreport it. Total error would be overestimated.

Errors in AppliCation Items in General

Error rates based on hard documentation are reported in the'

second column of Figure 3-1. Data here represent the percentage
1

of people. among those having hard documentation who have discrep-

apcieq, in an item. The fourth column shows the. error rates for



all who had either sqft, or hard documentation on an item. The

fifth column shows eri:Or rates Far all recipients, regardless of

their dodumentation. Differdnces in discrepancy data for vali-

dated and nonvalidated recipients were analyzed but revealed

generally similar patterns, so these are not presentedhere.

The data in Figure 3-1 reveal that item discrepancy rates

are similar for those with hard documentation and those with
s.

either hard or soft documentation. Because not all recipients

have each item in their' own financial picture, there are major

differences on some items between error rates for those with Ward

or 46ft documentation and rates for all recipients regardless of

documentation (for example, examine-61e respective error rates

for tuitions).

The rates also vary widely between items in each discrepancy

column. In general, error rates were highest for items.not crit7

is al to SEI calculations.

including AGI, taxes paid

Still,- a number of critical

in 1979, dependent student and

A

income, earned income portions, and dependent

assets were found to be discrepant in at least

documented ?ecipient popula

Of particular importanc to program outlays in BEOG is.the

finding that AGI, the single most important item in the

eligibility formula, was incorrect for 24 percent of the

recipients' having documented AGI and 19 percent of all

student and

20 percent

items,

spouse

spouse

of'the-

recipients. Also highly important for budget purposes is the

fact that the number in postsecondary education, another critical

,
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SEI factor, was incorrect for 19 percent of documented cases and

19 percent of all recipients.

The strict definition of error in Figure 3-1 (greater

than $2 discrepancy on monetary items, any discrepancy on other

items) may distort the significance of item discrepancies. For

example, one might argue,that only AGI errors of over $200 merit

ED Concern. Figures 3-2 and 3 -3 depict the distribution of dis-

crepancies by size for key application items. These figures

include data for students for whom we could find no documen-

tation.

The figures show that in most instances item discrepancies

on key SEI items are ,concentrated in a narrow range below and

above ;the true values for the item. But we also see a marked

tendency toward student misreporting that leads to overawarding

error. In other words, taxes paid are generally overreported,

income is generally underreported, assets are generally

underreported, and so forth. The -range "of misreporting is

greater among dependent 'students, probably because dependent,

recipient families have a wider range of incomes and assets.

A useful summary approach to the data of Figures 3-2 and 3-3

is the examination at the percentages within' different error

ranges. Figure 3-4 reveals that medical and dental' expenies,

along with cash/savings/checking, are the application items most

likely to contain discrepancies of over $2 for dependent stu-

dents. There is a- $500 tolerance for Basic Grant validation

checks of the various family income items for, dependent recipi-

ents, and the figure reveals that for each item about 90 percent

3-11
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DISCREPANCY
SETNEEN FALL SER It

VERIFIED FIGURES

PERCENT OF RECIPIENTS

ADJUSTED
GROSS
lIrCOME

TAXES PAID,
IVO

SOCIAL
SECURITY
INCOME,

IVO

OTHER
NONTAX-

ABLE
INCOME

CASH/
SAVINGS/
CHEeXING

MEDIdAL/
^ DENTAL
EXPENSES

DEPENDENT
STUDENT
INCOME

DEPENDENT

STUDENT
ASSETS

- $10,001 and Less 0.4 0 0 0 0.4 0 0 0
-6,001 to .10,000 1.0 0 0.1 0.1 0.5 0 0.1 . 0.1
.2.001 to -6,000 2.2 0.7 0.5 0.6 1.5 0.3 /

/ 0.7 0.2
-1,001 to .2.000 1.5 0.6 \ 0.4 0.7 2.3 0.7 1.6 0.6

-601 to -1,000 . 2.5 1,5. 0.7 -. '0.9 3.0 2.8 22..7 0.9
-301 to -600 1.0 1.0 0.5 0.6 2.5 3.0 1.7 0.9
-201 to -300 , 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.4 2.4 1.9 1.7

, ,
1.1

-101 to .200 1.0 14 0.5 0.6 3.6 4.2 22 1.8
-51 to -100 1.1 0.6 0.1 0.8 2.9 2.8 1.3 1.7

.3 to .60 2.1 1.6 0.4 0.5 6.1 7 2.1 4.4
-2 to 2' 80.4 79.1 89.9 88.5 59.9 63.7 82.2 80.4
3 to 60 0.7 2.2 0.4 0.5 2.3 4.0 1.2 2.6

61 to 100 ' 0.4 1.9 0.3 0.2 1.8 2.9 0.6 1.7
101 to 200 0.4 2.1 0.5 0.5 2.4 2.6 0.8 1.5

. 201 to 300 0.5 t 1.8 0.2 ' 0.3 . 1.8 2.0 : 0.3 0.8
301 to 500 0.8* 2.7 0.7 0.7 1.8 2.3 0.3 0.8

501'to 1;000 0.9 1.4 0.9 0.8 1.7 2.2 0.4 0.4
1,001 to 2.000 0.8 0.8 12 1.5 1.2 0.9 0,2 02
2,001 to 5,000 1.3 0.3 1.8 1.6 1.3 0.1. 0 0

5,001 to 10,000 0.5 0 0.8 0.5 0.4 0 0 0
Over 10,000 0.2 0 0 0.1 0.3 0 0 00

+Includes thou with no chorepancy

FIGURE 3-2

PERCENTAGES OF DEPENDENT STUDENTS HAVING
DISCREPANCIES OF VARIOUS MAGNITUDES ON KE'Y ITEMS



DISCREPANCY
BETWEEN FALL SER ft

VERIFIED FIGURES

.."
PERCENT OF RECIPIENTS

ADJUSTED
GROSS

INCOME

.

TAXES PAID,
1979

SOCIAL
SECURITY

INCOME, 1979

OTHER
NONTAXABLE

INCOME

CASH/
SAVINGS/
CHECKING

MEDICAL/
DENTAL

EXPENSES

- S10,001 and Lass

-5,001 to -10,000
i

0.2

0.4

0

0

0

0.1

0

0

0, ,
11.1

0

0
-2,001 to -5,000

e..
0.9 0 0.4 1.1 0.3 0

-1,001 to -2.000 1.7 6.3 0.3 0.8 '0.5 0.3
-501 to -1,000 2.2 ' 0.3 0.1 0.8 1.0 '0.8

-301 to -500, 1.1 0.6 0.4 1.3 1.6 . 0.8
-201 to -300 0.4 0.2 0.3 1.0 1.3 0.7
-101 to -200 1.0 0.4 0.1 0.7 3.8 0.8

-51 to -100 1.0 0.5 0.1 0.6 2.6 2.0
-3 to -50 2.8 1.4 0.4 0.4 8.1 4.0

-2 to 2' 84.3 87.9 96.7 83.8 68.8 81.0
3 to 60 0.9 1.8 0.6a 0.7 4.4 4.8

51 io 100 0,7 0.7 0.2 0.7 2.8 1.7
101 to 200 0.3 2.3 0.5 91.4 2.0 1.6
201 to 300 O. - 1.2-

R
0 0.9 1.1 0.4

301 to 500 0.3 2.0 02 1.2 1.1 0.7
501 to 1.000 ' 0.5 0.8 0.3 2.1 0.7 0.6

1,001 to 2.000 0.8 0 0.2 1.0 0.2 0.2
2.001 to 5,000 0.3 0 0.1 13 0 0

5,001 to 10,000 0.2 0 '0.1 0.1 0 0
Over 10,000 0.1 0 0 0 0 0

'Includes those with no discrepancy.,

FIGURE 3-'3

PERCENTAGES OF INDEPENDENT STUDENTS HAVING
DISCREPANCIES OF VARIOUS MAGNITUDES ON KEY ITEMS



PERCE TAGE OF RECIPIENTS WITHIN VARIOUS
DISCREPANCY RANGES

ITEM -$2 to 21

Adjusted Gross Income 80.4

,Taxes Paid, 1979 79.1

Social Security income,
1979 89.9,

Other Nontaxable' income 88.5

Cash/Savings/Checking 59.9

Medical/Dental Expense 63.7

Dependent Student Income 82.2

Dependent Student Assets 80.4

-$100

to 1001

lIncludes those with no discrepancy.

7

84.7

85.4

91.1

90.3

73.0

77.1

87.4

S7.8

-$500 '

to 5001
-$1,000

to 1,0001

More Than
a $1,000
Discrepancy

88.8 92.2 7.9

94.7 97.6 2.4

93.9 95.5 4.6

93.4 95.1 5.0

87.3 92.0 7.9

93.1 98.1 2.0

94.4 97.5 2.6

97.7 99.0 1.1

FIGURE 3-4

GO

THE RANGE OF DISCREPANCIES ON MONETARY ITEMS
AMONG DEPENDENT STUDENTS
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of the recipients meet this criterion. There is no allowed

tolerance for dependent student income and assets, but the

crepancies of over $2 on these items are only slightly less

frequent than those for the parental income items examined.

Figure 3-5 ;presents comparable data for independent stu-
,

dents. For validation of independents, only a' $100,'income

tolerance is allowed by the BEOG program, but as with dependents,
*

the great majority of recipients fall-within the income toler-

ance (e.g., 89.5 percent reported an AGI within the'allowable

range). Also similar to the pattern for the dependents is the

highex'incidence of discrep ncies f over $2 fir liquid assets

and medical and dental exp nses. Overall, independent recipients

were slightly more likely han dependents to fall within the

various dollar discrepancy r nges. As just mentione1, this

greater accuracy is probably due to their generally lower assets

and income.

Errors in Dependency Status

Special data collection and analysis efforts were devoted to

verifying recipients' dependency status, since it is a critical

element in the BEOG award process. In those cases where

dependency status was determined ta be incorrect, we reassigned

students to the correct status and recomputed their SEIs and

awards accordingly. While the sample SER data show 38.4 percent

of Basic Grant recipients to be independent, our verification

data in Figure 3-6 show the actual number to be only 32.8

percent. Stated another way, approximately 6 percent of those

a
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ITEM

,

PERCENTAGE OF RECIPIENTS WITHIN VARIOUS
DISCREPANCY RANGES

-$100

-$2 to 21 to 1001

Adjusted Gross Income

Taxes Paid, 1979

N.

Social Security Income,
1979

Other Nontaxable Income
.

Cash/Savings/Checking

Medical/Dental Expenses

84.3

87.9

95.7

83.8

68.8

81.0

§9.5

92.3

97.0

86.2

86.6

-93.3

-$500

to 5001

- $1,000

to 1,0001

More Than
a $1,000

Discrepancy

) 92.9 95.6 4.4

98.9 99.8 .3

98.5 98.9 1.4

92.7 95.4 4.7

97.3 99.0 1.1

98.2 99.6 .5

lIncludes those with no discrepancy.

V

tv
I

FIGURE 3.-.'

THE RANGE OF DISCREPANCIES ON MONETARY ITEMS
AMONG INDEPENDENT STUDENTS



TOTAL ACTUALLY TOTAL ACTUALLY
INDEPENDENT DEPENDENT TOTAL

,Independent
Status Clajmed 32.4% 6.0% 38.4%

',Dependent 1

Status Claimed 0.4% 61.2% 61.6%

Total 32.8% 67.2% 100.0%

48

FIGURE 3-6

ERRORS IN CLAIMED DEPENDENCY STATUS
(PERCENT OF ALL RECIPIENTS)
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claiming to be independent were actually dependent. Conversely,

SER data show only minimal incidence of true independents claim-

ing to be dependents. Overall, dependency status error occurred

. in slightly over 6 percent of all recipients.

Strikingly, replacing incorrect dependency data with correct

data and recalculating SEI led to a corresponding change from

eligible to ineligible status in about one-fifth of these

incorrect cases. In other words, stricter verification of

dependency status would lead to ineligible status for approxi-I

mately 1 percent of all re4pients of Basic Grants. This locus

of program error is discussed in detail in Volume 2, Corrective

Actions.

Figure 3-7 reveals that the particular items which contrib-

1(

ute most to error on dependency status are the wo questions

regarding financial support from parents.l Examina ion of sep-

arate analyses not presented here reveals that validation has

little effect on these patterns.

Figure 3-8 shows the relative size and incidence of grant

'error for dependent and independent BEOG ? ecipients in 1980-81.

These data reinforce the findings from the earlier analysis (see

Figures 3-4 and 3-5): student (SEI) error was more likely to

occur among dependents (38 percent had SEI-caused overawards and

1It is possible to have errors on some dependency items without
having the wrong status overall, so the percentages in Figure 3-7
are larger than the 6 percent of recipients'having categorically
incorrect dependency status.

3-18
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PERCENT HAVING
ITEM ERROR ONsITEM

Lived with Parents in 1979

-Lived with Parents in 1980

Taken as Tax ExemptionACin,..1979

Taken as Tax Exemption in 198

$750 Support from Parents i 1979

$750 Support from Parents in 1980

\__ 4

40'

FIGURE 3-7

PERCENTAGE OF RECIPIENTS HAVING
ERROR ON DEPENDENCY STATUS ITEMS

r t
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DEPENDENT
RECIPIENTS

(Sample N=2,804)

INDEPENDENT
RECIPIENTS

(Sample N=1,280)

Total Eror
Underawards

20%
-$230

55%
$447

.

24c
-$281

39%
$451,

Percent with Underawards
Mean Underaward

Overawards
Percent with Overawards
Mean Oyeraward

Institution Error
Underawards

Percent with Underawards 13% 22%
Mean Underaward -$221 -$261

Overawards
Percent with Overawards 24% 31%
Mean Overaward $446 $435

Student Ex ror
Underawards

Percent with Underawards 11% . 4%
Mean Underaward -$214 -$319

Overawards
Percent with Ovprawards 38% 10 %-

Mean Overaward / $391 $453

Summary Error Statistics.

Net Error in Dollars $316 M $ 86 M

Percent of Net 'Error 79i 21%

Percent of Recipient Population 67% 33%

FIGURE 3-8

RELATIVE SIZE AND INCIDENCE OF DISBURSEMENT ERROR
AMONG INDEPENDENT AND DEPENDENT RECIPIENTS
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11 percent had SEI--caused underawards) than independentt (10 per-

cent had SEI-caused vveraWards and 4. percent had. SEI-caused

underawards). Dependents were thus significantly more likely to

receive overawards due to student error Overall, whereas -they

were only slightly more 'likely to receive underawards due to
)

student error. When institutional error data are included, the

differences between the groups become smaller due to the over-
,

representation of independents among those students whose insti-
v

tutions err in award disbursements.

The dollar data show that, overall, the fraction of net

award error accounted for by dependent students (79 percent) was

somewhat higher than their representation (67 percent) in the

recipient population. e average size of individual overawards1,1

was about the same for dependent and dependent students ($451

and $447 respectively), so the slight overrepresentation of

dependents in total net dollar error (i.e., overawards) is due to

two factors. First, as mentioned above, dependent students more

often had an overaward (55 percent comparen to 39 percent), and

second, average underawards were larger in, dollars terms for

independent students.

The Relative Effects of Error on the Various Application Items

The relative importance of error in a particular application

item on award error can be estimated by computing .the impact of

each item on the calculation of students' SEIS and, subsequently,

their BEOG awards. Figure 3-9 reports this information. For

this figure, SER data were used to compute a baseline figure,

3-21
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APPLICATION ITEM

RESULTING AWARD

ERROR (NET

IN MILLIONS)1

RESULTING

INCREASE IN

AWARDS PER STU-

DENT (NET)2 RANK

'Adjusted Gross Income3 $101 543 1

-Income, 1979 (Student + Spouse) .43 18 2

Home Equity 38 -* 16 3

HOusehold Size 33 14 4

.

Assets (Student + Spouse) 26 11 5

Nontaxable Income (Other Than Social Security) 22 7

Investment Equity 14 6 8

Number in Postsecondary Education 14 '6 9

Cash/Savings/Checking 8 3 10

Business Equity 7 3 '''' 11

VA Educational Benefits, Monthly 2 1 11

.

Taxes Paid, 1979 0 0+ 12

,Marital Status, Student 0 0+ 13
.,.. .

Social Security Income, 1979 0 0+ 14

Medlcal/Dental Expenses ' -1 0- 15

Earned Income (Headof Household)
(

-1 0- 16

Tuitions -2 -1 17

Earned Income (Spouse) -2 -1. 18

1 For policy purposes, the data from our sample are extrapolated to program-wide error levels.

ti Note that there is substantial overlap of error amounts, so column total Is larger than actual

total student error. Data are rounded to the nearest million.

2 Data are rounded to the nearest dollar.

3 Includes estimates of error drawn from tax data for students found to have filed under the

incorrect dependency status.

FIGURE 3-9

THE RELATIVE IMPACTS OF ERRORS IN BEOG APPLICATION ITEMS
ON TOTAL GRANT'DISBURSiMENT ERROR
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i.e., the total figure which would have been awarded.to all the--

students in our sample ,if no institutional err were made. To

compute- the impact of error in each SEI elementwe substituted,

in the focal item the verified values for the SER value for each

case having a discrepancy in that item, then calculated the award

based on, that single correct- item and the other uncorrected SER

items. Again, institutiOnalferror does not affect the new award

figure corrected-,for one item.

The effect of using correct information for an item is thus

the difference between (1) the sum of awards calculated using the

verified value for that item along with the uncorrected SER

Values for all other items and (2) the sum of awards calculated

using uncorrected SER values for all items. While the.freguency

of there being mbre than one discrepancy per application implies

that the per-item errors reported in Figure-3-9 cannot be totaled

without double-countin e figure does-provide a useful frame-
,

work for assessi g the relative importance of individual SER

items as sources of SEI and award error.

3-9 reveals that the three ,prime sources of award

error in dollar terms are AGI, student and spouse income, and

home ,The AGI figure is by far the-greatest contributor
e-

to award error, accounting for $101 million' in net error-and an

average of $43'in overaward for-each BEOG recipient. This implies

that the implementation of procedures to verify AGI for all

applicants could result in very, large savings' in disbursement

error.

1 "
.4

1v
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In fact, in'a separate analysis of the data of Figure 3-9;

we found that Ole. four' items on` the IRS 1040 form (AGI, taxes

tpaid, number of exemptions, and medical/dental expenses) together

add $126 million to award error, after\overlape between the' four

are omitted. In response to these findings,,Chapit.ers''3 and 7 of

1 c

Volume 2 (Corrective ActiOn8). address, various approaches.for

,implementing verification procedures/for IRS-related items.
s,

THE DISTRIBUTION OF ERROR AMONG RECIPIENT GROUPS
41/4

When students misreport 'their apriliaation data, 'the dis=

tribution of Basic Grants is adversely affected. In additioft,

program management can be misdirected by poor "summary data on
\

recipients' background. The'redistributiveeffeces, of.applicafft_

misreporting can be demonstrated by Comparing or variou group-
,

ings of applicants (1) the awards calculated for students 'based

on data provided in their applications, (2) awards based on all

f

verified application data, and (3) final awards.1 This ,kind ofl

analysis was conducted, focusing ,on income, householdssize, 'and.

tax filing status.'

1Throughout our analysis "verified" data are, defined as the
best evidence available for each SER element. In cases tihere no
docimentation was obtained, data supplied in BE064. applications
are, used in SEI calculations. Throughout the analysis, "applica-
tion" or "SER" award data, are defined not as actual final award
data but rather as data for awards as they would have been if no
institutional errors or application changes occurred. When
students misreported dependency' status, their reported data are,
from the application, their "Verified" data are the true base
income (e.g., parents' AGI), ,and the students are placed in the
tables for their-true dependency status.

/ 3-24,
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It is very .important to note here that only applicants whIsl

had an AGI figure on the SER and the camputed applicant record

are: represented in the figures and discussion in this section

(Figures 3-10'through 3-17). A comprehensive analysis of the

redistributive effects of applicant error would need to consider

the incomes'of those who left the income field blank, who became

supplemental filers (and therefore had their income field, blanked

by the computer system at the central processor), and who cannot

be matched by computer in a straightforward .fashion at the cen-

tral.processor. Within the constraints of this study, we believe
0

it is best to pursue 'a conservative analytic aplroach on'this

matter, avoiding the inferences, essentially guesswdrk, required

to present redistribution data for the students without available

AGI information on the" ,.system records. We can, however, use
2

interview data to provide a general idea of the incomes of thoie

not included in the analyses due to missing official AGI infor-

m4tiOni
.

Over 90,percent fell into the lowest income category
,

($0
.1

, -

to 5,999 for dependents, $0 to 2,999 for independents).

'Error among Different Income Groups

Each student was classified- into one of five income gi-oups

based on application and verified -data. The ranges of income

C:41
used to.classify

'

independent students are somewhat smaller th.an

,the ranges for dependent Students' fimiliesh due'to independentS'

lower:incomes.

figures '3-10 and 3L11 show .the distribution of ,final dis-
,

lairsed BEOG'awa'rds. (calcUlated- by FA0e on .the basis of applica-

tion data and including institutional errors) in the context of

3-25
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APPLICATION AG12 $0-5,999 $6,000-11,999

VERIFIED AGI

$12,000-17,999 $18,000-23,999 $24,000

10-5,999
Awards: $211 M1 $36 M $23 M $23 M $30 M

N: 200,000 33,000 20,000 22,000 28,000

$6,000-11,999
Awards: $15 M $279 M $16 M $6 M $.025 M

N: 13,000 271,000 16,000 6,000 100

$12,000-17,999
Awards: $.4 M $7 M $237 M $6 M $.3 M

N: 700 7,000 250,000 7,000 300

$18,000-23,999
Awards: .4 - $2 M $.7 M $3 M $158 M $10 M

N: 1,400 801 3,000 , 222,000 12,000

$24,000 +
Awards: 0 $.7 M $2 M $1 M $108'M

N:\ 0 400 1,400 2,000 208,000

r

+

1 M denotes a million, in this and subsequent tables in this chapter.'

2 Only applicants for whom AGI data are available are included.

FIGURE 3-10

DISBURSED AWARDS TQ DEPENDENT VUDENTS
BY APPLICATIOfq.AGI AND VERIFIED AGI
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APPLICATION AGII

$0-2,999

Awards:

N:

$3,000-5,999

Awards:

N:

$6,000-89942

Awards:

N:

$9,00-11,999

Awards:

N:

$12,000 +1,
.z

Awards:

NI

VERIFIED AGI

$O -2,999 $3,000-5,999 $6,000-8,999

$3 M

7,000

$.7 M

800

$232 M $12 MI

235,000 12,000

$131 M

149,000

$.3 M

700

$3 M $2

3,000

$1 M $2M $53M
1,600 3,000 67,000

$2 M $.8 M

1,600 1,300

$1 M M $.07 M

2,000 800 100

$9,000-11,999 $12,000 +

$.8'M $1 M

1,300 1,500

M $1 M

2,000 700

I

$.9 M

1,300

$.5 M

800

$35 M $1 M

48,000 2,000

$.7 M $16 M-

700 32,000

Or

1

Only applicants for: whom AGI data are available are included.

FIGURE 3-11

DISBURSED AWARDS TO INDEPENDENT STUDENTS
BY APPLICATION AGI AND VERIFIED AGI
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4.

i

verified data, for dependent and independent students, respec-

tively. Each of these tables can be broken down into components.

Accurate estimations are found on the diagonals (running from

upper left to lower right) where students' applications and. our

verified information concur in classifying students into income

categories.1 < Low estimations, which lead to overawards, are

,..< found in the upper right triangle (above the diagonal) where

students' applications indicated smailer incomes than did our

verified, information. High estimations, which, lead to under -
,-

awards, are found in the lower left triangles (below the diag-

onal) where students' applications indicated larger incomes than

did our verified information.

\ Beginning with the first row of Figure 3-10, we see that

200,000 dependent recipients had reported family AGIs of $0-5,999

and also verified AGIs of $0-5,999. These recipients received

$211 million in awards. There were, however, a total of 103,000

dependent recipients who reported AGI figures of $0-5,999 but

whose-verified AGIs /ere at or over $6,000; 70,000 of these had

verified AGIs at or over $12,000. Dependent student application
4

data led to the distribution of $76 million in awards to students

who claimed to have AGIs of under $6,000 but who had verified

incomes of at least $12,000. . On the other side of the diagonal,

(

1The term "accurate" in these figures refers to both the appli-
cation and verified AGI figures falling within a given income
range category, not to the $2 tolerance range used in other anal-
yses. In other words, thesd are more forgiving standards of
accuracy. ....,

o
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recipients in the lowest verified income category were the most

likely to have overreporteA their AGIs. The proportion of

recipients with verified AGIs in a towe'r' category than reported

AGIs is approximately 8 percent for those in the lowest verified
;

AGI group, 3 percent for the verified $6,000-11,999 group, 2 per-

centffor the iverifie $12,000-17.,999 group, and only 1 percent

for the $18,000- 23,J399 verified group. These results in sum

imply that oveawards are c ]rustered in higher income groups and

underawards in lower income groups, as should be expected.

Figure 3-11 repeats the same analysis for*independent stu-

dents. Those who reported AGIs of under $3,000 in 1979 received

a total of $246 million; of, this, '$14 million went to

underreporteft, i.e., students with verified AGIs of $3,000 or

more. A total of $2 million went to students with incomes of

$6,000 or more. The income group most likely to underreport AGI

figure's iamong independents is the group with verified in es' of

$12,000 or more. Approximately 14 percent of thi group were

underreporters.

Among independents, the proportion of students underreport-

ing their AGIs to those overreporting was approximately 1.3 to 1,

whereas it was 4.9 to 1 among-dependent students. The proportion

with basically accurate income reports (i.e., within the correct

Aincome-band) was 87 percent among dependents and 92 percent among

independents. Overall, therefore, the results of the two
t-

,anaryses are quite similar in general accuracy levels but quite

different as to the directions of the ina uracies. Asimplied
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by Figure 3-8, net overawards from student misreporting are a far

greater problem anion(dependents than among independents.

Figure presents the difference between awards calcu-,
4

lated from verified application data and awards 'calculated from

SER (corrected) data for dependent students. Unlike Figures 3-10

and 3-11, no institution error is included. Large discrepancies

appear for those students whose reported (application) AGIs fall

into the same category as their verified AGIs, reflecting the
, -

Importance of within-group application error of various types in

the calculation of incorrect SEIs. These results temper some-
.

what the comfort one might derive from the accuracy level of

approximately, 90 percent on income category reporting (see Fig-

ures 3-10 and 3-11).

Nevertheless, overawards to those underreporting by major

amounts account for a significant proportion of total overawards.
21,

About $88 million would be distributed (if no institutional error

occurred) to dependent students significantly underreporting AGI

by at least one AGI interval. Figure 3-13 reveals a similarpat-

tern for independent students: recipient error falls mainly

within the reported AGI categories, but $12 million would be dis-

tribUted on the basis of SER error alone to categorically higher

income recipients'. From a policy perspective, overawards due to

major misstating of income by independents and dependents are

both a significant and easily remedial source of BEOG program

error. Appropriate corrective actions are presented in Volume 2,

Chapters 3 and 7.
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VERIFIED AGI

XPPLICATION AGO' 50-5,949 56,000-11,999 512,000-17,999 518,000-23,999 524,000 +

SOz5,999

Award' Discrepancies +517 M +512 M +515 M 4417 M +$26 M
0 of Recipients 200,000 33,000 20,000 22,000 28,000

S6,000-11,999,

Aware! Discrepancies +53 M +548 M +S6 M +S4 M +5.025 M

1 of Recipients 13,000 271,000 16,000 6,000 100

S12,000-17,9p9

Award Disdrepancies M -S.1 M 4446M +S2 M +S.2 M

1 of Recipients 700 7,000 250;'0140 7,000 300

S18,000-23,999

Award Discrepancies -S.7 M -S.2 M -S.3 M 4438 M +S6 M

1 of Recipients 1,400 800 0 3,000 222,000 12,000

524,000 +

Award Discrepancies 0 +$.04 M +S.2 M +$.7 M +$37 M

0 of Recipients 0 400 1,400 2,000 208,000

1 Only applicants for whom AGI data are avai

using the upper leftmost cell as an example:

verified application data placed them in the

overawards due to student error is estimated

a

lable are included. A cell is read as follows,

of the group of 200,000 students whop reported and

SO- 5999-AGI category, a total of $17 million in

to have occurred in 1980-81.

FIGURE 3-12

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN AWARDS CALCULATED FROM APPLICATIONS
AND TOTAL AWARDS FOR DEPENDENT STUDENTS, BY VERIFIED AGI AND

APPLICATION AGI
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VERIFIED AG1

'APPLICATION AGI1 SO-2,999 $3,000 -5,999 $6,000 -8,999

SO-2,999

Award Discrepancies +S25 M

0 of Recipients 235,000

$3,000-5,999

Award Discrepancies

0 of Recipients.

$6,000 -8,999

Award Discrepancies

of Recipients

$9,000-11,999

Award Discrepancies

0 of Recipients

12,000 +

Award Discrepancies

0 of Recipients

+S3 M +S.3 M

12,000 700

+S.07 M +S21 M +S2 M

7,000 149,000 3,000 2,000 700

$9,000-11,999 $12,000 +

+S.8 M +S1 M

1,300 1,500

+S2 M +Si M

-$.8 M -$.2 M +$54 +S.9 M +$.08 M

1,600 3,000 67,000 1,300 800

+S.02 P.1' -S.2 M

800 1,600

-S2 M -S.4 hf

2,000 800

+S.03 M

1,300

+S.01 M

100

+S8 M +$.9 M

48,000 2,000

+$.04 M

700

442'M
32,000

1 Only applicants for whom AGI data are available are included. For interpretation of We

table, see the footnote to Figure 3-12.

FIGURE 3-13

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN AWARDS CALCULATED FROM APPLICATIONS
AND TOTAL AWARDS FOR INDEPENDENT ,STUDENTS

BY VERIFIED AGI AND APPLICATION AGI
mf
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Errors Among, Groups Differing in Income and Household Size

Family income and family size are the two most important

criteria in determining the student's Basic Grant award size. We

have therefore calculated for independent and dependent students

the redistributive effects of application error for household

size groups in each Al category.

The next two figures compare awards'besed 'on fall SERB to
7 ,

awards based upon all available verified data.1 Figure 3-14,

for dependent students, shows that larger sums of BEOG grant

disbursements would be awarded according to application data to

students in the higher AGI/household size groups than verified

information would suggest. For example, Figure 3-14A suggests

tl\at total awards disbursed to dependent students with verified

ho&eholds of 4 or more and verified family AGIs of'$18,000 or

more would be $287 million, irone accepted application informa-

tion as correct and no institutional error occurred. But when ,

awards calculated `from verified SEI dat.a '(Figure 3 -14B) are,
(

compared to awards based on application data (Figure 3-14A), we

see that stud

$189 million.

that group were actually entitled to. only

see ,that there is a net outflow of stu-

dents. due to th= uncovering of their ineligibility, for awards.

Amon ow-income families, however, there were only relatively

small isc papcies between application-based and verified award

1These are not actual disbursed award data, since institutional
error% andlateER changes are not included inrthesa award calcu-
lations. In other words, these figures are based on analysis,
different from that of Figures 3-10 and 3-11. ,

r

C
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PART A: AWARDS BASED ON APPLICATION INFORMATION FOR SEI

VERIFIED

HOUSEHOLD SIZE SO-5,999

2 Members

Awards:

N:

3 Members

Awards:

N:

S97 M

96,000

S87 M

84,000

4 Members

APIrds: $73 M"

65,000

5 Members

Awards:

N:

S1:1

53,000

6 or More Members

Awards: $54 M

N: 54,000

VERIFIED AGI

$6,000- 11,999 $12,000- 17,999 $18,000- 23,999 $24,000 +

$54 M

52,000

$107 M

104,000

$27 M

27,000

$69 M

81,000

$9 M

12,000

$44 M

65,000

$1 M

2,000

$20 M

27,000

$73 M $65 M $53 M $34 M

73,000 68,000 77,000 . 65,000

$54 M' $58 M $40 M $43 M

48,000 57,000 51,000 80,000

$66 M $77 M $60 M $57 M

63,000 75,000 71,000 88,000

1 Only applicants for whom AGI data are available are included. If no verified data were

available for household size or AG1, the reported value was used. A cell is read as follows,

using the upper leftmost bell as an example: Of the 96,000 applicants who had AGI of SO-5999 and

household size of two and who received awards, a total of S97 million would be awarded on the

basis of appItcation data, without verification of SEI items.

FIGURE 3-14A

CALCULATED AWARDS FOR DEPENDENT STUDENTS
BY VERIFIED AGI AND HOUSEHOLD SIZE

e



VERIFIED -

HOUSEHOLD SIZE

PART B: AWARDS BASED ON VERIFIEDSE11

VERIFIED AGI

$0-5,999 $6,000-11,999 $12,000-17,999 118,062723,999 $24,000 +

2 Members 0

Awards: $81 M S44 M $4 M $.3 M
N: 80,000 46,000 '24,000 7,000 700

3 Members

$76 M $82 M $44 M $21 M. $1 MAwards:

N: 70,000 50,000 62,000' 38,000 4,000

a

4 Members

$66 M $58 M. S47 M $36 M $14 t4Awards:

N: 4 56,000 56,000 50,000 53,000 34,000

5 Members

156 M 147 M 148 M 128 M 126 MAwards:

N: 49,000 42,000

a

48,000 40,000 . 47,060

6 or More Members
.

Awards: , . ..

N:
%

,

, $56 MC

50,000

$60 M

56,000

$59 M

59,000

.$47 M

58,000

$38 M

63,000

lOnly applicants for whom AGI data are available are included. If no verified data were avail-

able for household size or AGI, the reported value was used. A cell is read as follows, using
the upper leftmost cell as an example: Of the applicants who had an AGI of $0-5999 and a house-

hold size of two, 80,00Oshould have receivbd awards, and those awards should have totaled $81

million on the basis of verified data for all SEI Items.

FIGURE 3-14B

CALCULATED AWARDS FOR DEPENDENT STUDENTS
BY VERIFIED AGI AND HOUSEHOLD SIZE
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calculations. Data for independent students in Figures 3-15A and

B show similar patterns. The notable exceptiAis that indepen-

dent students tend to belong to smaller households and haye much

lower incomes, so their calculated award's are heavily concen-

trated in the upper left portion of the figures.1

The next two figures summarize the differences betweep

awards based on-application data andawards based on verified

data (i.e., they summarize the preceding two figures). Three

major observations are derived from the data for dependent reci-

pients (in Figure 3-16). First, we see again that while prac-

tically all AGI/household size groups make errors which lead*to

the calculation of awards larger than those calculated from veri-

fied data, the prepondei'ance of this type of error is greatest

among the higher income family groups. 'Second,_ award error tends

6 be highest in thelimiddle family siz groups (three to four

.----3)members). Third, among the poorest fami ies (i.e., those with

AGIs under $6,000 and household size of 6 or more), there are no

tenet overawards (essentially a truism, since students who are

actually very poor cannot make errors which would, increase their
0

awards), but there is a definite tendency to errors which result

in their receiving net underawards. Among independents (see"

Figure 3-.17), the, results are far less clear-cut, due largely to

independents' tendency to smaller families.

1These data, like the data of Figures 3-10 through 3-13,

include items for students who claimed to be indeperident but were
reclassified on ,the-basis of verified data as dependent:
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I

PART A: AWARDS BASED ON APPLICATION INFORMATION FOR SE11

VERIFIED

HOUSEHOP SIZE SO-2,999

VERIFIED AGI

S3,000-5,999 S6,000-8,999

4

S9,000-11,999 S12;000 +

It/Amber .

Awards: S239. M S96 M S4 M S3 M S3 M

N: 240,000 108,000 8,000 4,000 2,000

2 Members

S61 M S28 M S14 M S15 M S6 MAwards:

N: 67,000 _29,000 19,000 23,000 10,060

1

3 Members

S49 M S15 M S23 M S1314 S4 MAwards:

N: 53,000 17,000 27,000 17;000 7,000

4 Members

S21 M $13.14 S11 M S4 M S5 MAwards:'

N:: 25,000 13,000 14,000 . 5,000 , 11,000

5 or More Members

Awards: S17 M S8 M S6 M S7 M S7 M

N: 20,000 9,000 6,000 8,000 11,000

411

40

1See footnote to Flgur6 3-14A for a guide to constructlsm and Interpretation of the table.

t. 4
FIGURE 3-15A .

CALCULATED AWARDS FOR INDEPENDENT STUDENTS
BY VERIFIED AGI AND HOUSEHOLD SIZE s

0 9
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VERIFIED

HOUSEHOLD SIZE

1 Member

Awards:

N:

'2 Members

Awards:

N:

3 Members

'Awards:

N:

4 Members

Awards:

N:

5 or More Members

Awardi:

Ni

PART 8: AWARDS BASED'ON VERIFIED' SEll

VERWIED A6 I

'$0-2,999 $3,000-5,999 $6,000-8,999

$216 M $80M $1M
212,000 86,000 4,000

' $56 M $24 M $13 M

59,000 24,000 J5,060

$42 M $13 M $20 M

45,000 16,000 25,000

$21 M $8 M $10 M

24,000 _9,006 11,000

1

$17 M .

19,000

$8 M $7'M

9,000 6,000

$9,000-11,999 $12,000 +

0 . 0

0

$12 M'

20,000

spm
13,000

$4 M

4,000

$6 M
7,000

.0

$3 M

8,000

S2 M

4,000

$5 M

9,000

$5,M

9,000

i

,

1See footnote to Figure 3 -148 for a guide to construction and interpretation of the table.'
I

interpretation

ti

FIGURE- 3-15B "c

CALCULATED AWARDS,. POR INDEPENDENT
BY VERIFIED AidI AND HOUSEHOLD

3-.38
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VERIFIED

-HOUSEHOLD SIZE1 S0 -5,999 $6,000-11,999 S12,000-17,999

VERIFIED AGIZ

$18,000-23,999 ' $24,000 +

o

2 Members

Award-Discrepancy -$16 M -$1O.M -S6 M -S5 M '-$.7 M
ChangeIn 0 Recipient's -16,000 -3,000 -1,000

o

3Memlaers ,

-.Award Discrep/cy -S11 M -$25.1M _____ -S25 M -$23 M -S19 M
Change in 0 Recipients -14,000' -14,000 -19e.000 -27,000 -23,000

4

'4 Members ' .1

Award Discrepancy -$7 M -$15 M -$18, m .1417 M -$20 M
Change In 0 Recipients -9,000 -17,000 -18,b00 -24,000 -31,000

4

. :4..

S Members

Award'Discrepancy -S2 M -$7 M 410 M -$12 M -$17 M
Change in 0 Recipients -4,000 -6,000 . -§,000 -11,000 -33,000

-

b or More 'Members

Al

Award Discrepancy +S2 M -S6 M --S18 M -$13 M $19 M

Change In 0 Recipients -4,000 -7,000 =16,000 -13,000 - 25,000

I The data presented here are derived from previous figures. For example, the data in thk

upper left-hand cell ared!rived from the differences between the same cells in Figure 3-14A and
Figure 3-14e, respectively. Data are rounded to the nearest thousand. A cell is read as fol-

. rows, using the upper leftmost cell as an example: Efforts to verify all SEI information would

lead to a loss of 10,000_ recipients and a savings of S16 millioncameng those whose AGI Is under'

$6,000 and whose family sire is two.

2
Only applicants for whom AG1 data are- available are included. ,

4

FIGURE 3-16
. IR,

\ DIFFERENCES BETWEEN AWARD'S CALCULATED FROM'APPLICATIONIB
AND AWARDS CALCULATED FROM VERIFIED DATA FOR DEPENDENT

VSTUDENTS BY VERIFIED. AGI AND. HOUSEHOLD SIZE
,
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VERIFIED

HOUSEHOLD SliEl SO-2.999 .$3,000-5,999

VERIFIED AGI2

$6,000 -8,999 )9,000-11,999 I $12,060 +

Member

Award Discrepancy 42341 -$116 M M -$3 M -$3 M

Change In.# Recipients -28,000 -22,000 -4,000 -4,000 -2,000

2 Members

-S5 M

-8,000

-S4 M

-5,0'O

-$1 M
-4;000

-$3 M

-3,000 :

.
-S3 M

-2,000'

Award Discrepancy

Change In # Recipients .

3 Members

,-S7 M. -$2 M -S3 ,M -S4 M 4- -.$2 MAward'DIsCrePancy

Change'in # Recipients -8,006 -1,000 -2,000 -4,000 -3,000

'4

4 Members

Award Discrepancy 0' -S5 M 0 0

Change In #RecIplents' -1,000 , -4,000 ""-A3,0Q0 -1,000 -2,060

5 or more Members

JtwArd Discrepancy 0 '01 141 m -SIM -S2 M

Change'ln # Recipients -1',,000 -1,000 -2,000

1See'note 1 to Figure 3716. This table is derived from Figure 3-15A and Figure 3 -158,
.

.

. 20nly applicants for whom AGI data are available are incIdded.

4.

FIGURE. 3 -17

.5

.

TaF ERENCES BETWEEN 4WARDS'CALCULAT,ED FROM 4PPLICATIONS
AND ANAgD$ QLCULATED FROM VERIFIED DATA FOR INDEPENDENT

STUI5ENTg BY VERIFIED AGI 'AND HOUSEHOLD SIZE

vv
r^ +, ,'
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Errors Among Tax Filers -and Nonfilers'

Our next concerns were-whether or not application error was

especially high among families not filing tax returns or among

families using forecast rather than completed tax return data.

First, students were asked by our interviewers whether they had

filed--or'planhed to file--an income tax return. Figure 3-T8

compares all recipient families filing or planning to file tax,

forms with'those families not filing tax forms. Filers were far

more likely"to make'errors leading to overawardst, and somewhat
0

more likely to make errors leading to underawards. For both over

-and underaward error, there was a tendency for nonfilers to make

the larger errors, hoWever.

Students whose familiee filed tax forms contributed a dia.?.

proportionate amount of net student error. The 81 percent of the

sample filing tax returns produced 95 percent of the net award

error a. r'butable to students. Two caveats apply, however.

First, it should be borne in mind that the errors of nonfilers

are still.errors, regardless of their small effect on net award

error overall. Second, it may be 'easier to demonstrate inaccu-

racy in the applications of students who .file.1 .

...

c

In summary, there iscsa mixed-picture as to the relationship

of- tax filing to error. Fi,lers make errors more frequently, but

their errors are somewhat smaller than those of nonfilers. A

hypothesis for
..

future study is the following: nonfilers' simpler

1The reason for this caution is that tax return data were used
to provide documeneatiOd of error for key applidation items.

I

O
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FILERS1 NONFILERS1

Student Error
-Underawards .

Percent with Underawards 11% 4%

Mean.Underaward -$228 -$260 .

Overawards
'Percent with Overawards

.

Mean, Overaward

Percent of Net Student Error

Percent of Recipient Population

35%
$396

95%

81%

8%
$451

5%

19%

1To be included in the "Filers" category, a-student or parent
had to have answered "yes" to-our'interview question on that
topic (Sample N = 3128). To be included in the "Nonfilers"
category, a "no" was required (Sample N = 645). The breakdown of
filers and nonfilers by percentiof total population (81 to 19)

differs from the 85 to 15 breakdown presented elsewhere in
Volumes 1 and 2 due tb missing values On dollar awards in the
latter group. FOr taxfiling status alone, the 85 to 15 breakdown.
is a more accurate reflection of all recipients.

FIGURE 3-18

DISBURSEMENT DISCREPANCIES BROKEN DOWN
BY TAX FILING STATUS
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financial situations rarely cause, problems in filling out the

application forms, but the fact that nonfilers are, in general,

somewhat less educated than filers (inferred from relative family

income levels) means that when there are application.complexities

facing norifilers their lower mathematics skills and hard-to -react

instructions are likely to cause bigger errors.

To examine the hypothesis that some application errors are

due to the different timing of the application and tax filing

cycles, we lochced at error patterns for those filers who actually

used IRS data and those who estimated (forecast) it in advance

(both groups fall into the tax filing category of Figure 3-18).

Students whose families filed tax returns are asked on the BEOG

application-whether they used tax return.figures from a completed

return or estimated their tax return figures. About four - fifths

of our tax filing sample used complete data, and their overall

>istudent error rate (72 percent made some kind of error) is dower

than .the error rate for students who estimated dat6. to be filed

later (82 percent). Figure. 3-19 also shows, that students who

used a completed return were more accurate in reporting key items

in the computation of the SEI. For example, 52 percent of the

filers estimating AGI made errors, as opposed to 19 percent of

those using completed returns. The .hypothesis of scheduling as a

cause of error among tax filers is thds upheld.

THE CAUSES OF RECIPIENT ERROR

The next major concern in the recipient error data was over

the basic causes. So far, we have seen that AGI, nontaxable
0'10
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. APPLICATION ITEM

APPLICANTS WHO USED
TAX DATA FROM COMPLETED

RETURN - % HAVING
DISCREPANT DATA

APPLICANTS WHO
ESTIMATED TAX

DATA - % HAVING
DISCREPANT DATA

Adjusted Gross 19 52
Income

Taxes Paid, 1979 .20 43

Earned Income 43 -54
(Head of Household)

Earned Income, 19 24
(Spouse)

Medical/Dental 39
.47

Expenses

.Overall Item Error Ratel 72 82

ti
1Per!*ent having any kind of item error on their forms.

FIGURE 3-19

DIFFERENCES IN SELECTED ITEM ERROR RATES BETWEEN
TAX FILING APPLICANTS WHO USED COMPLETED TAX RETURN DATA
AND TAX)FILING APPLICANTS WHO USED ESTIMATED TAX DATA
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income, and student/spouse income are involved in the bulk of

student error. We have also seen that, at 'least among depen-

dents, a somewhat disproportionate part of the net overaward

caused by students goes to tax-filing families with three tofour

family members and relatively high incomes. BA. misreporting by

applicants is spread widely among all kinds of families for both'

independents and dependents, and it brought on over $200 million

in net overawards in 1980-81.

Why should applicant misreporting be so widespread and so

significant? One hypothesis is widespread fraud. AlthoUgh we

suspect that fraud is not the primary source

issue is beyond the scope of this, study.

other hypotheses in this data 'set, however,

of misreports, that .

We can examine two

and we did so. We

investigated the proposition that (1) much of the student* and

parent error can be attributed to basic problems for student's and

parents in understanding the questions and instructions on the

application form and (2) much of the student and parent error can

be attributed to insufficient availability of iniormation for

.parents and students when they fill out their applications.

To evaluate the merit of the first hypothesis, we asked stu-
.

dents and parents to destribe the problems they had filling out

their applications. We then compared the incidence of item error

for those reporting and not reporting problems on an-item. To

evaluate the merit of the second hypothesis, we asked students

and parents if thay had gotten assistance in filling out their

k
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applications and then compared-ereerror rates for those receiv-

ing and not receiving assistance.)

Reported Difficulties in Completing the Application Form

Inter;tiews with students and parents included the following

I

question:

Please take a minute to scan this financial aid application
form (the 1980-81 BasicGrant Application Form) and tell me
about the items which gave you any trouble.

Eadh time the question was asked, the interviewer, showed the

student or parent a card listing types of potential problems.and

then recorded the problem type the respondent identified. In

addition, the interviewer asked respondents to describe the prob-

lem in their own words. Advanced Technology coded these data

into a set of response types.

Subsequent analysis reported in the'next two figures indi-T

cates that, as expected, many of. the items reported incorrectly

on BEOG applications (see Figures 3-1 and 3-9 for examples) Were

in fact thought by applicant familieS to be hard to understand or

hard to document. Figure 3,720 sh ws, the rates of discrepanciei

found in application item the corresponding rates at which

students, and paFents rellerted difficulty with the .items. The

dacta indicate that discrepancy rates for all recipients from

Figure 3-1,, are markedly-higher than the rates at which problems

were cited by recipientS. Only about 30 percent of the students

)Earlier, we found that 'having completed tax form data
information source in Miring out the application did
lower error rates. This second analysis sought tQ
:whether outsidp help on forms completion could help even

3-46
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PERCENT OF ALL

CASES WITH

DISCREPANCIES

PERCENT OF _

PARENTS REPORTING

DIFFICULTIES

PERCENT OF

STUDENTS REPORTING

DIFFICULTIES,'

Citizenship 1 0 0

Marital Status (Student)
.

2 0 G
Bachelor's Degree 0+ 0 0

Live with Parents, 1979 2 1

3 5Live with Parents, 1980 5 /

Exemption, 1979 % 3
....+

t
1 2

Exemption, 1980 5 ,

Support, 1479 15 t
6 4 7

Support, 1980 17 1

Household Size 22 2 2

Number in Postsecondary 19 1

Education ,

Marital Status (Household) 4 2

Filed IRS
3 1 3

Estimated Taxel 13 2 3----
-..\

Number Exemptions Vf 5 2

'-

3

.

Adjusted Gross Income 19 2 6

Taxes Paid, 1979 19 3 4

Itemized Deductions 7 2 3

Social Security Income, 1979,m 9
4 3Other Nontaxable Income, 1979 14

Earned Income (Head of 36
4 4Houshold)

Earned Income (Spouse) 15 J

Medical/Dental Expenses 32 4 4

Tuitions 5 3 2
9

Cash/Savings/Checking 40 5 2

Home Value' 29
10

3,Home Debt ' 24

investment Value

1
2 1

investment Debt ,

3
1

BUilness/Farm Value 4 t ,.

Business/Farm Debt. 3 )

Monthly
al

% 1.

VA Educational Benefits, 2

VA 1 Months

Social Security Income, 1980 0+
2 1

Social Security I Months, 1980 0+1 .
2

5 6

.
Income, 1979 (Student+Spouse)

2 1Assets (Student+gpouse) 21

10ata *are rounded to nearest percent, so a zero may Indicate a small proportion of applicants;

families.

2 Percent of dependent students.

I

FIGURE 3-20

REPORTED DIFFICULTIES ON VARIOUS ITEMS
ENCOUNTERED- IN FILLING OUT/THE APPLICATION FORM1
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and 14 percent of the parents reported having at least 1 problem

with the application form. Nevertheless; the item With higher

discrepancy rates match those cited as problematic fairly

Closely.'

Figure 3-21 compares the items most often found discrepant

and the items cited most freqaently as difficult tb understand_or

to answer by parents and students. Of the 12, items most often

found discrepant, all but 3 were 'among the items most often

mentioned by parents or students as -difficult. Parents had-par-

ticular problems with the home value/debt items, often telling

interviewers that these items were very hard to document. Both

students and parents mentioned that it 4was also yery hard to

answer questions about financial support for siudehts. Students

cited particular _problems with obtaining parents' income and tax

data for. applications.
,

Several ,critical and frequently misreported its fo SEI
,

calculations '(AGT,2 earned income portions, student income,

medical/denta expenses, and nontaxable income)' were relatively

ISeparate figures for-validated and nonvalidated cases are not
reported' because the rates were very similar. 3, _

2A particular -problem_ in.' reporttng both AGI and taxes paid

exists for students receiving College Work'Study eataiings: The

instructions on the 198.0-81 form told dtudenti to ..subtract CWS
earnings from 'their AGIs and takes -paid figures-. These-sttdepts
therefore ccUld not simply copy ,IRS lines .from their returns -onto

their forms. 'Further, verification of the accuracy of these
items became exttemely.difficult_for financial Said officers (or
data analysts) because 'line'31 of the 1040, form acid line 6 of the
1040A did not accurately reflect the .GIs_ of students with °CWS

earnings. instr4ction referring applicants to these IRS ,lines.
may thetefore be misleading and, in faCt,_may encouragetudents
to-. report AGI. figures!which, are higher-than they should be. In

short, the CWS instruction may cause underawards.

3 -48
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MOST DISCREPANT
APPLICATION ITEMS MOST PROBLEMATIC APPLICATION ITEMS

.

RECIPIENTS STUDENTS PARENTS
_

.

.1. Cashisavingsiciukking 1. Support from parents t 1. Home value/debt ,
2. Earned income (head of household) 2. Adjusted gross income 2. Support from pirents
3. Medical /dental expenses 3. Income, 1979 (student + spouse) 3. Cash/savings/checking4. r.Home yeti. 4. Live with parents 4. Income, 1979 (student + spouse)
5. .Home debt

...
5. Taxes paid, 1979 5. Medical/dental expenses

6. Houslzhold size 6. Earned income (both portions) 6. Earned income (both portions)
7. Assets (student + spouse) 7. Medicalldental expenses 7. Other nontaxable income
8. Adjusted gross income 8. itemized deductions 8. Taxes paid, 1979
9. Taxes paid, 1979

i
9. Estimated taxes 9. Tuitions .N10. Income, 1979 (student + spouse) 10. Number of exemptions 10. Business/farm value/debt

11. Number in postsecondary education 11. Other nontaxable Income 11. Live with parents
12. Support from parents, 1980 12. Home valueldebt . 12. Adjusted gioss income

i

FIGURE 3 -21

MOST DISCREPANT AND MOST PROBLEMATIC BEOG APPLICATION ITEMS
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difficult for students and parents to understand. TheSe:results

suggest' that clarification of -those 'items, plus, the three

critical items that were often in error but rarely -seen as

difficult by parents (student assets, household size, and number

in postsecondary education) might serve to lower afplicant error

in the program somewhat without imposing, drastic documentation

requirements.

Satisfaction Sources of Application Assistance

Interviews with students included the following question:

When the form was filled out, did you ask anyone forqielp
who was not a 'member of your faMily?

J
About 36 percent said they had received outside assistance in

completing the form. This indicates that a significant number of

students had trouble interpreting the instructions and questions'

on the application form. Somewhat surprisingly, only 40 per'cent

of the students who received application assistance stated they

had p blems filling out the forme. This figure suggests that

11
5 ,e

the r e at which students and parents admitted to our inter-
,

viewers that the questions were hard to understand is lower than

the true level of difficulty. Alternatively, assistance seeking

may have been perceived by many Students as .relating to a minor

matter not worth classifying as a problem to interviewers.:

In order to evaluate,the,quality of the assistance' -students
0 A

received in filling out the-forms4 We firs*-asked-the stud nts, if

they were satisfied with the help, they received; FigUre-3-22

indicates that only a minority of recipients were dissatisfied

3-5,0
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SOURCE OF ASSISTANCE

% OF GRANT.RECIPIENTS'NOT'
SATISIFIED WITH, ASSISTANCE

THEY RECEIVED FROM THE SOURCE

High School Counselor 6.4

Faculty or Counselor at
Current School 6.5

Financial kid Officer 7.5,6

Friends 8.4
% .

Tell Free Telephone No. 8.6

Department of Education 23.2

American College Testing
-Program 24.0

a

i4:*

FIGURE 3 -22.

3

APPLICANT' SATISFACTION WITH SOURCES OF
"AgISTANCE' FOR BEOG, APPLICATION QUESTIONS

6-
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.with the assistance' they received, although the rate ofdissatis-

faction varied somewhat by'the source of help.

Students were least dissatisfied with the help rdeived from

high school counselors and faculty members at their surrent.
. .

schools. They were most dissatisfied' with assistance received by

telephone from the Department of Education and the central pro-

cessing center at the American College Testing' [ACT] Program

offices in Iowa City. One obyio reason for this spread may be

poor service by ACT and ED. But another explanation might- Aldo

be valik'Nhigh school personnel may need to know little about

the complexities of the program;" since the help they give- comes,

'early in the process and is fairly basi, . 4Their-help may there-

fore be much more straightforward and'simple, whilettlie central

processor..and ED must communicate the complexities' of the pro-

cess, a much more difficqt task. rn the end, satisfaction may

parallel the simplicity-of the message communicated.
fi

We next compared the error rates of students receiving

assistance in -dompleting the form, and students not receiving

assistance. The data of Figure 3-23 show that,, overall, students

receiving assistance tended to make somewhat fewer application'

errors. These results are similar to thoe reported for the -

general- public by the IRS regarding assisted and Unassisted

filers of IRS 1040 and 1040A income tax forms. (see Chapter 2,

Volume 2). BE0q applicants appear .to make more errors than tax

filers, however. Approximately 68 percent of thosp recipients

'\ 3-52
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SELECTED APPLICATION ITEMS

-APPLICANTS WHORECEIVED
ASSISTANCE IN COMPLETING

THE APPLICATION:
% WITH DISCREPANT DATA

APPLICANTS WHO DID NQT
RECEIVE ASSISTANCE IN

COMPLETING THE APPLICATION:
% WITH DISCREPANT DATA

Adjusted Gross Income

InCome, 1979
(Student + Spouse)

Household Size

Number in Postsecondary
Education'

Home Value

Cash/Savir4sMieCking ,

:All,Items Combined

,

, 2,0

11

26

19

28

3/3

0

68
.

21

15

22

20

-33

4 45

81

ti "1

(vi

r.

-4

ti

FIGURE 3-23

DISCREPANCY 014-SELECTED ITEMS
FOR RECIPIENTS, RECEIVING AND NOT RECEIVING

HELP ON THE APPLICATION



getting help had BEOG application errors, while 81 percent of

N
those not receiving application assistance had er ors.

Still,,the difference betWeen the two groups is small,. and

the error rate among students getting outside assistance is high,

indicating that the help students received in filling out their

applications was (1) not comprehensive (i.e., students received

help on one or two questions, not on the entire, application), (2)
4

accurate, but not followed, or (3) inaccurate. If the last is

true, it may suggest that a signifiChnt number.of professionals

in the nancial aid community (i.e., financial aid officers,

high school counselors, ACT staff, and so on) also had tlifficulty

understanding the questions and instructions on the application

form.

The small differences between assisted and unassisted recip-

ients overall is also apparent on thef critical SEI items high-,

in Figure 3-23. Outside assistance was most beneficial

in clarifying cash/savings/checking. Forty-five percent of those

who did not seek outside help had this item in error, while the

proportion in error was 38 percent for those seeking help. On

the other hand, the error rate for household size was higher

amorig those getting help than among thcAe not getting help (26

percent and 22 percent, respectively). For the other items,

outside help seemed o be a positiiie but minor factor in reducing

error.

These'inconclusive results for assisted students do 6ot nec-

essarily reflect badly on ED training programs.' To make such

0_1
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o

conclusions would require pretesting of student error tendencies

prior to assistance since our findings may reflect a situation

in which assistance actually, closes a gap in error-pronenesg

between students needing help' and others. For now% however, the

proper conclusion is simply tht after receiving assistance,'

students still have a substantial amount of critical error.

4

a

t.

se,

ti
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CHAPTER 4

DATA ENTRY ERROR

Thib chapter examines the ei-gors made by Multiple
Data Entry [MDE] processors in transferring information
from students' original application forms' to data
tapes. These data tapes are then forwarded to the- BEOG
central proCessox. The errors are significant because
they becomepart of the central processdr's computer-
ized files -for calculation of the applicant's SEI. The
original 1980-81 applicationfOrms of 1,250 Basic Grant
recipients in'our sample were compared to the central
processor files. ' A11 discrepancies between the two
sources '(i.e., all data entry errors) were rioted.
These discrepanCY data are Oported in summary form,
then broken down by the MDB ikocessors which made the
original terrors and by the applicant correction
patterns that eventually resulted from the errors.

The critical findings were:,
. 4

Data entry errors occurred on one
out of every 37 application forms,
which-tganslates into api/eoximately
60,000 recipientb.

Data)entry errors occurred approxi7
mately four times, more often on
forms from the American College
Testing [ACT] Program than on forms
from the College Scholarship Ser-
vice [CSB] and the Pennsylvania
Higher Education Assistanct Author-
ity [PHtAA]; regiDeltively..

Of' applications cont ining a data
entry error, 78 perce t'were never
corrected by the affect d students.

Of' applications containing a data
,entry error in critical income and
asset fields, 681percent were never
corrected.

Of applications containing a data
entry-error to the applicant's dis-
advantage. in critical, income and
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asset fields$ 60 percent were never
corrected.

None of the uncorrected errors had
a major effect on -the SEI of the

4 affected applicant.

These results"suggest the following conclusions:

The rate and award signifidadce of
BEOG data entry error is rather
low.

There appear s to be a deficiency in
the performance of the marksense
techdology exclusively employed by
ACT compared to the key entry
technology employed by CSS sand

PHEAA, but this is only suggested
by .the data. Definitive conclu-
sions on this issue will .require
further, more targeted, study, of
comparative error rates for the MDE
processors.

Students are generally rather inat-
.tentive and apathetic about data
entry errors, even when tbe error
affec4 SEI in a disadvantageous
way : .

I
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BACKGROUND

As part of the study of the application processin4--a tivi-
.

ties for the, Basic Gk-ant Quality Control project, we made an

analysis of the .error rates associated with data entry. The

applications of over one-quarter of the Basic Grant recipients

for,1920-81 who were surveyed for the Quality Control study were

selected as part of this error analysis. Our main r#search ques--

tion was, "To what extent does what students write on their forms

actually become what is entered into the BEOG application proces-

sing system?"

Details'of the methodology and procedures are ixcluded in

Volume 1 of this report. In brief, copies of 1,250 recipients'

applications were obtained from the three Multiple Data .Entry

tMDE] processors: the College Scholarship Service [CGS], the

Pennsylvania'- Higher Education Assistance Agency IPHEAA], and the

American College Testing [FACT] Program. MDE processors are

organizations authorized by the Federal Government to Use-their

own aid forms as proxy Basic Grant application. forms. The pri-

mary business of these processors is to provide forms to students

for use at institutions in awarding.aid other than Basic Grants;

but in order to minimize the number of. forms students must fill

out, the Federal Government allows the organizations to send the

appropriate data from their own forms to the Basic Grant Central

processor to deterinine BEOG eligibility. MDE sites korward these

data by tape after the essential editing to assure the accuracy

of the data entry. The quality of that editing is the subject of

this- report. A
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We sampled only MDE applications in order to maximize the

use of time and resources.1 A total of 500 CSS-originated

aPplibatiOns, 500 ,ACT-originated applications, and 2.50 PHEAA-

originated applications were visually compared,with the data, con-

tained on the 1980-81,Central Processor's History/Coreection

File. The study was not designed to assess definitively the
4
com-

parativeerror. rates for MDE prodessors. Instead, the primary-

purpose,wasto examine processoi- data entry error as a whole.

As 'stated in an earlier report,' "Quality Control in the

Basic Grant. Processing System," the definitibn of a processing

error is not as straightforwL.d as it might seem. On data entry

from.the application'form, error can be defined at the level of a

IceystrOke, a-data item, or the form itself. For the purposes of
)

this study; ,errors have been countedat the data elemeht (item)

level. This allows us to calmilate error rates at both the item

and form leVel. A broader issue in error definition is whether

the error is in a critical or noncritical field. Critical

fields can be.defined as those fields essential to the correct

and efficient processing of the appliCation. An example of a

critical field would be4djus.ted gross_ income, which is utilized

1MDE irocessors accounted for approximately 85 percent of the
Basic Grant initial applications fOr the 1980-81 processing year.
The central processor accounted for 'the remaining 15 percent
entering data from Basic Grant forms oily. CSS accounted for 71
percent, ACT for 24 percent, and PHEAA for the remaining 5

percent of'applications originating at MDE sites. Because the

central processor contract changed hands after 1980-81, no

attempt was made to assess the accuracy of data entry for the
1980-81 oentral prodessor.
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determine ericiibility and award amount. Noncritical field&
,;

athose utilized for collateral or demographic *rpoSes (e.g.,

age ,of the older parent). In some fields the critical and non-

'critical distinction is not clear-cut. 'Ah example would be the

address -field. While the address. is not critical to the, actual

-3rocessing, an error could it'd to the Student Eligibility

Report's ESER] not being properly delivered to the appli'capt. In

this analysis all- errors were counted, bdt-7SoTe distinctions are

drawn in-our discussions e%

d OVERALL RATES OF DATA ENTRY ERROR
.

The results of the error analysis are summarized in Figure

J

4-1.r A total of 45 errors were found. When one takeS into ac-

count the fact that 45 fields must be completed-pei. form, imply-

ing a total of---,5-6,250 (45 ti mes 1,250).possible errors'that could

have been found in our survey, it,can be readily ascertained that

the amount of processing dataintry error is quite small. Yet

'even Witt. as small a number of errors as found in this sample,

there.can be a wide range of "error rates," depending on how-the

rate is calculated. If the total sample error rate is calculated

at the data element 'level (45 errors divided by 56,250 possible

error fields) it is .0008. When weighted by the "real- world"

breakdown between ACT, CSS, and'PHEAA (see footnote at beginning

of the chapter); the rate is .0006, less than one-tenth of 1

percent. -However, if the weighted sample error rate is calca-
,

lated at ,the application form level, it will ripe to .027, or 2.7

,4 -5 1,."'-
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MDE

CSS

PHEAA

ACT2

1

.4

. ERROR RATE
PER PER

ADDRESS INCOME HOUSEI1OLD TOTAL SAMPLE SIZE ITEM FORM1

5 1 1 7 500 .0003 .014

Incomplete Erasure 5 1

Applica

Inexplfcable

4., TOTAL ,

,

I

rn

1 4 250 .0004 .016

14 4 27 500 .0015 .068,

1 ' 1

14 20 5 45 1250 .0008\ .036

Weighted Rates3 .0006 ..027

4

1There were no forms with duplicate errors.

2NOTE: CSS and PHEAA use conventional key-entry techniques,. while ACT uses Marksense sbanni The ACT. 4

technique requires a diffprent breakdown of data entry errors. For details, see text.

3Weighted for actual-distribution of MDE forms (71%-2'?5, 24% ACT, 5% PHEAA).

1 C`fi

FIGURE 4-1

-APPLICATION DATA ENTRY DISCREPANCIES
4
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percent. These weighted results roughly translate, to 1 data

entry error for every 1,667 items and 1 data entry. error for

evlepr 37 applications. Translatingthese rates into.the larger

population of over 2 million BEOG recipients whose applications

originated at MDE sites, approximately 60,000 recipients were

affected'b -some kind of ,data entry error in 1980-81.

'Although these-error rates are small enough overall to pose'

-no threat to the general integrity of Basic Grant procegsing, and

although the study

error 'rates across

striking difference

was not''designed to comprehensively compare

processors, it is notable that there is a

in error rates between the different data

entry technologies: The per-item and per -Form error rates for

CGS and-PHEAA, the two key entry sites, were very -similar, but-

there was a large difference between these sites and ACT in,error

rates. 'ACT's error'rates were over four tles as high, a pattern

which suggests, but by.no means proves, that key entry techniques

are superior to ACT's marksense scanning techniques for Basic

Grant processing.'

The in-depth analysis of the individual errors in the fol-

. lowing section illustrates the types of errors that do occur. The

CSS and "5,PHEAA data entry involve conventional keying, while the

ACT data entry is:exclusively marksense scanning. As there are

different error consider\ations for each technique, hey will be
i

discussed separately.

4-7
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CONVENTIONAL KEYING

?Name'

The CSS applications 'contained five errors in the, name

field. All were iskeying of what was on the application. There

were no PHEAA errors in the name field.

Address

Applications from CSS contained one error in the address

field. This was a simple transposition of a street number.

PHEAA applications contained no address field.errors.

Income

CSS had one error in a student's taxable income. The applis

cant reportee$2,000, and data entry. recorded $4,000. The PHEAA

applicatioris had two appliCations with a total of three errors.

One applicatio4n .listed expected gross income for parents as

$26,000 and other real estate and investment assets as $2,400.

Data entry recorded the figures of $2,600 and $2,500, respec-

tively.

Household

One PHEAA application had ari error in household data. An

1

applicant rep6rted the age of the oldest parent as 47, but this
O

was keyed as 48.

MARKSENSE SCANNING

Its proponents claim that marksense technology is more accu-

rate and cost - effective than conventional keying methods for most

data entry tasks. By asking_the applicant to write his or her

4-8



information (as On a conventional key entry form) and then to

fill in machine readable ovals corresponding to that information,

the,Scanning technology not only eliminates the key entry opera-

tor but also allows a self-correcting double check for both the

applicant and data entry editors.

It was therefore not surprising that the ACT sample we

examined revealed only one case where information in a machine

readable field on an application differed from that on the file

for no explicable reason. However, two secondary problems were

detected: incomplete erasure and applicant miscoding. Erasure

problems occurred when applidants did not completely erase an

oval and it was "read" during the scanning process, causing

T-
errors in the data. Applicant miscoding, which was the greater

of the two problems, occurred when then the applicant filledlin

incorrect ovals (i.e., ovals differing from those inielied -by the
-

written information) or the applicant failed to fill in any oval.

It could be argued that this.latter type of discrepancy is not an

"error," since the written information was indeed reported, but

the study clas'si,fied it as:error because opscan forms place the

burden of verification' on the student. Failures of student's to

verify the gridding of their' written responses to ACT were
o

treated the same as failures of CSS and PHEAA keypunch Staff to

verify the -keypunchihg of written responses, since the end'

results of these two problems for overall Pell system error are

exactly the same.

4-9



Name

One ACT application contained a name field eaor due to

applicant miscoding.

Address

There were 13 address errors in the ACT applications. Five

were caused by erasure problems, and the remaining eight were the

restat of applicant miscoding. (

Income

. A total of 15 ACT income fields had discrepancies. One was

due to an incomplete erasure; 14 were the result of miscoding.

Household.

Four ACT applications had errors as a result of miscpding in

the household section:

CORRECTION ANALYSIS

Another aspept,of data entry errors is corrections. Each

error could presumably generatea correction on t parstipf the

student which would result in increased procesein cost. An

analysis was made ofthe errors detected in the sample to deter-
.

mine when and if the error was ever corrected. The results of,

the analysis are summarized in Figure 4-2. It should be noted

that 78 percent of the errors were never Corrected. Of more sid-
-

nificance is the fact that 68:perdent thethe income/asset infor-
-,,

mation was never corrected. Interestingly, 60 percent of the

items never corrected were to the disadvantage of the applicaA.
-T

Figures 4-3 and 4-4 provide a detailed analysis, of corrected and

uncorrected income and asset information.' As it will be noted,

4-10 113
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NAME ADDRESS INCOME/ASSETS HOUSEHOLD TOTAL

CSS

Never Corrected

Corrected on Transactitn:.

Two

- Three

Four

PHEAA.

Never CorrecLd

4Corrected on Transaction:

Two

Three

Four

1

IP

1 '5

1 2

2

1

1 3

FIGURE 4-2

DATA'ENTRY ERROR CORRECTION ANALYSIS
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NAME ADDRESS INCOME/ASSETS HOUSEHOLD.
-

.TOTAL

ACT

Never torrected 1 "11 11 4 27

Corrected-on Transaction:

Two 2 4

Three 2 '4 . 6

--,
Four

6 14 '20 45

I.

ek

.

11-6 -117

FIGURE 4-2 (Cont.)
_ .

I
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MDE FORM USED

PHEAA

ACT

APPLICATION ITEM
APPLICATION

VALUE
. ENTERED

VALUE

WAS 'EYING OR
SCANNING ERROR TO
THE APPLICANT'S

ADVANTAGE?,
WOULD SEI BE

AFFECTED BY >500?

Real Estate/Investment
Debt 2,400 2,500 Yes No =

Adjusted Gross Income 8,500 8,154 Yes No
)

Adjusted Gross Income '23,250 23,25S No No

Income Earned--Student . 6,647 .8,126 No No

Income Earned--Mother 3,409 5;409 No No

Income Earned7-Mother 9,560. 9,569 No No

Dependent Student's Net
Income, 1,738 73,8. Yes No

Taxes Paid - 403 406 Yes No

Cash/Savings/Checking 300 800 No No

Itemized'Deductions 4,380 /-4:388
3

Home Debt 9,081 9,080. 'No No

'These items do not dirIctlytaffect eligibility.
l

!

\ i

. 4

FIGURE 4-3,

APPLICATIONS WITH INCOME/ASSNTRY 'ERRORS THAT WERE NEVER CORRECTED

1.18 119



MDE FORM USED APPLICATION ITEM

W'AS'ITYING OR

SCANNING ERROR TO
APPLICATION ENTERED THE APPLICANT'S WOU

VALUE VALUE ADVANTAGE? AFFEC

Expected Nontaxable Income 10,000 0
N

Student's Expected Taxable
Income--Summer 1980 500 600

SEI

BY '500?

4

'These items'do not directly affect eligibility:.

r 120

FIGURE 4-3 (Cont. )
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MDE FORM USED APPLICATION ITEM

C SS

PHEAA

. ENTERED VALUE WAS ITEM CORRECTED'
ORIGINAL APPLI- BY TRANSACTION NUMBER TO THE APPLICANT'S
CATION VALUE I 2 3 4 ADVANTAGE?

Student's Expected Tax-
able Income--School
Year,1980-81 2,000 4,000 0 '4 Yes

ri

Expected 1980 Adjusted
Gross Income 26,000 Z,600 '2,600 2,600 28,330

ACT Earned Income--Father 5,400 5,300 5,700 No

Earned Income -- Mother 4,206 '6,206 6,206 4 206,' r'
t

Yes

Earned Income--Student 9,525.8 ,;,5,258" 9,525 No

Medical/Dental Expenses 175 1,175 05- No
I

Nontaxable Income--Social
Security Benefits 2,437.0 24,470' 2,437 Yes

1

,-'; . , . ;

122

4

FIGURE 4-4

APPLICATIONS WITH ENTRY ERRORS THAT WERE CORRECTED

40

123
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none of the errors would have had a large impact' on the SEI,

`which is utilized to determine the Actual amount of the Basic

Grant award.

CONCLUSIONS

The major 'conclusion of this analysis is that both the rate

of error and the award significance of the uncorrected error in

BEOG application data entry are.low among Basic Grant recipients,
A

using MDE forms. On examining the MDE'application forms of 1,250

Basic Gtant recipients, we foUnd no uncorrected errors of major

award significance And only 45 errors overall. Compared to the

large number of errors being uncovered in the _applicant and

institution components (over $400 million in net. overaward

error), the" amount' of error found here is low. OSFA can forego

corrective actions regarding data entry without imperiling

prograM integrity. ,

Three caveats apply, however. First, the error rates,asso-

, ciated with ACT, which uses marksense technology for its data

entry, were significantly higher than those for the other two MDE

'processors. Of the forms processed by ACT; 6.8 percent had some

kind of error, compared to around 1.5 percent of forms processed

at CSS and PHEAA. This difference suggests that OSFA should

investigate further whethei or not marksense 'is .an-appropriate

technology for Basic Grant proessing .data entry. We want to

stress here_ that although our results regarding error rate dif-

ferences ,between sites are statistically -significant at the

- 124
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p <.05 level, they do not repress evidence about

either ACT or marksense technology. The study was not designed

to compare error rates across processorS,in comprehensive fash-

ion. Among the kinds of information for making definitiVe

conclusions are the costs`, timing, fields, students, and

organizational characteristics associated with the various errors

uncovered at the three MDE sites.

Second, the study of data entry -was designed to apply only
o

to Basic Grant recipients whose applications were originally

,received by MDE processors. Nevertheless, although only a more

comprehensive study could provide definitive evidence, our exper-

ience and data lead is to hypothesize that data entry error pat-
.;

terns affect other Basic Grant applicants to about the same

extent as they affected our sample.

'Finally, to say that the level and significance of error in

MDE data entry for Basic Grants are low is not to say that poli-

cymakers should do nothing. The decision as to whether or not to

act depends. upon_ OSFA's weighting of the costs and benefits

attached to an action. A mature quality' control and quality

assurance program aims not only to make sure that established

quality standards are met by all outppt bUt also to seek areas

where. breakthroughs
,

in error control can be made that will allow

management to obtain performance not just equal to the existing

Standards but far superior to them.

In the case of BERG data entry; the issue is whether the

delays, corrections, and inaccuracies from dataentry can be cut.

.4-17 1 2,7



to a level to justify the expense of breakthrough QC/QA activi-

ties. At each MDE site, the data entry errors we found

below the- r of 'one percent per stroke or mark error
AP

rate accepted as the 1981-82 HDE--- ctual standard,1 but

any error in Basic Grant data entry is awcost. Whenever a data

entry error is made and transmitted onto the student's SER, one

of two undesirable outcomes will occur: either the student will

correct it and submit the correction to the central processor, in

which case there is a waste and rework cost to OSFA and the stu-

dent, or the student will not correct it, in which case the

information on the student's financial and personal record is

inaccurate, another kind of cost to OSFA and, potentially, to the
t

student. If there are corrective actions whibh can lower even

the currently low data.entry error rate at an' acceptable cost-

benefit ratio, these should be undertaken by OSFA. Changes to

MDE contracts and increased OSFA monitoring of MDE sites'could-be

Well worth considering in that light.

1There was no precise error standard on the 1980-81 MDE con-
tract, under which the sample applications were drawn.

4-18
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CHAPTER 5

INSTITUTIONAL ERROR

Institutions are responsible, once an applicant
has received an SEI belowT1,600; for certifying eligi-
bility and calculating and disbursing -BEOG awards.
While BEOG applicants, themselv s=,-- --cause' the greatest
amount of - 'overaward et. , findings from, this study
indicate that a substantial amount of institutional
error exists in the BEOG program.

This chapter presents findings on the types and
incidence of institutional error occurring in the BEOG
program. Our determination of institutional 'error is
based on analysip 4cf,---data- from-44553- studerit file
record abstracts and interviews with financial aid
officers at 305 postsecondary institutions. The fol-
lowing are key findings: Y.

r.

Total_ institutional _error __in_
1980-81 was $463 'million and
involved an estimated42 percent of
all BEOG recipients. The total
amount of institutional BEOG
overawards equaled' $272 million,
and total underawards equaled $91
million. The total net overaward
due to institutions was, thprefore,
$181 million. The averkge insti-
tutional overaward was $441, while
the average underaward was $239.

Findings, show the absence of an
affidavit of educational 'purpose
[AEP] or financial aid transcript
[FAT] -from a student's file was *the
single lariest contributor. to
institutional error.

Total' institutional error, when
AEP/FAT'error was e*Fluded, totaled
$211 million and inolved 37 per-
cent of all BEOG recipients. Of

\this, $111 million was overawarded,
and $100 million was underawarded.
Thus,* net institutional error,
excluding AEP/FAT error, equaled

127



$11 million. The average overaward
($236) and underaward ($243) were

. similarly balanced,

Looking at, error by, component and across types of
institutions, findings show:

Of all recipients in our sample,
9.1 perOent were found 'ineligible
_because they*, did not meet one'or
more of the eligibility -criteria'

*.set out in BEOG program regula-
tions. Only 1.7 percent were found
ineligible for program eligibility
reasons other than AEI /FAT error.

After AEP/FAT error, students not
making satisfactory progress was
the largest source of eligibility
error.

Institutional data'indicate that a
slpetantial number of BEOG' recipi-
ents 'changed enrollment status or
dropped out during the course of
the year. Ten percent -of students
who 'were full -time at the first
disbursement had either dropped out
or dropped below half time at the
second disbursement, term. This
represents 8 percent of the total
sample. Although these kinds of

change's are not by themselves'
necessarily program errors, they dO
seem to be associgte4 with errors
by institutions and abuses by
students.

...)04%

Average absolute institutional
award error was less than $95. per
recipient at over 50 percent of
institutions in our sample, and was
less than $50 per recipient at over
30 percent of institutions in our
sample.

There is little indication that
award error is more frequent at
private institutions than at public

12&
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, `4

institutionsi.yit the average size
of award error was ilarger at pri-,
vate institutions. Proportionate to
their representation in the popula-
tion, students at private institu-
tions had more net award error
(largely due to the higher average
awards at those institutions).
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-TOt4in4i:tUtiOnal-er7ror,-is-comprised of ipix typds.or,com-

poOerit -

AEO/FWError

ASA- and. C ittz ensiijp; Error

grogram

.

-Eligibility Error

m-
--CQ-Ert,of::---A--.-ti-Ondanc-S Error .

-.. .

Enroliveht Status--Error

Calculation Errbr

Definitions of these error types appeared in Chapter 1. The

first three fall into a broad category which we call'eligibility

error, and the last three are part of a geneFal category'labeled

disbursement error. Figure 5 -1. illustrates the incidence of

institutional error by each compdnenttype.,

ELIGIBILITY ERROR

Eligibility error described in this section is error made by

institutions, in determining whether students meet the student

eligibility criteria established in BEOG program regulations to

'qualify for a Basic Grant. There. are several distinct

regulations, in addition to the receipt of an SEL below 1,600,-

,governing a student's eligibility for a BEOG award. As Figure

5-2 reveals, the incidence of eligibility errors made by

institutions in 1980 -81 is very low. A total of 4.1 percent of

all recipient's in our sampls were found to' be categorically

ineligible for one or more of the eligibility reasons listed in

5-4



ESTIMATED

RECIPIENTS
WITH ERROR

Total Institution Error

Institution ErrOr
without' AEP/FAT Error:,

.991,000

873,000 ,

Components' .

AEP/FAT Error 181,000

BA and Citizenship Error 4,000'

Program Eligibil rror 31,300

54'000Cost of Attendance

Enrollment Status Error2, 430;000.

Calculation Error2 368,000

MEAN ABSOLUTE
PERCENT ERROCFOR
OF ALL RECIPIENTS

RECIPIENTS WITH ERROR'

42% $66,6

37% $241

.7.7% $933

.2% $849

1.3% $789

15.0% $177

18.2% $21g

15. $79

11.

1 'Component figures are computed independently flit. each type of error.
The sum therefore exceeds the total of all error, because error has been
counted more than once in all cases where more, than one'type oferror
occurs.

'32Estimated breakdown of institutional error components using sP?.ing 1981
data. -Final component figures will be derived from institutional reconcil-
iation rosters as part of Stage Two of this project.

r-

FIGURE, 5-1

SUMMARY OF INSTITUTIONAL ERROR INCIDENCE
AND ABSOLUTE VALUE IN bOLLARS
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ELIGIBILITY ERROp COMPONENTS ERROR CASES

.

INCIDENCE OF ERROR
N = 4530

WEIGHTED UNWEIGHTED

No Affidavit of Educational. 185 3.74% 4.08%

Purpose
;

No Financial .Aid Transcript 185 4.10% 4.08%

Holds Bachelor's. Degree 6 .17% .13%

Nonqualified Citizenship 2 .06% .04%

Program Eligibility Error

-Course Less Than Six Months 1 .03% .02%

`EnrollMent Status Less Than 5 .06% .11%.

Half Time

Nondegree Student 2 .06% .04%

Grant or Loan Default 4 .07%
,

.09%

Not Maintaining Satisfactory 54 1.23% 1.19%

Progress

Total CategoitfCally Ineligible 9.10% 9.30%

Recipients
11

FIGURE 5-2

INCIDENCE OF INSTITUTIONAL ELIGIBILITY ERROR

Jr
2
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the following section. The highest incidence of eligibility

error is due to either a missing AEP or FAT. The third highest

rate of eligibility error is due to students not making

satisfactory progress. Institutions appear to have minimal

problems complying with the other six program regtilatilons.

Eligibility criteria are discussed in the following sections.

Affidavit of Educational Purpose [AEP] Error

Program Definition: To be eligible for a Basic Grant, a student
must file a notarized affidavit or signed
statement stating that all flinds received
through Title IV programs will be used
solely for educational or educationally
related purposes and that the student is
not in default.

In 185 student files (3.7 percent) from our sample, a.:nota-
,

rized AEP or a signed statement_ (.notarization became optional

beginning in 1980-81) was missing. Several institutions reported

they'. collect AgPs from the majority of student through some

regular mechanism such as inclusion on institution aid applica-

tions or award notices. The institutions then collect the

remaining AEPs for students receivingBEOGs or state grants only

throughout the academic year. Since this is a technicality that

may be corrected at any time\without 'affecting the amount of a

BEOG award, institutions apparently feel this -error's

significance does not warrant the delay Of disbursements.

,Financial Aid Transcript [FAT] Er ±or

Program Definition: -Before a student may receive a Basic Grant,
the' .institutOn must have received and
evaluated a certified financial aid tran-
script from that student's prior educa-
tional institution or school.
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Coin identa].ly, the same number (185) of FATs as AEPs were

found missing from files. For the most part, they were different

files from those missing AEPs. An FAT provides data on previous

'aid received by the stuent and whether or not the student is in'

default. Regulations state that first disbursement may be

made, but a SeconeBEOG disbursement must be held back until the

receipt of a transcript. Since we collected institutional data in

the spring of 1981, the majorit f second disbursementS had been

issued, making awards to students Without FATs on file id-error.

This finding indicates institutions treat missing FATs -similarly
A r

to missing AEPs, i.e., as .technical errors that can be corrected

after the fact.
--

Bachelor's Degree Error

Program Definition: To be eligible for a Basic Grant a student
must not have received a previous bache-
lor's degree. '. .

Six out of 4,530 sample cases (.17 pexcent) were found,to

have bachelor's degrees. Ih cases where documentation' such as an

academic transcript was not available, our data collectors relied

upOn student-kipplied information to verify.this item, which is

in keeping with the-,procedure mosOidstitutions use to check

bachelor's degree status.

Cit4enship Error

Program Definition: To be eligible for, a- Basic Grant a student
must be,a U.S. citizen, a permanent.resi-
dent, in the U.S.. for other than a tempo-
rarypurpose, or a permanent- resident of
the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands
or the Northern Mariana Islands. .

5-8
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Only two cases (.06 percent) in the sample did not meet

eligible citizenship criteria for receiving ,a BEOG award. Both

of these noneligible citizenship cases were discovered through

documentatipn in the students' files; no interview data led to

the detection of students' ineligibility'---by reason of citizen-

ship.

Citizenship and bachelor's degree error are caused either

by student misrepresentations or institutional.oversight., Since

the number of bachelor's degree and citizenship errors found is

$o small and thellresponsibility'for certifying these eligibility

requirements falls into the institution's ,realm of responsibil--

ity, we consider both institutional errors.

Program Eligibility Error

Course Less Than Six Months

Program Definition: To be eligible for a Basic Grant a stud4pt
must be enrolled in a program of study tat
is at least six.months in length.

Only one case was found where an award Was'made,,toa stu-
,

dent'-enrolled-in an ineligible or.less :than six-motth program.

Through admissions or registration proce'dures most institutions

car.? effectively. identify students enrolled in noneligible pro-,

grams prior to award.'

*
Enrollment Status Less Than Half .Time

°

Program Definition: To be eligible for a Basic. Grant a student,
must be enrolled as at ,least a half-time
undergraduate 'student at an institution of
higher education.,

g Though it is not clear that institutions always adjust

awards in conjunction with student enrollment changes 'betweed

5-9
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tO

half-time, three-quartpr time, and full-t

little evidence that institutions make erro
.

funds to students who are not enrolled at 1

.orcthaft 4,500 recipients in our sample,. on

oun

A
ime status, there is

s by disbursing REOG

east half time. Of

peicenWineliible for this reason received BE

. Nondegree Student

Program Definition: To be eligible for a Basic
must be enrolled in a progr
to a bachelor's, associate,
professional, or certificate

ly 5 students (.06

OG awards.

Grant a student
am which leads
undergraduate

degree.

We discovered two cases where students enroiled in non-

degree, noncertificate programs received Basic Grants. As with

the six-month course length requirements, institutions app4ar

fairly effective in' blocking award disbursements to students in
O.

noneligible programs.

Grantor Loan Default

Program Definition: A student is not eligibie to' rec
Basic Grant if he or she.is iti defa
any Title IV loan--NDSL, GSL/FISL--o
a repaymept on.any .Title IV grant-
SEOG, or SSIG--received while in atten
at that institution.

eive a
ult on
r owes'
-BEOG,
dance

Four cases of students in our sample in loan default

tus (.07 percent) were detected. In one of these, cases'

institution did not recover the first'disbursement but cancel

sta -

the

led

the second. As with verification of bachelor's degree 'statu
,

often the only document available to verify-loan default status

s,

particularly for students with previous guaranteed student loans,

is a certification statement supplied by the student:

5t10
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1!zt Maintaining Satisfactory Progress

Program Definition:_ To be elAgible for a Basic Grant a student
must maintain satisfactory progress in his

'or her course of study.

After AEP/FAT error, students not maintaining satisfactory

progress is the most serious source of eligibility error. Fifty--

four cases with such error were discovered,although this inci-

dence of error still only represents 1.2 -percent of our sample.

A wide range of institutional satisfactory progress policies, with

probation periods of various lengths, diverse appeal procedures,

and room for special exceptions are in place in institutions.

This makes the task of verifying compliance wi th s regulation

difficult. This 1.2 percent incidence of erro ents only

cases where the same data-sources that FAOs check for satisfac-

tory progress indicated a student recipient was not in satisfac-

tory progrese,, according to the institution's policy. For-the

'most part, this error does not represent cases where students

received awards and dropped out or withdrew from classes- follow-

. ing the end of refund periods.

In summary, institutions' appear to have little difficulty

Complying with eligibility regulations, with the exception of

AEP/FAT requirements. Our findings on the AEP appear similar to

those of the 1978-79 Quality Control study, where 7 percent of

recipients did not have valid, AEPs on file. However, these two

sets of findings on the AEP are not exactly parallel. The data

Y. for this study were collected in the spring, whereas the data

,collection for the earlier study 'took place in the fall' when

5 -11
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institutions were still actively collecting AEPs. By the spring

of 1979, the incidence of students missing a valid AEP had prCb-
,---

ably dropped below 7 perbent.
a

Although we have not recommended a formal corrective action

addressing this AEP/PAT problem, a reassessment of the signifi-

cance of either of these documents to the administration and

integrity of the Basic Grant program may be advisable. A goal

should be set of either eliminating these forms or collecting

.them in a way that prevents their presence or absence in files

from -Contributing to award error as it does,now.

DISBURSEMENT ERROR

'As with the first Quality Control study, we found insti-

tutional procedures surrounding calculation and disbursement of

BEOG awards diverse and noted that final enrollment status and

cost of attendance data used to calculate disbdrsements often go

unrecorded. Since..cost of attendance and enrollment status are

the two factors -that' are combined with the SEI to deterMine

scheduled award and expected disbursement amounts, we assume a

certain amount of error in,these two data items. The act of
4 ;

-

calculating the award--converting the SEI from an index to a

dollar award- figure using the BEOG Payment Schedule--most likely

generated an additional amount of institutional 'BEOG error. b In

an effort o discover causes of disbursement error, we identified

for furthersinveitigation three subcategories where such error

could occur and affect the award amount: (1) cost of attendance
A

error, enrollment status error, and (3) calculation error.

138
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Distributing this remaining error among causes would be

fairly straightforward if one standard document were used across

all campuses to keep a written record of significant points in a

student'saward determination. Since no such dotument exists,

our analysis of cause for institutional disbursement error is

based on data from the institutional SER kept in student files,

The file SER in some cases is accurate; in other cases .it is not

because _institutions often do not use it as a working document on

which original status or changes in enrollment status and awards

are recorded.

Hence, what,we have measured as cause for institution dis-
.

bursement error may be as much a measure of the inadequacy Of

institution record keeping and lax BEOG program 'Procedures which

`,do not require institutions to record the process used for deter-

mining BEOG' awards as it is a measure Of an actual payment

error.

Cost of Attendance Error

Definition: Cost of attendance is one of three factors used
to calculate a BEOG expected disbursement. Cost

4: of,attendance is the total of'a student's actual
tuition and fees, room and board expenses, plus a
$400 allowance for books and supplies. Cost of
attendance error occurs when the calculated cost
of= attendance figure used to calculate a stu-
dedt's award does not equal that student's actual
cost of -attendance. (For 1981-82 regulations
allow the use oil average cost of attendance
figures.)

BEOG cost of attendance.err4r, while less widespread than

enrollment status error, still affects 15.0 percent of all recip-

ients with an absolute mean error of $177 per recipient with

1 3 9
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error. Cost attendance regulations fort the Basic Grant

program had been labeled "a large adminisftative burden" by

institutions pursuant to the recent regulation change. This is

supported by our findings, which indicate a significant incidence

of this type of institutional error. Financial aid offices

appear to have particular difficulty tracking: adjustments to

students' costs :due to mid-year changes in room and board

arrangements and status changes in state residency.

Enrollment Status Error

Definition: Enrollment status is the second of three factors

used to calculate a BEOG expected disbursement. A
separate BEOG payment schedule is used for stu-
dents enrolled full time, three-quarter time, or

half time. Enrollment status error occurs when
the wrong status or the wrong payment schedule is
used to calculate the expected disbursement.

Using the enrollment status error definition appearing in

Chapter 1, our analysis.show* that institutions made errors in
A ,

determining correct enrollment status for 18.2 percent of the

BEOG recipients in our sample with an absolute mean error (under

and overaward combined) of $219 per recipient with error. A

certain ambunto of this error reflects the tact that some

institutions do not update the students' file SERs as enrollment

status changes occur nor maintain records which describe when and

why award adjustments were made. Thjs,while a student may have

received the correct award, it is not reflected in the financial

aid office records. _Nevertheless, the iftagnitude of this error

indicates that some financial aid offices are not adequately

10
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calculating or-adjusting BEOG awards based on the correct enroll-

.ment status factor.

We cannot say definitely why enrollment status error occurs.

`We are also not certain it will remain at this level once recon-

ciliationciliation takes place. Howdver, lax institutional procedures,

untimely. reconciliation, and inadequate record-keeping practices

surrounding the administration of Basic Grants may be causes for

this type -of error. In many cases institutions' lack uniform and

consistent procedures for monitoring a- student's ongoing eligi-

bility for a grant, such as A system to check enrollment status

of all recipients, and make simultaneous adjustments to BEOG

awards:by a specific date each term.

Calculation Error

Definition: Calculation error is error Made by-institutions in
converting the SEI from an index number to a dol-
lar award figure using the BEOG Payment Schedule.
Accurate calculation requires use of the proper
payment schedule page based,on a student's enroll-
ment status (full time, thr&e-quarter time, or
half time) and taking'the award amount from the
correct cell on the payment schedule.

BEOG calculation error occurred in 15-6 percent of the

.bases ,with a mean absolute error of .$79, and a net error of. $3.

The overwhelming majority of cases, over 90 percent, show -error

'within $50 of the correct award. This suggests tht one cause of

calculation error is an incorrect reading of the BEOG award' from

the payment schedule. In most- cases, missing the correct award

cell by one'or two...--dells would cause an error of $50 or less.'

Some calculation error may also be*caused by the more difficult
: .

computation clock hour schools must use to determine awards. The

1 1 1
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computation

enrolls in a

It is

was -caused

awards.

becomes even more complex when a student recipient

program which crosses over two academic years.

probable that a certain amount of calcUlation error

by the late $50 across-the-board cut. in 1980 -81

As a ,reqult of the cut, it was necessary to issue a

second payment schedule, which may have caused some confusion in

award calculations. In addition, this $50 cut altered the use of

the payment schedule from previoussyears', making an award for a

student who attended full time one semester-and then dropped out

different by $25

for a full year.

from an award for a studeRt attending half time
4 e

When all cases where calculation error of *026

or less are eliminated, the averag? net error is $24 ,per

*
recipient with'error.

STUDENT CHANGES.IN ENROLLMENT STATUS

This next section discusses findings from our data cOlfec-

tion on the frequency with which,students in our sample made

changes in enrollment status between semesters or academic terms.

These findings have no direct relationship with-the statistics on

institutional. enrollment status error previoUsly discussed.

Students in postsecondary education frequently change their

enrollment

reasons;

study

status from .one term to the next for a variety of

theref it is not surprising that data from this

eflec such changes. While our data limit'

measuring the relanship between the frequency of enrollment

status changes and the propensity of institutions to make

us ,from

5-16
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mistakes because of enrollment status changes, we feel it is

important to discuss this topic for two reasons:

The substantial rate at which Basic Grantrecipients
make enrollment status changes may be a natural cause
of BEOG error. This has implications for policSrmakers,=
`with regard to the'procedures institutions use to-checi/
enrollment status and adjust BEOG awards.

4r

While we have no:clear evidence, ixferentral analysis
together with data from institutional interviews gives
some indication that asignificant minority of students
may be enrolling in school for the:purpose of receiving
a Basic Grant alone and not necessarily for academic
reasons.

Findings on student enrollment status changes between aca-

demic terms show that a considerable number of students change

enrollment status and in many cases reduce course loads or drop

out of school both before and after receipt of a Basic, Grant.

,Ov,er 15 percent of the students enrolled full time when they,got

their' first disbliements (84 percent of the total sample) were

either no longer enrolled or had dropped below full-time,status

at the time of their second7term disbursements. Ten percent of

those who were full time for the first disbursement had.either

dropped out or dropped ._below half time .by the next disbursement

terni-.. Thirty-one percent of students tho were half or three-

quarter time at th e first disbursement (8 percent of the total

-sample) had changed toCill time at the second disbursement.

Again, because institutions donot routinely record enrollr

ment Changedl-ind their dates of occurrence along with redultingi:

adjustments to BEOG awards, we cannot assess the impact of these

changed on BEOG error as accurately as we would like. In -addi-

tion, policies setting out v,/en students are Liable for part or
4
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all of tuition or other charges if they withdraw from. school are

highly diverse among institutions. Nevertheless, it appears that

the sheer volume of enrollment changes and necessary adjustments

to awards is a likely cause of institutional BEOG error.

Besides being a probable source of disbursement error, this

movement between full, three- quarter, or half time and less than

BEOG-eligible enrollment status may have wider impact on unin-

tended behavior effiscts in the BEOG program. BEOG payments to

students and refunds from students who reduce course loads or

withdraw are calculated according to individual institutions'

interpretations of BEOG regulations and institutional policy. In

spite of the °numerous enrollment' status changes, our Student

Record Abstract [SRA] findings show, that only 6 percent of the

total sample had a BEOG overpayment (for this stuffy, we defined

"overpayment" as any time a, studnts account showed a.debit to a

BEOG payment), with an average overpayment of $195. Whey these

shifts in enrollment status between terms are balanced. against

our data on BEOG overpayments, there is a- suggestion that a

relatively large number of cases exist where BEOG students drop

out or greatly reduce course'loads between terms.

These shifts in status by a BEOG recipient. .can mean one of

t.146 things: (1) the student finished out the term at the origi-

nal enrollment status on which the BEOG was calculated and then

enrolled at a different status or did not enroll at all for the

next term; (2) the student dropped out or greatly reduced his or

5-18.
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her course load after the end of tuition refund periods which

require student repayment of grants received. Neither of these
4

cases violates current BEOG regulations, and in many instances'

the changes are probably made for sound academic or personal rea-

sons. However, combining our data on course load changes with

anecdotal evidence from institutional interviews (such evidence

is discussed in.Chapter4 of 'the Cori'ective Actions Volume) leads

us to suspect a pattern'oflabuse in the BEOG ogram. A signifi-
.

cant number- of student's. may be enrolling i school specifically

to receive B&sic Grants then dropping out after the end of the

refund periods, withoutyiolating BEOG regulations.

A' related issu4 is the Federal 'concern, specifically dis-

cussed in.a recent GAO report, over satisfactory progress regula-
,

tions Overning currentFedgral student financial aid recipients.

%Current Federal regulations state that a, policy must exist but

essentially allow institutions 4co define such satisfactory pro-
,

grEiss policies according to individually set standards. Our

findings indicate a wide diversty in- satisfactory progress poli-

cies and inconsistency among institutions in the' application of

policies to studerk financial aid recipieets on a.seemingly arbi-
,

trary basis (e.g., separate policies arse sometimes applied to

studentS from disadvantaged backgrounds, and probation periods

were extended in individual cases). In many cases, institutional

satisfactory grog ess policies. do not take into account W grades

received for withdrawals from. courses and are silent on any

5-19
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requirement that students must make normal progress toward an

educational degree or certificat'e.

Thus, .the fact that students can drop out without Penalty to

cum rrent or future BEOG awards and, in many cases, without
- .

violat-

ing satisfactory progress policies leaves open an opportunity for
--,

k..,

serious abuse1,11this area.
. -

INSTITUTION AWARD ERROR RANGES

Figure 5-3 shows the range 'of,absolute institutional award

error for institutions, in our sample. The average size of insti-

tutional error ranges from $0 to $999- -5 r recipient. As' the

chart indicates, 13 percent of our sample institutions made no

errors in disbursing Basic Grants"during 1980-81. Over 30'per-
.

cent had less than a $50 average award error per recipients.

Figure 5-4.shows-the same range,of mean absolute institu-

tional error, omitting AEP/FAT error. In this analysis, 16 per-

cent of the institutions committed no errors, and 4' percent_ had

average institutional error of less than $50. In both approaches

to defining institutional error., moreathan half of the institu-

tions had an average award error of less than $95 per recipient.

The preponderance of large institutional award discrepancies

are paused by eligibility errors; hence, the5 percent of insti-

tutions falling into the highest range in Figure 5-3 *recect a

certain amount of eligibility error. As Figure 5-4 Shows, fewer

'institutions have an average error of $200 or more when AEP and

FAT errors are not counted, because both are eligibility errors.
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Nevertheless, these outlier institutions do have a sufficient

number.of cases to be valid and therefore indifat that a''Wide
1

range of error is occurring at institutions.

Overall, these charts suggest that some schools do a far

better job of administering Basic Grants than others. The r- ge
,

and variation in error among institutions suggest that this type .

of analysis is useful for determining a standard for measuring

the perforMance of schools. For example, since 50 percent of our

sample institutions show an average error of less than $100, such

a figure might be'designa.ted as an indicator of standard perform-
,

ance.,

It is important to note in this discussion that the institu-

tional error mode in our analysis is $50 for overawards and -$26
A

for underawards. Two factors contribute to this: .BEOG awards,

calculated using the SEI and cost of attendance, increase by

incrementsit $50 for full-time students. Thus, missing the cor-

rect cell on the payment schedule by lr when calculating a-BEOG

award could very likely'cause a $50 awa d error. The other con-

tributing factor is unique to the 19:60
i

1 year. Very late in the

processing year BEOG awards were cut slacross the board by $50.

This happened after most students had been notified of the

amounts of their BEOG awards. Some confusion then occurred

between institutions, the. processor, and u as to when the pro-

cessor began using the 'revised payment schedule to automatically

calculate awards. We suspect some institutions, using the 101xi-
.

mum award listed on the SER as a guide, reduced awards, which had

5-23
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already been reduced by the processor or vice versa. It is

/probable that institutions failed to catch all the changes.

Again, we attribute a certain amount of underaward error to this

one-time circumstance-
F

INSTITUTION CHARACTERISTICS
t

This section p?esents findings on the distribution of stu-

dent and institutional error among types of institutions" and the

impact of certain' institutional procedures and characteristics on

the incidence and magnitude of error. Of ;the 305 Institutions

our sample, 153 are public, 95 are private and nonprofit, and 57

are proprietary institutions. The distribution of types of

institutions as opposed to control is as follows: 49 'are less

than- 2-year institutions, 105 are 2-year institutions, and 151

are 4-Year qr more than 4-year institutions. Findings discussed

thit section are the-result of simple ,blivarite data analyses.

liA later ..ch ter of this-4 report discusses the results ,of our

regresSioh analyses to determine errorl-prone Populations and

idstitution types. Since regression analysis isolates-and ana-
;-

lyzes selected characteristics while holding all else constant -,

some differences in findingsroccur.

Public, Private, and ProPrietary Institutions

Figure 5-5 reports the differences in the incidence and size

df total institution and student award discrepancies at public,
r

Private, and proprietary institutions. Our findings indicate

that private and proprietary institutions, on average, make
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PUBLIC

' (Sample N = 2,949)

PRIVATE

(Sample N = 828),

Total Disbursement Discrepancies

All Underawards

Percent with Discrepancies

Mean Discrepancies

All Overawards

Percent with Discrepancies

Mean Discrepancies-

22% 16%

-$224-, -$227

48% 56%

$403 $517

vo I.

Institution Error

Underawards

Percent with Discrepancies 18% - 4%

Mean Discrepancies -$201 -$271

Overawards s

Percent with Discrepancies 28% 17%

Mean Discrepancies $364 $772

Student Error

Underawards

Percen't with Discrepanties 7% 14%,

Mean Discrepancies -$240 -.-$219

.Overawards.

Percent with Discrepancies 25% 42%

PROPRIETARY

(Sample N = 307)

27%

-$461

53%

$653

...

29%

-$443

32%

$646

.

11%

-$208

s,..

\

22%

Mean DiscrepancliS s $384 $391 $520

Sum of Total Award

Didcrepancies in Dollars $248 M $112M $ 42 M

' Percent of Net Error 62% 28% 10%

Percent of Recipient Population 73% 19% 8%

o.

FIGURE 5-5

DISBURSEMENT DISCREPANCIES AT
PUBLIC, PRIVATE, AND PROPRIETARY INSTITUTIONS
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Larger overaward and underaward errors, than do public institu-

tions, and, proportionate to their representation in the .popu-

lation, they contribute to more 'net award error. The actual

frequency, as opposed to the magnitude, of institutional error at

private institutions (21 percent), however, is quite low in

comparison to error at public and (46 percent) proprietary

institutions (61 percent). The incidence of Student error is

greater at private' and proprietary institutions, while the size

of student over- and underawards is generally similar across

institution- types. These findings suggest that private

.institutions, where there are fewer BEOG recipients than at

public institutions, are better able to administer the grant

prO'gram. The larger average award error at private institutions

is 'due to an overall larger average award size at such

institutions.

Less Than Two-Year, Two-Year, and Four-Year Institutions

Figure shows the distribution of total student and

institutional error among types of institutions--less than two-

year, )wo-year, and four-year. Our analysis indicates that,--less

than two-year institutions, which are largely proprietary

schools, make the largest average ,institutional over and under-

awards and have a higher incidence of overawards than do two-

year and four-year institutions. Some of this error is dueto

the cornplekities of calculating expected disbursements for stu-

dents at clock-hour institutions. The variety of programs with

differing lengths and total clock hOurs 'offered by one institu-

tion, mingled with students crossing over two academi4 years
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< 2-YEAR 1 2-YEAR 4-YEAR
(Sample N=220)(Sample N=1,270)(Sample N=2,594)

Total Disbursement Discrepancies
All Underawards
Percent with Discrepancies 31% 29% 16%
Mean Discreancies -$482 -$211 -$243

All Overawardi
Percent with Discrepancies 53% 45% 52%
Mean Discrepancies $596 $378 465

Institution Error
Underawards

Percent with Discrepancies 31% 28% 9%
Mean Discrepancies -$484 -$196 -$230

Overawards .

Percent with Discrepancies 34%_. 31% 23%
Mean Discrepancies $578 $336 $491

Student;, rror

Underawards
Percerlt With Discrepancies 13% . 5% 10%
Mean Discrepancies -$211 -$233 , -$232

Overawards
Percent with Discrepancies 31%, , 20% 33%
Mean,piscrepancies - $47,9 $378 $397

, .

1
'.Sum of Total Award

Discrepancies in Dollars $ 22 M $ 80 M $29811,

Percent of Net Error 5% 20% 75%,

Percent of Recipient Population 6% 31% 63%

'4

FIGURE 5-6

DISBURSEMENT DISCREkNCIES AT
.

LESS THAN 2-YEAR, 2-YEAR, AND 4-YEAR INSTITUTIONS
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O

while completing one program, limits our efforts to accurately

measure error at proprietary institutions, except on a case-by-

case basis. Nevertheless, the magnitude of institutional error

at less than two-year institutions points to other problems which

may relate to the timing of disbursements and award adjustments

(BEOG repayments). Some timing problems, for example, are

explained by the fact that students attending proprietaries which

are Alternate Disbursement System [ADS' institutions often

receive late disbursements.

The fact that four-year institutions exhibit the lowest

incidence of institutional over and underaward (23 percent and 9

percent, respectively) may be due to their better management of

the BEOG program,- or it may be that Basic Grants are easier to

administer at four-year schools because of more uniform academic

calendars. We hypothesize that the reason overawards at

proprietary and four-year institutions are greater is mainly

because their costs of attendance and average BEOG awards are

higher, and hence categorical eligibility errors are more likely

to be larger overaward errors. This .can be seen in Figure 5-7,

which 'displays net and absolute error means for error components

by types of institution. Figures for AEIVFAT error (the most

prevalent*eligibility error) across the five institution types

show that the four-year and'six-month program institutions on

this chart have the largest positive award errors. Underaward

error, on the other hand, is always disbursement error, hence,

smaller in magnitude than eligibility error.

5-28
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ERROR COMPONENT

NET ERROR MEANS BY INSTITUTION TYPE

.
.

UNIVERSITY 04-YEAR 2-YEAR < 2-YEAR
6-MONTH-
PROGRAMS

SEI
Program Eligibility
BA Degree/Citizenship
AEP/FAT
Cost of-Attendance

.

$108 $ 115 $ 60
722 1,056 , 90'7
786 1,3'63 264
884 _Ai 1,053 918

3 -62 -5

.

, t

- $ 86
902

0
863
205

$ 115
932

0
1,110

255

ERROR COMPONENT

ABSOLUTE ERROR MEANS BY INSTITUTION TYPE

UNIVERSITY 4-:YEAR 2-YEAR < 2-YEAR

.

6-MONTH
PROGRAMS

SEI .

Program Eligibility
BA Degree/Citizenship
AEP/FAT
Cost of Attendance

$155 $ 183 ' $ 86
722 Le056 907
786 1,363 264
884 1,053 920
200 151

,

147

$11i
a02

0
863
314

$ 180
932

0
1,110

113

FIGURE 5-7

COMPONENT ERROR MEANS BY INSTITUTION TYPE

1.55. 15U



Underaward error at institutions, when ABP/FAT error is

excluded, is almost as'high as overaward error. This is due, in

part, to institutions that had not made or scheduled their final

disbursements at the time of our data collection. Nonetheless,

the magnitude of underaward error' gives some indication that a

significant number of schools are either not recording award dis-

bursements on a timely basis or are holding up disbursements for

'reasons of their own. One example, reported by an FAO, 'was that

of a student on probation status whose grant was being held back

until he passed at lea the first half of his semester courses.

As stated before, w xpect a decrease in both under and over-
,

award error at' institutions once analysis of data from 1980-81

Student Validation Rosters is completed during Stage Two.

s, The incidence of student error ,is higher at four-year

schools than at two-year schools. This may be "lie to the fact

that a larger proportion of students from higher-inCome families

attend four-year institutions; such'' students are more error

prone. The average AGI for the families of students or,/ .

independent students in our sample attending 4-year schools is

$11,832, compared to $7,737 for student's at 2-year institutions.

The discrepancies in student overaward error, particularly the

76-'7

differlence in percent of error tween less than two-year and

two-year institutions, are not as easily Understood. Differences

in income (16.not explain this latter discrepancy, since figures'

on average AGI and student income are very similar between these

two groups. This indicates that some other factor, related

5-30
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to students who attend proprietary schools, is causing their

higheestudent award error.

Type oe Disbursement System

Unfortunatelyonly a small number of students sampled

attended institutions administering Basic Grants under the ADS: a

total of 1.3 percent of recipients from our sample. - For this

small sample we were unable to detect, any significant differences

in the rate of student error than for students attending Regular

Disbursement System [RDS] institutions. Due to the nature of ADS

central disbursement, hrver, we were able to doFument actual.

disbursements to only two of these students because the schools

they attended voluntarily kept records Of BEOG disbursements.' Of

the 29 ADS schools in our slAple, 25 did not keep. records of

central BEOG disbursements made to their students by ED.

Additionally, interview datl suggest that ADS payments are often

held upitpending the resolution of application problemS6, including

validation. Delays in disbursements appear to extend over a

relatively large part of.the academic year, making verification

of program accuracy difficult.

Institutions Collecting IRS Forms

A relatively snnall, but possibly growing, proportion of

institutions routihely,dollect copies of IRS tax returns from

students receiving financial aid. Seventy institutions visited,

or 23 percent of our sample, 1eported such routine collection.

Given the importance of this form in documenting or verifying

153
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students'

IRS forms

Indicates,

eligibility for ,aid, we hypothesized that collecting

reduces the incidence of student error. As Figure 5-8

however,'..t.14s 'hypothesis is not' supported by our

,findings. No significant differences, were found in either stu-

dent or institutiOn.error., Although there is,evidence that AGI

errors ,re rarely large at either kind of school (of the students

for whom we had hard documentation to verify SER data, only 10

percent, had AGIs that differed by more than $500 from the AGIs on

their-S-ERs), the finding of no difference may be viewed by some

as a surprising result. 7e believe it may also be somewhat mis-

leading. . The result is clearly not to be interpreted as implying

the uselessness 'of institutional 1040 checks.

`There' are several Specific confounding factors that make

these particular( institutional 'data'of lim tea use for policy

decisions regarding the 1040 checks. First, the sc Gt$ that

collect the forms do not seem to be examining them as, closely as

would be ideal (or would be don& by 'a central 'processor under a

'revised BEOG delivery system). Second, the schools requiring the

forms may have-had especially wide error rates to begin with.

Such schools may be instituting tax form requirements to reduce

their errors ,to more typical levels (i.e., to the levels of most

of the schools not, requiring the forms). Third, institutions may

be requiring 'IRS forms .but using them only torverify awards of

Campus-based funds. FoUrth, it should' be,remembered that the def-

inition of error used in this report is largely based on tax

forms as ,verifying information, so 114ving tax form 'data is
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DO NOT C LLECT
COLLECT IRS FORMS . IRS 'F, RMS

(Sample:N = 801) (Sampie N4=',3,283)

,

Total Disbursement Discrepancies
All .Underawards 7% 7%

Percent with.discrepanciess .23% 21%
Mean discrepancies 4330 -$228

All Overawards
Percent with discrepancies 51% 50%.'

Mean discrepancies $463 $445

Institution Error
Underawards

Percent with discrepancies 16% 16%
Mean discrepancies 44 -$215

Overawards,

2 % : 26%Percent with discrepancies
Mean discrepancies o$4 $430

Student Error
Underawards

Percent with discrepancies 11% 9%
Mean discrepancies -.$26 -$222.

Overawards
Percent with discrepancies 4, 30%- 28%
Mean discrepancies $391 $400

_
.

Sum of Total Award

Discrepancies in dollars $ 72 M $330 M

Percent of net error 18% 82%

Percent of recipient population 19% ' 81%

aN

FIGURE 5-8

DISBURSEMENT DISCREPANCIES AT
INSTITUTIONS COLLECTING IRS FORMS ROUTINELY
AND INSTITUTIONS NOT COLLECTING THE FORMS
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artifactually correlated with error in the study.: Fifth, tax

forms are not currently the official source of AGI data for the

program, and not.all students have the farms or have their awards

based on them, so institution -level data do not provide an ade-
c

quate test of the usefulness of the forms for corrective action

purposes by ED policymakers.

Institutional Validation

Figure 5-9-compares disbursement discrepancies for institu-

tions which conduct their own institutional validation (54 per-

cent of our sample) in addition to the procedures mandated by ED
4

for selected Basic Grant recipients. As in the case of institu-

tions collecting IRS forms, there is no clear preliminary\evi-

dence that institutional, validation procedures have any impact on

student or total award error. However, this analysis is blurred

by the fact that substantial student error may be caused by inac-

curate SER data items, that are not verified' through standard val-

idation procedures. °There is, on the-other hand, a gmall differ-

ence in the incidence of institution error associated with insti-

tutional validation. Schools which independently validate some

Basic Grant recipients commit fewer errors."(a total of 36 percent

disbursement error for institutions, with their own validation

system versus a 54 percent rate for the remainder). Overall,

however, there was only an 8 percent difference in the proportion

of students with any award error for institutions with 'their own

validation (70 perce'nt) and *hose institutions not validating on

their own (78 percent). Analysis indicates student, error was
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INSTITUTIONAL NO INSTITUTIONAL
VALIDATION VALIDATION

(Sample N = 2,697) (Sample N = 1,387)

Total. Disbursement Discrepancies
All Underawards

Percent with discrepancies' 11% 22%'
-$241 . -$262 °

Mean Discrepancies
All Overawards
Percent with. discrepancies'
Mean discrepancies

47% 55%
$447 - $451?

Institution Error
Underawards

Percent with discrepancies 14% 20%
Mean discrepancies -$219 -$268

Overawards
Percent with discrepancies 22% 341,
Mean discrepancies' $437 a $447

Student Error
Underawards

Percent with discrepancie
Mean discrepancies

Overawards
Percent with discrepancies
Medn.ditcrepancies

10% 7%
-$235 -$218

.29% 27%
$401 $391

Sum.of Total Award

Discrepancies \11 dollars # $248 M '$154 M

Percent of net 'error 62% 38%

Percent of recipient population 66% 34%

FIGURE 5-9

DISBURSEMENT DISCREPANCIES AT INSTITUTIONS
CONDUCTING AND NOT CONDUCTING INSTITUTIONAL VALIDATION
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-slightly higher at institutions perfOrming their own validation

(39 percent as opposed to 34 percent), leading to the hypothesis

that at least some institutional validation is instigated by

,
perceived problems with the accuracy of BEOG application data or

khowledge that the institution has=error=prone students.

A selective analysis of error .d ferbnces between institu-

-Itions which reported they validate all Basic Grant recipients and

institutions that validate only selected students.showed no dif-
.

- ference in the incidence or average amount of .either institu-

tional or student error. These data are not adequate for conclu-

sions about the efficacy of more intensive validatipn ,as an ED

policy move, however,, because of .the unknown precipitating fac-

tors behind institutions choosing to validate mofe intensively

and because of the differences in the kinds of added validati

conducted.

It may be, for example, that schools with greater validation

efforts are pursuing that tactic to lower extraordinarily high

initial error rates, and the additional validation may actually

be working to normalize error levels at those schools. Until

further work is undertaken, no firm conclusions on the value of
,

added validation may.-be made. As a start, the additional anar

ysis discussed in Chapter 7, comparing document data with SER

'data found in student files, sheds some light on whether institu-

tions are actually carrying validation procedures to their full

conclusion.
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Chapter 7 also reviews the importance of BEOG validation for

'.. he recipients in our sample.

Other Institutional Procedures

Other analyses of institutional characteristics performed to

discover causes for, institutional error included:

The impact of OSFA, training on the incidence of BEOG
error

a

The impact of who calculates BEQG awards (profession-
als, studentt, clericals) On the presence of error

Discrepancies in error between quarter.and semester
schools

The impact of an automated system for checking enrol-
lment and calculating awards on the presence of error

Figure 5-10 suggests that'attendance at 6S PA training work-

shops has little effect on reducing error in the BEOG program.

While the table shows an inverse relationship betwpen attending

workshops and institutional "error.at larger schools (those With

more than 3 firiancial aid officers), there is a very low level of

student error at the larger schools where 775percent or more of

the FAOs have attended training. Because AEP /FAT error obscures

our eq204s to relate causes of error to institutional'character-

isticsewthede findings as a whole are not easy to interpret. It

does appear, however, that the workshops ha4e some -positive

effect on reducing student error. .Perhaps training programs'
..

place greater emphasis on student application aspects of the BEOG

program than on proper calculation and disbuxement procedures.

In our analysis we compared institutions where Only profes-

sionals calculate awards, those where professionals and others
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g. ENTS-WHO ATTEND INSTITUTIONSERROR FOR STUDENTS -WHO
,

_ WITH MORE. THAN THREE FINANCIAL AID OFFICERS

. FEWER THAN 25% 75% OR MORE
INCIDENCE OF ERROR ATTENDED TRAINING ATTENDED TRAINING

#
.

'Total,Error , 65.3% 64.3%

Institution Error 9.0% 39.1%
. - .

Student Error' 57.9% '' 31.4%
.. ,

.

,
.

.

f
.

, 0

ERROR FOR STUDENTS WHO ATTEND INSTITUTIONS .

WITH THREE OR WER FINANCIAL AID OFFICERS

lio TADS AT LEAST ONE FAO
INCIDENCE OF ERROR ''ATTENDED TRAINING ATTENDED TRAINING

: 7

. f

Total Error j ,it 60.0% 70.7%

Institution Error 32.O ,, 42.,8% .

Student Error 38.48% 38.2%

, .
.

I
r

FIGURE 5-10
-

_RELATIONSHIP BETWEEgOSFA TRAINING AND BEOG ERROR

r
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calculate awards, and those where only clerical staff, students,

an nonprofessionals calculate awards. No significant differ-
i'

end's in either student or institutional error among any of these

categories resulted.

The only significant difference found in iour comparison 78V

error bet1een semester and quarter-term schOols was a lower inci-

dence of institutional underaward at semester schools. This is

probably because final disbursements had either not been made or

had not beers recorded on the books of some quarter-term schools

at.the time of our spring data collection.

; Finally, schools that administer aspects of the BEOG pro-

gram by computer showed absolutely no differences in levels of

error from institutions.''Which operate on a manual basis.1

1The reader interested in learning more details about the four
analyses described ire this final .section of the chapter is urged

40 to refer to the appendices of this Volume. These appendices pro-
vide- a wealth. of potentially useful desCriptive information on

.% these and other topics. This infbrmation was not included in the
main body'of the report for reasons of readability and flow.
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CHAPTER -6

ERROR-PRONE PROFILING

In this chapter we examine recipient character-
istics related to student error and the Characteristics
of schools related tp ,institution error. From the
former we hope to be able to students most
likely to, be in error so/ that targeted corrective
actions, such as validation, can be employed. From the
latter we similltlyt2e to identify institutional
characteristics rela to error so that targeted
cor ctive Actions, 'such as program review, can be
use .

Through the use of a sequential search algorithm
called Automatic Interaction. -Detector [AID], we have
split the nonvalidated Basic Grant recipients in our
sample into 20 'exhaustive and mutually exclusive'
groups. Within each group recipients had similar,
identifiable. application data; By ranking these groups
in order of average net student error per recipient, we
can construct a priority order for validation. The
results yielded:

Identification of 2 percent of the
recipients who had over 7 percent
of student error

Identification of 20 percent of the
recipients who had over 50 percent
'of the error

IdentifiCation of 53 percent of the
recipients who had over 80 percent
of the error

Identification of 2 percent of the
recipients who had an \average net
student error of over $370

Identification of ,aboUt 5, percent
of the recipients who2had an aver-
age net student error of over $261

In addition to the AID technique, we employed
linear regreAsion,to relate family characteristics to
error: We found:

The higher a re'cipient's family
AGI, nontaxable income,' assets, or

6-1 .1.C7
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i

t

,i
- own income, the higher the esti-

mated student error.

Conversely, the larger the house-
hold.size or number in college, the
lower the estimated student error.

Independent-recipients have a lower
average award error than dependent
recipients.

Linear regression techniques were used to identify
characteristics of schools related to institutional
error: Our results showed:

Private four-year schools had a
significantly lower ,institutional
award error per recipibrit. than pub-,
lic four-year schools.

Public two-year- and proprietary
schools had a significantly higher
,institutional award error per reci-
pient than public four-year
schools.

Institutions that administer their
own validation systems have a 'sig-
nificantly lower absolute average
institutional award error /'than
those schools which do not.

1

1C
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IDENTIFICATION OF ERROR-PRONE RECIPIENTS FOR FURTHER VALIDATION

Currently, Pr.epoEstablished Criteyia [PEC] seledt about '7

percent of Basic Grant applicatioris for validation. by financial

aid officers. The issue we address in this section is the iden-

tification of error-prone recipients who were not already

selected for validation. If we can identify these groups, using

applijation data, we can theri establish a priority for further or

additional validation by quantifying the relationship between

additional validation and error poteritially removable..

It would have been desirable.to'develop error-prone profil-
I

ing for all applicants, but this is beyond our,present capabi-
,

4

lity since our sampling was restricted to the universe of ,recip-

lents as of fall 1980.

ways:

Thus, ,the analysis to follow is restricted fri at feast two

(-r

Analysis only applies,to recipients:

Potential predictors are restr
data.

d to application

For this phase of our analysis, we employed,the sequential

selection algorithm of the, Automatic Interaction Detedior [AID]

progrgm developed by the Institute for 'Social. Research &t the

University of Michigan. Since this procedure is intended to

build models, its results should be treated as tentative until we

are able to validate the model against an independent data base.
I

Nevertheless,. the AID ap6roach ig- a tested, state -of -the 'art
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technique in Federal- and state agenc ies needing to detect error

in individuals' applications for government funds.

V The discussion here revi4ws the preliminary results of error

profiling using only application'data as potential predictors and

recipient cases which were not selected for validation. The cri-

terion or dependent variable used in error profiling is student

error. The, precise definition of student error has already been
. ,

presented in Chapter 1.

Data consisted of approximately 3,200 records of Basic Grant

recipients who had not been selected for validation. For each

recipient the file contains data from the application (as

recorded on computed applicant record's), the student and parent

questionnaires, IRS copies of income tax records, property tax
111

assessors' offices, financial institution records, and SRAs.

Many of these data items are used to calculate the best'verified

student award which ia the standard against which error is

calculated.

The list of potential predictors was restricted, to the set

of data elements available on the application. This was done

because the original motivation for this effort was to develop

new PECs for selecting the applicants for validation, and the

selection would have to be based on only the data elements actu-

ally on the ication. Some adtklication'data elements were

eliminaked

tive power, le.ving the following 36 potential predictors:

Dependency status (independei or dependent student)

i since they were not expected to have predic-
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Age of recipient

Net income of the household

The portion of income earned by the father or indepen-
dent student

Unusual medical expenses (dollars and percentage above
20'pesrcent of net income),

1

Taxes paid by the parents or independent student

Savings of the parents or indepe'ndent student

Net assets of dependent students

Home value

Home, equity

Value of investment assets

Net equity of investment assets

Value of business or farm

Net equity in business or farm'

Net family assets

Transaction number for the SER

Household size

Number of dependents attending postsecondary institu-
tions

Whether or not tax figures are estimated

Whether tax returns were assumed to have been filed

Number of exemptions

Adjusted gross income

'Social Security income

NOntaxablei income, other. than Social Security

Dependent student's own income

Student's marital status

I
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Parents' marital status

Value of itemized deductions for 1979,

Student's age .

Value of initial SEI

Whether student lived with parents in 1979

Whether student lived with parents in 1980

Whether student was claimed as an exemption on
parents' 1979 income tax return

Whether student was claimed as an exemption on
parents' 1980 income tax return

Whether student received $750 in support from parents
in 1979

Whether student received $750 in support from parents
in 1980) 01

The AID model evaluates each predictor with respect to its

ability to form two separate groups very different from each

other with respect to the level of error. After finding that

predictor which yields this best split, the process is repeated

on each ofthe two new groups. The process continues until one

I
of three events occurs:

Newly formed groups have fewer than 25 observations.

There are over 40 groups.

The best split does not improe prediction power
enough, i.e., resulting between-group sum of squares is
less than .2 percent of total sum of squares.

The analysis described here resulted in a set of 39 gZoups,

20 of which are final groups., These 20 final groups are mutually

exclusive and exhaustive, whereas the 19 other groups represent

as&
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combinations of these 20 final, gloups.. Fourteen of the 36 poten-

tial predictors are.utilized in defining'the final groups.

Figure 6-1 displays the average net. errors and group sizes

for the 19 final groups. Group 35 has the highest average error,

an overpayment of $381, -and group 38 has the lowest average

error, an underpayment of $151,

Since AID solutions involve interaction among the predic-

tors, it is difficult to describe or assess the substantive

nature of the output as would be the case with regression analy-

sis. The entire search sequence is diagrammed in Figure 6-2,

where each box represents 1 of the 39 groups: Entries in the ipox

include average dollar error (R), group size (N), and the vari-1

able which is used to further split the group. The values of the

variable which define the next group are indicated on thel con-

necting lines.

The first split was imposed to separate independent from
.

dependent students. This was done because of the fundamental

differences between these two groups and because the predictor'
. ;

variables "take on somewhat different meanings for each of these

groups.

Independent students, group 3, are then split based on the

portion of income earned by the student. At-the next leve1,1

independent students are split according to whether or not tax

data supplied on the application was from a filed tax return.

Finally, age of student was used to split at the fifth level.

173
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GROUP
NUMBER NET ERROR

35 $38,1

27 371

33 330

29 307

37 261

31 226

34 224

32 160-

24 151

26 141

28,, 98

30. 98

12, _. 86

(
.

20 85

39 63

181 48

,

8 _38

36 38

lii;

21

I

-151

CUMULATIVE
NET ERROR-%

NUMBER
OF CASES

, CUMULATIVE NUMBER
OF CASES %

4.1 31

7.9 29 1.9

r

10.8 25 2.7

a4.6 36 . 3.8

19.4 - 53 5.5

24.6 657'
,,

., , 7.5

32.7 104 10.7

40.2 135 15.0

50.1 188 20.8

56.3 125 /

/

24.7

59.3 $9 27.5
.k

65.5 179 33.1

(
i 78.0 419 46.2

r

84.6 223 er 53.2

85.2 25 , 54.0

89.1 23 1/ 61.2
I

96.5 56/0 1 78.7
i

'96.p 25 79.5

101.4 629 99.2

100.0 27. 100.0

FIGURE 6-1

AVERAGE NET STUDENT ERROR AND GROUP SIZES
FOR MAL,GROUPS.
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Dependent

- 97
N 2065
Taxes Pax/

$500 Of Lass

51
N = 884

&weft/Fern. WAN

310.000 or Less

10
- 38

N = 806
Nat Household Assets

120:000 or LOSS I Over $20.000

16
X = 21

N = 629
FINAL

22
48

N = 52
Horne Equrty

17
X = 98
Ns. 177
bite! SEI

Over 310,000

11
X - 189
N =78

Number Of Exemptions

Over 5 5 or Less

37 36
X =261 X =38
N =53 N =25
FINAL FINAL

Over 960 I 900 or Less

Over 430.000 I Lso.000 or Less

3$
X = 151

N = 27
FINAL

Air

1

39
. 63

N =25
FINAL

23
X = 159
N 125
Adjusted

Gross Income

310.000 or Less I Over 410.000

28
7 - 98
N = 89
FINAL

c

29
307

N 36
FINAL

4
415.000 or Less I Over $15.000 436.000 w Lees

1

X 90
N =3198
STATUS

Over $500

- 132
N = 1181

Number In College

Two or More

X . 98
N = 614
Initial SEI

1200 ;or Lass I Over 1200

X = 128
N = 383

Net Household
Assets

18
X = 48
N = 231

FINAL

14

N

20
7 - as
N . 223 )

FINAL

21
X =187
N . 160
Adjusted

Gross Income

Oar 1112.000,

32
X= 160
N = 135

FINAL

$12.000 e Less

30
- 98 .

N =179
FINAL

33
X . 330
N =25
FINAL



Independent

TWO Of More

I

X169
N 567

Taxes Pad
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DIAGRAM OF AID SEQUENTIAL SEARCH SOLUTION
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Dependent students, group 2, were split on taxes paid at the

second level. Splits at the third Level- utiliz4- business/farm

value and the number of children in college: Fourth level splits

were based on .net household asses,' number of tax-'exemptions,

initial values of SEIs, and taxes paid. . Initial eligibility

indeXes and net household assets appear again as fifth level

split variables along with home values. At the last level of

splits, AGI, home equity, and'whether or not student will receive

$750 in support during 1981 were utilized. Complete definitions

of the 19 final groups are presented in Figure 6-3:

The importance of variables may be reflected by the order in

which, they first enter the model, as follows:

Taxes paid

Number in College

Income Portion oi Father/Student

Value of Business or Farm

Tax Figures Are Estimated

Net Household Assets

Initial SEI

Age of Student

AGI

Home Value

'e $750 Support in 11b0

-Number of Tax Exemptions

Home Equity

6711



Status

Taxes Pod

Income Portiorrof
Father/Student

SullelesS/Farm Value

Number In College

Tax Figures Estimated

Not Household Assets

Number Of Exemptions

Inmal SE1

Age Of Student

Home Value

Horne Equity -
Adjusted Gross Income

$750 Support in 1980

Status

'Taxes Peed

Income Portion of
Father/Student

Business/Farm yak.*

Wurnber in College

Tax Fpuree Estimated

Net Household Assets

Number of Exemptione

Inds* SE1-

Age of Student

Home Value

Hon: Equity
Acausted Gross hcortte

8750 Support in 1980

GROUP NUMBER ,

36 27 1;33 29 37 31 34 32 24 26

Dependent

Over 82,000

2 or More

1 000 or Less

No

Independent

'

Over 78%

Not From Red
Return

.

Under 22

i .... i

Dependent

Over $500

One

Over 815.000

1.200 or Less

812,000 pr Less,

Dependent

$500 or Less

=810.000 or Less

Over $20.000

900 or Less

Over 810,000

...
l,

Dependent

$500 or Less

Over 810,000

Over 5

4

Dependent

$500 $2 000

Two or More

4 ..

Ovet_$35.000

Dependent

Over $2,000

Two or More

1,000 or Less

Yes

Dependent

Over $500

One

Over $15,000

1,200 or Less

Over $12,000

Dependent

Over $2,000

Two Of More

Over 1,000

r''

Independent

Over 78%

Not From Filed
Return

Over 22

GROUP NUMBER t .

28

.

30 12
,

20
.

39 18

.

8 16 38
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3500 or Less

$10.000or Less

,

Over 420,000
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$10.000 or Less
..._

Dependent
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Two ot Mpre \

.
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Independent

Over 78%
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From Filed Return

.

.
.

Dependent

Over $500

One
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_
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,
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$20 000or Less

. Dependent
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$10,000 or Lets

'
Over $20.000

- Over 906

1
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The groUps formed by the AID model can be used to plot the

relationship between total net, error potentAally 'removable and

required numbe of additional validations. This estimated rela-

tionship expressed in percentage termsis depicted in Figure 6-4.

Its construction is described in the following, paeagraph.

. :

FirSt, the groups are ranked by,size of error as depicted

earlier in Figure,6-1).' Then, total net error for each group is

calculated by multiplying average group error by, group 'size.

Then, the cumulative sizes and total'net error are calcu-

lated, expressed as percentages, and used to plot the points in

the figure.

If Group 35 (about 1 percent 'of all nonvalidated students)

was selected for additional validation, aboUt 4 percent of

student error could potentially be removed. Selection of groups

35, 27, 33, 29, and 37, which together account for 5.5 percent of

nonvalidated students, could potentially expose 19.4 percent of

cumulative net error. Since the graph depicts an increasing

Slope, gains to additional validation become lower as additional

students are selected. As noted earlier, thiS relationship is

based on total student error potentially ,removable and thus\

overstates,ert:or likely to be removed. It is unlikely thdt the

error uncovered by the multifaceted 'field work utilized in this

research study ;would be removed by the validation procedures

currently in usL ar

0
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.REGRESSION ANALYSIS CIF STUDENT AND INSTITUTION ERROR USING VERI-
FIED APPLICANT AND INSTITUTION DATA

This section presents the results of several simple regres-

sion models developed, to explain error in the Basic Grant

program. The AIO model described earlier in this chapter

,attempted to identify error-prone populations using only the

information available on student applications in order to deveitp

a more effectivemethod for selecting applications for valida

tion. In contrast, the purpose of constructing the regression

models was
,
to deterMine the significant factors' contributing to

alward errors. We therefore used the*best possible information

available, whatever its source, ,in the 'estimation of the regres-

sionequations.

In determining the significant explanatory_ factors for

,given dependent variable, ,Gregression analysis has important

advantages when compared to the: statistical analyses utilized in

earlier sections or chapters of this report. Bivariate techni

ques such as cross-tabulations and simple correlations,, because

they only measure the relationship between the dependent variable

and one explanatlry variable and ignore the possible effects of
S.

other ex,Planato'ry variables, can produce, misleading results in

certain situations. Regssiibn' equations avoid this problem by

measuring the effect of, an explanatory variable on the dependent

variable, taking into' account the "values of other explanatory

variabtes. AId analysisis useful in identifying error-prone

not.prciVida a method, for detlermining thegroups, Llut it does
-

relative importance of each of the explanatory factors. Because
- - .

0
6%15,
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of these advantages., regression analy6is was felt to be an

appropriate supplemental technique for investigating the fac-

tors leading-to error in the 'Basic Grant program.

Two separate analyses were performed using regrAsion equa-

tions. These two analyses were to explain institutional award
..-

error and student award error, respectively. As stated previ-

ously, the analyses were conducted using the most accurate data

iihvailable) for each variable, not simply the data available to

pro

)6

ssois or inst ions. The explanatory variables were

sel cted based on bivariateanalysis and the AID results. When

these techniques indicated significant relat'onships between

these variables and the dependent variables, t e variables were

chosen as explanatory factors for the regression analyses. The

regression analyses did not include students found to be categor=

ically ineligible because this is essentially random phenomenon

of an either-or nature. The equations 'we estimated using

4
Ordinary Least Bquai-es EOLS], techniques and were weighted- to

represent all Basic Grant recipients.

In both equations the absolute valueof.awarderror.Was, used

as the dependent variable. This approach was chosen because both'

overawards and underawards are misaflocations o resources and

therefore of theoretically equal program importance. In addi-

tion, if-certain expldhatory variables are associa ed, with both

larger positive And negative award errors," this, relationship can

only be estimated using the absolute value of award error as the

dependent variable. If net award errorltis used-as the dependent

variable instead, thrh,the estimates produced by the regression

6-16 153
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equation will not londicate a elationship between such an expla-
,

natory variable and award err r.

Regression models were developed which related the absolute

Value of institutional award error (as'the dependent variable) _to

the type and control of the inptitution, whether the institution

had its own'validation system and/or required students to submit

tax forms, whether the institution checked a student's enrollment .

status before making a disbursement, and ow often the institu-

tion checked disbursements. All of these explanatory variables

were categorical and 'were converted into dummy variables (i.e.,

variables having only two possible values, zero and one). The

estimated results of this analysis are presented in Figure 6-5.

Private four -year schools were estimated to have a signifi-

cantly lower absolute average institutional award error and

public two-year and proprietary schools a significantly higher

.,ablkolute average institutional, award error than four-year public

schools. In-iad-itiog, it appears that'institutions.that adminis-

ter their own validation ,system or check enrollment status before

making disbursements have a significantly lower absolute average

institutional award error than institutions that do not foliOy
+111.

these practices. The strOngeit finding pertained to proprietary

schools. 'These schools may very well engage in practices causing

substantially higher absolute average. institutional award error'

than other schools. Alternatively,, as suggested in Chapter 5,

the finding may only reflect the more complicated award caldpla-

tion req4ired for proprietary schools.

6-17
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c. 185

PRIVATE PUBLIC PRIVATE PROPRIE- OWN USE TAX' CHECK CHECK
INTERCEPT1 4-YR.2 2-YR.2 2-YR.2 TARY2 VALIDAT.2 FORM2 ENROLL.2 DISBURS.2

R23

116 -26 40 -14 155 -39 0.1 -39

(13*)4 (4*) (6*) (1) (17*) (7 *) (0) (5*)

1

1The intercept represents the estimated average institutional award error for students attend-
ing a public four-year institution which does not administer its own validation system, require
students to submit tax forms, check enrollment, or check disbursements. Such an institution is
the comparison category for the analysis.(

2The values in'the columns (the coefficients) represent the estimated difference in the abso-
lute value of average 'institution'al award error between students attending institutions not
represented in the category and students attending institutions, represented in the category.

3The R2 represents corrected R-Square, a measure of the goodness of fit of the model correcting
for the number of degrees of freedom in the equation. An R2 of .10 indicates a total of 10 percent
of the variation ln the dependent variable is explained by the explanatory variables in the equation.

-cr

4The asterisk indicate64 significant relationship between this vari'able,and the dependent variable
at the 99 percent confideWce level. Parentheses are used for t statistics.

FIGURE 6-5

RESULTS OF REGRESSION ANALYSIS
OF INSTITUTIONAL AWARD ERROR



The model shows a relatively.-1-67explanatory power, as evi-

denced by the corrected R-Square of only .10 (a figure of between

7\ .20 and .30 is considered reasonable for individual cross-section

data).l This .indicates either that there were important

explanatory variables omitted from the equation or that institu-

tional award error is essentially a random or institution-

specific process that cannot be explained using our existing

analytical categorieS. In an attempt to increase.the explanatory

power of the model, student characteristics and the disbursement
--------

level were added to the equation as explanatory variables.

had little appreciable effect on the model.

This

The analysis of absolute average student award error pro-

ceeded in a, similar fashion to the analysis of institutional

-award error. The explanatory variables consisted of AGI, student

income for ,dependent students, assets, home value, household

ze, number of persons in college, nontaxable income, and`

dependency status. The estimated results for this equation are

presented in Figure 6-6.

The results indicate that the higher a student's family 1AGI,

own income, assets, nontaxaOie,income,"Or home value, the higher

the estimated student award error--and the larger the household,

size or number.in college, the lower the estimated student award

error. In addition, independent students appear tä have a lower

'Tee correcteR-Square is)a measure /of the percentage of the
variation in the dependent variable that is explained by the
ex anstory variables. In this equation,, only 10 percent of the
variatiptv in institutional award error was captured .by the
explanatory variables used. o

0
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NONTAXABLE HOME . HOUSEHOLD # IN STUDENT' DEPENDENCY 3

INTERCEPT AGI 1 1NCOME1 ASSETS1 VALUE 1 SIZE1 COLLEGE1 INCOME1 STATUS2 R2

142 001 0.02 0.06 0.003 -22

(8*)4 (18 *), (8*) (6*) (11*) (8*)

-52 0.05 -27 .23

0*) (15*) (2*).

(_.

1These variables were estimated as continuous.variables meaning that the coefficients (values
in the columns) represent the estimated change in the dependent variable corresponding to a

one-unit change in the explanatory variable.

4

2Dependency status As a dummy variable coded "0" for dependent students and "1" for indepen-
dent students. The coefficient -27 represents the estimated difference in absolute average
student award error betweTi dependent and independent student-s (i.e., independents have $27
less award error_in the context o he "model specified.) *Wm
3The R2 represents corrected R-Squire, a.measure of the goodness of fit of the model correct-
ing for the number of degrees of freedom in the equation. An R2 of .23 indicates. a total of
23 percent of the variation, in the dependent variable is explained by the explanatory variables
in the equation.

4The astefisk indicates a significant relationship between this variable and the'dependent
variable at the 95 percent confidence level. Parentheses zre used for t statistics.

FIGURE 6-6 183

RESULTS OF REGRESSION'ANALYSIS OF STUDENT AWARD ERROR
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student award error than dependent students. The corrected'

R-Square of .23 seems to suggest the eqUation is a relatively ,

good representation of the origins of student award error.

` These results are nevertheless not necessarily indicative of

a 'causal relationship, between the explanatory characteristics

being considered, and student award error. It is quite likely

that what the regression equation most powerfully estimates is

the. relationship between the Basic Grant award formula and stu-

dent award error. A broad-spectrum of students commit errors on

individual data items (see.Chapter 3), but only for some students

will these errors result in erroneous awards. For example, very

poor students can make large errors on several application items

and still receive a correct maximum award.

,There are several indications that the regression'resUlts

are reflecting this relationship between the award formula and

student award error. The positive relationship between\ AGI,

assets, student income, home value, and- nontaxable,income, on the

one hand, and student award error, on the other, may be due to

the fact that the higher the values for these explanatory yeti-
.

ables, the greater the impact on student award e'r'ror for any'

application item error. Similarly,,the negative relationsh2p of

household size and the number of persons in college with student

award error may be caused by the fact that the higher the values

gpr these explanatory variables, the smaller the impact an stu-

dent award error for any application. item error. Finall', the

result that independent students have lower student award error

1 c
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than dependent students may reflect the fact that "independent

students have lower incomes, And, therefore, any application item

error will_not affedt student award error as greatly.'

The ,
conclusioft regarding the.regression'analysis must there-

.

fore be a cautious one. The results do provide guidelines as to

the relative relationships of a number.00f institutional, and, stu-

dent'' characteristics to award errors, but the difficulty of

assessing these relationships independent of the Basic Grant for-

mula 'and other _gonfoundingfactors lessens the immediate policy

usefulness of these findings.

c
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HAPTER 7

BEOG VALIDATION

One method used by OSFAto increase the accuracy
of application datais validation--a process in which a
sample of applicants is seilected and certain data items
are verified by financial aid office personnel. 'Our'

study showed:

Recipients flagged for validation
in Our sample displayed an average
increase in their SEIs of almost 16
points between the time they were
flagged for validation' and their
final corrections. In contrast,
those in our sample nat.' flagged for
validation showed an average
decrease in their Stis:of almost 36
points. .Thus, those flagged for
'validation tended to decrease their
eligibility while'those not flagged
tended to increase their eligibil-
ity throughout the year.,

Seventy-four percent of- recipients
who were flagged for validation had
no change .in SEI because pf.it. By
Contrast, 92 percent of recipients
not flagged for validation had no
change in SEI.

- Considerable error iemained with
recipients even after, validation.
An estimated. $146 in absolute award
discrepancy due to student error
per validated student was found.'

The average absolute award diScre-
pandy:due to student error was $112- -
for,recipients r domly t1alged4fOr
validation. e average,,Osolute,!'
award discrepan due to student ..
.. ,
error was $135_for-.reci7pleats. not
flagged for validation. ;'this,, 23
average improvement%iS o'ne measure ,

of the positive but limited effec
pf validation on reducing tu t

errorr ' . .

.

y
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BACKGROUND

The purpose Of this dhapter 'is 'to assess the effectiveness of

the .existing va?idation system. Validation was instituted to

reduce the level of error in self-reported application iterps:

which affect the size' of the student-'s grant and eligibility.

ValidatiOn involves a procedure by which certain application,

entkies are verified by financial aids office persdhnel for

selected applications. Applications, are selected for one of two'

reasons. First, some applications are randomly selected, using a-
..

sequential sampling rule, i.e., every nth ap lication is selected

until a maximum number is reached. Second, applications satisfy

'ing.Pre-Established Criteria -[PEC] are selected; for validation.-

These criteria were designed'. to select applications thed4ht to

have high probabilities of being in error, ,on the basis of exper-
43,

ience and logical considerations.

Not all applications satisfying the PEC, however, are

selected for validation. Each criterion has an established

ceiling. Once the number of applicttioris ,selected for validation

using that criterion reaches the ceiling, no further,applications

are selected for validation (as a _general rule). Thus, the

chance of being selected diminishes as the funding year proceeds.

An applicant who has been selected for validation is required

to prbvide the financial aid officer documented proof for the

following items:

Dependency status

7-3-1D3
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AGI

Federal income taxes paid

Household size

Number in college

Other nontaxable income

Dep endent applicant's income

Optionally, proofproof may be 'required for the following items:

Medical and dental expenses,

o' Elementary and high school tuition
, -

Veterans educationar benefits
4 ,

s
..

...
%41- Social Security benefits

.

The aid officer ,compares the documents with the values of

' -the application' items (as ,shown' on the S'ER) and determines
. ,

Whether the differences exceed established tolerances. If the

differences are within tolerances, payment can be made. to the

student. If not, the student must ubmit\cOrrections to,-the

tral' processOr for recomputation of the eligibility index. If ,

the is somewhat -unclear, the aid officer is allowed .a degree

of discretion in determining the dispensation of the case

Established tolerances do not allow ,41-1y change in dependently

status-:. house old size, applicant's savings/assets, or numberin
.

college. Any iscrepancies which would not raise an original SEI

above zero are considered to be within tolera;rce. Changes in

Parental assets (or assets'of independent students who have their

own dependents) wilich do not raise net asset value above $25,000
a

or which do not chinge net assets by over $1,000 are also'within

0



tolerance. For independent students the tolerance is $100 on net

assets. Tolerances on parental income valueS are $500 on each of

7 components or $500 on effeitive family income (sum of income

minus taxes). For independent applicant income, the tolerance is

$100 instead of $5Q0.

These/ tolerances are rather wide in -that a $500 change in

pa'rental,income.can be associated with an,SEI changeof nearly 5,0

points,fr'If_this change were cqupled'with a $1,000 4anle -in par-
.

ental assets, together thdy could'reeult,im an 'SEI change of over

100points.. Further, inhibitions tot the effeCtiveness of vali-da-
.

tion are the ceilings igposed to keep down the number of valida-

tibns which must be performed, by financial 'aid officers.

/EFFECTIVENESS OF PlIDATION

In. this"chapter we review th effectiveness of validation

/ procedures which were- in place for the 1980-81 fpnoting year.

While we would like to assess the impact of validation on all

applic4nts, this is not possible since our data base is restric-

ted to fall 1980 recipients..

One measure of effectiveness we use is the change in the

eligibility index measured between two points in time. The first

point is when the applicant was selected for validation; the

second point 1.s the most recent transaction on the..central pro-

cessor'scessor's file as of a certain dated This is a proxy for valida-

tion induced corrections. It is an imperfect measure since it

will include all changes--voluntary and validation induced

changes.

1 D(7.)
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The second measure of effectiveness is the difference in the

average disbursement errors between validated and nonvalidated

recipients. This Measure is also imperfect in that it dOes not

measure how much error is removed, by validation. It measures

error which remains after validation.

SEI changes are presented in Figlire 7-1 as unweighted arith-

metic means. In all cases, SEI was capped at 1,601 in order to

measure effective SEI change rather than actual SEI change (this

limits politiveSEI changes to'1,601).-4 The absolute value of the

SEI change ounts all SEI changes resulting from validation. The

net value of SEI change allows offsetting of negative.SEI.changes

against- positive SEI changes. As SEI is increased, payments are

-decreased and greater dollar savings are realized.

Figure 7-1 presents statistics concerning average change in

SEI between, selection for validation- and the most recent SER.

Colurn 1 shows that for the 1,022 validated cases the net,

SEI change was a positive 15.9 points. Thus, validated students

increased their SEIs, which meant they would receive lower.

grants. Treating increases and decreases as changesi( the average

absolute change is 81 points.

Students not subjected to validation submitted corrections

which decreased their SEIs by nep,rly 36 points, thus increasing

their grantg. Ti-le-yerage absolute change was /46.6, points.

sw

Comparing validated and nonvalidated students we see that

validated students had larger changes and/or mord frequent

changes since, the average absolute value of changes (81) is

71-6 9
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OVERALL .CATEGORICAL MEAN
MEN CHANGE DECREASE NO CHANGE INCREASE/

All Validated
Cases

t

'f 357.4 0 283

93 . 754 17$:
(9.1) (73.8) , (1/.1) .

Absolute $ 1.0
*Net . 15.9
N 1022
( %')

(,100.0)

All Non-
validated . L
Cases

.

' ,

Absolute 46.6 653.8. 0 279.3
Net -35.9

tt

N . 3256* 203 2996 57
(%)+

(100.0) (6.2) (92.6 (1.8)

Ob.

Random Vali-
dated Cases

Absolute
Net
N
-(%).

Cases ,Meeting
PECs

A
68.1
8.2

159
(100.0)

366.2

13
(8.2)

0 312.3

126
(79..2)

20
(12.6)

Absolute 82.6 356.0 0 276.8
Net 17.2
N 871 , 80 634 157.
(%) . (1 -00.0)

cr

ao.o) (9.2) (72.8) - (18.0)'

FIGURE 7-1

ABSOLUTE .AND NET EFFECTIVE SEI CHANGE
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nearly twiCe-th$E4 of nonvalidated studentS (4g.6). Furthermore,

cprrectiAs submitted by validated students in creased thr r SEIs

by 52"points.-411.9.increase + 35.9 decrease) compared 'to nonval-

idated students.

The right-most three columns of Figure 7-1 disaggregate cor-

% rections into SEI decreases, zero SEI changes, and SEI increases.

Validated students less often had zero SEI changes (73.8 percent

compared to 92.0 percent). The proportion of validated students

with SEI increases was nearly l0 times as high as for nonvali-

dated students (17.1 percent compared to 1.8 percent): The aveF-

wie increases were nearly equal, while decreases on average, were

smaller-- for validated, students (653.8 rfot Ihonvalidated compared

to 3,57..4440r validated)'.

'Of the 26.2 percent of validated students ha.Ving changes, 65

percent had increases compared to 23 percent of the 8 percent' of

the nonvalidated students who had changes. Norivalidated students

with changes were much more likely to have decreases than Nan.-

dated students (77.5 percent compared to 34.7 percent).

In summary, validated students are more likely to have SEI

changes than nonvalidated students, 'arid the change is much more

likely to be an increase in SEX.. Overall, -validated students

increased their SEI by 16 points instead of decreasing the SEI by

36/points, a difference in corrections behavior which on average

raises SEIs for validated students 52 pOints above their nonvali-

dated counterparts.
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The bottom two /panels f Figure 7-1 break down the statis-

tics fOr all valida ed stud nts by reasons for validation. The
i ./ .

third panel shows ,statist.4_
r

4. cs for students selected randomly,
... i .4

whereas panel four' contains data for students selected for vali-

dation because of "meeting one or more Of the PEC.

A comparison of nonvalidated students (Panel 2) and randomly
,

selected' students (Panel 3) would assess the, degree to which

validation is effedtive in stimulating corrections when applied

to similar students. Randomly selected students increased their

SEIs by 8.2 points compared to the decrease of' 35.9 points exper-

ienced,by nonvalidated students. Randomly selected students had

changes 20.8 percent ,of the time compared to only 8 percent for

nonvalidated students. Of students with changes, randomly vali-

dated students were. more likely to have increases (60.6'percent..-

of the time compar'ed to 22.5 percent for nonvalidated students).

These increases were higher for randomly validated cases, (312.3

compared to 179.3). Decreases were larger for nonvalidated stu-

dents (653.8 compared to 366.2).

In conclusion, it appears that validation itself when

applied to similar students does result in reducing error and

lowering payments.

PRE-ESTABLISHED CRITERIA

Contrasting randomly validated cases (Panel 3) with cases

meeting the PEC'will address the issue of how well the PEC target

validation. If they are well designed, they should select cases

which have larger errors .and thus should show larger . SEI

7 -9
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r

increases.
-ex.

ncreases. This is confirmed by entries in Figure 7-1. SEI

increases for randomly selected cases are, about half the level of

SEI increases for cases meeting the PECs (8.2 percent 'compared to
9.6

17.2 percent). Similarly, changes are more likely for
. .

selected students (27.2"percent compared to 20.8 percent). For

those with changes, PEC selected students are only slightly mOr?

likely to have increases (66A percent compared to 60.6 percent).
0

.Thus, the,Pre-Established Criteria are marginally more effective

than random selection.

The Pre-Established Criteria consist of seven major categor-

ies labeled A through G. Major category A is further broken down

into '21 subcategories: Al through A21. The attached Appendix

contains a listing of these criteria,. Figure 7-2 presents SEI

change statistics by reason for selection.

Condition C--SEI changes over 250 points= appears` to be most

effective in that it elicits an average SEI ,increase of 04

points. Next most effective is category A, with an average

`increase of 22.5. Categories D, E, F, and G had too .few occur-

rences to make any statement concerning their efficacy. Category

B is similar to category C except that it targets only on recipi-

ents who had SEIs over 1,600 (ineligible) at some point and cur-

rent SEIs lower than 1,351.- Furthermore, category B shows a

small SEI decrease.

The firSt'factortb consider in analyzing this data is that

the sample does no, include nonrecipients. Therefore, the mean

SEI change for all validated students (including nonrecipients)'

A

II
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CATEGORICAL MEAN
MEAN- DECREASE NO-CHANGE INCREASE

A:

B:

C:

.

Absolute 96.7. 386.5
Net 22.5
N

. 594 57
(%) (100.0) '(9.6)

a

Absolute 58..7 297.2
Net -2.9
N 135 14 '--

(%) (100.0) (10:4)
,

Absolute 69.4
Net 44.0
N 67
(%) (100.0),

213.0
.\

4

(6.0)

V

D:

Absolute 0

Net 0 --

N 2

(%) (100.0)

E: /

F:

.

0
f

280.9

411' - 126
,(69.2) (21.2)

0 209.1

103 18
(76.3)

, (13.3)

379.8

53 10
(79.1) (14.9)

0 0

0 2(0 (100.p)

Absolute 41.1 287.4 0
et 741.1

35 .

0, . 31e
(%) (100.0) (14.3) (85.7)

Absolute 10.6
Net 10.6
N 30
(%) (100.0)

None

0

0

(0.0)

0

29

. (96;7)

r

'0

. 0

(0.0)

4

4

FIGURE 7-2

SEI CHANGE BY PECS

ir
,j
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is understated by the figures in Figure 7-1 because all validated

*recipients who are initially eligible experienee positive SEI

changes causing them to be ineligible. Undoubtedty,.the greatest

portion of large. positive ,SEI Change's are missing from the

sample.- Conversely, measuring SEI change due to validation from

the eirst to the last SER overstates SEI change. Validation may

be responsible for only ones or two corrections' and, thus, a

-

smaller change in SEI. But since it cannot be determined which

transactions are a direst result of the ,validation process, all

corrections fdllo g validationveselectioft are assumed to

4 .products, of Va11'dation. Lastly,--it is assuthed that'since the

'student was validated, the last correction was received by the

institution. If the last 'correction was voluntary,' though, the

student may have neglected to submit it to the institution,

,
especially if ft were not favorable to the student.. Such a

correction would result .in a positive SEI change. Inclusion df

this correction will mildly xerstate the actual SEI change.

DIFFERENCES IN PAYMENT ERROR

The second measure of validation effectiveness involves the

-difference in"disb-ursement or payment error between validated and
4

nonvalidated students. 'As noted, it, is an imperfect measure. The

verification procedures in this study encompass all application

items, whereas validation focuses on seven items. In addition,

validation 'allows discrepancies to go uncorrected if they are

within tolerances. Furthermore,'the comparis n is biased against

concluding that validation is effective since. e cases validated



tam

are thought to be the worst cases. Thus, it is possib1,e that

even though validation removed-<1a. of error, the error remain-

ing is equal to the 171 of error found in the

cases.1

nonvalidated

Fl.gure 7-3 demonstrates that the number of overpayments and

)'theirlaverage value, as well as the number of underpayments and

their average value, are not very different for all validated

students compared to nonvalidated, students". The average over-

payment of $389 for randomly selected cases is '$57 beloia the

average overpayment for nonvalidated' students.

Even after -.validation, student and institutional error

remain. For pxample, 73 percent of all validated recipients' had

awards in error. The averagenet award error after validation
1 . 4

was $170. There was a $41 difference in. absolute award discre-
. 0

.
. . '--

o pancy due to student error' between recipients randomly selected
. . # _

., .

for validatioh and recipients sekec.ted for validgtion via the
,

PEC. ..We would thereforesuspect that the PEC may successfully
A ,

identify, some highly error prone applicants.

CoMparing' the t.'ndomly sereOted recipients with those not

validated pr=ovides` one measure of the effectiveness of valida-

tion. Presumably those randomly selected rodouliply represent the
2

11n interpreting any' data in this report regarding "remaining
error," the reader should bear in mind that BiLvalidation does
not-check all iteps in the formula. Therefore even'a perfect
validatiam of the present system"would'not,'be capable of `removing
all error (i.e., producing no remaining application error., for
validated students as a whole).
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PEC
-

RANDOMLY . TOTAL
.

SELECTED SELECTED , 'VALIDATED NONVALIDATED

(Sample N=792) (Sample N=145 (Sample N=937) (Sample N=2,935)

, ..
. .

' TOTAL DISBURSEMENT DISCREPANCIES

All Underawardi '

21%

\-$248

19%

-$276

21%

-$252

21%

-$251

Percent with discrepancies

Mean discrepancies

All Overawards

Percent with discrepancies 511 54% 52% 50%

Mean discrepancies $440 $389 S431 $446 .

Mean Net Discrepancies $172 $158 $170 $171

Mean Absolute,Discrepanbles_ $276 $263 $276 $276

INSTITUTION ERROR

Underawards

Percent with discrepancies 11% 15% 14% 16%

Mean discrepancies . -$213 $301 -$228 -$243

Overawards

Percent With discrepancies 25% 28% 26% 26%

Mean discrepancies $418 $410 $417 $442

Mean Net Discrepancies S 75 S 69 S 74 S78

Mean Absolute Discrepancies $134 $160 $140 $154.

STUDENT ERROR

Underawards

Percent with discrepancies 11% . 6% 10% 9%

Mean discrepancies; 11257 4206 -$252 4230,

Overawards

Percent with discrepanices 31% 30% ; 31% 29%

Mean discrepancies $403 $332 $391 $395

Mean Net Discrepancies $ 96 S 89 $95 S94

Mean Absolute Discrepancies $153 $112 $146 $135

FIGURE' 7 -3

DISBURSEMENT DISCREPANCIES:
VALIDATED VS. NONVAL1DATED STUDENTS
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nonvalidated, with the exceptions that randomly selected recipi-

ents went through the validation procelk. With this comparison

as the measure, Figure 7-3 shows an averafge $23 reduction in

absolute student error.

INSTITUTION PROCEDURES

Validation relies on institutions collecting, proper documen-

tation and Verifying thA certain data items on the application

are within specified tolerance of the verified information.

Figure 7-4 displays certain aspects of institutional performance

of validation.

The first .column listsothe data items to be validated, and

the second column lists the.specified tolerances. If discrepan-

cies do not exceed the tOterances, 'then students need not correct

their applications.

The third cOlumn lists the percent of cases in which no doc-

umentation for the specified data item was found'in the finandial

aid file. For AGI, for example; 12.8 percent of thOse flagged

for validation did not have supporting documentation in the

financial aid file at the time of our site visits in the sprig

of 1981.

The fourth column shows the percentages of recipients whose'

discrepancies exceeded the tolerances. A discrepancy was defined

here to be the difference in the data item between thetfigure

found on the SER from which the award was made and the figure

found on the documentation in the financial aid file. In general,

7-15 0 ,



REQUIRED<DATA ELEMENT

Dependency. Status

Taken As Exemption 079 None.

Taken As Exemption '80

Support From Parents '79 None

Support From Parents '80 None

Lived With Parents '79 None

Lived With Parents '80 None

Houtehold Size None

Number In Postsecondary Ed. None

Adjusted Gross Income independent $100

' Dependent $500

, VALIDATED CASES ONLY

PERCENT OF STUDENT PERCENT OF STUDENT RECORD DOCUMEN -

PERCENT OF RECIPIENTS WITH RECORD DATA OUT OF TATION DIFFERENT FROM DOCUMENTATION

VALIDATION TOLERANCE NO INSTITUTION DOCUMENTATION BEOG TOLERANCE' COLLECTED FOR THE 1980-81 QC STUDY2

Taxes Paid 1979 independent $100
,....-T--e

Dependent $500

Other Nontaxable incase indepehdent $100

Dependent $500'

Dependent Student None

Income 1979
it

1 The comparison is between the data item on the SER from which the award was made and on the documentation on file in the financial aid

office.

2 The comparison Is between the documentation on file In the financial aid office and on the "best" documentation we collected during the

study, In parent interviews, student interviews, or directly from IRS forms. Only study data supported by some type of documentation have

been used In these comparisons. Thee figures do not represent estimates of total error in SRA data.

8.7%

N.A.

8.5%

N.A.

2,9%

N.A.

11.1% "k 12.2%
13

11.4% 27.2% *3

10.0% 4.5% / 12.6%

10.4% 16.0% 48.7%

7.7% 13.4% N.A.

14.8% 'i.6% N.A.

13.9%

12.8% 10.2% 6.2%

13.8%

10.9% 8.5% 10.3%

14.8%

.31.4% ' 7.2% 58.0%

0.0% 53.7% 43.0%

tarred cases indicate that documentation was not available In a sufficient number of cases to permit reliable statistical 'analysis.

tIGURE 7-4
2 1 G

EFFECTIVENESS OF INSTITUTIONAL DATA COLLECTION FOR BEOG VALIDATION, 1980-81



this error rate reflects institutional noncompliance with proper

validation procedures.
L'
The final column lists the percentage of validated cases for

which documentation i the financial aid file did not match the

"best" docume9ted. value we had collected. These figures do not

represent institutional noncompliance but do measure shortcomings

a21insti.tution's ability to collect accurate documentation for

these data items. In approximately 10 to 15 percent of validated

cases, we were able to collect documentary evidence (IRS forms,

cancelled checks, -lease agreements, etc.) which backed up the

information supplied to aid offices for validation purposes by

students and/or patents. Among thesercases, as the last column

of Figure 7-4 shows, there were'many instances where our data did,

not agree with the data recorded in validation' materials found 4n

student records.

It should be noted that those cases where interviewers did

obtain actual documentation may have been particularly compli-

cated or problematic, which would lead to some inflatiop the'.

discrepancy rates reported in Figure 7-4. Nevertheless,C4'did

I

find substantial, evidence that intensive interview probing on

validation questions may yield more accurate reporting of data

than the existing, less intensive validation system.

Figure 7-5 breaks out the discrepancies between documented

data for validated students collected-in the course of the QC

study and student record data for those students' key income

items. (In other words, it details some of the,data"of the last

*-7
k../
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QC DOCUMENTATION VALUE
SMALLER'THAN STUDENT
RECORD ABSTRACT VALUE

ADJUSTED
GROSS INCOME

,

TAXES PAID

NONTAXABLE INCOME
(OTHER 4IAN

SOCIAL SECURITY)
STUDENT/SPOUSE

. INCOME

$551 or more .

251 - 550
151 - 250
51 - 150
3 - 50'

QC DOCUMENTATION VALUE
EQUAL TO STUDENT RECORD
ABSTRACT VALUE

1.5%

..2%

0

.5%

.8%

93.8%

1.7%

1.0%

.2%
1.0%

1.4%

89.7%

15.0%
4.0%

2.7%
. 3.7%
2.7%

42.0%

1.7%
3.5%

2.3%
7.6%

5.8%

57.0%
$2.00)

QC DOCUMENTATION VALUE
LARGER THAN STUDENT
RECORD ABSTRACT VALUE

$ 3 - 50 .7% 1.7% . 1.0% 8.7%
51 - 150 0 .7% 3.7% 4.1%
151- 250 .3% .5% .7% 1.2%
251 - 550 .2 %' 1.0% 5.7% 5.2%
551 or more 2.0% 1.2% 19.0% 2.3%

k

FIGURE 7- 5

DISCREPANCY RANGES: DOCUMENTED VALUES COLLECTED FOR THE
QO STUDY VERSUS STUDENT RECORD ABSTRACT DOCUMENTATION

ON KEY DATA ELEMENTS

2'33



columns of Figure 7-4.) For the two items whitsh could be docu-

mented from IRS data, AGI and taxes paid, study data agreed with

SRA data in about 90 percent of cases. Of. those cases where

differences were found, 3.2 percent were found to have higher

adjusted incomes than were recorded in students' records, while

3.0 percent had documented incomes lower than those recorded in

SRAs. The majority of.differences'were over $550.
r-

Data'on nontaxable income (other than Social Security) and

vatudent/sPouse income were far less likely to accord with SRA

documentation than the IRS items. Only 42.0 percent of our docu-
EN

mented values obtained from independent students or parents of

dependent students equaled SRA data for nontaxable income, and

only 57.0ppercent of our study data matched SRA values for stu-

dent/spouse income. The range of discpancies for nontaxable

incomes was particularly large; in over one-third of documented

cases the totals were divergent by more than $550. The discr»

pancies between study data and SRA data on student/spouse income,

on the other hand, were relatively small; less than 5 percent

differed by more than $550.

-Comparisons between our documented data and SRA data indi-

cate that validation of IRS-verifiable items by institutions

results in relatively high, but not perfect, levels of accuracy.

Items which are difficult to document, such as nontaxable income,

and dependency status items, such as those asking whether parents

supply financial support to students, are far more difficult for

institutions to document accurately.
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APPENDIX
.

This appendix is copied without, change from the Department
of Education's document.

Criteria

1980-81 Validation Criteria

Description

Al' Any previous transaction was rejected for the sum of
portions being greater than 120 percent of A and
business//farm value/debt are any ombin blanks,
negatives, and zeros arid this reject r -on has been
vkrified on the current transaction. d the tax filing
status / is not estimated.

/
A2 Any/previous transaction was rejected for the sum of

poi2tions being greater than 120 percent of AGI and
bu iness/farm value/debt are any combination of blanks,
n gatives, and zeros and this reject reason has been
erified on the current transaction and tax filing

status is estimated.

A3 Any previous transaction was rejected for zero AGI and
the sum of portions i§greater than zero and'a tax
return has been filed tnd business/farm value /debt are
any combination of blanks, negatives, and zeros and
this reject reason has been verified on the current
transaction.

A4 Any previous transaction was rejected for portions
being greater than 120 percent of ONTI and AGI is blank
or zero and the EI calculated using the sum of ONTI
plus portions is greater than the EI calculated using

1 ONTI by 50 points and this reject reason has been
verified on the current transaction and no tax return
has'been filed or answer is blank.

or

Any previous transaction was rejected for portions
being greater than 120 percent of OVTI and AGI is blank
or zero' and no Td was calculated and no tax return has
been filed or answer is blank and this reject reason
has been verified on the current transaction.

A5 Student status is independent and any previous trans-
action was rejected for household size -greater than-one
and total income less than $400 per family member and
this reject reason has been verified on the current
transaction.
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Criteria Description

A6 Student status is dependent and any previoustrans-
action was rejected for total income being less than
$400 per family member and this reject reason has

. been verified on the &Urgent transaction,

.A7 Student,status is dependent and any previous transac-
tion was rejected for reported tax exceeding -computed
tax by $500 or more and this reject reason has been
verifiedon the current transaction and tax filing
status is not estimated.

AG Student status is dependent and any previous transac-
tion was rejected for reported tax exceeding computed
by $500 or more;and this reject reason has been veri-
fied on the current transaction and tax filing status
is not estimated.

A9 Student status is independent are any previous trans-
action was rejected for reported tax exceeding computed
tax by $500 or more and this reject reason has been
verified on the current transaction and tax filing
status is not estimated.

A10 Student status is independent and any previous trans-
action was Te3ebted for reported tax exceeding computed
tax by $500 or More and this reject reason has been
verified on the-current transaction and tax filing
status is estimated.

All Any previous transaction was rejected for medical/
dental expenses exceeding $5,000 and this eject rea-
son has been verified on the current transaction.

Al2 Any previous transaction was rejected f m dical/
dental expenses exceeding $500 and30 p ce t of
total kacome-and this reiect-rea-son-haa-bee veried-

the currant transaction.
.);*Nt-s;ve--

.

A13 Any, previoui...transaction was rejected for tuition
exceeding $500 anal 20,percent of total income and this
reject reason has been verified on"the current transac-
tion:'

A14 Any preibus transaction was rejected for, Social, Secur-
ity matct and EI caldulated u4eng reported SS is less,
than the EI calculated using the SS file amount by more
than 50 points or, if EI cannot be calcdfated, the
amount on .SS file exceeds the/reported SS amount by
$500 (depe.ndent) or 5100 (independent) and this reject
reason has been verified on the current 'transaction. '

7-21
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Criteria

4e.

Description

A15 Any previous transaction was rejected for Social
Security match and EI calculated using reported SS is
less than Eicaldulated using SSfile amount by 5419
points'and reported.amount has b n.corrected and new
reported amount is less th- e fi e amount by $500
(dependent) or $100 (ind endent).

or
,

Any previoue- transaction was rejected for Social Secur-
ity match and EI was note calculated and the reported
SS amount is less than the SS file amount by $500
(dependent) or $100 (independent) and reported SS
amount has ,been corrected and "now, ,EI calculated with

creported amount is less than EI alculated with SS file
amount by more than 50 points.

A16 Any previous transaction was rejected for VA match with
reported VA amount blank, zero and this reject reason
was verified..

A17 Any previous transaction was rejected for VA match with
.reported'VA amount.gblank or zero and the reported VA
amount has been corrected-to- an amount less than $156.

A18 Any previous transaction, was rejected for VA match with
reported VA amount between $0and $156 and this reject
reason has been verified.

A19 Any previous t ransaction was rejected for VA match with
reported VA amount between $0 and $156 and reported VA
amount has been corrected to an `amount less,than.$156.

A20 Any preNhous transaction was rejected-for reported VA
amount being negative or less than'$156 but greater
than $0 and not aNAmatchrand thiS reject reason has
been verified on this transaction.

.'

A21 Any previous transaction was rejected for reported VA
amount being negative.or less than $156 but greater
than $0 and reported' VA amount h4s-been corrected to an
'amount less-.than $1564.

Any previous transaction has an EI gre der than 1600:
and current transaction has an EI le# than 1351.

C If the' current transaction has an EI less than_:1600

then subtract the current tIfrom-the highest eligible-

EI of-anyprevious transaction. Select-if the reSuIl*.
is greater than 249 points.
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Criteria' S--
:
-pscripton6440i; .:

D
.r, ..t411" .; ,

rt'Applicantsav i Ag t aild,net assets haVe been,corrected
froM any ,,4 roalsaction by an amount greater
than $300. -.,''ks,4;.,

..-

..:r,

0
E The first offiti-a14, saction was rejected and total

, family income orli,Wate' cansaction has been corrected
by an amount great94. "41'03,000.

,s ,.'1 '!...%. :.,
F Independent with I-loupe:0W Sxzeof one and total income

less than $400. --n:ip4' .

G People on the probAig,file who should be automatically
selected for Validn for the current year.

6

IP

49

7723 2J

4 i
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CHAPTER 8

COMPARISONS OF 1978-79 AND 1980-81, .BEOG ERROR

This study is in many ways Similar to a BEOG Qual-
ity Control study of the 1978-79 award year., Both were
designed to estimate -national error rates and amounts
in the program. We refer to the 1978-79 study as QC I
and our 1980-81 study as QC II. Differences include:,

In QC I, data were collected in the
late fall and early winter, and
error computations were based on
comparisons of verified student
data with , expected disburseffient
figioes from SERs. QC II data were
collected in the late winter and
early spring',' and error cbmputa-
ti.pps were based on comparisons of
verified student data with actual
disbursement figures obtained from
the institution.

The QC II collected secondary veri-
ficgtion documents which QC I did
not, including Internal_ Revenue
Service copies of tax returns, doc-
umentation from financial institu-
tions on bank accounts, and tax
assessments of home value.

Despite these differbnces, comparisons of the
findings from the two studies are illumindting:

Net overawards Aoverawatc44 less
underawards) increased from $168
per recipient to $170 per recipient
from 1978-79 to 1980-81.

With an increase in the universe of
recipients from 1.37 million to
2.36 million, the total 'estimate1
net overawards increased from $215
million to $402 million.

Estimated absolute error (over-
,- awards plus underawards) increased

from $346 million'to $681 million.
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.

The freq ency of .underawards and

s overawar s increased from 41 par.:-

cent,and 18 percent respectively in
1978-79 to 50 percent and 21 per-
"cent ie pectively in 1980-81.

The requency of student error
decreased from 43 percent to .38

, perce t, but' the amorage impact of
stud t -error per recipient
incr sed from $48 net overaward to
$94 net.overaward.

The frequency of institutional
error increased from 22 percent to
42 percent, but the. average impact
of institutional' error per recip
ient decreased from $120 nets over-
award to $77 net overaward.

The rankings of most error-prone
application items did not change
significantly between 1978-79 and
1980-81.

s
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DEFINITIONS

Due to differences in the timing and depth of data col=',-

lection, the definition of error was different for the two

studies. Thus, some differences in findings are dut to the

respective definitions'for error employed in each study: As we

will show, the procedures for discovering and defining errors

used in QC II reflect more accurately the true' underlying rates

of mistakes ,involved ip the BEOG program. Elsewhere, we have

definA the algebraic conventions for calculating award errors

(see Chapter 1). With regard to institutional error, the data

elements in common between QC I and QC II were:

1,
COST (3) - Cost of attendance determined from'abstract-

ing student records in the spring semester
when such information was actually known and
`coMplete (based on experiedce, of academic
year)

2. ENROLL (3)- Enrollment status determined as was COST
(3)

The data elements that were different between the two

studies were:

3. SEI. (1) - The student eligibility index determined
during the fall semester of the academic
year from SERs was used on QC I.

- The same index, but abstracted from updated
SERs during the spring semester of the aca-
deltic year, was used on QC II.

4. SEI (3)

,5. ED (1) - Expected disbursemeht, based on SERs during
the fall semester, 'was used on QC I.

6. At (S) - Actual (or planned) disbursement abstracted
frOm.st4dent records in the spring semester
was used on QC

'1/8-3



Using these data elements, institutional error was defined

a4 follows:
Ir

QC I: ED (1) - ED [SEI (1), COS? (3), ENROLL (3)]

QC II: AD (3) - ED [SEI (3), COST (3), ENROLL (3)1

The definition employed by QC II more realistically approx-

imates both the. true underlying rates of institutional error and

corresponding avera dollar amounts because of the more up-to-
_

>-,

date figures (AD [3 an SEI 3]) being used in `calculations. As

QC II's figures take nto account adjustments over the,academic

year, more instances of institutional' error would be visible, but

,average

.
. .

fewer discrepancies are discovered because such adjust-
,

meats are igned.to reconcile award amounts'.
114

overed 1.4rger amounts (and,greater iqgidence1 of m ean under-
; 9' /"..

.awards:attributabie to institutional error. Following tIlL same

'-'line'of argument, this can )1 explained by noting that QC II's
. .

more current data will more accurately reflect several kinds of

institutional bureaucratic, conservatism in adjusting award\

amounts. That is, SEI (3) will reflect in m4ny instances updated,

requirements of stUdents, a d AD (3) will reflect the faC'e'that

institutions had not, at the time of 'QC II data collection,

"caught up" administratively speaking with these, extra legitimate

mounts to be awarded students.

Student error was defined as follows in these studies:
4

QC I: ED [SEI (1), COST (31,1 ENROLL (3)1 '-
I

ED MEi (*), COST (3), .ENROLL'(3)1

AM:
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QC II: ED [SEI (3), COST (3), ENROLL (3)] -

ED [SEI (*), COST (3), ENROLL (3)]

The new data element introduced here is SEI (*), the Student

Eligibility Index calculatedeusirig best verified information.

The difference between QC I and QC II is again the.utilization by

QC II of more, up-to-date information in ,SEI (3) versus SEI (1) in

QC I. Thus, the relevant comparison's for understanding differ-

ences in student errors between Qt I and QC II invOlve the dis-

trepances between SEI (3) versus SEI (*) for and SEI (1)

versus SEI (*) for QC I.

It is likely that students correct their SEIs from an ini-

tial value resulting in an award that disappoints them, to a more
o

satisfactory value (and higher corresponding award). Such cor-

-reotions would be reflected, in SEI (3) 'rather than SEI (1), the

initial value, and could account for,lhe observed increased rates

and amounts of overaward error attributable to students found on

QC II. Similarly, the' greater incidence and 'amounts of under-

award error .attributable to students on QC I, can be traced to

updating behaviors by students over the course of the academic
4

year. \Everything else being equal, students are motivated to

correct SEIs that result in underawards. Suc1 corrections would

be reflectedjin SEI (3) resulting in reduced incidence and

amounts of underaward 'as discovered on QC II%

Finally, calculations for total errors between QC I an QC

II boil down to the diffdrences between ED (1) and AD (3).

I

4

a .1
8-5



argued before, ED (1) does not reflect the multiple adjustments

and revisions that take place over the course of an academic year

as students and institutions negotiate and reconcile awards.

Thus, while average total overawards were larger in dollar

amounts in QC I, the incidence of such errors was greater as dis-

covered in QC This reflects the ability of QC II to detect

more errob, although errors so detected do not translate into

larger dollar amounts because reconciliations have taken place

during the academic year. For average total underawards, the

detection in rate of such errors is slightly higher in QC II, but

the dollar amounts of such discrepancies are smaller in .QC II

because ofireconciliations: And lastly, the greater incidence of

total net overawards discovered in QC II is due to the more

sensitive measures employed by this study.

COMPARISON OF TOTAL ERROR

Figure 8-1 displays key findings from the 1978-79 and

1980-81 studies. ,QC I was based on a sample representing 1.37

million recipients, while they QC II'sample was weighted to -repre-

sent a universe of 2.36 million. Disbursement errors are pre-

sented in four ways. First, there are the total amounts of error

attributable to both institutions and students making mistakes

(in both absolute and net ovel-award dollars).. Next, there are

4 F

t/o sets of average award errors broken down by student or insti-

tutional mistakes. These are mean overawards and underawards

calculated, respectively, by averaging .among only "positive"

8-6



TOTAL EXPECTED . ACTUAL DISBURSEMENT
DISBURSEMENT ERROR ERROR

TOTAL INSTITUTION- 1978-79 1980-81
STUDENT ERROR ,(UNIVERSE = 1.37 M) (UNIVERSE = 2.36 M)

r

Absolute

Net Overawards

$346 million $681 million

$215 million $402 million

Mean Overawards

Meant
Percent

with Error Meant
Percent

with Error

Student Error $35 (26%) 398 (29%)
Institution Error ,$663 (19%) $441 (26%)

Total $531 (4l %3 $448 (50 %)

Mea'n Underawards
Student Error .z$267 (17%) -$231 ( 9%)
Institution Error -$186 '( 3%) -$239 (16%)

Total -$281 (18%) -$249 (21%)

Net Overawards
Student-Error, $ 48 (43%) $ 94 (38%) p
Institution Error $120 (22%) $ 77 (42%)

Total Error $168 (59%) $170 (71%)

1Men errors are for those with errors in the rows correspond-
ing to mean overawards and underawards. Mean errors are for the
entire,universe of recipients in the rows corresponding to net
overawards.

FIGURE 8-1

COMPARISON OF 1978-79 AND.1980-81
DISBURSEMENT ERROR

8-7 Oon
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extra amounts: erroneously awarded to students and "negative"

amounts erroneously not awarded to students. Lastly, there are

the mean net overawards broken down into that which can be

attributed to :either student or institutional mistakes. The

t
latter are averages, not ggregate total amounts as on the first

and second row of the table. ,or

In total, QC I estimated $346 million in absolute error; the

comparable figure from QC II was $681 million. QC II also
eC

discovered a higher incidence of -both underaward and overaward

error among students and institutions. Mean overawards for cases

with overawards are lower in 1980-81 ($448 compared to $531 in

1978-79) and mean underawards are lower as well (-$249 compared

to -$281 in 1978-79). Net overawards over the entire recipient

population are basically the same for the two years.. However,

student errors_ contribute more to this figure in 1980-81 than in

1978-79 and institutional errors considerably less.

Thus far, we have described only how discoveries of errors

in dollar amounts "of BEOG award disbursements differed between

QC I and QC II. Turning now tothe relative frequencies of var-
,

- ious kinds of -errors between the two studies, we find that, with

one exception,the relative incidence of errors discovered was

higher on QC II. (Two types of Serrors--mean total underawards-

and mean net overawards attributable to student errors--were

essentially not different in frequeney,between the two studies.)

The sole ateozory of error having a higher relative incidence of

disco ery on QC I was mean underawards attributable to student

8-8



mistakes. It, is'therefore mainly the frequency of award errors

rather than the size of these errors that accounts for theR' 4
r

increase in total error in the BEOG srogram in 1980-81.

COMPARISON OF APPLICATION ITEM ERROR

Figure 8-2 compares the application item error rat s dis-

covered in QC I and QC II. The application items are ranked from

highest error rate to lowest. As the figure indicates, for mkt

items the overall rankings didt not change substantially from

1978-79 to 1980-81. However, in 1978-79 dependent students'

,resources, nontaxable income, adjusted gross income, and, taxes

_paid were the most error-prone items, while in 1980-81 the four

--,_iterts lost likely to be in error were cash /savings /checking,

medical/dental expenses, home value, and home debt.

FOr*a few items, however, there was a relatively large dif-

ference in rates of error between QC I and QC II. Foi. medical/

dental expenses, home debt, and cash/savings/checking, the rela-

tive incidence of error, increased. A' possible explanation for

this rease is that in QC II we cpllected "harder" verifying

documentation and, therefore, were better able to identify errors

in these three application items.. In QC I, application informa-

tion was verified using data gathered from student and parent
6 r---

interviews and student, finhcial aid records. In QC II we went

further and collected (1) ,,tax returns from the IRS to verify

medical/dental expenses and Other tax returh data, (2) tax

assessor records to verify home value and debt, and (3) financial

institution - records to verify cash/savings/checking.

8-9 0°0
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APPLICATION
ITEMS

RANK ORDER1
DISCREPANCIES

FROM QC I

RANK ORDER2
DISCREPANCIES
FROM QC II

Investment Value 11 14

Student's, Marital Status 16 12

Student's Household Size 7 5

Number inADostsecondary Education 8 9

Nontaxable Incomq 2 10

Adjusted Gross Income 3 7

Taxes Paid 4 8

Medical/Dental Expenses 13 (tie) 2

Tuition 10 11

Home Value
4

6 3

Home Debt 9 4

Investment Debt 15 17

Cash/Savings/Checking 5 1

Business/Farm Value 17 (tie) 13

Business/Farm Debt 17 (tie) \ 15

Dependent Student's Resources 1 6

Amount of Veterans' Benefits 13 (tie) 16

Months of Veterans' Benefits 12 18

1Ranks are assigned as follows: lower numbers indicate greater
rates of error and higher numbers indicate lesser rates of error.,
20nly those QC II items which were included in QC I are ranked.
A rank order indicates the relative position of that item to other
shared items.

FIGURE' 8-2

RANK ORDER COMPARISON
OF THE INCIDENCE OF DISCREPANCIES

ON INDIVIDUAL APPLICATION ITEMS BETWEEN QC I AND QC II.



:CQMPARISON OF RATES OF REPORTED DIFFICULTY WITH APPLICATION FORM

For both QC I and QC II, students and parents were asked to

describe the difficulties-in filling out the BEOG application

form. For QC 1,26 percent of the interviewed students and 20

percent of the interviewed parents indicated that they had dif-

ficulty with at least l'item on the application. By comparison,

more students (30 percent) and fewer parents (14 percent) admit-

ted difficulty in QC II.

Figure 8-3 ranks the 10 items that students from QC I indi-

cated were most difficult to answer. The rank order for these 10

items is given for students from QC'II. (See Chapter 3 for Xur-

ther analysis of the items which gave 'QC II st ents difficulty.)

As the table indicateS, investm4nt value., home slue and debt,

and household size--all among. the most difficult itemsAfor stu-
'p

dents to answer in 1978r-797-fell considerably in'relative diffi-

culty in 1980-81. On the other hand, AGI, medical/dental

expenses, earned jpncome', and taxes paid remained in 1980-81 among
0

the most difficult for students to interpret and answer.

Figure't 8-4' iterates Figure 8-3 for parents who reported

firodemg filling out the BEOG application. AS the table indi-

cates , parentsi-for rpoth QC 1 and QC II-perceived home value as

:being very difficult to: answer. Earned income and taxes paid

were also among the most difficult for parents to answer during

both years.



STUDENTS REPORTING DIFFICULTIES1

RANK ORDER RANK ORDER
."FROM QC I FROM QC II

Investment Value 1 25

-Home Value 2 12

Medical /Dental 3 7

Expenses

Adjusted Gross' 4 2

Income

Earned ,Income S 6

Taxes Paid 6 5

Home Debt 7 12

Household Size 8 19

Itemized Deductions 9 8

Casualty/Theft 10
Loss2

1Ranks are assigned as follows: lower numbers indicate greater
difficulty and higher numbers indicate lesser-difficulty. The
ranks are from a total of 27 application items.

2The casualty/theft loss item did not appear on the 1980-81
application.

FIGURE 8 -3

RANK ORDER COMPARISON OF 16` MOST DIFFICULT ITEMS
FOR STUDENTS TO SUPPLY ON APPLICATION BETWEEN QC I AND QC II
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;--BARENTS.- REPORTING DIFFICULTIES'

RANK ORDER, ,4),RANK.-ORDO
.---FROM QC I.' FROM

Farm- Value2

Home

Farm Debt2

Investment Val*r':

Businets Value

"Tuition

Business Debt

1

3.

4

5

6

7

'13

'10

9

10

Adjusted Gross: 8 .12
Income

.LEarfied Income- 9

Taxes Paid 10 . 8

'Ranks are assigned as follOws: lower numbers indicate greater
difficulty and higher numbers indicate lesser difficulty. The
ranks are from a total of 27 application items.

2Farm value/deit was aggregated with business value/debt on the
1980-81 application.,

lk
FIGURE 8-4

RANK ORDER COMPARISON OF 10 MOST DIFFICULT4'ITEMS
FOR PARENTS TO SUPIDLY ON APPLICATION BETWEEN QC I AND QC II
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'COMPARISON OF-IMPACTS OF SER ITEMS BETWEEN QC.I AND QC II

Mistakes on SER items have different consequences for the

amount of BEOG awards disbursed to students. "Item effeCt"

refers to the impact that a single erroneous SER item,,,has on

award disbursements holding everything else (all other SER items)

"equal."

The notion of "holding things equal" is analogous to method-

ological and/or statistical procedures that attempt to isolate

and disentangle causal effects in research involving more than

one variable. In the specific case of SER items, the general

procedure is to estimate SEIs. (and corresponding award amounts)

by varying only each SER item to ascertain marginal impacts. By

varying only one item' at a time;- the effect this item has on

award disbursement can be isolated because all other items have

been left the same or*."equal."

In both studies,. the procedure was to take all unverified

SER items supplied by students on applications and. observe var-
.

iations in SEIs by inserting verified items one at* a time. The

difference in award resulting from each SEI for each item being

tested was the item iiiipactattribbted to that item. The results

of these (tests in QC I and QC II are displayed in Figure 8-5.

Only the 10 items ranked most, highly*in'QC I were included for

this comparison (details for-other items Ay be found in Chapter

3).

The rankings were very, similar in the two studies, the lone

exceptions being the growth in 'award problems due to

8-14



se, -4

SER APPLICATION ITEMS

IMPACT RANK

ORDER FROM qp I

ACT RANK

ORDER FROM QC III DIFFERENCES

Nontaxable Income 1 . 5 -4

Adjusted Gross Income
/

2 . .___ . 1 +1

Home Value 3 . 2 +1

Household Size 4 . 3 +1

Number in Student's Family .
.

in Postsecondary Institution 5 , 7 -2

Income Taxes Paid 6 9 -3

Home Debt 7
2

Cash-and Savings 8 8 0

Investment Value . 9 6 +3

Stuent/Spouse Assets 10 4 +6

.1 Ranks are assigned with lower numbers indicating. greater marginal
impacts and higher numbers indicating lesser-marginal impacts. Items which
did not appear in QC I have been omitted from rank ordering in QC II.

2 The impact of home value and home
II ,study.

11

14-

t were_computed jointly in the QC Stage

FIGURE 8-5

SER APPLICATION ITEMS WITH DISCREPANCIES HAV G
THE GREATEST MARGINAL IMPACTS ON BEOG AWARD DISBU SEMENTS:

COMPARISON BETWEEN QC I AND QC II
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student/spouse assets and investment value and the decline in

problems due to nontaxable income and income taxes' paid. As

would be expected from the formula, errors on adjusted gross

income and home value continued to be prime causes of

disbursement error.,

111
8-16
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APPENDIX A

RESPONSES TO QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS

Part 1

Part 2

Part 3

Part 4

43,

Student Questionnaire.

Parents Questionnaire

Student Record Abstract

Institutional Interview

1'30

I
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BASIC EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNIIY GRANT QUALITY CONTROL STUDY

-STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE
II

ft,

AFFIX LABEL HERE

Conducted for:

Survey conducted by:

Westat, Inc.

1650 Research Blvd.

Rockville, Md. 20850

Division OF Quality Assurance

Office of Studeht Financial Assistance

U.S DepartmentofkEducation

As part of a study conducted in affiliation with:gd1

Advanced Technology, Inc.

7923 Jones Branch Drive

McLean, Virginia 22102

7

Hello, my his is (YOUR NAME) (SHOW ID BADGE). I am with Westat, Inc., a survey

research firm. We are doing the U.S. Department of Edtication iftldy pf the problems

people have with the$inancial aid application forms for Basic Educational Opportunity
Grants. I am here to speak with (NAME OF RESPONDENT) about the application-form

filled out for the 1980.81 school year.

This study is being conducth according to the regulations of the Privacy_ Act. The

dy is to obtain infdraation to improve the way the grant

this information will become part of the Basic Edu-

nt System of Records and may'tesult in changes'in the amount of.

Wally have signed a statement swelling not to reveal any informa-

ring this interview, except for the purpose of this study and as

you signed the application ford, you agreed tc1 documents

y information on the form., The authority for collecting this.

primary reason for the

program works. Howeve

cational Opportunity G

your grant. I pers

tion you give me d

required by law. Wh

that -would ver

information is.in Title IVof the Higher Education act of 1965.

4

r--

1.

1
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SECTION A

TIME BEGAN: I I : 1 1

ASK OF: ALL blUULNIb,

The people who administer the Basic Educational Opportunity Grant program have fodnd that errors

Sametimes happen because the forms aren't clear. We would like to leirn more about any problems

that had when you applied'for an educational grant for the 1980:1981 school year.

0.1 Please take a minute to scan this finecnial aid application form add tell me about the

.items that gave you any trouble., (HANDA ONE -PAGE 'FORM.) (IF R HAS PROBLEM, HAND CARt5

A,ANO ASK:) For which of the following reasons was there trouble answering this question?

(FOR EACH PROBLEM, RECORD ITEM NUMBER FROM FORM, WRITE PROBLEM TYPE CODE NUMBER, AND

DESCRIBE THE PROBLEM.) /

YES, R HAD PROBCENT 1 (RECORD BELOW1 I I

NO, R DIDN'T HAVE PROBLEMS 2 (Q.2)

HAND-R

ONE PAGE

_MALI -

CALION

FORM

HAND

CARD

A

ITEM

NUMBER

PROBLEM TYPE

1$ UNDER QUEX.

2. UNDER INSTR.

3. NO DOC

4. QUEX. INAPP.

5. OTHER

DESCRIBE, PROBLEM

%

A

ou ti

<

27

MM

11_27

DO

1_711ST

YY

I I

, '17 33



HAND
CARD

B

CAM

1

0"
1 3 1^

70:71-T

ASK OF: ALL STUDENTS

When the form was filled out, did you ask anyone for help who was not a member of yourfamily? Here is a card that lists people you might have asked. Did you ask: (ASK Q.3AND Q.4 FOR EACH "YES" IN Q.2 AFTER OBTAINING ANSWERS FOR A THROUGH H.)

IF YES W.

0.3*
What kind of help did
you get? (PROBE WITH
CATEGORIES IF NECESSARY)

0.4*
Were you satis-
fied With the
help you, got?

SOURCE

2

A. Someone in the Financial
Aid Office'

8. A member of the faculty
or counselor at the school
you now attend?

C. A high school counselor?.

O. Someone at a toll free
telephone mother/

E. Someone at the Department
of Education?

F. Someone at the American
College Test Center in
Iowa (ACT)?

G. Friends?

H. Or someone else? (SPECIFY)

CLARIF. INFO TO
OF ANSWER

YES NO QUEX QUEX

--A--t--.1 % .%

25.0 74.5 11.4 3.8

7.5 91.6 3.3 0.9

8.3

3.7

Od6

1.1

11.8

3.4

90.7

95.4

98.3

97.9

86.8

73.4

0.5 Was the form filled out without reading

3.2

1.4

0.2

0.4

6.1

0.8

1.2

0.7

0.1

ADMIN.
HELP

5.1

1.8

2.3

0.7

0.2

0.2

0.9

OTHER YES NO OK

0.6

4.2

1.2

1.3

0.6

0.1

0.1

2.0

0.6

22.0

6.7

7.1

3.1

0.4

0.7

9.7

2.9

1.9

0.4

0.6

0.3

0.1

0.2

0.1

0.3'

0.

0.

0.

any of the instructions?

YES
NO
DON'T KNOW

0.6 Weie all the instructions read when the form was filled out or were some
the instructions read when the form was ri.11ectimit,

Sate Instructions
now

Q.7 Here is a copy of the Student Eligibility Report
you aver receive one of these in the mail?

YES
NOHAND R

SER.

*Dcn't Know or
Q.2 Not Ascertainable
A. 0.5% E. 1.0%
B. 0.9 .F. 1.0
C. 1.0 G. 1.4
D. 0.9 H: 23.2

DON'T KNOW
NA

5.8 (Q.7)
91.4
2.6 (Q7)
0 2

%

67.2

22.7

:E
TFA .. 0.1

(SER). R THE SER) Did

84.7
8.2(Bax 2, PAGE 5)3q (BOX 2, PAGE 5)

Q.3 *Not Asdertainable
A. 0.6% E. 0. %
B. 0.31' F. 0.1

° C. 0.3 G. 0.6
D. 0.2 ...H. 0.3

4

0.4 * Not Ascertainable
A. 0.8% E. 0.1%
B. 0.4 F. 0.2
C. 0.5 G. 0.9
D. 0.2 H. 0.4



ASK OF: ALL STUDENTS

0.8 Qid you receive a (Student,Eligibility Report/SER) more than once for

the 1980-81 school year?

N/APP 15 3
YES 35.9
NO d 44.0 (Q.14)

DON'T KNOW 4.7 (Q.14)

Q.9 Sometimes students who apply for financial aid are asked to explain information

on a (Student Eligibility Report/SER). Did you have to explain any information?

N/APP 64.1

Q.10

a

YES

NO

DON'T KNOW

NA

18.5
16.8 (Q.13)

0.6 (Q.13)

0 1

Sometimes students are asked to explain the information before they receive the

final (Student Eligibility Report/SER) that authorizes the Financial Aid

Officer to give them the grant, and sometimes they are asked,to explain

information after they receive the final (Student Eligibility Report/SER).

Did, you have to explain any information before receiving the final (Student

Eligibility Report /SER)', after receiving the final (Student Eligibility Report/

SER), or'both before and after? %

N/APP 81 5
BEFORE FINAL SER 13.0
AFTER FINAL SER 2.4.(0.12)

BOTH BEFORE AND AFTER 2.5
DON ' T 'KNOW 0.6 (Q.13)

0.11 Did yoi, get help from anyone outside your family when you were,asked

to explain information before receiving the final (Student Eligibility

Report/SER)? * %
. .. 'N/APP sti 5

YES 6.4
NO 9.0

0.DON'T KNOW

*BOX 1

INTERVIEWER, CHECK 0.10 AND CODE ONE:

0.10 - 1 1 (Q.13) 13 0
0.1 - 3 2 .:0:12) 2.5
N/APP 84.9

0.12 Did you'get help from anyone outside your family when you'were asked to

explain information afterreceiving the final (Student Eligibility

Report/SER)?

N/APP 95.1
YES 1.8
NO 3.1
DON'T KNOW O.

4,
,
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ASK OF: ALL STUDENTS

f

0.13 When the final Student Eligibility Report/SER) was received, did you know

what to do with it from the instructions that came with it, or did you ask

someone outside your family what to do with it?

N/App 64.1
KNEW WITHOUT ASKING a 28.0(BOX 2, PAGE 5)

ASKED OUTSIDE FAMILY 7.1(BOX 2, PAGE'S)

DON'T KNOW 0.7(BOX 2, PAGE 5)
NA 0 1

Q.14 Sometimes students who apply for financial aid are asked to explain

information on the (Student Eligibility Report/SER). Did you have

to explain any information?

N/APP 51.3
YES 7.3
NO 38.5(Q.16)
DON'T KNOW 1'9(0.16)

Q.15

NA

Did you get help from anyone outside your family when you were asked

1 1

to explain the information?

N/APP 92.7
YES 2.0
NO 5.1
DON'T KNOW 0.1

NA 0.1

0.16 When the (Student,Eligibiaity Report/SER), sas received, did you know

what to do with it from the instructions

ask someone outside your family

that came with it, or did you

whatto4do with it?

N/APP 51.3
KNEW WITHOUT ASKING 38.0
ASKED OUTSIDE FAMILY 7.7
DON'T KNOW 1.0
NA 1.9



ASK OF: ALL STUDENTS

SECTION 8

_BOX \I? as

In this secioni I will be asking you s me questions about items from your financial aid

app.jicatlipn for the 1980-81 school year. The U.S. Department of Education is very in -

terested,in finding out which items on financial aid applications people have trouble tdm-

pleting. As we discuss each item, please tell me about any items that gave you trouble.

According to our records, the application was completed on MATE FROM LABEL). ,

INTERVIEWER INSTRUCTIONS

FOR EACH VERIFICATION ITEM, FOLLOW THIS PROCEDURE:

ASK VERIFICATION ITEM QUESTIONS ON LEFT-HAND SIDE OF PAGE.

PROCEED ACROSS'THE GRID, UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED, ASKING THE QUESTIONS PRINTED AT

THE TOP OF THE COLUMS FOR EACH VERIFICATION ITEM. INDICATIONS THAT YOU SHOULD NOT

PROCEED ACROSS THE GRID ARE SKIP INSTRUCTIONS NEXT TO THE ANSWER CATEGORIES OF THE

VERIFICATION ITEM OR SHADING IN THE BOXES UNDER THE COLUMNS FOR Q.A. OR Q.8.

IF R INDICATES THAT HE/SHE HAD "NO DOCUMENTATION" WHEN THE FORM WAS FILLED'OUT,

ALWAYS PROBE (PR) WITH "HOW DID YOU FIGURE OUT THE ANSWER TO THIS QUESTION?" AND

RECORD R'S RESPONSE UNDER COMMENTS.

IF R INDICATES THAT HE/SHE HAD TROUBLE WITH AN ITEM, GO BACK TO Q.1, PAGE 1, AND OBTAIN

COMPLETE INFORMATION ABOUT THE TROUBLE.

INTERVIEWER DEFIN TION:

BY "PARENT," WE MEAN MOTHER AND/OR FATHER, 0 ADOPTIVE PARENTS. WE DO NOT MEAN 'FOSTER PARENTS

OR GUARDIANS. IF R IS UNSURE HOW TO ANSWER AN QUESTIONS REGARDING PARENTS, SEE GLOSSARY.

4



ASK OF: ALL STUDEN

VERIFICATION ITEM

'A. Please shoo me
the ( document/

paper) you have
to (verify/prove)
this.

B. What (document/
paper) was used
when the applica-
tion form was
filled out?

C. (PROBE): How did you figure
out the answer to this question/

Q.17 (6)
Are you. a U.S.
citizen? %

YES..93.5
NO... 6. 5 (0.18)
OK... 0. (0.1B)

...

.

ND DOCUMENTATION 36
BIRTH CERTIFICATE 47.2
BAPTISMAL- CERT---4---1-
PASSPORT 2
CERT. OF

1
CITIZENSHIP 1

OTHER (SPECIFY)

2

8
2

..,0

c ,,
0. -A.

0,.....r:i!
'

...pr..,"--4j.4 /. ., * " -'''k , ,
3t:44;, . , 1

ix >,,A l'ka.. 4.1...**:"!,' ; ,i,..:
- t.:. .f

....., -4,- s-`,.. -gs ..)0,-g. 14,-, ,.,'..',e.,0-,%- A' t ..
>:.!:".0.0:. N,-`? '''' ""'
'.;,0i: ks`,.-.! ,,

4..,

'.-r,..".' 4t`e
Z-40:0 A

..,,

C1311MENTS:

-

LEFT IT BLANK O.
DK 0.

I (Co TO 0.19) 1

N/APP . . 6.5

Q.18 (6)
Are you" a perma-
nent U.S. rest-
dent, a perma-
nent resident of
the Northern
Marianas or Trust
Territory, or A

other eligible
nonrcitizen?

YES:... 6.2
NO 0.2
DK 0.
N/APP..93.5

NO DOCUMENTATION..
%

0.
BIRTH CERTIFICATE. 0.1
BAPTISMAL CERT .... 0.
PASSPORT 0.6CERTIFICATE OF
CITIZENSHIP 0.

FORM 1-151 or I-551'
(ALIEN REG. REC. 4.4
CARD)

ARRIVAL-DEPARTURE
RECORD (I-94) 0.4

ASYLUM STATEMENT 0.1
OTHER (SPECIFY)

0.2

5.

5

-..,,
v- - -,.-
>:.0,,,,, ""xs,;-"I

'' ,,,,,r',:.%,''
,....,,.. .4><',0",`
- ^->,0- ,;

,,, - --A,
, ...,;;;- w r"--A," .....,,..:

' ,,.".,c.,,-

..-

.

.--4.,.*-0.4 ..:-......,,,, -
, ....., .

:,

'-,,,
....,......., -;.0

P's:es-', 4/1",...... .,.,
k.'',-:'3=0'{''' ":`'''''' '''''

-e..A:
,..0,r.s.".

COMMENTS:

-

....LEFT IF BLANK 0.
DON' T , KNOW O.
NA 0.1
N/APP 93.

Q.15 (7)
What was your
marital -status
onthefdate you
signed the
application?

UNMARRIED
(INCLUDES SINGLE,
DIVORCED, OR %
W,IDOWED).. 88. 4

MARRIED.... 6
SEPARATED.. 3. 0

.

.

:,rt,-, ....,
,,...

..,
..-Ar...4; -- 1,

-,...i../.' '''

,s- -, ........",
'

.,,
.."4,,.,,,..c.1 :Pk-,

'=-,;;'z 43,,s;.' ;7.c"'>, -';'''
;,-?'.:.: ,r;k4$:'':':',A'',!,:,.4.1;.),,zt

0;--,---,,:-....;.'",:,;4; .PkV:,., ' ,

4(..,;.y.1.-tw!;4A.1:, .4F:1,4":
'>

.
1

. ...,-...

,1;-- -
., - ..;5.'.

, , ,
.

, #3,r,
N 4: ",.,.....'4.

...,
4-,. . ,.....,,,,,,,,

,.
`:4>i;'.1,:..1.,0;;;,-;, .(< ,

r
N

4t. ,f,''':
P'1:,4' : ; ''

4..i.VX 4 ' r '.,''
; -

4.,
.

COMMENTS:

'

<1

-

-

5.

4.)
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ASK \OF: ALL" STUDENTS

VERIFICATION ITEM

A. Please show me
the (document/
paper) you have
to (verify /prove)
this.

.,

B. What (document/
paper) was used
when the applies-
tion form was
filled out?

.

C. (PROBE): How did you figure
out the answer to this2t.,estion?

0.20 (11)
Oid you live with
yoar pare is for
more than b.x
weeks during a

-

4O DOCUMENTATION.15. 2 ''. 01. - r = ;_00141.£NTS:

,°

0 4
.

.

2,

CO

40

< ..

.,

40

0

_

cdt

RENT-RECTEIPTS 5.2
LEASE AREEMENTS 2.6
CANCELL CHUM 2.4
113RTGAG NOTE 0.3
P,ORTGAG '..

'STATEMENT 0.9
NOTARIZED STATE-

MENT FROM

PARENTS 0.
OTHER (SPECIF1)

1.2

.... ,, ..

.1v..:.""
.... ../.

'''' '

"-* *
.., t ....,

ac's.
.,,,,,, , .,

.

a,;:-.? .. , *P.A

N .

'''',' '" =*'.'
''''"4

4 '",4" - -(;44. ...... ,,.
enr ft....,
4* liZ44$0

i*:*44,,,,p-e
,.:$r6,n< .14(:7-:

:...(V,i,.. * ....'cA

1 ...i,
, . 4'

`,"':', 5 :n ,1""P'Zit'., '1..* s

1979 (a total of
42 days)?

$ '
YES.. 65:5(0.21)
NO... 34.2
DK ... 0.2

NA. . . 0.1
\

.

LEFT IT BLANK( .0.1
OK a 0.1
NA 6.2
WAPP 65.5

...'----t

r

' ' 0.21 (11)
Did you live with
your parents for
more than six
weeks in 1980.

%

NO DOCUMENTATION. 16.0

RENT RECEIPTS 6.1
LEASE AGREEMENTS 3.6
CANCELLED CHECKS 3.2
MORTGAGE NOTE 0.3
MORTGAGE 0

STATEMENT 1.0
NOTARIZED STATE-

KNT FROM

,* PARENTS 0;
OTHER (SPECIFY)

1.1

'::r4;;;;,.. 1,?.1".4,
.,?.;; .

4,'Ir,g, s",,:449
o.;,,;,t
i...;fr"Oti.--,-..,.I ...t1I.
..y.:1wfilici.443':k.
.....;,-...,-,3,-,.*:?4" :,-/-.1',,;-',»,-..,,'' o.,a 2?;,,,:!--- 'V:
-",:r. ..., .
?.."4 4 i .kr's r, ....*.'''W r . rr'e^a.tw ;)'w4, .10Mi,

i.
=:'. ?hkx,...e

gie...,..-.":1-,4-z
,v,f,',,,> A.', 7; >%,,A.

.t.a

:1.;,. ,,,,ge4....,. ,.,
Li .w -.* - ,<4-' `',.,:,%-A,.,1'If.;..e-e,

0 '

'
'

CDMtCtiTS:

..

.

a.

-.

.

.

.

.
,.

, . ..

a

.

.i

t

,.

0

*

(a total of 42
days)?

$
YES. 41.5 (0.22)
NO... 38.2
DK.,. 0.2
NA. .. . 0.1 LEFT IF BLANK 0.

CK 0
N'A. 7
N/APP 61.5

.4

4

,

O
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ASK. OF: ALL STUDENTS

N

VERIFICATION ITEM

A. Please show me
the (document/
paper) you have
to (verify/prove)r
this.

B. What (document/
paper) was used
when the applica-
tion form wal
filled- out?

.
C. (PROBE): How did you figu're

out the answer to this question?

,

.

0.22 (12)
Were you listed
as an exemption
on your parents'
Federal Income
Tax Return durinq

%

NO DOCUMENTATION IBA
1040 - LINE 6c

(PARENTS) t 1.1
1040A LINE 5c

(PARENTS) 0.6

1040 - LINE 6c -
WORKSHEET 2.7

1040 - LINE 5c -
WORKSHEET 1.4

OTHER (SPECIFY)

'%

13 PR)

'
1.3

0.8

2.7

it

1.6
-

PROBE: * - % .

Remarnbered/Knew '12.3

Estimated/guessed 0.'5

Don't Kn 0.2
NA 0.9.

N/APP 86.1

.

109? .

%

...YLS.. 51.4
NO... 31.8 .
PARENTS

DIDN'T FILE
IN 1979 11.3
...

DK... 5.5

e . 0

COMFENTS:

.

0

,

t..

1.6 .7

LEFT' IT BLANK- 061
DON'T KNOW q'

2:5
N/APP 71.4.

r

-
. 0.6

1.3
- 3.2

71.8

0.23 x(12)
Ai ii you be
listed as an
exemption on
ydur parents'
Federal Income
Tax Return
during 1980?

, ,"' ^k'''` :.;

i.;
""-s"' "1.t''' ;1'..::-*-`'.61".
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"fg''ft ?
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,, 4' ,,ly,,,

,,,
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"" -.
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, .

Ay ,,y,f3 ....,..., .,, t

0- v '......

COWENTS:
c

,

o

1

r
.

z

0

b -

'YES 46.8.
NO. . 35.8
PARENTS WON'T

FILE IN 1980
- 10.6

OK. 6.7..

NA . 0.1
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ASK OF: ALL STUDENTS

VERIFICATION ITEM ,, A. Please show me
the (document/
'paper) you have
to (verify/prove)
this.

B. What (document/
paper) was used
when the applica-
Lion form was
filled out?

C. (PROBE): How did you figure
out the answer to this question?

0.24 (13)
Did your parents
give you more than
$750 worth of
support in 1979?

... .ss:' ,st,Y. ii, :s.'

, ,

.1.
,.,

*."' ,

-,,..:
Z - . . . e.,

,..,.. ,...*..I.:, 4,',',.
4*.:4.,,,ti. k. '4

t.fx,

- " , '.1

N..',

,., 4S,,VS
!,,ep4,g,*$

T .V.;.k. xoss?f V ''..', -,,,,..cse.-- ;el%

,,,..-".4.L41(

,',.,..4,--..4 oak s.-
..., ,,,.
;,-...4',,rig'''S.":".Wtt.'w.,
C 54V-1 *'' *./,
.'"Y.-,,te& l'Atk
..-7 t:It:,,,t-;.Alt '4,3.14'X.4e6

-44,:,,k,..;$,.e,i4u A ,..$:,kel*,,,`-c$4;
...,..,,,,. : ,...lacr,,

''e:'' ''W'''
\47 ,,,,i4- :"-
1 ... e5$ <,<sr ....x-,,,,I.

4.-;,-,71s, ..k-e't..;,,',.-.Y .i>',' A$,

".0,...,,,,k e ,

VIZ . te' al
.., ,...,,,Ii,,,;..,

...,....A., : -f,-..,,..L. <,.,.....,..1,,,,,
": ,i'''''',4`,4;'1'.+4'Nflni,V.:"0,1S,

'14,4?,1,:-4 ,4" 1:61fit]-- - P..Pil. 4tr ,1/4...,0 ixs..-91'-, 1-4 .5 ''''cif,,1. ,4. 04;
4 4,7e,',

', kv
e:- . .. .:,...A.,y'lx,ek-r. 9.-;21

, s.',-`s..,i-,,4-''' .','. - A.,,,s' t.
.p .,- :

1,,,,,,,

3 441
ir'."4e

, sz=. '....f0 1),
,...s.,... , s ,<c>01.A

- ,$"-,e.t.P....,41.
Ics 4"+", 1::,t4

......, , .7.,
.;,..,,,,,,,

. ,,,.. z..., ..,..?,...,,,,,
.,;....,-,k.,-...-',..1';1;,4t,

e " :,,kgz
'5 c.k.Q'''' i

...;' ,s.A., A .,4 z,....1 :,:-K ..F, ,;,' ,,,,,,,?,,,
;,1,4v,...P.,..4.4.4,...,;,-,

,..(,.

''\`4M44:-*"--1....--... ..,,.6... If.,..,,, ,;....,; ' . -4 4 A ,,,Itesq,..,f,

q5: '''' :Ligt,:li's

D . -,,,,..z., . ,,:..,4,t ,,,,,,..: .;.,t, ..$51

',4::"'"Ats:'e AZ:. 4:::, v'',?74)

COMMENTS:

\
1*

,

1

.,

, ..

",

,

.

By support we
mean money or
things like
housing, food,
clothes, car,
medical and
dental care, and
college costs.

%

YES 55 4
NO 42.7
DK 1.8

'0.25 (13)
Didyour parents
give you more than
$750 worth of
support Ai 1980?

4
,r05'1 '41' '',''''' 's.-C3'4. '' "
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w
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COMMENTS:

.

.

J._

-

..

.

..,,,

...

c.

.t.

By support we
mean money or
things like
housing,.food,
clothes, cat,
medical and
dental care, and
college costs.

YES 51.9

OK 1.7

240
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ASK OF: ALL STUDENTS

BOX 3

INTERVIEWER, CHECK LABEL FOR RESPONDENT TYPE:

IF OS - REVIEW Q.20 THROUGH Q.25 AND CODE ONE:

IF ANY RESPONSE IS "YES"

IF ALL RESPONSES ARE "NO", "DON'T KNOW",

OR "DID NOT FILE" (NOTE: DS WAS ORIGINALLY

HISCLASS1FIED. FOR REST OF QUESTIONNAIRE,

TREAT AS IF AN IS )

65.,D

0.6

IF IS 34.4

INTERVIEWER NOTE:

IF STUDENT WAS MARRIED WHEN THE APPLICATION WAS'FILLED OUT (Q.19 s 1), READ

OR YOUR SPOUSE" WHEREVER'IT,OCCURS.

0 A 1
As 1 43

mar

1



ASK OF: INDEPENDENT STUDENTS ONLY

VERIFICATION ITEM

A. Please show me
the (document/
paper) you have
to (verify/pr. e)
this.

B. What (document/
- paper) was used
when the applies-
tion form was
filled out?

C. (PROBE): How Aid you figure
out the answer to this 'question?

,..
.

9.26 (19)
How Many people .
will you (or yourt
spouse) support
between July 1,

1,,,
,.

...o,
et,

o

A, ; .\ 4,4.,
...
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». . .
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4

S

. .

1980 & June 30:,
198.1? Include
Y (spouse,)
and any dependent
children. Include
other people onk
if they livedith
you and received
more than half of
their support
from you when the
form was filled
out. 1488

r= 2. 09
SIZE OF

HOUSEHOLD Q.

N/APP..65.0

0.27 (2
Of the pe le yo
just told .
spout, how many
will be in
college or other
schools beyond
the hi schodl

.11evel between
July 1, 1980 and
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-Juni 30, 1981?
Ineltiqe yourself
ar.11anyone else
;th4rill be ,,

,enrialed at
leait half-time.
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ASK OF: ALL STUDENTS

,. ..

VERIFICATION ITEM

,. "'.-, . tk

A. Please show me B. What (document/
the (docunent/ paper) was used
paper) you have when the applica-

.,. to (verify/prove) tion form was
-this. filled out?

C. (PROBE): How did you figure.
out the answer to this question?

1, -
,.. ,. .

._.. .,.. ,-,,,

. 0. 28: (2 1g,prNe.-,-
q`-',.'4:ett.r,,,,V,4.....*-.The next few ques-

titivi"*00;4.;:i
it ems ottl yoUft (or
your spouse's)
Federici Income
Tax Return(s).
Have you (or your
spouse) filed a
U . S . Income Tax
Return for 1979?, ,

.

yES (Iiwt)%
F ILOD 59.5 17 N74'"NO.... 39.6 ( Q - r

DK.... 0.9

,,

1

,.4 -:-S,. 2, . . ,11.)0;, ..V-44A."":".
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.,.. ,'F'"'', ,,(4, r 17:0:1:,if
. ,,,,,, , ,- ,' ?'4 A "' ,1 .9 AC.33,,,.' V'' ''' ,--;,r.i.

, ,, ',- :',.',,,,),i,.
-

4.-4' .I., . ', ,17 .,A.ntV ' ..1 A.., ,,.: 3i0-. '.,,;!.;,e:e,.4,,, ,,,e45, ..4. .,
irli' ''';-* , -.it,. tk,,,.-i , ,i, ,,t " . - .'.....t, ...3.4,/t.,' 4:..W.4 . j 4,,

'k.5.*< 11 '4,- ( -%`...t.ttl''..............,,.. ' ` ' A '',' '.r...9 ' "e.i '.,..` ,1,...'a.i ' V . ,''..k '' ..r'' ,

.,..-

;4;::"F;A''A'S,i7',;;O1
x.-

..,...--1...-41,.....;..,
, <,,,A.'", .4 'Y ,0,, .:,: ,tot:;. ,.,.e,...q , <, r,,,:

.4.
z.'; ., 71,1,.7' ' ,.r,4, .,,,,,,. 4 :. ; :.....2r.-,V.. 4. -

-' .44V: 4.4"'` ,:',1 cr.g1 471' A'': t ' .r.'. ctetZ4V;.`"I'''''''IAA.A 'r ''". '''' ' ' ^ ' ,.',,,, "Ts -, 4. ':'.; ,,,.... '.(...3.'' ..: ,:, St' 2.r4,.'.
.... - . ' V , ' t .,,, <.V. A 'A 4: , 4 a ''.,,:n.r. / V .... A ',..

COMtENTS:

',

...

,

,

p

<

.

.

.

,i-

.

.

,

0.29 (22/33)
When the appli-
cation form was
filled out, were
the fIgures you
used from a
completed 1979

.., ( , ,,', ';/'.-- ,,,.,,, ..,''''' .., ...,,z.,.:.
s, ,, , '. , ::-,,,,.
..r..'''.,,,,::, A ,, ..,,, ,?,,,ttr,5';',.4...,,

.,' ''2,',,z;,.':,'$Z,'''''',
'A-, ,..''; '' '

, .,- .. .,t,.0 ..... tol,\°,... "-.40..',.

>,:t';.%,-i'', N,'.' ',,t.,;v..,,V^e, ..'",:x.'.,,-.04-'"
),,."-t.ei,o,.c.,.1;k,;.,,191,i.i7-*;tt

re ki.0,'.,, 4, ' ' ' ..k.t.p.,' ...L. '
. ,i tr;*.3,1,'", ,I, l'', -',,,,r, _...,.,*. v;

,,,,;,.i ,

/..

<,,,,,,

'''',,:....,;::''-,.;,, ,, ,<;;,,,,..,,,,..y.,,

` ,, :, ' s'' -:"- - '-,..',;, '..:

', - , --.. , - ,
::-. . ,-:: ..,,, ..,?....J,

- A., )c , .- ...., ,...,,,,...<,,,,,10 R,./. l' ,Vi A 4'''''Z'A.'4,.YI'A
.., ,s. ' .- 0 ; .>:". <.., ,'. ir,"

'`' "' '<',., , ,-N`..,, ' ,<,
'Z'iij 11

./,',,-..;si:!,--.,..... . ., ; - -4 ..,

s

,4:', t`
A;,i' * ' '. t7, A A 4 ,' ,t . ,` ` , V.,,,,,,, '..se ',..-:
- ic,'.. . !' `' s' ' , '''' % '' '''' 'IA

-,

'',:';-,:11,1'Ac.-44,k'"";;-',V1.,'
..4...'''' "-A

:Ae ...-

'' - ''' '4--
;--4,./!1'.i.'1,,it'5.;', --AP',

' ,;,,,,< -k,',.,:'s-',;,,A.-i'
'` . ......4.1 ...AN,.

, 4 Nr .**

..,,,,,,;,.--' "

, ' , 1k.,

, .... , --,-.,;,..k, /;<, / .

,.> " , it z..,$ v,,,..-..., ,,...,-,...; ,t ,,,:,,,,,..;-,,
A t, , :A;

: .? L.' ""' " .. i" i.'''' -'. ',,,e
.4 , ,..5 ....1 ,',1 , ,,,. ,e,, , , <,

- < .`, ,,,.,:
,.': ...31. . OL 41..`, '',Xv.C.A, ''",.

:, :- . -,-; , - ,4:,.
. ., ..

CEMENTS:

41

, ,-

.

...,

U.S. Income Tax
Return or were
they 'e.stimatea?

(BOTH) CO M-

PLETED 43.-1
180TH) ESTI-.

MATED 11.7
ONE ESTI-

MATED, ONE

OfLETED 09
bK3.7

N/APP. . . 40.5
, ,

. .

INTERVIEWER: IF TWO TAX RETURNS MAKE SURE YOU GET INFORMATION FROM BOTH WHEN YOU ASK ANY
QUESTION RELATING TO THE TAX RETURN.



.1

rJ

-

ASK OF: ALL STUDENTS

A. Please show me 9. What (document/ C. (PROBE): How aid you figure

the (document/ paper) was used out the answer to this question?

VERIFICATION ITEM paper) you have when the applica-

to (verify/prove) tion form was .

(... this. filled out?

Q.30 (23/33) NO 00CUMENTATION 21.8 10.3(PR) PROBE: %

that was the total 1040 - LINE 7... 1.1 2.4 Remambered/Knew.... 8.2

number of exemp- 1040A - LINE 6.. .4.8 8.7 Estimated /Guessed.. 1.0

tions you (or 1040 - LINE 7 - Don't Knaw 0.3

your spouse) WORKSHEET 4.5 6.2 NA 0.9

claimed on your 104LIA - LINE 6 - N/APP
.

89.7

1979.U.S. Income WORKSHEET 13.9 21.0

Tax Return(s)? OTHER (SPECIFY) ---"---'",

1.3
4.3 CORCATS:

W 2455 LEFT IT BLANK.- 0. 0.2

DON'T KNOW. 0. 4.3

1.465 NA 1.5 2 0

N/APP 42.9 40.5
.. .

.
.

NUMBER

%
DK 2.4.12.30B)

N/APP
0.5

Q.31 (24/33) NO DOCUMENTATION 15.3 6.0(PR) PROBE: %

*at was the 1040 - LINE 31.. 1.2 f 2.7 Rematbered/Knew...: 1.7

adjusted gross 104DA - LINE 11. 4.7 8.5 Estimated/Guessed.. 3.0

income you (or 1040 - LINE 31 - Consulted Profes-

your spouse) WORKSHEET 4.3 6.2 sional 0.1

reported on the 1040A - LINE 11 Don't Know 0.7

1979 U.S. Income WORKSHEET 14.2 21.1 NA 0.5

Tax eturn? OTHER (SPECIFY) N/APP 94.0
5.1 9.9

COMMENTS: ,

LEFT IT BLANK... 0. 0.4.

N= 1936 DON'T KNOW 0. 4.2

0.2 0.6 .

X= 3,750 . /APP 54.8 40.5 ,

AMOUNT .

DR. 14.2 (C.318)
[

/APP.40.5
,.... 0.1



ASK OF: ALL STUDENTS

VERIFICATION ITEM

A. Please show me

the (document/

paper).you have

to (verify/prove)

this.

B. What (document/

paper) was used

when the applies-

tion form was

fitIled out?

C. (PROBE): row did you figure

out the answer to this question?

.
.

-

.

0.32 (24/33)

Does that amount

include earnings

from student,

financial aid ...

programs?

/

YES 4.6
NO 53. 3

NA 0.1
N/APP 40.5

..t,'

Y
;,.' .

.
4, ,

... .'1
ov
v... . . i*, , ,. ,

b.
.(4 4 VIS

r *'" ;\

es. st. ,,.4. "' .4

tk
Aits,

e

, P 'Ir*".4
0, , .. ',,,*-1,-v, '-,-,

,:litz
,,., .0 ..i -

-,,,1:,e,

. n,,.i

-.1,,1-,, , ...

....0-,,

:Ml'' .

..,.

4

A

''.*N*P'T
.

9

%
:1

..

t

4.

ttiott
A.

41'

e.

40,

..,,

b4**
..,,,4.0.

.

+4-

%.1".<4',.

e 4.,
, s'.41:"

'ICOMMENTS:...1 14 t',

iet
-6,....,T.:&,
4 %.?)..4

°
4

.
t.

.,*

.1i44

A0.
,4

'

.

' i
.

. .

A

.
.

,

.

. .

0.33 (25/33)

How much U.S.

income tax

paid by you (and

your spouse) for

1979?

NO DOCUMENTATION-19.2

1040 - LINE 47... 1.0

1040A - LINE 14a. 4.8

1040 - LINE 47.--

WORKSHEET 3.6

1040A - LINE 14a

WORKSHEET .1,3.1

W-2 ,3.2

NOTARIZED STATE-

PENT ,O.

OTHER (SPECIFY
1.6

*,

.i

7.4PR)

2.5
814

.4.9

t

20.3
7.3

0.1

PROBE: . %

pemembered/knew 4.1
Estimated/Guessed.: 1.9
Consulted profes-
sional 0.1
NA 0.7
N/APP 92.6

N= 2035

TC= 139

$

COMMENTS:

.

.
0

,

. ,

2.1

AMOUNT

DK...12.1
NAPP... a3313)

an.c - .

LEFT IT BLANK...
.0.1

DON'T KNOW
0.1

NA 0 7'

N/APP 52.7
,

0.6
4.7

1. 3

40.5

co.

Be sure to tell me if you had any trouble with any item when the grant application was flied out.

.
.

C

/J0



ASK OF: ALL STUDENTS

. .
. r

.VERIFICATION ITEM

A. Please show me

',the (document/

paper) you have

to (verify/prove)

this.

B. What (document/

paper) was used

when the *police-

tion form was

filled out?

C. (PROBE): How did you figure

out the answer to this question?

.
1

0.34 (25/33)

Does that amount

include the taxes

paid on earnings

from Au student

financial aid

p r ogr ams?

.

' %

YES.. 3. 2
NO... 5,4. 5

NA. ;10

N/APP. . . 4 0. 5

'`

A . , >t,

..tv ,
.? "A "''ti... ,

2 ' 4,14 41**
.;tactAp

$,.
4-4'''''

4.4%.':

14 4' ..,
4.

;:,',:- :
0.2... A, x.*. ;

.,...,,,,,k,.%
Zt ....""*-

' ..0-' e^
.4' ' '6:. ..k;

.R

r40'-'*.i, 'A' 1, '4
,, r. . 4,,

.. -4-%';' '''
..Z.T.te .. 4,5

.
. ...,. ,'<

..'......;,,

;i> ,,.....zi,;?: SA '''''', '
'.04...,,,,-

v ..,... %':"..t , .P....1,,,,,i.v,9,,
i="4.5"--;n'A,..AA-*:'2,-, ''.:;if.<

. 'As:, ..:
'''. ''',<<..ntt,, ''.

.14'5 ' ,,
,

., ' 4
'

s.
A., ,..,..,

. , Ste, ,t,
,...x.

`..*

^.^ S ' '"/''4v i
a "T '14 k"' . 4 i
,

\ l'44.,e:''''' . ,..,.,

.1 .5 . ;...--, ,..,44W*1.,
:-:.'" '--fJr4°."..ilisX'.

wAtl . *
. ...:'; ,..' , <Prz.....:, . . '

'Ct%.... ,,,
-,..i.

44.,,,,,,.;fer..,D,

> '.'-1q.,;'14-7.:5 '''''',,
$. c,,,,,,,,,n --,,,,,4,,i:ct,1A-R.,-.:>:., : ...., ,',e.,.t....47
7. i gi43,,t;'1,,Y"`"' FIA.,'
'.&?...v..... '&44,'.t.",',`

COMMENTS: .

.

.. -

--- o.p (26/33)

Did,you itemile

deductions op
your 1979'11.S.

N.,-,.1.:.:,...,*--... ,...'il*r,.,,,-*r
;:t$.,....,',.-.2.....,,, , ......,.,,,,,,0,..-t4 - =. ....r..",;.- ,,,.sr A ' .4, ,..

.4/64.Fi,
..,4 . --..q,...;*,, ,,,.

.`,. s.,,,4 ?...".., . v. ,
fik4 $.3:,,,,.*V1.: ,v 4.4..:,' 3.4,6....e ,..4 ; ; n' i

qt*,,,41,,;.;:;"=e,-64-.;.1-.14i).T1;*W.A.44,.;',kt4AtIt''''4.
4v- 1,, - , yyt.A.;..,..,

-,),-,t,*1.;vi" -.*-- -,..,

;, z , .....5. e

i.--:(;:;,wj,etcP ,. '). ..1
-.., . ... >. , ..., , - ,.4.,,-

.-,,,,r';',,,,': .;-
,.::,7.:. '"

, ; ,

'''
'

4 ,req, , ,-...
,,,...?.. ,' C'4.

/-'4,s A..:,:;..,-...,1.,.S.i4:4
,-'., '.c-

<,,,k 'AP'''' .r.<,,,....,
i....; , .?' ,e' ye*,
,,,WA3. '4., A,...*4*,264:14,`

nfris/..4 <404 e
;;,.er!Kttle, et

tea
'.%91: 1 3 % g .' l"
A...i-$,A*-,,,'P.',,i,-,',44, 44.1> ,..- , ,,,,,,!-, , Li

"' `"::-.*-,--" rg."..''''
', *57"r...1:z -''

> '4: ? -'' -,e : .z- 4-- , .,A; ,A,, * e,'.

..'- ''.
R:

' 4:," ' ::y
.,,

"',.',4" .,..4g,,.

MIVENTS:

, .

i

...

Income Tax Return?
$

YES. 2,7
NO.. 54. 9 (0.37)

DK.. 1,9 (0.37)'

NAPP o

40.5

eL

4.. 4-)U



ASK OF: ALL STUDENTS

-A.

VEiIFICATION ITEM

.

Please sH*.me

the cdoiument/

paper) ydu have

to (verify/prove)

this. .

B. What.(document/

paper) was used

when the applies-

_
tion form was

filled out?

C. (PROBE;: How did you figure

out the answer to this question?

Q.36 (26/33) NO DOCUMENTATION.0.1 0,B (PR) PROBE: %
What was the total 1040 - SCHED. A -

Reirembered/Knea 0 1
amount of itemized LINE 39 0.3 0.4 NA t- G.1
deductions for

you (or your

1040 - SCHED. A -

LINE 39 -

.

N/APP 99.7

spouse) on your WORKSHEET 0.9 1.2
1979 U:S. Income NOTARIZED s..

..

Tax Return? STATEMENT 0 0
OTHER (SPECIFY)

COMMENTS:
N=65 02 04

$ Itz.--299R .' LEFT IT BLANK....0 0

% .
DON'T KNOW 0 0.3 ,

DK. 1.1 (Q368) N/APP 98.5 NA.... 0.1
NA...0.1 . N/APP.97.3
N/APP...

97.3

Q.37 (28/33) NO DOCUMENTATION 43.0 'OM
23.9(PR) PROBE:

1:1"'u"
Next-, we'need to

determine your

1040 - LINE 8
,

(13 & 19) 1.0 ' 2.4
%

Remarbered/knew...,..15.1
total income 1040A - LINE 7 4.4 7.2 Estimated/Guessed... 5.9
during 1979. W -2 FORMS 11.3, 21.5 Consulted Profes -

What was your i,, 1099 FORMS'
0.1 0.1

sional . 0.2

1979 income 1040 - LINE 8

(13 & 19) -

Don't Knaa 0.8
NA 1.7earned from

work? If you

owned a farm or

WORKSHEET

1040A - LINE 7 -

2.6 3.9 N/APP 76.1

business, also

include income

froni that.

WORKSHEET

NOTARIZED

STATEMENT

11.9

0.1

17.2

0.2 COMMENTS:

N 3744 OTHER (SPECIFY). .

2.8 4.5
$ IC= 1842

LEFT'IT BLANK... 0.7 3.0
NONE. 26.8 DON'T KNOW 0.3 6.2 .

NA 9.0 9.6
OK... 12.8(0.378)
NA 0.1

N/APP 12.'9
.

.
.



ASK OF: ALL STUDENTS

VERIFICATION ITEM

A. Please show me

the (document/

paper) you have

to (verify/prove)

this.

B. What (document/

paper) was used

when the applica-

tion form w,

filled oUt?

C. (PROBE): How didyou figure

out the answer to this question?

Q.38 (28/33)

(IF HARRIED WHEN

APPLICATION FILLED

OUT, ASK:) What

was your soouse's

1979 income earned

from work? If-

(he/she) owned

a business or

farm, also

include income

from that.

'1333

$ X =4593

NONE. 2.1

,OK... 0.8 /

N/APP.... /
91.4,

NO DOCUMENTATION. 2.5
1040 - LINE 8

(13 & 19) 0.2

1040A - LINE 7 0.2

W -2 -FORMS 2.4

1099 FORMS 0

1040 - LINE 8

(13 & 19) -

WORKSHEET 0.9

1040A - LINE 7 -

WORKSHEET/ 0.8

NOTARIZED,

sTATEHEHT 0

OTHER tsPECIFY)
0.2

zr-

1.6T IT BLANK.... 0

DON'T KNOW 0

NA 0.4

92.3

044 (29a/33)

Did/you (or your

spbuse) receive

ay Social .

{'Security benefits

in 1979? Also

include any

amount received

for children

under 18 years

of age.

YES. 13.1
NO.. 86.60.41)
DK.. 0.10.41)

N/APP

..... 1.4PR)

4 0.3
0.3

2.9
0

1.1

1.1

0

0.3

0.2

0.3

0:5
91.4

PROBE:

Remembered/Knew 1 1
Estimated/Guessed.. 0.2
NA 0 1
N/APP 98.6

Ct3HIENTS:

41.

CORMENTS:
4. >

4,;:7"" 411.11".;';;',.."



ASK ,OF: ALL STUDENTS

VERIFICATION ITEM

A. Please show me
the (docusent/

. paper) you have
to (verify /prove)'
'this. '

t
8. What. (document/

\paper, was used
when the applies-
tion form was '

filled out?

C. (PROBE): How did you figure
dut the aonswer to this question?

'
Q.40 (29a/33)

What was the total
mount of Social
Security benefits
received in
1979?

%

NO DOCUMENTATION. 8.9
SS FORM 2458 1.2
STATEW NT FROM

SS OFFICE 1.7
OTHER (SPECIFY)

0.6

. %

4.5(PR)

1.4

- 3.7

:9

PROBE:
%

red/Knew,....3.0
:1..rleirrntZed/aless .. 1.1t

Consulted Prof - -e
sional 0.1

Don't Know.. 0.1
NA 0.2 I

N/APP _ gC c

1.2of
W473

Ti= 1969
$

DON'T KNOW

NA 0.5
N/APP 86.9,

1.3
0.7

86.9
CDRENTS:

DK. 2.0
N/APP 86.9

Q (29b/33)
Did you (or your
spouse) receive
child support
in 1979? (IF R

.,,,v1.:s"?",4!.,;:)t-::43,,, $,..,,

,,,,,,A `:-:''',,,, g.r.- ,V,,, -2, -4.eft-v., A. -..! .,,..e..,z,,.* ,,,k
7..."' 4"-")te - .7....1-e?;.4A

.."fl:;:4s:, 72....,

''. 4 , : .:' 0
A':, s ...s

'4:,-:.,,'-'r' ?

4. ').lek''''..)./ ..s
... ,.,... ,,,...............),,,,,t...,
..,:....v405,4*- o.l.f-Y.",-,4.:0,
--,A,,i4ItP.,-*wo
-"".* ,,),'?-,

'4,-;,:c..i.?,44.,:-,
".44,V4 k'fb, /-4,114

'3,44-'5..WAii,,,e- , k''4-t.P..;P:'. "vex
,. to.:t A ,.. 4-,..4-.(., ,....,,

..,4"41. .,,. ,,,,;'
,-,...- z., ," ..1,' ' It ' 44 ;,... ,'"'

q, i ,....4r,:y r) >INA: 4 ,;.0 '4. %,...

.T* .., A , s.1,:".;,,.

.::20
'". 4t 4 ^3 Z; d.' ,

' N ; k i ; ' I .5 ..

i',. ! ' r*: ,,;''' );;" .> ' S':
r,? 1,. 7 ' ' ::',,W,?' 7. f tZ4 .

* ''':';'7U *. T144: AI,. ' ' '' ''' 4 .
k 44'; 4 e , '4' : .-...'2-,-; , 4 cl'

14r4e141,IA...,,,,i;e;

14::#0"k4V,., f-1-0,-, .41,1.i.A,;g07
.....

5+,$, 1"kIn; :
AVe,0

,4:1
w. ,.....z. Alw ,,.

-,k.-C,.,-;4:::.! *,. 4,*,.........(,-;4, . , . Q
0414sc°3*,(0!) 'rofv*-4,
''','''k:'-''',i1, ,'50.41

:,, e;:z.,,t.:-..\g ' ..v.s:. ,,, -,V a .,.\:.
.?::.r,-
..-.,....,-...

,
.< i Ar<1.< e,

,., e..--'03',, T.... ,-
Ai".=,,14ff,f,i, 4 :

: e '<tv ,.

'' 4';'i 'r"

:Se

COMMENTS:

.

IN DOUBT, PROBE:

Was the check
made out to you?)

%

YES. 25
NO..71Q 43)
Wee.O. .5/.43)
NA..0.

1.11111004

r) A flL. j N



ASK OF: ALL STUDENTS

J`-'

VERIFICATION ITEM

A. Please show me

the (document/

paper) you have

to (verify/prove)

this.

B. What (document/

paper) was used

when the applica -

tion form was

filled out?

o

C. (PROBE): How did you figure

out the answer to this question?

-

Q.42 (29b/33)

%bat was the

total'amount of

child support

received in

1979? ,

NO DOCUMENTATION. 1.3

DIVORCE DECREE 0.3
COURT ORDER 0.1

SEPARATION

AGREEMENT 0.1

NOTARIZED

STATEMENT 0.

OTHER (SPECIFY)

0.2

(

%

1 1(PR)

0 4
0 1

0.1

.. ..0.1

PROBE:
.

- %

Remembered/Knew 0.6

Estimated/guessed.... 0.3
NA 0.1
WARP 98.9 ,

..

194

5 R=1469

0.3

COMMENTS: 4
DON'T KNOW 0.

0.1
/21P13 97.8

0.2
0 2

97 5%

OK. 0.3 (0.428)

N/APP...
97.5

0.43.(29b133)

Did you (or your

spouse) receive

Aid to Dependent

Children (ADC) or

other welfare

in 1979?

YES: 7.1
NO. . 92. 7Q45)
DK.. 0.1C0.45)

z. ,,V ,M',.:''',
..,.....' -k0,.. .

i .,.t...

..

,1z,,''''"1/4;,..,. ... ,-, ,

),11-cotJ'4:""'-4°-,..Z,:

s'A ,... ...,..,

.:. i ::

'Ail--'.,'",e, V...-Os e-,
"=.4.1%111,-t:94" , J -/4t:t.' ' < ,0
,.,,,,,-V.- :;>'4

. ... ,-

,_. .

...___,

. -..

. ..,
...... ....,,,, ..

:',,' . -

'' '. :, ....,

,.;,;,52,?,- 1,tz,....:'',..',t`

c.::., )r 4:,,,, 14
"Y ::': '

,

...." .. ,

COMMENTS:

__
.



A9( OF-:- ---ALL STUDENTS

VERIFICATION ITEM

A. Please show me
the (doculent/
paper) you have
to (verify/prove)
this.

B. What (document/
paper) was used
when the applica-
tion form was
filled out?

C. (PROBE): How did you figure
out the answer to this question?

,

0.44 (29b/33)
What was the
total amount
received from
ADC or welfare
in 1979?

. $
NO DOCUMENTATION.. 4.6

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE

LETTER....,...... 1.1
OTHER (SPECIFY)

0.2

$
3.5 (PR)

2.1

PROBE:

Remembered/knew
Estimated/gnessed...
Consulted Profes-
sional
NA
N/APP

$
21 3

0.9

0.1
0.2
96.5

0.4

N=276

,,.....,

$ R=2534

DON'T KNOW 0.

NA 0.4

N/APP '93.6

.

0.5
.4... 0.6

92.9 COMMENTS:

A 2$

%
DK. 0.7 .448)

N/APP...
92.9

,

Q.45 (29b/33)
Did you (or your
spouse) receive
veterans benefits
other than educa-
t ional benefits
in 1979? Include--A-7
Death dens and

,-...::..
:;'.. 4k ' ''. "
-,....2e,:, j'.'

<.'',.
-,,r....,,

.,.. - 5<1.. , "f:,,f V''''. ,

: .
, r

..., le,

- '`, a. .:i;?"-..; ...;...i
"...',...,,,;,:....s,i.7 't.;%:*>:': 1g4,..''' 7,4.," < e..1:;.','..arf'4104.,,',''t, ' -,..;;,..a.x.
,ti ,<,',.,.....,.-",...i> > '. -.At', $:`,. . .,. ,. ,

<., -,....,

;

,,,

') t ,., -.:, . -',, ,

, ,..

:....K;;/,
. t'

<
..,

.

...,7
....-"1.0.4

,

....\7'

Xr".',....

<

,A..4./..i.:0:?5'..,..t.4,,,.
.."41.41,-..i.71..^
'kecf./.4-4,/,

4%.,,,,...1?0,,;%el,

,

, l'''''''''':

,

, ,:c'' 4.
...... ..'s''..,'

.- >:w.;;,'

'4 ..,,
, ''

...,.? ,..
-i';4,:t.,=&Q.` .",,yv;fe

.

. >,..>, ,..ii'<.=A.':...

, ..
,i.

ed.

.

'''.:

, ..4

,

..>';,,./
%....... , ...-

..., ...,

.< Z,
,i-j

coMVENTS:

.

...

'It
7--

Dependency and
Indemnity Compen-

...1s ion (OIC)
b efits.

2.8'YES.

NO..97.
9 :0.47)

OK 0 .1 (0.47)

11,



ASK OF: ALL STUDENTL4

VERIFICATION ITEM

A. Please show me

the (document/

paper) you have

to (verify/prove)

this.

B. What (document/

paper) was used

when.the applica-

tion form was

filled out?

C. (PROBE): How did you figure

out the answer to this question?

.

Q.46 (29b/33)

What was the total

amount of veterans

benefits received

in 1979?

,

NO DOCUMENTATION

VA FORM

STATEMENT VA

OFFICE

STATEMENT VA

COUNSELOR...b

OTHER (SPECIFY)

1.2

0.3

0. 3

0.

0.1

0

0

98.2

't

%

0.7(PR)

0.3

60. .

0.

.

PROBE:

Remembered/knew
Estimated /guessed

NA
N/APP °

%

0 4
0 2

0 1
99.3.

N=78

$7=1410

0.1

COMMENTS:

,

-

..

LEFT IT mAx%

DON'T KNOW

N/APP

0.

0.2

98.0

DK: 0.2 .46B)

i/APP 98.0

4

4 3,2



10-'11fg42"24,

ASK OF: ALL STUDDjTS

Q.47 (29b/33)
Did you (or your spouse) receive or
earn any other income in 1979 that we
haven't already talked about, such asc IF YES -Ow--

0.48 (29b/33)
What was the .total
amount received from
(SOURCE) in 1979?

YES NO DK

N=112
A. Unemployment compensation? 3.0 9 .0 $ 3?=1125

DK 0.1%

8. Interest on tax-free bonds? 0.1 99.7 0.1, $ TC=47

N=3
C. Untaxed portion of pensions and 2=2066

capital gains? 0.1 99.8 0.1
$

N=35
D. Living and housing allowances? 1.1 98.8 $ 3M496

DK 0.3%
N=120

E. Esinings from work not reported 2=519
on a U.S. tax return? .. 3.3 96.5 0.L S

OK 0.5%

F. lAny other income? (SPECIFY) 1215
5.6 94.1 0.1 TC=1035

DK 0.5%
NA 0 1%

4-*

G. (IF NECESSARY:) Any other income?
(SPECIFY) 0.4 98.0

N=14
.2=1792

4,4 {
:' 4 4/ `.0

'<kJ: y 10ft .0FE1 ,"
ts,

sti

47*. :.
oat%

41.

1111 I

13

.IIIIIIri
14 15

19

I I I

20

I

21

I

25 26 27

11 1 I 1

31 32 33

1 I I I I

37 38 39

1 1 1 I. 1

43 44 45

1 1 1

49 50

111111
51 52 53

1 1 1

57 58

I I I

16 17 18

22 23 24

I I I

28 '29 30

1 1 1

34 35 36

I I I

40 41 42

1 1 1

46 47 48

54 55 56

* Ques. 47F: Not Ascertained= 0.2%
Ques. 47G: Not Ascertained= 1.7%* *

44



1

ASK OF: ALL STUDENTS

vERIFICATION, TEM

A. Please shag me
the (document/
paper) you have
'to (verify/prove)
this. ,

B. What (document/
paper) was used
when the applica-
tion form was
filled out?

C. (PROBE): How did you figure
out the answer to this question?

Be sure to tell me if you had any trouble with any item wpen the grant application was
filled out.

0.49 (30/33)
Did you (or your
spouse) pla any
medical or dental
expenses in 1979?

4,7:3).-42'
''-'47 ., ''' 'I.'s''. `',:,'

, ,,
#1,:.. , .

......, t.k44.1....rxe,.
,; ZZ"-i

.%2.,..,'',A...,. ,..,,
4.-, ''N..r...'

.r. ,.,f.....v......,.,,,,,
7it"10 ,- --'1"..r4k,,,v:p,<'., 4,* ,y...'-,...,,vIst.1 ,-,..4.%-,....., i'...'W '

.`' ,'. 7:...,.'''-'''rPK"." ,..
...:1,,,,,,,-,,,f4., ,

-1*'.,:.0,,4, v25
;-W..soe'" .)-4e:A

--vt.4...,... .tp .
''

,:a vs, Ts,, t.;.'° ,,,: -:

. I.,,,:,41"

'','"
' ,

'14&.,,,,
A '!..7;',D,,

'1.....7..,t
.., , s.a..

,p3. $

_441/3 e
, 4'..."7?10Z.,,,,,.

,4.[,: ...'^ Or/i,.V."
,. ..,ir,-,, ' ":

,-4,.t..,..-,,,, " .49,..4,
, ......5 *g..

4,..t.tI, ..s-'1.pixf:e...--,:,1 ,4.. -;;,:
/,,,,,ec ,,-..',''' ',,,k,t-,
..n.,....%

t, u"..1

,,,i:.z3.........:.
. :,

' " <. ' ;^ ',V V4,
'.. \ .".`":"..4,1:.,.

.,, .
,,s 'W,:'?.. '4.:'2,,r;0 4'h

r,:/:.,, ? '.',
. eu.^., 4/......v... ,

. .<,..k. ....

ve.. , -", ,...,,, <

COMMENTS:

,

,

410

Do not include
amounts covered by
insurance or the
cost of insurance
premiuns. .

YES.. 271-
NO... 71.3(0.51)
,DIC' 1-5(Q51)

..,15-....:4: .;-;,,. .
-4,,:4' 41,

, ...,y...x..1: -,. .
.,...,,,, -,...

i `r: ," \ ''^'..< ,<4.4./ IYA!'

,i4:t,'N,'''.... . ",,,,--

'n. ,0
..::

0.00 (30/33)
*at was the total
amount you (or
your spouse) paid
in 1979?

NO DOCUMENTATION.. 15.E

1040 - SCHEDULE A -
LINES 2 & 6 (a,
b, AND c) 0.7

CANCELLED CHECKS.. 2.5
CASH RECEIPTS 1.
STATEMENT FROM

DR/HOSPITAL 2.0
OTHER (SPECIFY)

,,

$

0

$
9.8 (PR)

.

0.9
4.2
3.4

3.4

$"ROBE.;
Remembered/Knew 4 2
Estimated/guessed.... 4.5
Don't Know 0 5

0 5NA

N/APP ,...90.2
-

.
-
1975

TC=290
S

COMMENTS: '

s
.

0.3 ,0.3
LEFT IT BLANK 0.1
DON'T KNOW 0
NA Q.2
N/APP 77.3

2.3
2.3
0.4

72.9
,,,.

Dg 4.4 (0.508)
N/APP.,.

72.9

104



a

)^4,r

0.1
12'",-,

ASK OF: ALL STUDENTS

VERIFICATION ITEM

A. Please show me
the (document/
paper) you have
to (verify/prove)
this. \

8. What (document/
paper) was used -,

when the applies-
. tion for was

filled out?

,

C. (PROBE): How did you figure
out the answer to this question?

Q.51 (31/33)
Did you (or your
spouse) pay for
elementary, junior
high, or high
school tuition for
children in your
household in 1979?

fl ; :4 . ''''' "
- ,,,,

',`07*.( 7 "1.'470. .t.;.ti,
1..z4,44,,.e4,.,At

'''' 44 .
.,.. r-

: ' , ..,, --,=

1"-- .414.44r4'4: l''

t, -4?-
,,k' - .. '-',

:,,, - ,twk,A, , t

k- 1., >47 ,4.

PO4..4.46

, ", -;;;^ e

, r'. .'
r-A..,,x 4'* t,,A.,,,,

,V, \,,,,,,4244,7',.'"14.*^.4"kl^r

t

,,.

A,
.

)

.,.....,.

;4'7'4

--k, - ...... 3
."7.

,k ..4 4
) .. A..

-, it,'4, '''. i444 ,

'.44iat ; nt- visit 4 4''''
5 .fe'' 4 4.1144ftt

----,',

'o,
*r

,<.-,;.4.- ,

.4."4. '''.-
1., " ,,,w*, sx'

.4 ,...4,'Y',..,**,,,.4t
A

' I . ' '':'

,
CO/VENTS:

.
.

,

--
Don't include any
high sOool
tuition for your-
self, if you paid
an A,,.
YES 1. 2
NO . 98-7Q.53)
Di< 0 (Q.53)

Q.52 (31/33)
what was the total
amount you (and
your spouse)
paid in 1979?

W45

5-E=507

S

%

NO pOCUMENTATION.. 0.6

CANCELLED CHECKS.. 0.2
CASH RECEIPTS..... 0.1
STATE/ENT FROM

SCHOOL 0.1
OTHER (SPiC1FY)

0.4 (PR)
p.3
0.1

0.1

PROBE: $
Anew 0.2

Estinated/guessed 0.2
N/APP. 99.6

.
.

. .

0.

0.2
98.8

.

COMMENTS:

.

LEFT IT BLANK 0

DON'T KNOW, 0

N/APP...,......99,0
4

DK. 0.1(Q.528)
N/APP. 98.8 '



ASK OF: ALL STUDENTS

VERIFICATION ITEM

A. Please shat me

the (document/

paper) you have

td (verify/prqve)

this.

8. What (document/

paper) was used

when the applica-

tion form was

filled out?

C. (PROBE): How did you figure

out the answer to this question?

During the next

certain items

series of questions, Pr; going to ask you to give me the amount of

when the application form was filled out on (DATE FROM LABEL)._

0.53 (34/38)

When the applica- 1

tion was filled

out, what was the

total amount of

your (or your

spouse's) savings

and checking

accounts, excluding

any amounts you

received- from

educational loans

or grants?

..'

N* 3915

$
T= 197

%
NO DOCUMENTATION.. 24.9

BANK BOOKS 14.0
BANK STATEMENTS... 7.8
OTHER (SPECIFY)

0.9

%
8.6 (PR)

26.7
13.8'

-

PROBE:

Remembered/Knew....
Estimated /Guessed..

Consulted Profes -
sionaL, OOOOOOO ...

Don't Know
NA
N/APP

%

3.6

4.0

0.1

0.3
0.5
91.4

2.0

i

LEFT IT BANK 0
DON'T KNOW 0

NA/ 0.8
N/APP 51.5

.

4e*

0.8
4.2
1.3

42.6

,,

.

.

COMMENTS:

.

--

----

.

.

,

!ii'

NONE. 42.60.54)

OK... 8.$11.538)

NA 0.1

,

/ Q,5 4 ( 34/38)

When the applica-

tion was /filled

out, hog much

cash - not in

savings or checking

accounts - did you

(or your spouse)

have? Exclude any

amounts received

from educational

loans or grants.

X 15
$

. ... -- .,..

, -a "'&".". ,a;,%"'SX
4 ?/<,k ,

f4,A, ,.
.4.

.P ,040,0'..
. .4'4.4"-e,, ,4s"

, ,._ .

.4..-.

,.., N. N.

N

.....0) ....

d -'" --...,14.v... -

v.;.; '.:-.

'k '-N ",:, -4C..:0`.'e" -N4
,-.- e:,e '
-:,',..,.>;V:

4.-rs.5:'4A,,,",
:''

i , ,,,, / ;17. ,j4 ....

4:) irk

., .

.,

,:e,<ili.'..k(
,,,N4..z-..v.f.

,,,e,-,..;:4,-,..,-
-.....::,,,,....s..
444,44,1.,
-z.x-,7A/7:`.&

A'1,
./.. K:c.,';,-4.1::,0.
4,44....),,v70,...-,

/.....4.

,

c.,
',,

,.' <.'.....
,id,,, Ni'''',

,:,:q747.,e
.:,..>-

^-i-.A

k'N ...., ,
;3' %:s2.''', .."

).: z47,;1,',4;',4',,,.,

«:. , "., , _

,.'"A': N't j.;:, - ' "1.":";.

.V.4''."'P

.4 '&.: -

:
,

., ", v

t + *Z...LN: ,, `7.,;^ Z.:;),',0*
',., ' r.....4.',

.

,,

:
.

.,,,.. ..-. .',

COMMENTS:

.

%
NONE.. 45.8
OK.... 12.8

NA-%. 0.3



ASK OF:. ALL STUDENTS

VERIFICATION ITEM

A. Please show me
the (document/
paper) you have
to (verify/prove)

this.

8. What ;document/
paper) was used
when the &police-
tion form was '
filled out?

C. (PROBE): How did you figure
out the answer to this question?

Q.55 (35/38)
Did you (or your
spouse) own a home
when the applies-
tion was filled

t?ou %

us... 3.7
NO P6.2*(058)

.:i',,;«:' .,-,

"'SA' -.:41::'.1, - ..A; 'AI:, 4 5'
1Y5".,A)" '4,r" '''zo.,, ,.;; ' ...,,, 4.>. ,.

..:7:,;::..i,,t,- ,,,

V ''''.$;t1 -.4.,..1
, .,:$

,^1^ ......e 4'4' 4 .., ,,, e,.-

AvicOf X4 ,
:',<.',.;0..-4.0. - -%7..... *.

1".. .if '-,-, t),;',-:4.l4:' ,I.,11",:.i* 2,1111?4-4-.
....,,f,,,,,'V

7..04 st*?*,(tv'vso- -;,

"JR, %.1.'' i1°-
,0' .4: % < ,, '..,7....., .

4 ,.. ,,,,,k, ,

-

' 4*.,;,01414fAzzt,'

COMF4ENTS:

s, ..0

*4

Q.56 (35/38)
What was your
(or your spouse's)
home .worth when

the application
was filled out?

N=150

$ R=25,600

NO DOCUMENTATION.. 2.0
APPRAISAL. 0.1
STATEMENT FROM

LOCAL REAL

ESTATE OFFICE... 0
TAX ASSESSMENT

FORMS 0.5
PROPERTY INSURANCE 0.4
OTHER (SPECIFY) 0.3

1.6 (PR)
0.3 ( PR )

0.1 (PR)

0.6 (PR)
0.4 (PR)

0.5

PROBE: %

Refrenbered/Knew 1.3
tstimated/guessed..... 1.4
Con..--ulted Profes-
sional 0.3
Don't Krick/ 0.1
NA 0.5
INI/APP- 9b . _I

COMMENTS:
--.

.
(PR)

LEFT IT FLANK 0.
DON'T KNOW

NA ,8 1

N/APP 96.4

0 0.' (PR)
2 0 1 (PR)

0

96.3

DK. % (0.568)
..0.1

N/APP....
96.3

Q.57 (35/38)
Wilt was pied on
the home
including any
unpaid mortgages
and related debts
when the appli-
cation was filled

out?

N=148

S X=16,976

, .
%

NO DOCUMENTATION.. 1.1
MONTHLY MORTGAGE

STATEMENTS 0 7
MORTGAGE CREDIT

STATEMENT 0.7
COPY OF STATEMENT

OF LOANS ON

PROPERTY 0.3
PURCHASE CONTRACT. 0.1
CANCELLED CHEW OR

RECEIPTS FOR

MORTGAGE

PAYMENTS 0.2
!OTHER (SPECIFY)

01

%

.0.9(PR)

90.59)

8i( 9.59)

.0.4(Q.59)

PROBE: %

ESTaarnbered/KneW 0.3
Estimated/guessed. . . 0 . 4

,NA 0.1
N/APPiP 99.1

COMMENTS:

.

4

d

01
NONE.

%

DK... 0.3 ;0.57B)
N/APP .

96.3

LEFT IT LANK 0
0DON'T KNOW

NA 0.1
N/APP 96.6

, i(0.59)
u'0.59)
-.41Q.59)01

96.3

4



ASK OF: ALL STUDENTS

VERIFICATION ITEM

A. Please show me

the (document/

paper)` you have

to (verify/prove)

this.

B. What (document/ C. (PROBE): How did you figure

_paper) was used out the answer to this question?

when the applica-

. tion form wa.1

filled_out?
.

.. .

Q.58 (35/38)
Do you have any-

thing to prove

that you (and your

spouse) do not ,

.

$
RENT RECEIPTS * 11.
LEASE AGREEMENTS 5,
CANCELLED CHECKS 4
1040 - SCHEDULE A,

LINE 17 ..: 0 0
OTHER (SPECIFY)

r,u:

T5='.-. 4".m\.,7'i '',%'

7 i
; ri
,t41, -,z, , COMMENTS:

,,,,.. -
'''''tk \,:.^ `,

.4 44.2 '....4:
::rw4...;, , ,- s.r A,P)- '

. : t. -
;:,4-,tf,Z, .',;',.142,..1.,....8 °

. * e &"" ...;.4-,..,

,,,,4.: ../.er.
t'4,.--..k,

.-
,;- '-i

-A.:Otr'..., .e..,

,x;,.....;,v , .- 14'
A.,,,t i Vb4,),

s.1.0.4N

,..; , .:. , - ..
.....-, ;;'," -:,,:-.,..'..,,,r$,.., 4..,4 ry ,....,

'74 ,1/4,, ''''''' ' `I,
.ske: -

i-:-,.,'. 'v.-vs:2 -,.. -';` ,:.,.-v
,,, , 4.,-s4,,,-s,..-,:;-e,
I.-on' '.is'''"',$-: 4...!..t::,... ,,,,,e4.3...<-4.t.,,,3r-7.4s.

''''' et.'-;:.AWI,fr'.6tV
Ica? ..,14-'`.. ,...,....s <1,..!.. p.

..,

°

,
a

,

.

own a home, such

as rent receipts

or a lease?

$
YES. 22.7
NO.. 73.3(Q.59)
NA.. 0 . 2
N/APP

3 . 7

DON'T KNOW 0.
NA 0,.
N/APP 77

,

Q.59 (36/38)
1

When, the appli- -

cation was filled

out, did you (or

your spouse) have

investments and/or

other real estate?

Investments include

trust funds,

stocks, bonds, and

other securities.

$

YES. 2 . 5
e

ly 0. .9 / 1 ( 0 62 ) .

OK.. 031G.62)
al.k. 0 0 . 1

.

.,-....z4t,, ...1- -7-.. ,t. we,,, ,,

,
`,t'--..."';',:i:-4....-_.'-*"..4,;
-.5.....,....,.. ,*,... ,.. ...

.'-?.1, ..,
4k4-.:YAI.4 .

1, ..T..'' AI,

A....7:,,,...r''.-".. ,...4'.'s.'

.% ' ',44.`a,',,, If:. '',,vt... - :,
'..?...k..,;-:.m.-',,, ,., .--, ."-. k, , ... z..
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%e....,4V.'W,c5",if.ttc,,,.i,

;te,..TrfflOgifre-1';'"
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',`,.." da -
:,, - . ..
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5... , . ,.., gi. ,,,,,,,,o
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,1,,,, ;.,-.05----,--,..-,- ....
wiry,F ,...

/S.

i v; V , e

..,...0...V

. t
^i

SN .44,""
), ^ v

....i...--4,- .?..;,. 1,
.

..,

' 1. ''''' ''' V. ''
.*t.. , ^ :, '4" 7.<te P.

,.....,... .....,....,,,,, -..,

..... 44-,4;k). 3P.:-4,.
Kito., >I! .4fA,,q47-0,

.. N'
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Ank,445r425.0.:;, i %.4
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-
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'''t...1.;:iVe>.... '',1 ... .4'X '''
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..

..

.

.

,

'-1

.

,

v3

$
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ASK OF: ALL STUDENTS

.

VERIFICATION ITEM

1 '

A. Please show me

the (document/

paper) you have

to (verify/prove)

this.

B. What (document/

paper) was used

when the applica-

tion form was

filled out?

C. (PROBE): How did you figure

out the answer to this question?

0.60(36/38)

What was the total

value of your (or

your spouse's)

investments and/or

other real estate

when the appli-

cation was filled

out?

N186

$ 37(=2396

NO DOCOHENTATIONT. 1.4

PURCHASE CONTRACTS 0.

STATEMENT FROM REAL

ESTATE SNT.- 0.
STATEMENT FROM

STOCK BROKER.... e.

PROPERTY INSURANCE 0.

OTHER (SPECIFY)

0.3

0.8 (PR)

0.

0.

0.1
0.

PROBE:
,

RetrEmbered/Knew 0.5
Estimated/Guessed 0.3
N/APP 99.2

A

0.4
.

COMMENTS:

-

LEFT IT BLANK 0.

DON'T KNOW . 0.

NA 0.1
N/APP 98.0

-

.

"0.2

4 0.5
02

97.5

DK. % 4.608)

11/ApP 0.5.

97.5'

Q.61 (36/38)

Hoomuch was owed

on these invest-

ments and/or real

state when the

application was

filled out?

....

/@101

4 1=876

t
NO DOCUMENTATION.. 1.2

STATEMENT FROM

MORTGAGE COMPANY 0.1

STATEMENT FROM

BROKER 0.
PURCHASE CONTRACT. 0.

OTHER (SP,ECIFY)

0

t
0.7 (PR)

0.

0.1
0.1

.

PROBE: %
/Knew 0.6

0.1

/APP 99.3

.

0.1
.

LEFT IT BLANK 0.
DON'T KNOW- 0.

NA 0.8
N/A151, 97.7

.

.

'a

.

0.1
0.4"
0.9

97.7

.

.

COMMENTS:

.

0

a

ik

. %

NONE.
2. 1 _

0

gk,
.1

(Q.618)

97.5 .



ASK OF: ALL STUDENTS

VERIFICATION ITEM

A. Please show me.

the (document/

paper) you have

to (verify/prove)

this. ,

.

B. What (document/

paper) was used

when the applica -

tion roll: was

filled out?

,

C (PROBE): How did you figure

out the answer to this question?

. .

.

,

.

.
.

,

4

Q.62 (37/38)

When the appli ..

cat''rion was filled

out, did you (or

your spouse)

own a business?

%

YES. .0.4
NO...99/ 5Q.65)

' Di< .0. ICIg5)

'

, ,
gile$

.
--,

,... *.ft, 4
'

... ....i4.,V ,,,.

4*-: z, i ,:At '''

.

.4,
4

° t , . ''S

- v
qW.,"

, 'L°''

. <, - ,3>,ic, ,,' - TI:
v....4... t

ih .'1,, l7,

'.< '< '-`4,<

*Vs 1,` .<;

,.:;--Z,S:.

= t., ,:
,,,,..44,

n, -11- ft
.ts zt.,,

4 ;,63t,
4f.4''' .-

*

,.. +.4 A-

'4. ,' : ' -
t
',!!',,,.. ,,:, .1'

4,4 1-.1,-, ....e,n A '' <

.P' i,%. k
'AlaVi+ ,t'r

4: y if".,-4ts..-.W,,ii

COMMENTS: -

.

...

,.

_.

0.63 (37/38)

What'was the value

of (your spouse's

or) your (or,

your share of the)

business(es) when

the application

waefilled out?

,
. r

.

i

..t3)13

.1- TC=11,899
$

A
NO DOCUMENTATION 0.1

STATEMENT FROM ,°

REAL ESTATE ''-';

OFFICE 0.

PURCHASE AGREEMENT

INVENTORY ASSESS-
a

MENT 0.

PROPERTY INSURANCE C.

OTHER (SPECIFY)

0.

%

:- °.l(PR)

..

0.

,

0.

0 . 1

.

PROBE: %

Estirrated/Guesied.... 0,1
N/APP 99.9

.

rd.
.

.

, ' 0.

-COMMENTS:,

.

,..
..

LEFT IT BLANK 0
DON'T KNOW 0.

N/APP 99.7

,

'

,

0.

99'. 6

_
.

/-

OK. % (0.63B)
0.1

N/APP..99.6



ASK OF: ALL STUDENTS

.it RIFICATION ITEM

A. Please show me
the ( document/
paper) you have
to (verify/prove)
this.

B. What (document/
paper) was used
when the police-
tion form was
filled out?

C. (PROBE): How did you figure
out the answer to this question?
,

.,.

.0.84 (37/38)
What was the total
amount of (your
spouse's or) your
(or your share of)
mortgages or
related debts for
which your busi-
4tes(es) (wee/
were) used
as collateral?

!@15

S R=4767

%

NO DOCUMENTATION.. 0.1

COPY OF MORTGAGE

STATEMENT 0.
COPY OF STATEMENTS

OF LOANS AGAINST

BUSINESS O.
OTHER (SPECIFY)

0.

%

0.1 (PR)
,

0.

0.

PROBE:

Rememberea/Kriew
II/APP

.

. ,

.

,.

%

d.1 ,

99.9

1 0.

LEFT IT 3.ANK 0:
DON'T KNOW 0.

NA 0.2
N/APP 99.7

.

. .

-77----
0.
,O.

0.2

-
9 9 . 6-

.

r ,.

COMMENTS: ,,

. .

.
.

.

NONE

OK. b. ( Q.648)
,N/APP. . ..

99.6

0.65 (37/38)
,When the salni-
cation was
filled out, did
you-(or your
spouse) own a
farm?

YES. 04'
No. .99. 9§0. 68)
OK 0.06).68)

A., :47. ...',-.:,....',. ...0?.; * i.,.., '''',' ,e,,,,,... ,,,,,....,;re

.,...."aka
' ,

:..-0

F, .. ^< ,L. t, ,
.0

--x ,
,

4.....,,.,, s.,,,, -As''''
r ^,.,....',...',,

' 1,..z..`"..= ..../. ,,%;
z rh_,. ..,,..,......e '..... ., .-': ;

^41:.,.,..;t , ....,,.r.* .,

;..

, ...

.-/.1; .',. " ..-P.,!Z. ...451
, .

,- A"
c

1, .i'

,,A ts,1,-,4'. .
' ',,' ". - . , , ';.

.

.. ,

.
'':,.:,'.

,

- -,..
",.' )., :'

-...p.74,.'s Is '

. 2 .
'

,

120MKNTS:

.
.

.

. -

. .
.

,

V ,
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ASK OF: ALL STUDENTS

VERIFICATION ITEM

Q.66 (37/38)

What was the value

of (your spouse's

or) your (or your

share of the)

farm(s) when the

application was

filled out?

N=2

TC=187,000

DK. 0.66B)

N/APP
p9.96

A. Please show me

the (document/

paper) you have

to (verify/prove)

this.

8. What (document/

paper) was used

when the applica-

tion form was

filled out?

C. (PROBE): How did yo'u figure

out the answer to this question?

NO DOCUMENTATION.. 02
STATEMENT FROM

REAL ESTATE

OFFICE

COPY OF OWNERSHIP

AGREEMENT

STATEMENT OF

INVENTORY 0.
PROPERTY INSURANCE 0.

OTHER (SPECIFY)

0.

0.

02

LEFT IT BLANK 0
DON'T KNOW 0

N/APP. .... 99.96

.02 (PR)

0.

0.

0.
0.

.02.

0

0

99.96

PROBE:

Consulted Profes-
sional .02

N/APP 99.98

COMMENTS:

Q.67 (37/38)

What was the

amount of (your

spouse's and)

`your (or your

share of) mort-

gages or related

debts for which

your farm(s)

(was/were) used

as collateral?

N=2

7=158,500

S

NONE.

DK
O.

,Q.676)
O.

N/APP
99.96

NO DOCUMENTATION.. .02

MORTGAGE STATEMENT.O.

COPY OF OUTSTANDING

LOANS. OR DEBTS.. .02

OTHER (SPECIFY)

0.

LEFT IT BLANK 0.

DON'T KNOW 'O.

N/APP 99.96

(PR)

0.4

0.

0.

0.

0.

99.96

PROBE:

N/APP 100

COMMENTS:



ASK OF: ALL UDENTS

VERIFICATION ITEM

A. Please show me
the, (document/
paper) you have
to (verify /prove)
this.,

8. What (document/
paper) was used
when the applica-
tion form'wes
filled out?

C. (PROBE): How did you fi e

out the answer to this que tion?

0.68 (40)
What is the amount
of veterans edu-
cation benefits
you personally_

NO DE1CUMENTAON
1 .8

9 FORM #833 -2A. 1.0
STATEMENT VA

OFFICE .9

STATEMENT VA

COUNSELOR 0.
OTHER (SPECIFY)

0.1

%
1.2(3R)

..... x..., 0.9
.

1.0

0.1

PROBE: .

Remambered/Knew 0.9
Estimated/Guessed 0.2
NA - 0.1
N/APP 98.8

e

will receive EE.

month from July 1,
1980 to June 30,
1981? Include
only the benefits
from the GI Bill
and Veterans or
Dependents Edu-
cational,Assist-
ance PrOgrams.

N=4284
S *2=11.96

0.2 ,

l

LEFT IT BLANK....
DON'T KNOW
N/APP, 96.2

,

0.1
0.3

95.9
NA '

0.3

.

. .

COMMENTS:

fr.

NONE. 95.9,0.70)
DK. A 0.688)

,

.

Q.69 (40)
For how many
months do you
expect to receive
these veterans
educational

'benefits between
July 1, 1980 and
June 30, 19811

1167
R=9.44 -

NO DOCUMENTATION. $2.1
VA FORM 083324A. 0.9
STATEMENT VA

OFFICE 0.7)

STATEMENT VA

COUNSELOR 0.
OTHER (SPECIFY)

1. JPR)

0.8

.0

0.1

, %
PROBE:

- -r -/Knew . o: 9
Es .ted/Guessed 0.2

' 0.2
/APP 98.7

.

_0. 0.1
.

.. .

COMMENTS:

.

.

LEFT IT BLANK.... ° 0.1

DON' 1 KNOW 0. 0.3

NA 0.1 0.4
N/APP 96.1 95.9

.

(NO. OF MATHS)
$

OK.. 0.40.698)
NA....0.1
N/APP

9t.9
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BASIC EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANT QUALITY CONTROL STUDY

PARENT QUESTIONNAIRE

AFFIX LABEL HERE

Conducted for:

,Survey conducted by:

Westat, Inc.

.1650 Research Blvd.

Rockville, Md. 20B50

Division of Quality Assurance

Office of Student Finaficibl Assistance

U.S. Department of Education

As part of a study conducted in affiliation with:

Advanced Technology, 'Inc.

7923 Jones Branch Drive

McLean, Virginia 22102

Hellp, my name;is (YOUR NAME) (SHOW ID BADGE). I am with Westat, Inc., a survey

research firm. We are doing the U:S. Department of Education study of the problems

people have with the financial aid application forms for Basic Educational Opportunity

Grants.% I am here to speak with (NAME OF RESPONDENT) about the application form

filled out for the 1980-81 school year.

dONFIDENTIALITY AND PRIVACY

This study is being conducted according to the regulations of the Privacy Act. The

primary reason for the study is to obtain information to improve the way the grant

progeam works. However,.this information will become part of the existing Basic Edu-

cational Opportunity Grant System of Records and may result in changes in the amount of

your (son's/daughter's) grant. I personally have signed a statement swearing not to

reveal any information you give me during this interview, except for the purpose of

this study and-as required by law.

`as



TIME BEGAN:I I I:I 1

ASK OF: ALL PARENTS

SECTION A

The people who administer the Basic Educational Opportunity Grant program have found that errors

sometimes happen because the forms aren't clear. We would like to learn more about any problems

that you had when (BEOG RECIPIENT) applied for an educational grant for the 1980-1981 school year.

Please take a minute to scan this financial aid application form and tell me about the

iteds that gave you any trouble. (HAND R ONE-PAGE FORM.) (IF R. HAS A PROBLEM, HAND CARD

A AND ASK:) For which of the following reasons was there trouble answering this question?

(FOR EACH PROBLEM, RECORD ITEM NUMBER FROM FORM, WRITE PROBLEM TYPE CODE NUMBER, AND

DESCRIBE THE PROBLEM.)

HANQ R

ONE-PAGE

APPLI-

CATION

FORM

HAND

CARD

A

YES, R HAD PROBLEMS 1 (RECORD BELOW) I I

No, R DIDN'T HAVE PROBLEMS 2 (0.2) 27

/41

ITEM

NUNB;3

PROBCEM TYPE

1. UNDER. OUEX.

2. UNDER. INSTR.

3. NO DOC

4. OUEX. INAPP.

5. OTHER

DESCRIBE PROBLEM
I - I

28 29

DD

I I I

30 31

YY

I I

32 33



0.4 5 I F.

TitT7717,17.4,

ASK OF: ALL PARENTS

Q.2 When the form was filled out, did you ask anyone for help who was not a member of your
' family? Here is a card that lists people you might have asked. Did you ask: (ASK Q.3

Q.4 FOR EACH "YES! IN Q.ZAFTER OBTAINING ANSWERS FOR A THROUGH H.)

.

.

IF YES

.0.3*
What kind of help did
you get? (PROBE WITH
CATEGORIES IF NECESSARY)

0.4 * '

Were you satis-
fied with the
help you got?

SOURCE

2*

1

YES
%
NO

%

CLAW.
OF ,

QUEX.

INFO. TO
ANSWER
QUEX.

ADMIN.
HELPS OTHER

%
y fS NO

%
PIK

t

A. Someone in the Financial
Aid office

B. A member of the faculty
or counselor at the school
(BEOG RECIPIENT) attends? . .

6.7

3.0

5.1

2.1

0.2

0.8

4.1

3.5

90.9

94.2

92.4

95.2

97.1

96.5

.

92.E

73.4

2.9

1.3

2.2

1.0

,

0.1

0.4

1.9

0.9

1.3

0.5

0.7

0.6

0.1

0.1

0.7

1.1

_

1.4

0.5

1.3

.2

0.

0.1

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.3

0.6

0.2

0.

0.1

0.7

0.5

5.6

2.5

4.1

1.7

0.1

0.7

'3.2

2.9

0.7

0.3

0.7

0.3

0.

0.1

0.5

0.3

0.1

s(k]

0.1

0.1

0.

*

0.

0.1

0.

C. A high school counselor?. . .

D. Someone at a toll free
telephone number?

E. Someone at the Department
of Education?

F. Someone at A American
College TestCenter in
Iowa (ACT)?

G. Fri:ends1

H. Or someone else? (SPECIFY)

the form filled out without reading any 6f the instructions?

YES 5.5(0.7)
NO 64.7
DON'T KNOW 28.g Q. 7)

NA 1 2
0.64 Were 211 the instructions read when the form was filled out, or were some of

the instructions read when the form was filled out?

Q.7 Here is a copy of the S
you ever receive one

HAND R
SER

Don't Know or

Q.2*'Not ascertainable

A. 2.4 % E. 2.7%
B. 2.7 F. 2.7
C. 2.5 G. 3.3
D. 2.6 H.23.1

ALL INSTRUCTIONS
SOME INSTRUCTIONS
gErr KNOW

50.1
12.3
20

3
.

0. ,

Eligibility e. port (SER). (HAND R THE SER) Did
in the mail?

YES 42.2
NO 33.4 (Box 2, PAGE 5)
DON'T KNOW (BOX 2, PAGE 5)
NA

0.3* Not Ascertainable Q.4* Not Ascertainable

A. 0.5% E. 0. A. 0.4% E. 0.

B. 0.3 F. 0.1 B. 0.2 F. 0.1
C. 0.3 G. 0.2 :. 0.2 G. 0.2
D. 0.1 H. 0.3 D. 0. H. 0.2

r)rb ?-



ASK OF: ALL PARENTS

0.8 Did you receive a (Student Eligibility Report/SEP) for NEM RECIPIENT) more

than once for the 1980-81 school year?

0.9

0.10

YES 17.0

NO 20Q.14)

DON'T KNOWS 4'7(0.14)0.1
N/APP 57.8

Sometimes students who apply for financial aid are asked to explain information

on the (Student Eligibility Report/SER). Did you or (8E0G RECIPIENT) have to

explain any information?

YES 10.5
No 6.0(0.13)
DON'T KNOW 0.4(0.13)
N/APP 83.0

Sometimes students are asked to explain this information before they receive the

final (Student.Eligibility Report/SER) that authorizes the Financial Aid

Officer to give them the grant, and sometimes they are asked to explain

information after they receive the final (Student Eligibility Report/SER).

Did you or (8EOG RECIPIENT) have to explain any information before receiving

the final (Student Eligibility Report/SER), after receiving the final

(Student Eligibility Report/SER), or both before and after?

BEFORE FINAL SER 7.3
AFTER FINAL SER 1.0 (Q.12)

BOTH BEFORE AND AFTER 1.5
DON'T KNOW .. 0.7 (0.13)
N /APP 89.5

Did you get help from anyone outside your family en you were asked to

explain information before receiving the final (St dent Eligibility

Report/SER)?

YES 2.8
NO.* , 5.8
DON'T KNOW p.1

NA 0.2
N/APP 91.2

BOX 1

INTERVIEWER, CHECK 0.10 AND COOE ONE:

0.10 = 1 73 (0.13)

0.10 - 3 2-5 :0.12)

N/APP 91.2

0.12 Did you get help from anyone outside your family when you were asked to

explain information after receiving the final (Student Eligibility

Report/SER)?

YES

NO

11,,IRN'T KNOW

0..6
1.8
0.1
0.1

97.5



ASK OF: ALL PARENTS

Q.13 When the final (Student Eligibility Report/SER) was received, did you or (BEOG,

RECIPIENT) know what to do with it from the instructions that came with it, or

did you ask someone outside your family what to do with it?

KNEW WITHOUT ASKING 14.3 (BOX 2, PAGE 5)
ASKED OUTSIDE FAMILY

DON'T KNOW

2.1 (BOX 2, PAGE 5)

N/APP

0.6 (BOX 2, PAGE 5)

83.0

Q.14 Sometimes students who apply for financial aid are asked to explain

information on the (Student Eligibility Report/SER). Di yilii or

(BEOG RECIPIENT) have to explain any information?

YES 5.0
NO a' 17.3 (Q.16)
DON'T KNOW 2.2 0.10
NA 0.6
N/APP 74.8

Q.15 Did you get-help from anyone outside your family when you were asked
to explain the information?

/BYES 0.8
NO 4.1
DON'T KNOW 0.1
NA 0.1
N/APP 1 95.0

0.16 When the (Student Eligibility Report/SER)°was received, c'1.4-10u or

(BEOG RECIPIENT) know what to do with it from the instructions that

came with it, or did you ask someone outside your family what to do

with it?

. KNEW WITHOUT ASKING

ASKED OUTSIDE FAMILY

DON'T KNOW. --
NA
N/APP

C

20.5
2.0
1.6
1.1

74.8

w.



ASK OF: ALL PARENTS

SECTION 8

BOX 2

In this section, I will be asking you some questions about items from (BEOG RECIPIENT'S)

financial aid application for the 1980 -81 school yelr. The U.S. Department of Education is

very interested in finding out which itene'on financial aid applications people have trouble

completing. If you assisted in filling out Ape app ation, please tell me about any items

that gave you trouble. According to our records, the a lication was completed on (DATE

FROM LABEL).

D0////INTERVIEWER INSTRUCT NS

FOR EACH VERIFICATION ITEM, FOLLOW THIS PROCEDURE:

ti

ASK VERIFICATION ITEM QUESTIONS ON LEFT AND SIDE OF PAGE.

PROCEED ACROSS THE GRID, UNLESS OTHI SE INDICATED, ASKING THE QUESTIONS PRINTED AT

THE TOP OF THE COLUMNSOR EACH VE FICATION ITEM. INDICATIONS THAT YOU SHOULD NO.1

PROCEED ACROSS THE GRID ARE SKIP NSTRUCTIONS NEXT TO THE ANSWER CATEGORIES OF THE

VERIFICATION ITEM OR SHADING IN HE BOXES UNDER THE COLUMNS FOR Q.A. OR Q.B.

IF R INDICATES THAT HE/SHE H' "NO DOCUMENTATION" WHEN THE FORM WAS FILLED OUT,

ALWAYS PROBE (PR) WITH "HO DID YOU FIGURE OUT THE ANSWER TO THIS QUESTION ?" AND

RECORD R'S RESPONSE UNDE COMMENTS.
)

IF R INDICATES THAT HE/SHE H TROUBLE WITH AN ITEM, GO BACK TO Q.1, PAGE 1, AND OBTAIN

COMPLETE INFORMATION ABOUT T E TROUBLE:



ASK OF:, ALL PARENTS

VERIFICATION ITEM

A. Please show me
the (document/
paper) you have
to (verify/prove)
this.

B. What (docuntnt/
paper) was used
when the applica-
tion form`was
filled out?

C. (PROBE): How did you figure
out the answer to this question?

.

.
Q.17 (11)

Did (BEOC RECIP- ..

...`"

'4. ,
°"`. e.`

.6.,... 4- .. ,..,,:,$
;''W,41"`- Alip-rcI., , ./ ,.6

, 10Of - ,,....'X,

?At, ,' , <., 5"''''
...,...A.f.....v..,m,'..:. ..:. ."'"' k.- t;

P' 4 e,N.;:. -A,,
....,'0

,.:.
.4... A...1. A,, . :+

,Mt>.i,.,
...?.....,.,..,?.*'

: A A 4t .
4.," ' V.41. . Ni.,:'

x' is21,ii/it::,

(
;e ;,11` ..:

<

.
,...ar , 4 .4 ,

W <r: 4'

,":, 4- lk..,$, V
>? .kAit 4,

, .4.

.44., :, . Q.,

--a, .4

,sg.......,....,,, fr., .
,,N.r,;,,,,,,,s,,,, 'POP' .A.1

0 4 ',..:.; 1.'i-9

1 s'k7^4.: /
41'i '''' , V;',.,A'.K

COMWNTS:

.

.

IENT) live with
you for more than
six weeks in 1979
(a total of 42
days)?

%

YES 73.4=

0 .DK
,

0.18 (11)
Did -( BEOC RECIP-

":4't ,..,?>,:if.AJ
"<"^ 'Ace,' ' ,,fe.....1$-As::,..

,', -sr., -. ,-;.:Vi-,,
, -,:cte;,0:- 4. , - ..7,....,%A'1,-

...< ,.. . , ,, ..,..,....-
- ;;.oi`4,,r.-,r..9. 4,

'.,1,,1Z,2-'11.3,-;'*,.., ; 4 ,%,.,ip4A4 ..4 ''4g£,?£.
es. : ;-,,,,,..- ?..`c

,ri,4..,:: ,4- ' '''34,
4%4;1

.,.. 4,,,t, -,,,, ;.
,-, f..,...4.<, '

.,4.

.

'"'`,1):
t. ,..-,',1,.1.-ev.k,k..

' c ..A ' ' 'A .,.

.<.-. rs''r.' '. tN,

.: . ': :A

rAfprz.knf.,
.., 15.' - , .z,-,,,

, ..'" A.-1.4,X;ef"-
9 '"'''' ".q'; 3*, 4

<vit.; ' As :,...,,,

a' td' ;.V,vte,;,,Z ' ',..,1'$,, .,,
: ...7 4 .,,,,,,,n ,e.,

&''...t.'",---,.'...,
p'-4.A.':ab.i:',1,

..y,k,,,,1y V.'', ',f.z . :
4- '..-ii,..,,',,,,,,,,i,...,.!:4.',Y.1

--..-,. e...

:,.

".".t. ;, z; .4 ;?..tzt ;,,,,,

';.'i.' 1'4C*

:A ,<,. A.

OJt-ENTS: '

.,

f '

,

IENT) live with
you more than six
weeks during 1980
(a total of 42
days)?

$
YES 70.
NO 29,3

'

C.19 (12)
Was (BEOG RECIP-

NO DOCUMEN. $

TATION 18.'
1040 - ONE 6c 1:0
1040A ...' LINE 5c. 2 '
1040 .- LINE 6c-

WOFifSHEET 32.
1040A - LINE 5c-

%ORKSHEET 9.
OTHER (SPECIFY)

0.

,
1

11. ( pR)

10.
3.

27 .
-

10.
' (

PROBE:

Resrethered/Knew
Estimated/Guessed ,

Consulted,Profes -
sional ,

Don ' ., Know
NA
N/APP'

.

$

8.4
1.0

0.1
0.6
0.9

58.9

IENT) listed as
an exemption on
your Federal
Income Tax .

Return for 1979?
$

YES 61',:h ,

NO. 4.
DID

FILE
IN 14. 40(IN'T
1979. (0.'20) i

DK. ,0.7(a.20)

I

1.
,

COM-ENTS:

---.

,

.

(

,

0.
10.
120.

15.
.

LEFT IT BLANK... 0.
KNOW..:.... 0..

r' 11.
/APP 14.



VERIFICATION ITEM

.

A. Please show me

the (document/

paper) you have

to (verify/prove)

. this.

t .

B. What (document/

paper) was used

when the applica-S

tiqn form was

filled out?

... ..

1

C. (PROBE): How did y6u figure

out the answer to this question?

'........'")

.

._

Q.20 (12)
Will (BEOC RECIP-

k.4,7,>'- .1:>jr.44.>:1.;,,,fet, f.,>'4:-3.,
..., 5,4,... F .,' ",,:,A.. ;

*1,-,..,
.,A,.;..-"4,...,,,i ,. 0...

-.I..':',. ." - `.,:44,,y ..*,... ,ifi'4:1`
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.

- -1.''' 'f-cr,' -,,,,,'.0.4,,:.,1: -t,--4,4'
w

, ,..s. .... AV 01. ,;74.1 ,,,;',', ''t
11`r.4/-4: a.' '14,'1 .. - -*

,...1.-..', ,, ,,, , ... ,,,&"..,

'. .1,44; .1 ''., ,I4 V f(' ) '', tk '<,?, '
t; ,1,54, 4:::,4.:1.;' ...,ZN ,
....-.1 < A, .,...4,,ANAek : '1,4;,;"4° '', *. '''.4:', y"'

,:,,,L:CliZ4:1'5;'...W°,4N: ': A: Z''..1., ''4 ..".., ,,, '',,,IN''' ... ' S'., ''' 'rr Z' 1 '141 r;',%"Strk4t.ii r.r,44 '....P. '
rree 4 A r4'... . 'e" ..:''' 1' ^!

'''.`%* ' '`w.c..;
.

....

.4' 4'''' A

>

.Y.4' 4 ,,,,,,V ' VA A'..,,

*Ws': . ' ..4,1}
17 ,.....,7.-0,..44.,,, <,c.....i.,

<i"" j, "'.t>"4" -e''.irit ,csTrok'4
5"' '

k :1:t..<$.
: v ..., , A , ri rrr

' A 4, .4. 4,,,,,,,,:k
..,,,r ere

r. '4$r ' 14141' 4 . %....r.
,;,:"."St7:' .,,,,

., -1.-....--i-,--,...-..-t--, , rte's kr''
,. ,,,,,,-1,----4 ,,,,-*.4'"' '.',,.' -4

,:...i...,,,,=, 4t...
,4**,kk.^-^I '*.',49}.., '

- . .4'. cl. ,,,.V., 7.... '
/ ' ti? :W734 ,l'e(4 '&4; t.,PP'
, 41, ,z, -,:;;;:',,,,-,...9,:p.
, W`AP: ; ' i M. ''' ''..' ''' k" 0 '
' A ".< .'4 "X4".913 1," d

?' ,?..0 1' -_4; ,. t .i. ..... eN " ''.
4A Se r" rX4C" V 'Sr4 t Z14', 1, > 4. , 0 . 4 4 "r ,V. 4,

'' "..C'''''''

COWCNTS:

,
,

'
r

.

'''''

IENT) be listed '.
as an exemption

on your Federal

Income Tax

Return for 1980?
'
%.

YES 56:1
NO. ....e. 30 .1
WON'T FILE

IN 4180 12.0
DX 1. 8

.

Q.21 (13)
Did you give (BEOC

f* .i...i.....J.' - V..' " 4.,..,"..." "7:: ' .` 4

''',' AJ.A'' "1:?.;.'s"::'..;-'-':**
-

r.',.. .7.,:4-P-,,,,s --,Ap. eZ.r 4^.>; *, . :'-'0
, .,i "*..:;4.:a. Vt4.."':',,,,,,'" dz."

...v,' .-..- ,:.;;;..t& ...
..:-.-4, .".P1.31*...;':-6,.44.t..,,,,,;;,...:1;,'4:-tm.,:.1..~4.g;,..1
'..., -.y. ,-,.',4754.6.......',:-,,.',4,...,,,..,,..x.......*Al.,-..,!.`;',,',4',1

...,..").".,'',"->',4,?.'.":-.5',""C:4;!
'''',,,` :', ":<,%;:'-'4.1P.';<,.. ,'....4.1'.4-*;,c

...., .,, ,",,, , . , , .,,,...

/;.:-:,-,-'',X';'
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,.-.1%.),..

.Y;-",":":1,-",..: :'.:,..

.,...,,A ... ,......,;/,...
*..:k.,'"PA.'

.- ,,.,-..:+,A- , - i' ' ...A

-- '' -4 -
:',-. ..... ."2,,.., ...

r:!-,- ' ,-.;; >,..-:-.' -5 '5'? ' --. -. ......./ ,;:':.te...f ,.. :,., T) ,p ''...^. ,,1 .;< *. 7,, ,, <
' '.4- :',, ,.... ' , A ' ' ''' ' $ t.t,.4 :; /'.:, .. X /1'<',...' i.4! ' 1:4. '

r
*.' -.A "'NV ".;t:rk../444.4? ;4 4:4,: '.;,t,'.' 2,,,, %; - , - ', 1 , A" ^"

;71.....- ,..... C r' y4 V.X4 t ,frrr elr'441C re
0., ."'4':4^ °' ..' .; '.'

I.4".4.....;,.:74r.c.... ),,:z,-,....$: 5'!. f ,,,, fe.,,,;

.. ,,..

--

.

'!",1 ;,, ."'S. V.ii,A
'...t..."14... ......"*.V.A.V.;>;,

',"°. ,

4:';'>,:' iT ,S,:;"..'"
; ,*';';'4,',f.,27;:,,, ,.,,,At,
.,-..,-, -° : z,,...--.' . . :

..`fi
..,

w.... 1, ^'4'.4 ..,;:i'-,,4;:,'*,,,,, 3 '' , .,,,1
-.. ,..r....:,,,,c; ;.',... 4,. ;... --<, ,*i

,.

,,,' I.
,,,p.,.:.:7; A.,,,s A , ' 4 ,,, ,,,,<,;1:,:,,,

; :ss:,-,-:."!.;',..."'''''tiA"';.,g1;;',...:-A":.?,.,
.,ilet'l;":-c,?,:' t.'. ,,

"d,',: ,p;',7-,;;;:),.1c-',4f,..'iv.-/ -.'t
'''' , ./.,' (; , 4' ' .A .. ,,,, V,

--.,:-?...-..;;,:i.'2>:,,, . '..

,' .= ',' ',..-...i.: ,,,,,-.,,
-45,55. - '' AS I .1' ' ';\l'''' 4\ Y' , '7 <,," '^'-', .,,,...,,,..-z'1,-/-1..,0-0., : 4,, ' ..; 4....w.k.)--,,...,, . ' ' "')/' " .1''' 'r..,,,F4..."..A."' 1 '';' ,;....? 04' ' ;* ",..'4, ;$ /t
r .... .?'. ,..F "'VT..' ;?.:41 At ...nr 1.- .,,

e '.3, 0 4. ". '..:447, ...e''' s.,...4..."..,,'
' '';i'l r' ...'et* ... le .*g.PrIZ .'t.' ''' 1.'""r17

(' %,' : 4,
...s, , , ," > v 47 ,..4*,,...,,,,...,,

. .

.

COMFENTS:

ih.

.

-

,

-

_

4.,RECIPIENT) more

than S750 worth of

support in 1979?

By support-we
.,

mean money or
things like

housing, food,

'clothes, car,
medical and. ,

dental care, and

college costs.
$

YES 67 8
30. 7NO,

OK 1. 0

,



ASK OF: ALL PARENTS

-

VERIFICATION ITEM

A. Please he me
the (document/
paper) you have
to (verify/prove)
this.

B. What (document/
paper) was used
when the applica-
tion form was
filled out?

.

C. (PROBE): How did you figure
out the answer to this question?

.

0.22 (13)
Did you give
(BEOG RECIPIENT)

' t ,. s....thq,
l'" ..44' ," ' <lksa:,

I- .',,.; 0
. ,,.
', '''''.!

4,,,
, .4.4e,.....,

'''' ...Zf- -, .04.-- ;.pN . .iit ',, .
Ar 4.iliLZ.

.;

N., ,:1'. : P: 'c,.,,,..,., ,;',.-v1.. ..r." ...e.:'.7-
'' 34 'b

,. ,$,

2.,,..., '"1, ''.. }s. r ,..,v,,-3
';IC'e:,3 ' ''? ; ,''''''' "'-,it,-

,A-k- ..k...;A,?4".": r4 s'
2' "-: ;''''..P'''',.,,fs :.',

o,40 ,4,4`'''v, .:,. ,
- ""' '',:°'. -, ..sq.,,, 4.,.-y-..,

, . , -
'Z'r..::31**.;X ....;' ... >,,,,. .,1,,,,...

,1,:'''. '%-;'.,..v.i'''e s'..;;.:,<.,

,,,, e..,.,"<.,
,,,.....te. ,- 4. 'AA. ''...:n'' ' Y...$,,, ,,

..i' 4,,,jk Ily . l' SW
.i.l..

.,.,.m,74,13:9 ,O,,,,"tfis!,'.-- ,,4.4..... ,,,,,., 5 v 4.e'" ',1 - A,.._%.,,,,o,sw,
4

' : ,.444,. ...t.....,.....r..

i'st,
.s.s.t 2

- '''''I-T31,Y.....,

,,,,, ; .1,-..,,.,..,.%.
,.'.' -4,

Ray
-*n 4,4..,

. ..A.,,s,,,,,,, y
k ,:...r. ,,.,>..

-tn,

..t .,
"," .. ',.$

:4* K , '4:4!:."':.':"wt. ( 3r -' '`',. /,,i,
''''i-

, ,...
..4.,.,i..,.; , '''';',5;:r:....,,, . .",",,,,,,:",..

15,,yf' '`X.7.1;`' '
;...,,

...N.,,,;': . ^..."Z .
> '

COKLENTS:

,

.
.

mere than $750
worth of support
in 1980? By sup-
portwe mean money
or things like
housing, food,
clothes, car ,
medical and
dental care,
and college
costs. .-

%,
......

YES . 65.1
ND... ..... 33,2i

NA 0.1;-'
'

BOX 3 ,

INTERVIEWER, CHECK LABEL FOR RESPONDENT TYPE:

IF IP - REVIEW 13.1'7 THROUGH 0.22 AND CODE ONE:

IF ALL RESPONSES "NO", "DON'T KNOW", OR "DID NOT FILE" . . . .22.9 (BOX 4, PAGE 30)

IF ANY RESPONSE IS "YES" (NOTE: IP WAS ORIGINALLY
MISa.ASSIFIED. FOR REST OF QUESTIONNAIRE, TREAT AS IF A OP.). 4.0 (0.23)

IF OP 73 1 0.23)



ASX Or: ALL DEPENDENT PARENTS
b -

A. Please show me 8. What (d'ocunent/ C. (PROB) How did you figure
the (douent/ paper) was used out t ars to ttus question7

VERIFICATION ITEM paper) you have when the applica-
to (verify!rove) tLon form was
this. filled out?

Q.23 (14) .'
-. ' ''- -

CONTStd4

r
out, were you
sMgle, marrxed,
divorced,

6 1SEPARAT

WIDOWED i' '

0.2 *;c-.
/App 22 9

-

NOTE: IF "2" (MARRIED) CI'R..ED IN Q.23, READi"QR YOUR SPOUSE" WHEREVER IT OCCURS.

Q24 (17)
-' ;. CU1QNTS:

How many people - k
will you (or

spouse,

-

5'r

c'S'

your
support between
3u)y 1, l'4LJ and '

June 3O 1981'
,

Include yourself, --' -

(spouses) and any
dependent chxld- .

ren. Include - - "- '

other peopl
If they

lived wh
'

you

and re'eived -.. '',' '' - --

more 1fan half '.-" '' ;'- q'' '''
the r support - k, ,

fr you when
&' '-

the fotm was'
- >S -

filledi.jt. -"

--
, -

N=2926 -'

--
SIZE OF

-

-

HOUSEHOLD -' --'. - - -. ';--- -'

% - ---'-- 1- --,i _S-__- I
N/Pj 22.9 - '--

-'I 'I



ASK OF: ALL DEPENDENT PARENTS

'

. VERIFICAT ION ITEM

A. Please, show me
the (docunent/
paper) you have
to (verify/prove)
this.

.

B. What (document/
paper) was used
when the applies-
tion form was
filled out?

'

C. (PROBE): Now did you figure
out the answer to this' question?

.

0.25 (18)
Of that nunber,
how many will be
in college or
other schools
beyond the high
school level
between July 1,

, ., t....,4t.,
,-,,--4.. -,!; " f ''<\''V,If,

,., - ,04,,..,-,
44, 4 4 ,4, 1'
4

' Vk,i'Li-

-
l',$-'<z,...7:).t' 4.41,,,,t r.. 'p.-4,-tlre

, k
, 1.,,,..14.1.,;,

,.,.>A"*'.,'
.:, .7,-,,,, ..4s..-m.,

-.:-...s.c. ,t.,- , -,-,
, ..,,-,4, .4,;

st'..,%,,4>- -1'' "',

!as,- M.
..4...*e-..-

4'1... K ....i

--,,,-. =f1..:-.0. 4".
: .1 trZ4:0 'C''''('' '''' ' ;'

.,,,,y - ).-,,,,7,.-'X,;,/''
>-, =.,,4k, i.,..4. , z-4;4,:a,,,,----;,4 . .44,: f-vt, .1.f,, -. '..-.. , ',4,::;,..:,,,,

':. ' , ' 4 ' '''.' '

.

0 ! 6;.:"4',.'''' '' COMIMENTS4
,!,..., 1 ..
'`''t 14',',,l''.,. -v .,,r ' 11'g

i , .,,,,c
, P - z ,.

. 4 -,..

;,-",k ,i57., i?...ff ',,,AtAI.,:ra *1 ;,,;t;
24 f";'.:F%,' ',''' 4:.P7.'jbc4t:$,,e....i .

.4 ..... 'v,.,s(
.::;"::,!,'

trt?

--, - ,
. ,,.:.1.4.,.....,,f ,4-,s."4,3,-n ! <:-

!:.,,
..,`-'-'4 s~... '1' .

, f.

..., '
,), , , ,ri: A

, ' J, 1.k..4' &' ''' '-,
'' '4'' !,....1,,, c''.71..

"r.

Kv... `;', .''s 2 '' '.
l'i."..

,

.

,

*

'
,

19.80 and June 30.
1981? Include
yourself and any-
one else who will
be enrolled' at
least half-time.

12568

%
NUMBER

N/APP 22. 5.:4
.. 0 14

DK

NA 1 O. t^'

' :,i*:.,t,`,., ,"..z, r",,,,iC.26 (21)
The next few
questions' refer -'
to items on ,k

your (or your
,..:

spouse's) , .1.,7, - ,-

Federal Income
Tax Return(s). ,.. ... ,

have you (or > ., ,!,.,--. 7s.ia.,.e,,..-
your spouse)

,44,L,filed a U.S.
Income Tax , ,

Form for -
.

1979' `"

YES (I/WE) %

CILED. 66.r :
NO 9.00.35) ,':--, ,.

. ..OK..."4 O. lf 0.33) 3:'''
O 4 ''

IN/APP.,22.. 9 .

. 4,
,:- COMMENTS:--

-

''''.!4'
,.

,,".'!' 3

.

- ,
,,.! ,! 4

.: ,4., , :.
,

" ',.

-k ,
. olit

,
,,

'
,

:

,-

4 N

.

..

..

a

.

_

.

,

,

.

,
.

at

D-
4



so"

ASK OF: ALL DEPENDENT PARENTS

- A. Please show me B. What (docunent/ C.(PROBE): How did yoti figure,
o

the (docunent/ 6 paper)\was used out the answer to this question?,
VERIFICATION ITEM paper) you have when the 'police-,

to (verify/prove) tion fora was
this. tilled out ?. ,

Swiriv't Yrw.4-e,,,,;:,-r, ,N- 7 volk. ., ,

1,427 (22) ,-..,.... .<

:"k
k COMMENTS:

When the appli-, . t,f.:* .
...o.p

cation fOrm want 6::1.47:' I .
a SA '''1$' . .

filled out, were '` ,4

the figures you ,: 2 ' s'.,tr,
used from a N

s ..,,
k r

completed 1979. ;:,:z.,=, '"':. :,t-Ar;,. ,
U.S. Income TAX ... '

,. 1';', ' ''' ,tSr.f4.
t',,

-
Return or were .Al, ; aX ''' ..1. .,,,,",'..,,,,'
they estipated? '.4,k 7i: 4. :/, ` 7

,`t ,r ,.... .

(80TH) COW- %
giS sp. 'Nt ..*, p,.

''-'''''''''' ,-4-;;' 'i:''. 1' 1,N.' 7'. .
....,0 ..:)1,4,4 . ;f4

PLETED...51.1 ;4. *- - . ,.- . .

,
(BOTH), ESTI-

r / ,--.'"-....,sszfk! A., ' t^ : *V = ,),. ',:, -
MATED 11.7 72tA';',.kii; ''''47' t-,* -...is t.1 A g4NkF

,,i t Ik t4,1:- -1 *,;74'` .4 .

ONE es T1- ' ',..:C=-'-,..0.
'A

14ATEDr ONE ..,1-, ,, IN *A A ''' :,0,,As, raL'Ikr>e V; ''''r ; ''*'''
imwsinp. 0.5 .,,.... ,...,,,i, nr

OK
3 5 F...,::4, 11''''"-,:,4,tr "

, f ''''
44:, .,

.

;,.1.

4, 41 -sp,
... . , ,...

N/APP 33.1 4,$`1-,A,,,k ...., x,.i .,_.,-,4,?4,

INTERVIEWER: IF TWO TAX RETURNS MAKE SURE YOU GET INFORMATION FROM BOTH WHEN YOU ASK ANY

QUESTION RELATING TO THE TAX
1

RETURNS
...

.. . 1 .
,

. , Q.28 (23) NO,Dth1MENTATION13 .2 1: (PR) PROBE:. . N.,

What was the total 1040 - LINE,7... 8.5 . 9 Remembered/knew . 6
$

2

number of exemp- 1040A ,- LINE 6. 2 5 , 3. , stirtiated/Guessed ., :1.'0

Lions .you (or 104 = LINE 7,p:1 .
Consulted Profes- , ---)

your spouie) WORKSHEET 30.5 . 29. sicnal 0.1

claimed on your 10411C- LINE 6 - Don't Know 0.3

1979 U.S. Income WORKSHEET 9.9 11. NA ,0.5
91.9

Tax Return(s)? OTHER' (SPECIFY)
N/APP ,.

-. , 0'.7 .

W2539
5 0 Or37=-4. JirfNTS.

.... LEFT IT BLANK...
DON'T KNOW 0. 3.

(NUMBED)
.

NA ..... .. . . . . 0.9 .
, ,

1. t

thi43.... ( Q..288) 11/APP 33.6 33.

.33.0 . .

. .

fr



4

'Asx 6r: ALL DEPENDENT PARENTS

. 4

VERIFICATION ITEM

A. Please show me

the (document/ ,

paper) you have

to (verify /prove)

this.

B. What (document/

paper) was used

when the applies-

tion form was

filled out?

C. (PROBE): How did you figure

out the answer to this question?

.

Q.29 (24)
What was the
adjusted gross

,income you (or

your spouse)

-reported on the

1979 U.S. Income

%

NO DOCUMENTATION. 6.4

1040 - LTNC 31... 8.8
1040A - LINE 11.. 2.4
1040 - LINE 31 -

',WORKSHEET .30.9

1040A - LINE 11 -

WORKSHEET 9.4

OTHER (SPECIFY)
1

5 .( PR)
10.

3.
.

28-.

-

11.
.

PROBE:
Retrenbered
Estimated/
Consul

essed
rofes-

.

%

0 8
3 4 ..

0.2
, 0.4

0.5
94.8

..

.

sional. .
Donut Know
NA

N/APPTax Return?

12363 '

R=15,462
*.TA

S

- 3.6 6.

LEFT IT BLANK.... 0.

DON'T KNOW 0.

,... 0.4
N/APP 38.2

0.

3.
1.

. .... . ... .. 33. ..

.

.

COMMENTS;

,

.

a,

.

AMOUNT %

DK. '5.CP.29B)

N/APP. .33.0 ,

, -

. .; .

0,30 (24) ,

_
.Does that'anoult ,'

include earnings

from any student c
.

financial aid . .7
I....; ,

4.
programs? . ,...,4,,,,:>,,. .

. ...

,

%
,.

YES 0.2 .
NO , 65.7

.:,.........i.,"...,,
K.4.; .... . 0.7 '

,-

NA, 0.2 -.....-.,. t,4.^4,,,r,

N/APP. 33.1
,.-

.

. , .

,

..,
.

'' -^j-, .f....
...M....

. .

,

-

,." . ,,:' .
(= - -.- .-- ,,,-

m ' '
'-4.

. sro. - ,,

,.
),," ''

.

'

,

.

COMMENTS:

o

.

,

. .

,

.

.

.

,

O

0"/..s
4. qj



ASK OF: ALL DEPENDENT PARENTS

VERIFICATION ITEPI

.

A. Please show me
the (document/
payer) you have
to (verify/prove)

- this.

-

8. What (document /
paper) was used
when the applica-
t on form was
fi ed out r

.

C. (PROBE): How did you figure
out the answer to this question?

... _

0.31 (25)
How Ankh U.S.
income tax was
paid by you (and
your spobee) for.
1979?

$

NO DOCUMENTATION. 6.3

1040 - LINE 47... 8.1
1040A - LINE 14a. 2.2
1040 - LINE 47 -,

WORKSHEET 27.6

1040A - LINE 14a
WORKSHEET . 8.4

W-2 2
NOTARIZED STATE-

MENT 0.
OTHER (SPECIFY)

'

6. (PR)
9.

3.

26

.

10. '
4 , e % 4.

0.

PROBE:

Remanbered/Knew 1.2

Estimated/Guessed 3.1

Consulted Profes-
sional 0.2

Don't May 0.5

NA 0.5
N/AAP 94.5

c,

N=285
R=1,430

$

COMMENTS:

-

,

4. 4.

LEFT IT BLANK.... O.

DON' T KNOW 0.1

NA ..... 0.4,

N/A5 40.2

.
.

. .

, O.
, . 4.

r.
33 ism."'

AMOUNT

.

14DK. (Q:318)
7

N/APP
\-33.

G
0.32 (25)

Does that am punt
include taxes

,pa.id on .earnings
from Ira student
financial ai,d .

programs?

'

YES....._..
/0.3

NO 65:7
OK. ... 1 , 0.8

VA 0:3.
VAX . 33.1

. .

t ,,,,..-4.,-.' --a-
A''.

, J .5, ::..13-1;',.. 4 .. ".1".. ''' ."'
''''' ...}.1.,

't",,Srzesi,,.....-,-.,,....:..., .$..=, ,.,. 1.,

,',',` k.,:.':1-

4-;*,- ...,---,'; *'..

, .)- , ,-: '...;?'; f.;\,: .:
, .

.4i:,-;

K ''' '1Z.Z7
A-K, ,,,t., [ .,n4 Sp,'
p,-,,,, ._/#4.4c.,,' 4,,Ef,3-yt

'eNe-.4.......,7.i. :-..irtr-c .-4,3-
21=.,-: 4,ezt24,., .. --

.4 1`. ' ....- I, s':" ..

..., 1,- ,. x,'... "'

:`,..iY::4: 4:-.4''

4,-t :""x.,.44;; -..3.,,,,
vs:Tx?4N,,r, a ...).:

s, , , ; . x1.54.'m
i . .,;;,*:,;',^4pe

- - .,'' ..., %,...5, -. e V!.^..4.`, 'a
xs-o- <,/i`::.'-',k;'.> ,

'-'4,-%.::;'4";;Y:

.

,I.`,',-,.,

.... .;, 0.,..4., ..". .,

.;*-A'''i'-'-'' ''::, -` '''''''''''')..,..;,..K.,..,.......i.....:;;--...., .7..,

"...frr1-11..,'':.'-s-
%,',,AsIA:".0getsvG.A,V,,,, '

its.;;Ii4:14>::%4-; ,4/..
,,?...4;.4,,..t - . r.;

4 :, .., N. , ,'i , .,- ',

COMMENTS: &

. . ..
.

t

... . .

. . A
Be sure toltell ire it yot1 had any .trouble with any item when the grant application was filled out.

.. .

4

7



ASK OF: ALL DEPENDENT PARENTS

.

_

VERIFICATION ITEM

A. Please show me
the (document/
paper) you have
to (verify/prove)
this.

.

B. What (ddcunent/
paper) was used
when the applica-
tion form was
filled out?

.

C. (PROBE): How- did you figure
out the, answer to this question?

Q.33 (26)
Did you itemize
deductions on
your 1979 U.S. .

.

4'ii."A` 4-..i:- * tip;
(1;7(27,,.`44'",-,".:::;..,'/,;,...i. -...,.,,...4, ...x- 4.1v ce.,11,, ;.,-:.. 4m ic4 0*, ,N"-; - .; COMMENTS:

if.t,1 Nk'fir 9,''S
.

f.e,,,,,41, ,,,, A''. '4":".. ,s,..,
° * ,

.....,*-1, ;et,/ % e:',"..4, ,...:,,,-!.
'''°!:7"...'.. ;. -r.*--..4"'c Y y, S:,.. d `. 4,...A

.'" :.,''".
'4'''.:,..,..,-,1.At. ,:,,*', ,P2,1',,,-- -_, >4`3,%:,-,.,':`,...t.,,, ::,i,

....., p":14,47:4: etx.,-Vt.,,\,...,.,,z,, .---
'.., '

..' ..p.,,,,... , ^-, g ' ....-Z.)7 ' 'Y i' ? `'-
* t ' '.'' V-i>': ''..'.1, P.VeZ

, .4VM°Z ..,,e4' ',....' *
.." 4.'$,.4., ,, ,%4 IA' ' '9k ,3t474144.n elis4t.t.e4 .;fei , .,-; ,,, ?., , , -,..

4 -," ife, - -
_!.',, /1%` -,AC-47.-P'''"14 ,;4'.,-;7>Xsz:' ';-4. ...,,..Wi.ttAli, ,;,- ..,,../.0,-.V,,,` 4,
4-,e...,.. ,,,,,, .. .. 1:, eito,r, ,. 4 134,-

1"*V':"-±;*'''''' '''''';7:
Y, '"" ', ' ';' 4,',,,S,,"ZI ,\, '' '''' ''':'

.

Income Tax Return?
$

YE5...30.9
NO....34.7(Q33)
DK.... 1.2 ( 0 .3 5) '

N /APP.
33.1

a Q.34 (26)
what was the total
amount of itemized
deductions for you
(or your spouse)
on your 1979 U.S.

NO DOCUMEN-

TATION 1.4
1040 - SCHED.

A - LINE 39.. 4.8
1040 - SCHEEL

A - LINE 39 -
18.0WORKSHEET....

NOTARIZED

STATEHENT.... 0.1
OTHER (SPECIFY)

3.1 (PR)

5.1

4 16,8

0.2 .

PROBE:
Remembered/Knew
Estimated/Guessed
Consulted Profes -
sional , .

Don' t Know
NA

N/APP

0.3
2.0

0.1
.0.3
0.4

96.9
income Tax Return?

.

W1017
. FC=5,323
S

.

.

.

..

2.0 2.4
LEFT IT BLANK.; 0. 0.
DON'T KNOW 0. 2.4
NA, 0'. 2 0.5
N/APP 73.5 69.1

.

CS.

% .

-DK. 4. (0.348)
N/APP

69.



ASK OF: ALL DEPENDENT PARENTS

VERIFICATION ITEM

A. Please show me

the (document/

paper) you have

to (verify/prove)

this.

B. What (document/

*paper) was used

when the applica -

tion form was

filled out?

C. (PROBE): How did you figure

out the answer to this question?

Q.35 (28) NO DOCUMEN- % % , PROBE: %

Next, we need to TATION 15. 10. :pR) "Renenbered/Knew 5.7

determine your 1040 - LINE 8 Estimated/Guessed 2.6

total income during (13 & 19)... "6-. 7. Consulted Profes -

1979. What was 1040A - LINE 7 2. 2. sional 0.1

your 1979 income W-Z FORMS. 17. 17 Don'..t Knitcy 0.3-

earned from work? 1099 FORMS.... 0. 0. NA 0.9

If you owned a

farm or business,

also include

income from that.

1040 - LINE 8

(13 & 19) -

WORKSHEET...19.

1040A - LINE7

_

18.

N/APP

.

90.5

WORKSHEET... 6. 8.

N=2782 NOTARIZED
COMMENTS:

X= 10,088 STATEMENT... 0. 0.

$ OTHER (SPECIFY;

%
NONE. 13. 5. 5.

OK.. 4 ,(Q.358) LEFT IT ELANK..O. s 1.

NA...1 DON'T KNOW 0. 5.

N/APP NA 3: 4.

23.. N/APP 27. ..,.... 23. .

g.

Q.36 (28) NO DOCUMEN- PROBE: %

(IF MARRIED WHEN TATION 10. 7. (PR), Romatbered/Xned..: 5. ,, '<'''"

APPLICATION FILLED 1040 -LINE 8 Estimated/Guessed. 1.2,2-1 ?ff'1:,

OUT, ASK :) What (13 & 19).... 3 4. Consulted Profes- .(.1.YLEJ

was your.soouse's 1040A - LINE 7.1. 1 sional 0. ; 'tL - 7
to=,,i,

1979 incline W-2.FORMS ki 14 - Eon't Knag. 0.

earned from work? 1099 FORMS 0 0 NA T 0.5

If (he /she) owned

a business of

1040 - LINE 8

& 19) -

N /APP 1 92.6

farm, also

include income

from that.

(13
WORKSHEET 9.

1040A - LINE 7

WORKSHEET.: 2.

9.

3

. ..

NOTARIZED

N=1750 STATEMENT 0 0. COMMENTS: .

5=5,563 OTHER (SPECIFY)

$

% 3. 2.

NONE. 19. LEFT IT BUNK 0. 1.
.

D/APPK. 3- Q.368)
N

51.

a--

DON'T KNOW 0.

.NA . 4.

.N/APP 54.

..

.

, 3.

,5.

51.
.

9



ASK OF: ALL DEPENDENT' PARENTS

VERIFICATION ITEM

A. Please show me

the (document/

paper) you have

to (verify/prove)

this,

B. What -(docurnent/

paper) was used

when the applica-

ton form was

filled out?

C. (PROBE): How did you figure

out the answer t6 this question?

,

0.37 (29a)

Did you (or your

spouse) or (8E00

<14....kt,,,,, ..-, ....,,, ,

-vv-tx.,,.......,,,- -..se.;.4;.9t ..s.....;.st,,.
..., °?7:,'..1.,=11.W:kr

.1 1.`...<,..`,r.'".se.:acc,.:1",,s,.VA'-.s7:,.:
. ,,,,, -...r., ,., -4: ,...,...,, '.,....f...;:

.."-"" . '`:.<:" ''" '''''+>'SS'k ', t
2% ,,'''' ,..5.. Xtitect 44,4:4.

',3',--..'',:,;.,7:,-,,---c.,: ,.1-,,i,1$7.,..,:i-' 1....

e....0-1--g' ' rtN.,40,'5:- '''''''

,-, -
c'-;;,..'';-:

- ....:. ,:,

..,,....',: ' . '., ,.,,,75.,:: c
6 ".. "'"'"1-" /i-:A..-.°:q.. :" :..

-',;i;`, ,,;,'-'1,- ':::$x4`'`.,,,, . t..4. :.-...-;,,,

-;,.....--,' ",,*,("t .7.,..,.,
..;::%,,.!,, ',',:- :.,-,,,,',-; -,..,4-4tn-,,.,

r., ' 4.1 . A , 7,- -.7"*.`0,,:';'',4
. '7:

',.

, :

i "" '"

% ''"'','-''',,";t"

e::k,:, E .4f-
, .

'^'e.,'''''.;;;:.,Z,Y'"'-W>,;15

..Z..11.1,"'.;r,,kie; "..."4
',.....Ve,.{?..,",-1`4 r-r , V >

,1,-,..,.., -.4 ti .z, 4..9,1!

,....,., -""' .-%'` '',....t's.'4-.'-,14..f" g.,

... N

:...-:;,--**-'!1).."1",-,!..'; * :.i
,s,-.4$`'e.,,,"' *:-
,:, ., ''', "f,"z?:.:F.`",-:1;:`-,v7-,

," ^ .',.:*<- ;...'- ", -.....:, ", -,,t

,,,. ; :i
- ,....;.: ;.". ';' ,

COMMENTS:

.

RECIPIENT) receive

any Social StourAy
benefits in 1979?

Also include any

amount received

for children under

18 years of age.

YES. 15.
NO 61.5 0.39)

DK.. 0.10.39)

NA.. 0.4
N/APP

22.9

Q.3 (29a)

E wa8s the total

amount of Social

Security bene-

fits received

in 1979?

NO DOCUMENTATION. 6. 5
SS FORM 24i8 1.E

STATEMENT FROM SS

. OFFICE 3.0
OTHER (SPECIFY)

.

4. 5PR)
1.5

.

4 . 2

PROBE:
Remembered/Knew
EStiMated/aleSSed
Consulted Profes-
Si
Don't Knaa..
NA
N/APP

2.9

1.4

0.1
0.4
0.2

95.1Nr---485

RF3,679

S ,

1
.

1. 1.5
DON'T KNOW i 0.1 2.2

NA 0.2 0.5
N/APP 87 85.0

. ,

COMMENTS:

DK 2
.(0.388)

N/APP.. 85.

0,

do'



ASK OF: ALL DEPENDENT PARENTS

VERIFICATION ITEM

A. Please show me

the (document/

paper) you have

to (verify/prove)

this.

B. What (document/

paper) was used

when the applica-

tion form was

filled out?

C. (P968E): How did you figure

out the answer to this question?

: .

0.39 (29b)

Did you (or your

spouse) receive

any child support

.in 1979? (IF R

w----'s-,
'ItAosir":'

....:..-4, ','

k 0 4r -4
tI' tt'e ..,.. '' >, ''

,..,..; ....

.....,,,..i,ade,

..-1,4 -kotkpv ,

,.- , -,,t1

4t4'?-,

''''';.r , Iv,.

, '"''
...e.

t4... - I, '.'. Z1 -"'''''q', $,.......

Res.('
.,z

.,,- $..,,
,,,,...,,

c'
/,>`, ot 4

ti:.1::7
*4.... 4.,- -,,,,

,41e:,1 ,p,,,,
.-

'1, O

4
''' .).,.1" A Z' AO`

7', - ,:aw.:. .

, k 456
-4 4s;s4 V . 4.;%,...,

't .1.k.
''''eAV

,

701

' ,,,I .:':

,-,',,

A 4,...,

,e10-

,.., ,d.

.2.14it'
At; .t, ,.. 4..

:.''1 -''
...,$.5, ,., , .,fU

,Q,..;',i," ' i4 ,:,
;$,Ire" x. ,S,'

Apsy ..,,,4,,,,,,:Ak,w, ---,u
- c...X.-

e,, e,4. ;;"::"., sk,,,....,A'?,-;';'' 9'4,:.

,.'''''41 <so,

'"'''' 5'.

.,,...,
4 4, , +A , v, 'S.,

COMMENTS:

.

.

. "
4.

.

.

.

x

.

IN DOUBT, PROBE:

Was the check

made out to

you?)

YES.. 5.5
NO...71.1 (Q.41)

DK..i 0.1 (0.4.1) ,42-e4

NA....0.4
N/APP....

22.9

.

Q.40 '29b)

What was the

total amount. of

child support

received in

1979?

%

NO DOCUMENTATION .0

DIVORCE DECREE.. 0.8

COURT ORDER 0.3

SEPARATION

AGREEMENT 0.2

NOTARIZED .

STATEMENT 0.1

OTHER (SPECIFY) .

. .

%

2.5;PR)
0.
0.4

0.3

0.

.

PROBE:

Rerrembered/Knew
Estimated/Guessed
Consulted Profes-
sional
Don't Know
NA
N/APP

1.6
0.5

0.

0.2
0.2

97.5
-

.

N=188
5=2,451

$ .

0.5 0.7
COMMENTS:

.

DON'T KNOW O.

NA 0.1
N/APP 95.L

400 A
0.7
0 1

94.5'

.
pg. 1. (Q.408)

N/APP
95.

z



,ASK OF: ALL DEPENDENT PARENTS

VERIFICATION ITEM

A. Please show me
the (document/
paper) you have
to (verity /prove)
this.

B. What (document/
paper) was used
when the appal/a-
tion form w
filled out?

'
C. (PROBE): How did you figure

out the answer to this ciestion?

Q.41 (2%)
Did you (or your
Spouse) receive
any Aid to Depen-
dent Children
(ADC) or other
welfare in 1979?

4,',..r....,

.0-...: 4,-.w ,a:. ,y,

t t oo
,,'

....-..- 't ,00,
',-.x.- -',--Zv*"';,.. ,..-;.:OktA0.

IN' ,4 `rtr"
s's A10Al.,,t,J'N .-Vi A, `.,'t:,,,,,ii, *

sIc.,'...:.. . ;41A,
..,,....;,tt iV:ir"

.......- "*..-""' t....5,,,;
::.-,2' '''' .0.7e.4
. -.: 4-,,,e,k4..4,,,,ii,

, '''''''ttr4tn '''' . .(
, '"=4;1?

.
s

2", .5.;. 0
..,, ..: ''':. * 't: ..;.:,,,, ,

4A .,

%/"PV., ...,;...1.,..y,

r.4.' F:1;' 4.- '...-,0'fi - COMWNTS:,;<:1' lo ', q,'.
'''' A or ^.1s? ''' ... .

,,,..0,1 07....,,*.," ,,, ,,,,.

,-,:,1',01...:-.'0,"

4.2.`74:.- ':' "'t,,,:.r,,,,,

g ;,.AV.1i4"' ye 4Vec.s.;.
.4, 4 _./ iff..
,, ?;fr AtAl:7....A.,.....2,5

'''t':,-;,(..72'.',

, 44;14,', 4
..., ''' °':':TVi..'

' '4' ;11,'..'*V."C:'

.
/

.,.., ,
. ,. ..<

,, . ...,

''t
1,,,,Ws,1,.""

YES 5.6
NO 71.0 (Q43)
OK 0. i(Q43)

GA 0.4
gjApp. 22.9

Q.42 (29b)
What was the
total amou
received from C

or welfare in
1979?

%
NO DOCUMENTATION. 3.1
PUBLIC ASSISTANCE

LETTER ° 1.1
OTHER (SPECIFY)

%
,2.3:PR) PROBE:

/ 1.2:. ...L. =a ::-. /Knew/.
1.6 ted/Gues "ed 0.7

CO - ted Pro es-
Sl .1 c'0.

0.5 Q.2 il.n't Know./ i.. 0.2
a

N=184
5=2,915

$

DT, T KNOW 0.
NA 0.2
/OPP 95.-211

.

a . 1 r. / 0.2
0 4' N/APP. . . . j 97.7

94.4

COMMENTS:,

/

/
- ,,

/

,

DX. 1. (D .424)

N/APP
94.

t



ASK OF: ALL DEPENDENT PARENTS

VERIFICATION ITEM

A. Please shoo me
the (d'ocument/
paper) you have
to (verify/prove)

, this.

B. What (dodument/
paper) was used
when the applica-
tion form was
filled out?

C. (PROBE): How did you figure
out the answer to this question?

- fb

Q.43 (29b)
Did you (or your
spouse) receive
veterans benefits
other than educe- ,
tional benefits
in 1979? Include

,. >.0,;:f4.4.1,-4....*. '':k.

''. ,,

.4,4,' '.71W.: ,7.

I., >», A- ,,..i.,,,,....',gfo.--%A,-
- `'"` --cj '? 4

'-.i,., . -
..,', ,,,..

..-"4:::--.;... , s,,
.s''.'*1' 9,?P')"k".'r.; z,,,<::, 1,....,

A':;t 4,,,..,,.<4, e,s

:!,-, ...,. 17 '0'4,
.,, - A.voX\,,,,,:7;1

-ko.-..1.
-x,<, <

-.A.....

< .;..... ,I. ;.,4 , .-..',,
;'Nv.ifN"! A,',,,,,,z,,,; , :4s., ...... ..

4..''`"r2',,ir."'..- ...<:-'' -se

''';'' . ..-i
2,-.....<.'op',<<.,-k.-,-:.1.4.

/ ,.., -,.."
,:, f!,, Z :

-....<../..y.
-,...er...: n

-, r.,- ,A.,. "<..
..,:,

- , ,
.".'"' ;,;f3.;',Ns

*.s.. ''', -

.4::P're.r.t44t ,.,,
Vs' V' %,(4,...

'\*4,',` '',:,.:',,,,,,,,,41.:\I....4
""'A -ierrit

,....<- 4- ''''',. ,,
'<'7.."...:4<,

;3 rt'.
'".004ir...a_$31'4.:44.,,. , ,4

''4 , .;,.:
', t fi,4

...-, ....r..-.,6,,,, '.t:: '>"` r`,r:ti 3
4,:.....- it -.'i

"' ...,\-. "<:.".-

COMMENTS:

.

. ,

.

.

..

Death Pension and
Dependen%atnr:
Indemnity en-
sation (DIC)
benefit%

.
A 1YES... ±..L

NO... 72.5 Q.45)
DK 0 Q.45)

22.9

.........,..-,.....e. , ,,..

.4- ,,,......-;.y.,.,,,.:40.kx,:- r.,..

v-0V:s?",,,i,,'"r 4,,
' .i....-1, .:.:42..:*AW.?...

,...-

,s,',.34,4,,,,,,u-vex.f24,
""40S'..<44.2.,:

r, ....., :,..5 1 e, r.A.,, y64.,,,S,A.,,,

' ":' ;'!.. ,,(2A : x 4,(1.,:.*
1.;,,;<,.:<,,,,z../,,,%.:,

,,,,%T 4-....,,,,.., 44,<

'Y-.,,e;fi'.';- ,.
"A."

A ,
4.. ;,.. % 7,'

,

Q.44 (29b)
What was the total
amount of veterans
benefits received
in 1979?

NO ROCUMENTATION - 2.2
VA FORM 0.6
STATEMENT, VA

OFFICE 0.
STATEMENT, VA

COUNSELOR 0.
OTHER (SPECIFY)

f

1.6 (PR)
0.6

8 0.- 8

0.

f

.
PROBE:
Renembered/Knew
Estimatpd/Guessed
Don't Know
N/APP .

, '

0 #
0 6
0' 1

98.4

N=150
X =2,081

S
COMMENTS:

..

.

..

,
-

,

.0.2 Q.3
$

DK 0. 1(Q.448)
N/APP . ....

96.

..

LEFT IT BLANK... 0
DON'T KNOW 0

.
NA 0....
N/APP 96.1

0.1
'0.5
6 1

95.9

0
)

J.



ASK OF: ALL DEPENDENT PARENTS

0.45 (2%)

Did you (or your spouse) receive or

earn any other, income in 1979 that we

$

IF YES.

0.46 (29b)

What was the total

amount received' from
.

(SOURCE) in 1979?

.1:W ,4,lic
: .1.,

f ,z..t.,.0,v. Tg-,,

,-; 'e'64'A

,

c -...sp,e;',.'4,"7-1

. ACNOT'WRITC:

,:.

i 01

e
Z r<13 V.

,,

tt

4',4,,,I.

'V

4

haven't already talked about, such as:

A. Unemployment compensation?

DKNO

23:-

.5

'

1.

70

76

75

75

75

65

71

-.

.c

2

.

.

.]

.I

$ Te=1,079

...

7

,

0

B. Interest on tax -freabonds?

C. Untaxed portion of pensions and

capital gain!'
4

. . ,

D. Living and housing allowances? 4a3-

.4

3.
74'

?3.

N=212 . 111111.4116

s 3&947
fP=1/

S TC=3 , 084
.4 N=62

.

s' Te=2,722

E. Earnings from work not reported

on a U.S. tax return?
÷---g

F. Any other income? (SPECIFY)

r--

5

>3.

, N=i9

T= 1,189

N..

3.
6

T.

N=37

$ TC=1 832

_.. . _

..
G. (IF NECESSARY:) Any other income?

- (SPECIFY) ..).3.

N=403
.

.
.

-,

S -g=990
N=44

I



ASK OF: ALL DEPENDENT PARENTS

VERIFICATION ITEM
.

A. Please show me
the (document/
paper) you have
to (verify/prove)
this.

B. What (document/
paper) was used
when the applies-
tion form was
filled out?

a

C. (PROBE): How did you figure
out the answer to this question?

Be sure to tell me if you had any trouble with any item when the grant application was filled out.

11.47 (30)
Did you (or your
spouse) az. any
medical or dental
expenses in 1979?.......

r '4::

..., t,), z.,

"-"-oks% ''''...-4..., q.t.- ,i
# ,' .....,

11, 4., ,,, 42_PPt
. 1143P

, A.,',....--, 3,,4.1,.: ;' '

- A 4 ,....iii.A.:F.

,t 41e1.?4:0:.tc,-0'.
x'6414-&,,4,-,..s,,,f -

,,, ,.:.',1,..,,,..̀..%Wt
lifgW,,:g&0 07" ,..

"'',",t ' '
VA,:$711-

.,.: " ' '' V4,".:
,..41.,,d +47;, ''.., ,4,r74,.., Titt,-,t,,A t:,,o,.,,,,,,x' -4,'74'(<" "4 ..,.,--'1/,
30.%. -i.;044f,e ''...r.*isi`r4.4,v, ' .',. -,.. .3 fA%',,..;, 4"., ..: .^.

"" ,P +. 4.',4"
-'1"t ',4-<P413:74 4').k A'A.4,a.

V" '' '*K.,,14 ;,,."44. '1,1
ek.P.i.',<,41;:a

, ...Z
, 4.......,,f,,

':' ''^a.'t,." ..Vo.' C.. d,
4 ..7 . .,..

.' .1.,,-.

'.4.
.

le

CONMMENLS:

,

Do not include
/

e
,

s

,

.

...,,,;,.4me .t.. .
,,e..::. .....1,,41:1.:

.'6' ....4-eV,-pis'Aii`,1;:,::,
, '';'^`-t ,-s:, Sq.,.. 4

'? "...r,
.'0.... .;,,k.s. °

... ,,: ..: r ... ,..

4.",* '''t,',4, ,''
'''' .- 1 >n'' 'ietv ;

-,,,,
,-.. .7

,,..v.,.:,,k,, =.:$,..s,..,..,,, 1,...., ,
,,,,4*4a,r1S"'

..00,,v4 S.;N: ' ...'

-2 .,, *v. ,

>,,t, 4, 2 :.:;, '1,6 4

amounts covered by
insurance or the
cost)of insurance
premiums.

YES. .57: 5
NO...lo.1 (Q.49,

1

,.....Ott 1.Q. ( Q.49)
Ntte 0.4

22.9.

,
0:48 (30)

What was the total
amount you (or
your spouse) paid
j 1979?

. . I
NO DOCUMENTATION. 16.6,

:1014 - SCHEDULE A

LINES 2 & 6 (a, \
b and c) -. 16.2,

CANCELLED CHECKS. 8.8

CASH RECIPTS.... 2.9
STATEMENT FROM

A DR/HOSPITAL.,... 2.3
OTHER SPECIFY) . .

.,

12.197(PR)
' .

.
-.

14,.6
11 .

. .4.4

3.7

PROBE:

se

.

'.

.

a , .

.

W1915
TC=787

$ 1 .COMMENTS: ,

.
,

. . .

.

.

.
,

-

% ,

DK '7. (0.48e,
-N/APP

42,

3.0 3.Q
LEFT IT LANK.... '' 0:]
DON' ,T KNOW 0.1
NA ,,,,,... 0.2,
N/APP -49.9

.1.9 ,
b.1
0 7

,....42.5
.

0 c



ASK OF: ALL DEPENDENT PARENTS

/
,

VERIFICATION ITEM

, .

A. Please show me
the (document/
paper) you have
to (verify/prove)
this.

B. What (document/
paper) was used
when the apPlica-
tion form was
filled out?

C. (PROBE): How did you figure
out the answer to this question?

Q449 (31)
Did you (orb your
spouse) pay for
elementary, ,junior
high, or high
school tuition for
children in your
household in 1979?

,,... ..:..-- ,-..v.v. -- .. .4...,4--$.- 4 , 4...

1,34:, A ''' ; ''''''''' rgr'* ' 1
''; , '`. y4 -,..ta t vY4t.4;+ '''''' '';?
rr,-,..;vv ;;;;--At ".,0,44-3,,....'1;...;;.1 4.,.

,.*-'17,',..:4) Is \"41.'.." kr!*4 k"' '..a
P-- /41- -.. -.,',14?..,..- .,..,-,w,*,

rs.,.., ....,,. ..r- .....- , 1,.,b,1 -f, v. -4..:-,Af, 4$,......*.'4.4,,,,..- ''' .,,,..
-^'.?: -e,.. Z,.1.,,4;.,.;y44-, 4.i.,,,,...-.7...- : ',...4...

,..:.,., yW,..-, ,4
,..a...,:, * 4 ..4, ''' :V-.;, sik,§ tt" ' vc,- , -'- ... .,

.was -,:` :.., -,.,..-
,,
vvv,.-"AZ..,4;"!`.4.44^.. ° -.-.. ' 1iv ' 1:r' .,:t.r:i::z0.5:1.,,,,,z - ,. ,

.-'1;;,..',1 ,, 1.';:(,:. 4::1`;) '.-A.t1.ss:vv,:7.,:,

::,..::";: ,..,.. A;1- ,g;.';- '4. ..,. -, :-s.
1, ,,,,,..,

''',76lfilek

..-1., l'".:1",, ,
%, ,..,, ..:V..w..v..,,,,A,

..,.?,..-'74 >'-',.9',*:;,,,,v,
.....,.. ,,..

.;- , , , : ,...,,,,,4,,w.....,,,, .,,., ',I- ,- w, ,.,. ,... , , . -,.%!.:,,,.%24,,,-,
,c .....:1:..- ,,;" .., %.:*"..."..91'pl rf.,,.., ,,,-

0::: Ft ""' Ss , ,e$ ..:"(;SL,, P. '',,.. ,.. --,i,-,...,,. 5K-<...?<<,,,,,..,., A N....:..;,,x, ,=.,e1 ... l',......7

.,,-.<1.., -; -
-,,,,ki,..5rt"."-',;'',z*"?...,. 4',- ,

.-,'''.z.f: ?;,1-.' .;.-i>.:,."';::',,,..,3 ,v4.,,

COMMENTS:

..
,

. 41'

...

Don't include any
tuition Paid for
(REDO RECIPIENT).

. % .4iS'A:404

Is.. 9. 3 - --

NO...67,r (Q.51)
DK... 92 (0.51
NA.. 0.4
N/APP

22.9

- 0.50 ,(31)
--What as the total
amount you (or
your Sp- °use)
paid in 1979?

%

NO DOCUMENTATION 3.7
CANCELLED cosHE 2.3
CASH RECEIPTS... 0.4
STATEFENT FROM

SCHOOL 1.9
OTHER (SPECIFY)

%

2:4 Fl)
2.6
0.5

2.2
.

PROBE: . %

Remembered/Knew 1.3'
Estimated/Guessed 0.9
Consulted Profes-
tional . 0.
Don't Know - 0.1N. 1
NA/APT

97.6
I@3

0=821
S '-

31

%

DK 1. (4506)
N/APP

91.

0.30.3 --- 0.3

.

'
-

LEFT IT Et,ANk:.. 0* 0.COMMENTS:
DON'T KNOW 0. 0:7
'NA 0.1 0.3
N/APP 91.3 , 90.7



ASX OF1 ALL DEPEND NT PARENTS

.,

VERIFICATION ITEM

.

A. Please show me

the (docunent/

paper) you have

to (verify/prove)

this.

B. What (document'

paper) was used.

when the applica-.

' tion form was

filled out?

C. (PROBE): How did you figure

: out the answer to this'question?'

.

r

During the'next series of questions, I'm going to ask, you to -give me the amount of

certain items when the application form wes filled out on .(DATE FROM LABEL).

...

"

Q.51 (34)

When the police-

tion was filled

out, what was the

amount Aof your

.(or yoUl spouse's)

savings and

checking accounts,

excluding any

amounts received

from educational

loins or grants?

p

W2647
=1,313

..,

'%

NO DOCUMENTATION 16.2

BANK BOOKS 17.7

BANK STATEMENTS. 12..7

OTHER (SPECIFY) 4

.
,

10.5(PR)

21.7
13.9

r

PROBE:

Remembered/Knew
Estimated/Guessed.

. Consulted Profes
'sional
Don't Know
NA .

N/APP., ,-

.

% .

2.6

6.1

0.2

0.6

1 0

89.5

1.6 2.6
LEFT IT BLANK... 0.1

DON'T KNOW 0.1

NA 0.6

N/APP 51.SI

.

-

'0.5
... '5:a

1.8
' 43 -2

*
,

-,:i.g.---.17'

,,

. .

..

.

COMMENTS:

,
....

..-
. ,

.- .-

.

.

NONE 20. (Q.52)

OK.. 7. (Q-518)

NA.. 1:-

0.5 34)

When t applica-

Lion wa filled .

i
out, how much cash--

not savings or/

checking aCcount.--

dAd you (or you

spouse) have?

Exclude any

amounts recei ed

from educati. al

loans or gr nts.

W2,15
TC=4 `1.;'''....

:

,N 04.,,,,:. ,...'

, :

,,,,,,
.

. , .,<-

...z.r, /-k

A,'.,..-t. ,.. .

.i.
-... . < .4.

, -,,, ,,,,,
.,

,';'' ,1',.:-''''t,
%

-4

., ''.. , .
. .,,

''''.''''''
..:". ''''s, 7.''''''''''''..f..,--< -4-;

i'Al°;'PAIZ',;., . ,

:(4,0:-,,,c,
,;...,..-

,. - <.z...k1A's..../i

v. z;,-,..;
:.

s6 -, . .

-'

,

:,, , : .1

- ,
.

. -

...,

*.-

i r;',..,:. ' ; '''' %;,,,t%
. .1, kic%,,:,,,

..k.... ,.., ,....,:
, --p,,, '

i'

,

COMMENTS:

'N.',
....

,

i\ ,
:--4

....,;/".

.s.

(

.

,

,

1
...

, -

! .

.
,

(

o

-
,

NONE. ',

DK.. ,

.

NA.. 1.
N !23.

g.

a



ASK Of--r-k-C-DERE'&1003-P-ARENTSY

vERIFICATION ITEM

'

A. Please show me
the (document/
paper) you have .

to (verify/prove)
'this.

B. What (documen4t/
paper) was used
when the applica-
Lion form was
raled out?

C. (PROBE): How did you figure
out the answer to this question?

,

Q.53 (35)
Did you (or your
spouse) own a
home when the
application was
filled out?

, %

YES. 53.0
NO.. 23' 7 (0.56)56)

1.NA... 0.4
WAPP22. 9 .

,. ,
,,,..

- COMMENTS:.--:: ,
"",' -",:Z ;4..,

,-,-;- <

-... %., ...,, ,, 4
4. A ,,,,,.'r z"

.,-";, , ..r. *r..-- -.4 a541, ...V,,t..,"..,::4P

'',..At%-1,, 1;t, j:ise,.: . l'-:414
7sP4., , i'g;5:1i' . ?s,:'''1,:, '.&..,:;:, ''' * IW'',,t`,.' 4' ,,.....-rtz...,.,,, .. sl .,,,,c,,,si.... ..,,-).-;,:*Ac . ^":,,e..),:..., :Y--.... ^ '..;..

.
);,,,,..,,.4 ,1,...41- .,'',, ,,: ,.., " . .
(?....,A,'0 z,-,:s3 , ,,,,...n.,,

...-1 4:. '..Yc' '
a:,,,,, ...., -c 'Ttici5t4" ,,

,, $1,,Mit;?:::,:zw:',,,,N.
1, ,,,, -,e,....,.., ,,,,,,,,-,,, ,,:::;.v.:,..-..-lar.,_ .

..

, 0.54 (35) '

What was your (or
your spouse's)
home worth when
the application
was filled out?

N=1889
TC=33 ;465

--S----r-

.

NO DOCUMENTATION. 27.

APPRAISAL 1.
STATEMENT FROM .

LOCAL REAL

ESTATE OFF1-CD.. 1.
TAX ASSESSEMENT

FORMS 13.
PROPERTY INSURANCE 3.

CLINER --(SPECIF19-:"----r-'----'--

%
. .

24. PR)

2. PR)

.

2. PR)

12. PR)

3. ____PR,

PROBE: '
Remembered/Knew
Estimated/Guessed
Consulted Profes -
sional.
Don't Knout
NA
N/APP

---------- /

'

10.6
32.7

.5

3.1
4.1

47.0

COMMENTS:

,
.

<$ i
DK 3. .0.48)
A/Apt,. --,.,

ii-.4
47.

,. .

3. 4. PR)

LEFT IT BLANK 0 PR)

DON44 KNOW 0. 5. PR)
NA 1 1. .

%

N/APP 51. 47.
. .

41.55 (35)

'What was owed on
the home,
including'any
unoaid mortgages
and related debts,
when the appli-
cation was filled
out? .

'

N=1947
3(=13,537

$

%

NO DeictimENTAT ioN.21. 1.,

MONTHLY MORTGAGE

STATEMENTS 12.4
MORTGAGE CREDIT.

STATEMENT 8.9
COPY OF STATEMENT

OF LOANS ON

PROPER rfr '3.9
PURCHASE CONTRACT ,-

CANM.LED CHUM OR
RECEIPTS FOR

MORTGAGE,

PAYMENTS 1.4
OTHER (SPECIFY)

$

13. e iPR)

.;.-4N..14. (0.57)'

.
10. (Q57)

4. ( Q. 57)

1 (Q.57)

4

1. (6.57)

PROBE: -

Remember;ed

I Estimated Guessed

Consul Profes-
sional.
Don't QW

NA
N/AP

;

$

7.6
3.8

0.2
0.5
0.8

87.1

,

COMN T S :

\\
.

.,

.

< a

.

.

NONE 12.

DK.. 2

N/APP 47.'

-/N/APP

.
2.6 1

g. ( O. 57)
LEFT IT BLANK 0 v, ( (457)

'T KNOW .5 ,,, 7
(Q.57)

1 6 , ". 2.

47.. 47.
,.

.

.4*



c

ASK OF: ALL, DEPENDENT PARENTS

VERIFICATION ITEM

. ,

A. Please show me
the (document/
paper) you have
to (verify/prove)
this.

B. What (document/
paper) was used
when the applica-
tion form was
filled out?

C. (PROBE): How did you figure
out the answeoto this question?

..,.
.

t

Q.56, (35)
Do you tiave any-
thing to prove
that you (and
your sposite) do
not own a home,

4,

RENT RECEIPTS.... 7.
2LEASE AGREEMENTS. '
3 1CANCELLED CHECKS.

1040 - SCHEDULE' A

LINE 17 = 0.... O. 2
14??.4.YOZOTHER (SPECIFY)

,

'4's t'4:
)4.2, .. ,,' ,Aa '7..:$..,. a.'1
--' ,<..0-1,- 4..,,

.s., '*.0,2",41
'., z-,,,,, it,,k '''4
4st;-,.0 ,\4,,,.'-zi!,.N,I.

s"'N,' 41, ,41'0.1t,,,,.44 4,.4. 4.f.s'
>fc30%.4.-. '.7

ri.k7,070,...4 41;
,?:, ,4:e

,. --,,, s X A;s ^
.. sl; ','..-?.`2,

.-,,,,, ..-
',,,,, ,..;.....-

'v;.'<iss.'1;1,:is;,,- 4 ''''' 'x

''. '''7''
A eA ' '':`S.

.:1.. ' '....z

"

.'
s

.

,
,, 1 3e,.g.v

.- ..-

COMMENTS:'

.

.

,

"

s .

.

,\

.

.

.

,

4

e

such as rent
receipy or a
lease? \- 1

$

YES 14.5
NO.

9.2
NA....0.-1

N/APP75.9
--

.

0.7

DON'T KNOW 0.
NA O. 1
N/APP 85.5`

.

,-......... ..,

.

Q.57 (36)
When the appli-
cation was filled
out, did you (or
your spouse) have

investments and/or
other real estate?
Investments include
trust funds,
stocks, bonds, and
other securities.

A

r Es10.9
Ko.65.4 (0.60)
OK. 0.3 (0.60)

, -
., .-`,...,

;,,4: ,
s',,,t:,,,, ' f"'7'...*;;V.-..N

s...1,

,V ,

,,
. ,

`:'''" A. ,....
,;:' '',,?43`,,,, ? : if.,

- ',-,=, <,......'-Ff.:,:;<.-,-;', 44,,,,
*---<s^2,_:,:k1<.fi-4-!';'

.....W,,,....,:tA5...4.4,Ptt "P. "c

.;,..,./1: -`' "
..,,,,

<

- '-s

.,..i."-",..' ., ' < ' . 7 .., ....., ...,.,

,,,,, ,.. ' ,1"

7 '? ;."' A i'....., : (4'4' Z.,

<

....''

- e .,
,0',...

, ,,

,,...*:* ,
..,' .t

."',?'
*$

.5-,.r. s. ..,. ,..
V'et ",,, / '",
,.. y 70Z's.7,4,

(... N.,1,'5;z:
-" '>. - .1.1

s.., ,,,,5% r...,'

, .:(0' v
'''.'s.`,:>,'

A
,

'=:::k''*'-',.',
',:. ,-;',1, ...', - -

. . .
...,.: ',.,',;:',,,

,.:

,,,. . "
.i.4 ,, P ,,.,..ss "`

$4 1:f

'el" ''
' ' ' .9 e'' ''4 '''')/.% "

.

COPI4ENTS:

.

,

.
.

.

.

.

0 so
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'ASK OF: ALL DEPENDENT PARENTS

.

, -

VERIFICATION ITEM

..

A., lra;e show me

the (document/
paper) you have
to (verify/prove)
this. ,

B What (dOcunent/
p er) was used
when he applica-
Lion rm was
filled out?

C. (PROBE): How did you figure..- ,
out the answer to thit question?

.'

Q.58 (36)
What was the total
varue of your (or '

your- spouse's) '
investments and/or
.otker.rtar estate
when tha appli-
Cation I!as fillid
____ _

- out? , . .

-
t..,,...,

.

.

N4383
'

Rm:15,940
.t

. $
NO'DOCUMENTATION .5

IPUCHASE-C13NTRACTS0

STATEMENT FROM REAL

ESTATE AGENT....1.
STATEMENT FROM

,STOCK BROKER. ...1.
PROPERTY 1NSIJRANZE0.

AliftER (SPECIFY)
,

. '

`4. -

(PR)
1.

-,
...f ..:.\.. 0.

'- 1.
.

-_--:. 0. -.-

PROBE: . %-

RiTeMbered/kned 1.0
Estirnated/GuesSed 2.4

.
COMUIPB3ePrOfes- .
sional 0.1
Don't Know rIti.2

NA 0.1
..

NIAPEL- , -.. 96.3

. .

4,
COMMENTS:

. .

.

I
.

.. .

.--
.

LE.FI If BLANK O.

DON'T gNtlw - 0.

N/APP 90

.

. -..

. ,

O.
...

1.

.89
, -

.
.

.
.

OK -1-- ,(Q.588)
VAPP

89.

4.59 (36)
How much was owed

on'these invest-
ments and/or real
estate-oihen the
application was
filled out/ b,

.
NO DOCUMENTATION.:

STATEMENT FROM .
MORTGAGE COWANYi.

STATEMENT FROM .

'BROKER O..
IPURCHAS4'CONTRACT. O.
OTHER (SPECIFY).

.

,

4 . ),PR

1.

-

'0.
0'.
t

PROBE: .
%

Rementeted/ Kne*
.

2.5
Estimated/Guessed 0.6
Cons ulted Proles-

67.onal% 0.

Don't Know 0.2
NA 0.4

N/APP 96.2
.

.

2. 3._W-402
LEFT IT BANK O.

377.=7,39
DON'T KNOW Of

$ 29.

0

1.

2

89

.

:

COMMENTS: #

% , APP 89.
NDNE 7. . ..

DK... O.° '(0.59B)
N/APP..,..

89.

2 0 'N
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ASK OF: ALL DEDENDE6 PARENTS

VERIFICATION ITEM

.

.

A. Please show me

the (docunent/

paper) you ha4

...

to (verify/prove)

this.

B. What (document/ -

paper) was used

when the applica-

tion form was .

filled out?

.

C. (PROBE): How did you figure

out the answer to this question?

,

Q.60 (37)

When the appli- -

cation was filled

out, did you (6r

your spouse)
so :

own at business?
. '

.

YES.'7. 6 ,

NO..69.0 (Q.63)

g/APP
22.9

,..,

O. 4t.,.' -'tyie
.

.4':::% .."A4'.':le4',e41-> ,,,.,..'-`
..,,s1.17,; ',,..44A

% Ve` >:-?`"?`/I,f,;,-1--
1 ...iw.,:;,..4;;F:m.,..%X......14-:

'''.44...1-g_Irdis,k41044
4-...., 's

>1

..,.., S. , e:"5:4s4. ,

5404Xt ....;k4
. ,< ., ,..,... ,i...'V

,..Xtt.'4V..,«AM' .,'"."

°1:,-..4-,'":;:cl-,,,e.. "..''&
....4.11-.."?,`.' ,err

-4,p

i'
,;.044...g ,,,,,,,>A...,.l

4'5'4"..V"'r'''-'"'
1'Ik4. - ,,,, A',v.,.'c'

`', is..,ps,i4,;
4172,,,,te-tr.

,.gIf'
...'V.,,A444.,.;14, 'D.,,, J.,

.'s....0---,-A. 4 '
.,.., ,-.,... ,

xt ''''''
0...,...

.,,,s,li Q..,i , ,..

',4e

COCENTS:
4

. ''-

'''

.

e -
I

'

.

,

, .

,.

.

...

,,_

/

,

-., ..,t -7:.Z'..,:'ilsr :,',,,,-,,,ey,,-z3.154,;,;7,-,' "*.;0
f...k.V47 74":',4( ., ,4;k:

:41'1!ti

k..-:t.4.**-s ..: , 1
;..A.'i.,,":10
40:,,,;i0-.

:',...';,,1 ie, 4: V.,..Z $4-zTfr,-..,,,

Q.61 (37)

What was the value

of (your spouse's .

or) your (or
your share of
the) business(es)

when the appli-

cation was

filled out?

N=217
1Z=22,341

$ .

%

NO DOCUMENTATION-3.9

STATEMENT-FROM

REAL ESTATE

OFFICE 0.
PURCHASE AGIREEMENT 0.

INVENTORY ASSESS-

MENT.'.. 0.4
PROPERTY INSURANCE0.1

OTHER (SPECIFY)

%

3.3 ( p R)

: -
0:1

0.2

0.8
. 0.2,

PROBE:
.

Rernernbe.red/Knew
ESt.imated/Guessed.

Profes-
sional
Don't Know
NA 0 $

N /APP

.

. . .

%

0.9
1.9 -

0.1 -
0.2
0.2

96.7

COMMENTS:

,
,

0.8 1 0
LEFT IT BLANK 0.
DON'T KNOW 0.
NA , CT 1

N/APP ,.94.3
-

-

0.5
1.3
0.3

92.4.%

DK. 2. 1/4Q.618)

N/APP
92.

J

vl



, ASK OF: ALL DEPENDENT PARENTS

.
VERIFICATION ITEM

.

A. Please show me
the (document/
paper)° you have
to (verify/prove)
this.

B. What (document/
paoer)_was used
when the applica-
tion forit was
filled out?

C. (PROBE): How did you figure
out the answer to this question? 1

Q.62 (37)
What was the total

'amount of (your
spouse's or) your
(or your sharelof)
mortgages or
related debts for .

which your bust-
ness(es)-(was
were) used `as
collateral?

N=251
X=9,479

$

NO DOCUMENTATION-4.1

COPY OF MORTGAGE

STATEMENT 0 4
COPY OF STATEMENTS

OF LOANS AGAINST

, BUSINESS 0 5
OTHER (SPECIFY)

- ,

3.0 PR)

0.4

0.8
-1

PROBE:

Rerneinbered/Knew
Estimated/Guessed
Consulted Profes-
sional

, Don 't Know
,NA

N/APP

2.1
0.5

0.1
0.1
0.3

_

97.0
.

0.3 0.4
LEFT IT BLANK 0,..1
DON'T KNOW 0
NA 1.2
N/APP 93.4

..,

......

do

A

,.,

..

0.4
1. 2'
1.4 .

92.4

t

COt4<NTS:

..

%

NONE. 4.

DK.'.. 1

,N/APP....
92.

(Q.628)

Q.63
When the.appli-
cation
filled
you (or
spouse)
farm?

YES 3.5
No.73.
DK.. O

NA

N/APP

(37)

was

out, did
your
own a

.

1(BOX 4)
1(BOX 4)

, . .

0 4 ,..,
22. 9 .

. ..
,.

...,.
.

. ,. ?, ,

, ,,...7,

,;,.:.. .:'<''.' :,
'>..;,-,,i,',31,,,o;

_ ,,,

a -

.
-
.-

,
4

.:,,4,'.

,

,
,

,

:, _
,
« -, ;$'

.,

COMMENTS:

.

,,

.

.



1

CARD

0' t:

',10:

AS OF: ALL DEPENDENT PARENTS

k

VERIFICATION ITEM

A. Please show me

the (document/

paper).you have

to (verify/prove)

this. -

,

B. What (document/

paper) was used 111

when the applica-

tion form was

filled 'out?

1 .

C.'(PROBE): How did you figure

out the answer to this question?.

.

..

.

.

Q.64 (37)

.

% % PROBE: %
What was the value NO.DOCUMENTATION 1.6 1 5 gpR) Reflanbered/Knew '- 0.2
of (your spouse's STATEMENT FROM Estimated/Guessed 1.11
or) your (or your

share of the) ,

farm(s) wnen the

REAL ESTATE

OFFICE 0.3
COPY OF OINNERSHiP

,
0.3

Consulted Profes-
sional
Don't Know

0.

0.1
application was AGREEMENT 0.1 0.1- NA 0.1

filled out? STATEMENT OF N /APP 98.5
- , INVENTORY 0 0. ' '''

N=112
7=80,868 'OTHER

.

PROPERTY INSURANCE°.

(SPECIFY)
..

.

a.

COMMENTS:

$ . 0.9 0,9
r

., ,

% J LEFT IT BLANK... 0. 0.1,
DK. 1. 4.6413) DON'T KNOW O. 0.3 .

NA 1, 0.1 0.2
N/APP N/APP ' . 91.1. 96.5 - , .

.

96. ,
..

0.65 (37) ,

.
1

% %
PROBE: %

What was the NO DOCUMENTATION.. 1.7 . 1.2 PR)
Rementdred/Knew ., 0.7

amount of (your

spouie's or)

MORTGAGE STATEMENT
0.

COPY OF OUTSTANDINC

5 0.5 Estigted/Guessed
Consulted Profes-

0.3

your (or your LOANS OR DEBTS:. 0.5 0.5 sional 0.

share of) mart- OTHER (SPECIFY) .
Don't. Know 0.1

gagei or related N7
.

0.1

debts for which . --J 0.2 0.4 N/APP:r . 98.8
your farm(s) LEFT IT BLANK 0. 0.2

. , .

(wasIere) used DON'T KNOW 0. 0.3
as collateral? NA 0 4 0 4

. .

N/APP 96.7 vone . c
. COMMENTS:

N=127
TC---,38,158

.
.

$

Vs.

NONE. 1.
. . e .

.

DK... 0. (0.65B)

N'/APP .... t
-.

s

96.
..

i
. N.

.

.

J

-3;

1,
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44

STUDENT RECORD ABSTYUCT

I. Student Name
(Last) (First)

2:- Institution Name

R INST ,PEAS
3. Student ID

.14
2 3, 5 6 7

4. Student SSN.

14,

. 11 12 413 14,15 n 17 18 19

5. IntervieVer

6. Date

7, Start Time

4

OMB Approval No: 1840-0033

'Expires: July 1, 1981

I

(MI)

s-

8

0
9

1'

,Month
20 21

Year

22 23 24 25 26 27
,

28 29 30 31



I. VALIDATION

SER Variable

k

# Documen-

tation

Document Document

Source Value

1. Citizenship

\°

1. 5%Yes

98. 2 -No

O. 2 NA

0. 2%

0

. 0

0

0.7

0

0.2

0.3

98.6

Birth Certificate
Baptismal Certificate
Passport
Certificate of
Citizenship

ForM 1-151 (Alien
Reg. Receipt Card)

'INS Approval Notice

or Statement of
Intent

Arrival-Departure
Record (1-94)

Other:

1.4
0.04

98.6

% Yes
No
N/APP

N/APP

2'. Live with Parents 25.6%Yes 0% Cash Receipts 18:0% Yes
1979 74.3 No 0 Canceled Checks 7.6 .Nn

0.1 NA 0 Mortgage Note - 74.5 N/APP
0 Mortgage Statement

1.8 Notarized Statement
from parents

21.2 Validation Form

Item #
.

2.5 Other:

74.5 N/APP

Live with Parents 24. 7%Yes 0% Cash Receipts 17.0% Yes
1980 75:2 No 0.2 Lease Agreements 7.6 No

0. 1' NA 0 Canceled Checks 75.4 N/APP
0 Mortgage Note .

0 Mortgage StateMent

1.8 Notarized Statement
from parents

21.3 Validation Form
Item #

1.3 Other:
75.3 N/APP

6.0



SER Variable
Documen- Document , Iiocbment
tation Source . Value'

Tax Exemption 197934.0%Yes
65.8 No
0.1 NA

11.1%1040-Lin 6c

4.1 '1040A-Lin'e 5c

0 1979 State Tax Form
1.3 Notarized Statement

from parents
13.4 -Validation Form

Item #

3.9 Other:

66.1 N/APP

23.5% Yes
10.4 No
66.0 N/APP

$750 Support 1979 23.9%Yes
76.0 No
0.1 NA

0%Deeds
0 Title Transfers
0 Canceled Checks

1.71 Notarized Statement
i from parents

21 2 .Validatidn Form
Item ?/

1,1 Other:

76.1 N/APP

F1.7% Yes
12.2 No
76.1 N/APP

$750 Support 1980 23.9%Yes

76.0 No
0.1 NA

.0% Deeds

0 Title Transfers
0 Canceled Checks

1.6 Notarized Statement
from parents

21.2 Validation Form
Item ?/

1.0 Other:,
76.1 N/APP

11.6% Yes
Nn-

76.1 N/APP

Household Size 35.3%Yes
N°

0.1 NA

11.4% 1040-Line 7
.6:6 1040A-Line 6

0.1 Notarized' Statement
from parents

12.2 Validation Form
Item #

4.9 Other:
64.8 N/APP

= 3:921

(N = 1604)



Documen- Document Document

SER Variable tation -Source Value

8. No. in Post-secon-21.3%Yes
dary Education 78.5 No

0.2 NA

'1

0%Institutional Comm:
O.1 Notarized Statement

from parents
20.4 Validation Form

Item -#

0.6 Other:
78.9 N/APP

9. Marital Status'

(a) Parent'

(b) Student

24.5%Yes
73.2 No
2.3 NA

13.4%Yes
84.5 No -

2.1 NA

(a) (b) .

1 1..0% 1Cr407-Lines 1-5 . 1 .2%

3.4 1040A-Lines 1-4 7.6
7.0 Unsigned 1040 0.,9

1.1 Unsigned 1040A 1.8
1 Divorce Papers 0.1

0 Notarized °' 0.4

Statement
1.0 Validation 1.0

Item ft.

0-6 Other:.
75.5,N /APP

'10. Nontaxable
Social Security

1979 8.5%Yes
91.3 No
0.2 NA

0.4
86.5

= 1.549

(N = 964)

(a)

3.9%Unmartied. 967.

16.4 Married 2.3.
0.3
0.1
0.1'

87.Y

0.3 Divorced.
0.3 Separated
0.9 Widowed
2.1 Cannot

deterkne
760e1 N/APP

2.8%SS Form 2458 r

1.2 SS, Office Statement

4.1 Validation
Item i

0.4 Other:
91.6 N/APP

= $.3,305

(N,= 383)

11. Other. Nontaxable

Income- 1979

r

11.6%Yes
88.13 No
0.1 NA

2. 4% Public Assistance
Statement,

0.2 Child Support
Notarized Statement

0.2 VA Award Letter
0.6 VA Office Statement
7.2 Validation Form

Item #

0.8 Other:
88.6 N/APP

= $3,190

(N= 526) 1.
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Documen-
SER Variable tation

.

Dociment
Source ,

Document
Value

.

-./

12. Aal Exemptions '30.5% Yes
_ 19 9 ..- 69.4 No

0. 1. NA
.

__

- ,
.

,

.12,4 %1040 -Line 7

8fr. 0 1040A-LineN6

.0'Unsigned 1040 -Line'7

1q Unsigned 1040A-Line 6
0.4.,Other:

-

- R -= 4.008
. .

.=(N 1383)

.

.
.

69.6 N/APP

13..
1
Ad justed Gross 31 (3% Yes

Income 1979 68.9 No

0 . 1 NA
. .-

.
,..----

12; 2%1040-Line 31

8.Q 1040A-Line 11

8 . 1 Unsigned 040-Line 31
1 . 7 .Unsigned 1040A -Line0-Line 11
.0. 7 Other:-

R = $ 11,, 9 66

(N = 1412)

.69.3 N/APP

14. Taxes Paid 1979 30 . 3%. Yes
f . 6 9 . 6 No/

, 0.1 NA
.

...
.a

. '-- .

..

-N1/1!25.

11% 4%1040-Line 47 )
7 . 6 -1040A-Line 14a.
7.6 Unsigned 1040-Line 47
1 8 Unsigned 1040A Line 14a
O. 4 'w-2 Foim

Not'arized, Stateme .t

Othei; .

./ t

X = $9 61
.

(N = 1371)
.

-

. 0

,

.

70.6 N/APP

' .

'15,. Medical/Dental 9. 2% Yes,
1979 , 90.7 No

0.1° NA

, ...,. \
..

... ,

.- .

,.. ..
. .- k

' .
, . . ..

,

4

,

5 7%1040 Schedule
Lines 2

0 . 9-, Canceled

0.2- Cash Receipts.
1 Va3kidation0.1

' .Item It

.

O. 3 Statement
hospital

1 7 Other:

&

Checks

Form

A-
6

°

, .

R = $1,135

'(N = 4'12)

.

,, .

.

from
doctor

91 .410 N/APP

.
. .

.
.

.

.

i
.

,
.

..:

. .
.

, .

.

t

.

.

L. (/
.

. .
. .

-

.

..

i.
.

,

,



SER Variable
Documen-
tation

Document
Source

Document
Value

16. Earned Income 1979

,INSTRUCTION NOTE:

O

If parents filed joint return put figure in Father's (a) boxes -and

enter 9 9 9 9 9,in Mother's (b) boxes.

If married student filed jointly put figure in Student's (c) boxes,

-' and enter 9 9 9 9 9 in 4pouse's (d) boxes.

DEPENDENT STUDENT:
(a) Father

. (Use ,lst docpment source 46. 7 No

a ns?.e r column )

(h). Mother
(Use 2nd document so
answer ,column)

36.2- NA
26 . 2%Ye

e 43 . 4 No

36.4 'NA

-INDEPENDENT STUDENT:

(c )* Student
. -8.1%Xes

'(Use',1st document source
aluwer column)

-.27.0 No
.4-.,..9. N.A,_

(d -4).- Spouse . , . 1.6%les
(Use 2nd doc.umti-lt sot: rce 32. 2 No
answer' coTumn), -.

66. 2 VA

/

(a)or(c). (b)or(d)

8 77.1040-:Line 8 r 8. 1%

5 . 1040A-Line 7 3.6

6 Unsigned 1040- 5.6

Line 8

1 . 3 Unsigned 1040A-
Line 7

0.9 W-2 Foxxis
1099-'MISC

p Note-rized Statement 1

0 . I Validation Form 0

Item #

I'. 1

0 .'5

o

1.0 Other:
76.4 N/AP'?

0.8
80.2,

(a)- Father

= $15,265
(N = 765)

(1;) Mother

= $7,934
(N = 389)

it) Student

if = $4,660
(N = 362)

d) Spouse ,

= $6,340
= 27)

17/ Total Itemized 13: 3%Yes

DedbctiOns ]979 86.4 No
0.2 NA

4,3% 1040 Schedule A-Line 39.

2-.9 Unsigned 10407
Schedule A-Line 39

0 Notarized Statement

5.5 :Other:/M
87.2 N/AIDT1 I

= $3,432

(N = 601)

1h

290
V/



I

SER Variable
Documen
tation

Document

Souree'
Document
Value

18. Unreimbursed 0.4% Yes
Elementary/ F 99.5 No
Secondary , .0.1 NA
-Tuition 1979

0.1% Canceled. Checks
0.2 Cash Receipts.
0.1 _Statement from School

0 Validation Form
Item #

0 Other:
99.6 N/APP

19. Home Value -.0:1% Yes
99.8 No
0.1 NA

0% Appraisal
0 Statement from local

real estate office

'0.1 Tax Assessment Forms
0 Other:

99.9 N/APP

20. Home Mortgage 0.04% Yes
1 99.9 No

0.06
4

N A-

()Monthly Mortgage
Statement

0.02 Mortgage Company
Statement

0 Copy of Statement of
loans on property

0 Purchase Contract.
. 0 Canceled Checks or

ReceiptsJor mort
gage payments (with
amount and years)

0.04 Other:
99.9 N/APP r

a

= $1,126

(N = 19)

= $31,961

(.N = 4)

= $31,714

(DI\ = 2)

. Investments and
Real Estate
Value (other

'than hoMe)

0% Yes

99.9 No

0.1 NA

O %Purchase Contracts
' 0 Statement from real

estate agent
0 Statement from stock

broker
0 Property Insurance

O Other:
kooo N/APP

N/APP

(N = 0)

30



.SER Variable

Documen-
tation

Document

Source

Document

Value

22. Investments and
Real Estate
Debts

.,,

0.02% Yes,
99.90 No :
0.08 NA

.

.

...,....

0
0%Statement from

mortgage company
0 Statement from broker
0 Purchase Contracts
0 property Insurance.

0.02 Other:'

.

X

(N

-
.

= $r8,030

= 1)

99.90 N/APP
.

. .

.

23.

t.:.

.

cash/Savings/
Checking
Accounts

.

.

.

0.1% Yes

9-9.8 No
0.1 NA

.

0.02%Bank Books

0.02 Bank Statements

0.04 Other:

X

(N

= $4,942

= 5)
99.90' N/APP

.

24. Business Assets

.

0.02% Yes
99.90 Ng
0.06 NA

Ar..

--'

,

0%Statement from real
estate office

0 Purchase Agreements
0 Inventory Assessment

.0 Property Insurance
0.02 Other:

.

X

(N

=s$52,471

= 1)

.

99.90 N/APP

25.

.

-

Business Debts 0.04% Yes
99.90 No

0.06 NA

.

07.Copy of Mortgage

Statement
0 Copy of Statements

of loans against
business

0.04 Other:
.

_
X

(N

= $43,447

= 2)

-
.

99.90 N/APP

26. FarmAssets
4

.

0. 1% Yes

99.9 No
n 1 In

.

0.06%1040 Schedule F
0 Statement from real

actmto nffiro
X = $91,.055

a

O

0 Copy of Ownership
Agreement

0.02 Statement of
Inventory

0 Property Insurance

0.02 Other:

99.90 N/APP

= 3 )

F'



Documen-
SER Variable tation

Document

Source

27. Farm Debts

4

0. l %Yes

99.8 No
0.1 NA

0.004040 Schedule F
0 Mortgage Statement
0 Copy of outstanding

'loans or debts
0.02 Other:
9.90 N/APP

28. Social. Security 2 0% Yes
Benefits per 97.9 No,

Month 0.1 NA
(Expected 1980-

81 student .only)

.0.9%$S Fdrm 2458
0.-2 SS Office Statement
0.5 Validation Form

Item

0.1 Other:
98.1 N/APP

29. -Social.Sectirity 1 5% Yes
Benefits -No. .0e98.3 No

Months 0.1 NA'

(Expected 1980-
. 81 student on14.

NOTE:

0.7%ss Form 2458,
0.2 SS Office Statement
0.4 Validation Form

Item #

0.1 Other:'

98.6 N/APP

For this question andAs. 30-32 use the answer column and answer boxes that
correspond'to the lettered variable (a) or (b) being checked; e.g., for
VA-educational benefits ase the (a) answer column and(a) answer boxes.

Document
Value 4

r-

(N

=

=

$38,490

1)

= $278

(N = 87)

= 8.9

(N = 70)

30. VA'Benefits-Amount
per month

1

(a) VA-Educational 0 8% Yes
Benefits 99.0 No

0.2 NA

(b) VA-Non-Educa- 0.9% Yes
tional 98.8 No
Benefits 0.3 NA

(Expected 1980-81
student only)

(a)

0.1%VA Form
0.3 VA Office

Statement
0 VA Counselor

Statement
0.2 Validation Form

Item 11

0.1 °filter:

99.2 N/A P
0

99.9

(a)

= $203

(N = 34)

(b)

= $86

(N = 42)



SER Variable

Documen-
tation

Document
Source

Document
Value

31.. vzi Benefits--No.

of Months

(a) VA-Educationa
Benefits

(b) VA-Non-Edlica-
.

tional
Benefits

(Expected 1980-81
student only)

O. 7%ye's

.1 No
0 NA

0.8.Yes
98.8 No
TA-11NA

(a)

0.2% VA Form
0.3 VA Office

Statement
0 VA Counselor

Statement
0.1 Validation Form

Item #

0 Other:

99.3 N/APP

(b)

0%

0

0

0.1

0
99.9

(a)

= 7.7
(N = 31)

(b)

= 5.9
(N = 33).

32. DEPENDENT student's
1979 income minus
Federal taxes paid

(a) Student

(b) Spouse

7.6%yes

57.8 No
34.6 N/APP

0.02%Yes
63.30 No

36.E0 N/APP

(a) (b)

0.4%1040 0%

3.7 1040A 0.02

0.1 Unsigned 1040 0

1.3 Unsigned 1040A
0:4 Notarized 0

Statement'

1.4 Other: 0

92.7 N/APP 99.98

0

4

(a)

= $1,909
(N = 344)

(b)

= $360
(N = 8)

33. DEPENDENT s'tudent's
savings and` net

assets

(a) Student 0.04% Yes
65.20 No'
34.80 N/APP

(b) SpplYse 0% Yes
63.50 No

36.50 N/APP

(a)'

.07.Bank documents

0 Broker documents 0

0 Insurance 0

documents

0.04 Other: 0

99.90 N/APP 100.0

(b)

07.

(a)

R = $225
(N = 2)

(b)-

N/APP
(N = 0)



II. ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA

;

Satisfactory Academic Progress (Regiati-ar's Office)

34. Refer Wthe satisfactory academic prog;gts policycollected during,the
interview. Was the policyfollowed?'

95.0%Ys

1.6 No
Resolve/account for - '1.2% Unresolved
apparent rules, 0.4 ResolVed
discrepancy. 98.4 N/APP

,1.5 Cannot determine
1,8 No anspr

3'5. If resolution.is necessary, documentation for cOncluSion:

OD

Enrollment Status (Registrar's Office)

0.1% Special policy fo
students-in EQU
Opportunity -pro
gra?.

0.1 Student given'spe
cial permission

99.7 N/APP

1

36. For how many credit. and/or clockhours was the student enrolled atthe time of
the completion of the .sER? For how many credit and/or clockhours is the
student currently enrolled?' (Clockhours can be expressed as cloCkhours per
week.)

Course fogd at time of final BEOG
award (1st academic term)

Course load at time of final BEOG
award (2nd academic term)

CreditHours . ClockHours

= 13.9
(N = 4186)

R:= 14.1
(N = 3655)

R = 415
(N = 269)

R = 426
(N = 217)



1

37. Compute'the student's enrollment status. The formula is: (number of credit- or

. clock-hours enrolled) Full-time load. If the school tises a combination of

credit-hours and cloCkihours, divide each by the. respective full-time load. The

sum of the calculations is used to determine full, three-fourths, etc.,

enrollment status.

Status at Time of Final Award in 1st Semester Or 1st Quarter

89.5% Full
4.8
3.3

Three-fourths
Half

0.2 Less thin half 0.1% Unresolved
1.4 Not regiStered Resolve 0.1 Resolved

9-9.8 N/APP

0:2 Cannot determine - Why Not 0.2% NA
0.8 NIA 4p 99.8 N/APP

Status at Time of Final Award in 2nd Semester or 2nd Quarter

77.7% Full
3.7 Three-fourths
2.5 Half

1.0. Less than half
12.7 registered

V

1.6 Cannot dete ine - Why not? 1.6% No record of enrollment status
0.7 NA 98.4 N/APP

,38. Length of student's course of study :.

0:02% Fewer than six months

0.80 Silmonths
0.60 ,Seven months

82.10 Eight months to twelve months
14.80 Over twelve months
'1.60 NA

39. Is the student classified as:

J.

99 10% Regular degree/license/certificate
0 Visiting

0.10 Special
°- Auditing

0.04 Nondegree

0.2Q Cannot determine

. 0 Other (Specify)

0,.50 NA

Resolve
0.02% Unresolvec

0 Resolved
99.90 N/APP

1

\ -I

Resol% :04%\tiortsolved
) 0 Resolved
99.90 N/APP

A



40. If resolution is necessary, documentation for conclusion:

N/APP

*(11 = 0) -

41. Is there evidence that the student attends other schools as a part of a-
cdtsortium arrangement?

0.52:yes

99.3 No (SKIP TO 44.)
0.2 NA

42. Is this.the student's parent school?

O. 3%Yes

0 No

0 Cannot determine--- Why?
99.7 N/APP

Resolve

43. If resolution is necessary, documentation for conclusion:

N/APP

(N = 0)
0

Bachelor's Degree (Registrar's Office)

44. Do.es the student possess a bachelor's and/or graduate degrees?

0.1%YeS

'97.0 No
2.7 Cannot determine
0.2 NA

0.1% Un'iesolved

Resolve 0 Resolved
99.9 N/APP

Affidavit or Statement of Educational Purpose (Financial Aid Records)

45. Is there an affidavit or signed statement of educational purpose on file for
.,this award year?

70. 7%Affidavit (notarized)
' 24. 7 Signed Statement

--------- 4.1% .UnresolvedNsither
0.2 NA Resolve 0.3 Resolved.

95.6 \N/APP



Previous Aid

46. Is the student a transfer. student?

17.2%Xes
78:8 No (SKIP TO 48.)
3.6 Can\not determine
0.4 NA

47. Is.there a finanti41 aid transcript on file?

12.8%Yes

4.3 No
82.8 NA

Resolve 4.1% Unresolved
0.2 Resolved

95.7 N/APP

48. Has the student defaulted on a Federal loan or is in repayment on a Federal

grant from another school?

0.3%Yes
83.3 No
15.6 Cannot determine
0.8 NA

-49. Has the student received a Federal loan or grant from this school in prior .

years?

47.9%Yes
51.2 No (SKIP TO'52.)
0.9 NA

50. Is the student in default on a Federal loan or in repayment ona Federal grant

from this School?

0.1ries

46.5 No
1.2 9,1111-ot determine

-52.3 NA
51. If resolution is necessary, documentation for conclusion:

Resolve 0.08%.UnresOlved
Q. Q.2 Resolved

99.9(1 N/APP

N/APP

(N = 0)

o

IN

)
11
N./

a



Completion of SER

52. Is there any evidence that:the student was taking a correspondence course?,

0. 3% Yes

99.4 No
0.3 NA

If "Yes," the student can only be charged actual, tuition and
fees, and room/board can be included only for a residential
period of study.

53. Is there any evidence that the student is incarcerated?

0.5% Yes,
99.2 No

0.2 NA

If'"Yes,"'the allowance for books is,$150 and no room/board
allowance is provide.d.

The ordinary allc&anCe,for books and miscellaneous,expenses is
$400. Use $400 in determining the cost of education if the
responses to both Questions 52 and 53 are "No.:"

54. Determine the student's rool-atd board arrangemerit. (Check one response.)

Contracts with the institution for'room and board

25.8%.
2 :2 . .

Full-tiMe (SKIP TO
Less than full-time (SKIP TO 58.)

Contracts with the institution for room only

2.1 lull -time (SKIP T6-56.-)
0.1 . . . Less than full-time '!'(SKIP TO 50.)t

Contracts with-the institution for board Only

0.3.
0.1

Full -time (SKIP TO"57.)
Less.than,fdll-tibe (SKIP TO §0.) w

69.0 Lives off-campts Chas neither room not board contracts).
Uses -$1,,100 off-campus allowance in determining cost of education.
(SKIP' TO 61.)

--*"...'

0.3 NA

So



55.--Determinetthe.actual robes and. board urges

4 \.

"*. 4 ,
V!! e:de

actu cha

4 ;4 :."-%
44; r.s1k4.1

4 .

56. Determine the

(SKIP TO 61. -)

for the full academic year:

e student for room

,

: ;
57. Determine the actualch-d.rgp,.011;he atudeltt.for board --

'41.0

(SKIP TO 61.) .

58. Determine the actual
and

= $1,77

(N = 1,171)

= $789

(N = 97)- .

= $618

(N °= 14)

charges'to'Ole studentbfor weekly room and board

the number of.days per week covered --r
X = 6.6
(N = 5)'

X

, (N

Actual charge
of room and
board

RP
Days covered

x 7 = X = $1,646

{SKIP TO )

(N = .101)

59. Determine the actual charges to the,student for weekly room
ind the number of days per week covered

pKIP TO BOX BELOW 60.)

N/APP
(N =. 0)

. J..

60. Determine the actual charges to the student for weekly board Nigpcp
and the number -of days per week covered (N = 0)

Actual charge
of room or
board

Days covered

x 7 = X= $769

(N = 11)

= $54
5)



61. .Is the SER valid?

70.2% Yes :(SKIP TO 63.)
28.1 No

1.7 NA Resolve
'26.4% Unresolved
.1.4 Resolved
72.2 N/APP

62. For which of the following reasons is the SER invalid? (Check all twat apply.)

4. .'3% Photocopy
-

63.

0.2
19.5
1.3

74.7
a)

No SEI

SER is 'not signed by FAO

Other-(Specify)
N/APP
What is the SEI?

X

(N

=

=

432

4:? 503)

b) What is the transaction number? X =.1.8
(N = 4491)

(two figures - bottom right -hand corner of SER)

c) Total Education Cost from SER = $3,182
(N = 3,900) . ,

d) Scheduled Award, from SER
-X = $1,072
(N = 3,9'05)

1k'

e) Expected Disbursement
from SER = $987

(N = 3,885).

64. Full-Time Tuition and Pees
(See Q.38.) If course is over
12 months, multiply full-time

.
T & F by 12, number of months.) X i= $1,424

(N = 4,511)

310
t



1

.
. .

. .

III. PACKAGING (Complete only if student received aid other than BEOG.)
J ..

65.' Student's academic year budget for
campus-based aid is: X = $5,051

(N = 2,74'8)
$

66. ,Expected family,.contriCution as determined by institution for award purposes:

Calculated (parental contribution
(If negate put "-" in first box.)

Student's summer earnings (NON-CWS)

Student's contribution from assets

R = $2,74

'(N = 2,487)

= $418
(N = 2,568)

R $78
(N = 2,377)

Student's acadebic year earnings, 1

exclusive of CWS or other aid. . X $334
( N = 2,2,41)

a

-, Other (Specify) R = $2,331 ,

(N= 378) .

67. Did the student reject-or refuse any financial, aid?

3.17,Yes If Yes, what

Type of Aid:

aid and what amounts?

Amount:
A = $842
(N = 141)

Type of Aid:

.Amount $1,190
(N = 7)

57.6 No
1.8 Cannot determine

37.6 No answer
,/



68. TYPES AND AMOUNTS OF FINANCIAL AID RECEIVED: (All amounts should be for the
current academic-year; if shown for onlyone semester, double all amounts.
Please specify all "Other".kinds of assistance received by the student, and bode.
the SOURCE of each using the following codes. If data are not available, code =
9999. DO NOT RECORD AID THAT WAS REFUSED.)

loll

1 = State grant 40

2 = Institutional grant- need-based
3 = Institutional grants-jability-based
4 = Tuition'remission.
5 = Private, noninstitutional grant
6 = Other Federal grant
7 = Other non-Federal loa
8 = Other` or.source.unkno n

'Basic Educ. Opp. Grant (BEOG)

4

Supplemental LOG (SEOG)

= $1,025
(N 3,017) .

= $265.
(N = 2,655)

Nat'l. Direct Student Loan (NDSL) L= $348
(N = 2,638)'

College Work -Study (CSW)

Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL)

Other (Specify) .

Other (Specify)

3"

X =
(N =

=
(N =

=

(Nk=

$498
2,622)

$571
2,511)

$818
2, 1060

8

Source Code

= $790
(N = 772)

Source Code

es-





Vt

tl;

IV. DISBURSEMENTS (Business Office)

Record BEOG disbursements only. If ADS; SKIP TO 76.

r

69. Disbursements made:

Credited
to Account

"Cash
Payment Date

=

(N =
$296
4484)

=

=

$149
4478)

,
X = $293 X = $13-4

(N = 3839) (N = 3832)

= = $1-ffr'S'
(N=

,$128

1013) (N = 101'3)

70. Wds.more than onehalf of the BEOG award, disbursed in the first payment period
or more than onethird for quatter.syttem schools (e.g., before the midpoint of
an eight month programs in the first semester of a two semester academic year,

9

,etc.)?

3.0% Yes

90.8 No .

6.2 No Answer
71. Fpture disbursements

Scheduled:,

a

p.

Amount.

Resolve

= $70
(N = 2147)

= $6
(N = 1694)

'2.8% Unresolvikd
0.2 Resolved
97.1 N/APP

Date (Month/Year)



V. OVERPAYMENTS, REFUNDS, REPAYMENTS (Business Office)

72. Was a determination made that the student was overpaid?

5.7%. Yes

90.8 No (STOP HERE. )

3.5 No Aiiswer
73. How much? = $195

(N = 242)

74. Why?

AO'
0,3%Student misreport
0.9 Institutional error,
1.8 Student changed course load
0.2 Cannot determine
2.3 Other (Specify)
94.1 N/APP1
0.5 No Answer

75. How did the institution attempt to recover the funds? (Check all that apply.)

0.6%Award-adjustment
,3.2 Debited student account

0 'Turned case over to collection agency(s)

0.4 Called student
0 Called parent(s)
0 Referred to 'ED

,0.3.Did nothing
0,3 Cannot determine
1.1 Other (Specify)

94.1 N/APP .

0 No answer

M.



Complete Questions 76-83 if a refund is indicated.

76. That is the base amount (usually tuition and fees, and living expense if on
campus) subject to refund?

= $1,444
(N = 43)

0.02% Cannot determine Why?
99.90 No answer

77. What percent of this is subject to refund according to institu on policy?

X = 76%
(N"= 41)

0% Cannot determine Why?

99.9 No answer

78. What was the student's calculated refund?
1

X $702
(N = 42).

0.02% Cannot determine Why?

99.90 No answer

79. What was the amount credited to the BEOG fund?

= $895
(N = 44)

0.1% CannOt determine Why?

99.8 No answer

80. Does the institution appear to have followed its policy?

0.9% Yes,

0 No
0 Cannot determine

99.0 N6 answer

Comment:

O

31



S

81.. as a repayment computed?

0.4% Yes How _much? X = $194
(N = 19)

, 0,2 No

0. Cannot determine
99.3- No answer

Comment:

v.

82. How was the repayment compt4"ed?

83. Does the institution appear to have followed its Poli.cy?'
, .

0.50% Yes
0.02 No

0, Cannot .determine

99.50 No answer:

0.02% Unresolved
Resolve 0 Resolved

99.90 N/APP

3

/



R

1. Institution

2. Interviewer

,.

,.3. Dite

'4. Start Time

INSTITUTIONAL INTERVIEW FORM

R INST

g.,

TYPE OF INSTITUTION:'

90.5%,Regular Disbursement
System .(RDS)

MONTH DAY

9.5 Alternate Disbursement
System (ADS)

50.2% Public
31.1 Private. nonprofit
18.7 Proprietary

26.6% University
23.0 Other four year
34.4 At least two yea,r,

less than four year
3.9 At least one year,

less than two year
12.1' At least six months,.

less than one year
\'.

Oa

0

YEAR

if.

4



I. ELIGIBILITY.DETERMINATION

Calendar Year Criteria

1. What type of academic calendar is used?

58.4% Semester
2.3 Trimester

21.0 Quarter
15.1 Clock-hour
3.3 More than one

Full-Time/Part-Time Criteria

2. What system of credit measurement is used?

'18.1% Clock-hours
78.3 Credit-hours
2.0 Combination
1.6 Units

3. What is the minimum number of units per term for a full-time stud t?

Clock-hours X = 749'
(N = 53)

Credit-hours X = 12
(N = 247)

/

4. What is the minimum number of units per term for a half-time student?

Clock-hours

Credit-hours

= 385
(N = 24)

= 5
(N = 254)

-4.

/



5. If a zrade point or quality point average is completed, how much are the various
grades worth?

Eligible ?rogram Criteria

Other Quality
Indicators

Numerical
Value

6. Does your institution offer any programs of study considered ineligible for
award under the BEOG definition of program eligibiltty?

\
31.0% Yes (List) 3.0% Me ical and dental programs

.

69.0 No (SKIP TO 8.) 17.8 Adu' education and continuing education program
7.9 Other vocational education progranl

0 Cannot de termiLne 1.6 Programs -not eligible because of length
0.7 Climbination of above answers .

69.0 Not applicable--all programs eligible

A

7.
What is your procedure to determine whether the student is enrolled in a program
eligible for BEOG funding? -

Itilidation Mandated by'eil

3..6% Admissions office'
8.2 Computer system

0 5.6 Financial aid officer checks file
1.6 Enrollment agreement
0.3 ADS approval
2.6 ChecOwIth registrar
1.6 Financial.aid officer receives notice from programs
6.6 No procedure indicated

69.8 Not applicable- -all programs eligible

8. How many students at your institution have been stlectedfor validation by ED in
1980-81?

a,

Students X = 144
(N = 300)

1.61, Cannot determine

0 No answer



9. How =any students have not responded to the request for documentation?

Students

'04-Cannot determine

o No answer

Institutional Validation

10. Do, you as an institution ,select some Basic Grant, recipients

54.4% Yes
45.6 No. Why, not? 14.4% Insufficient staff

16.4 Do not see the need for it
5.6 Never considered it
4.6 Not applicable- -ADS
0.7 Do not know procedure

54.4 Not applicable--do not select
3.9 No answer

H. How do you determine which students to validate? NOTE:

policy, get a copy.

i10.2% Validate all 'BEOG students
X.6 Randomly stipple
5.2 Use selectfve criteria

27.5 Suspicious circumstan.ces
1.3 Match SER with another student aid form
2.0 Only validate those whO apply for campus-based aid
4.6 6mbination of above answers

48.5 Not applicable.--:do not select students for institutional

for validatiOn?

(SKI? TO.14.)

students for validation -

If school has a written

12. For about how Many Basic Grant eligibles have you required documentation
result of your institutional validation procedures during this year?

Students R = 151
(N = .151)

0% Cannot determine

2.0 No answer`

4,

v.alidati
as a

48.5 Not apPli-Cable-- do not select stude.nt
13. pproximately.what percent and what number of Basic Grant eligibles wno'were

chosen for institutional validation had their awards altered *as a result .of

validition2

= 31% X = 55
(N.= 146) (N = 146)

,0% Cannot determine *.
3.6 No answer

48.5 Not appliCable--do not select.studenta for

1

institutional valid,

-



.. ..._ _

. 'Wb.4.iy16-0,"-Pfs-.4iimetitation of _income -are .rogtinely _Collected by your financia34. -.. - - , ... ____-

..-
2 _

-41d .recipiedts

60 . 7%.NOtre -
'0 .7 Agency-.54t-enients bf -nontaxable-

: income. -_
income tax ret.

20 . 8- 'Copy -qf e-rs-th income tax ret,
0 W-2 st-atecsents

iticome tax atiifnq -

0 An-Y., t.,43,.t. $ ila b 1 e
of id-. ben4iti

16.1 Combinatibn-b-f abdire answers

Cb). AI.1 SE00. t its- selected,-,
_tor inttitu-iona,1 validation"

6.2%`
0.3

Z:"6 -

19.0
0'
0

"0
0

21-.0
50.8 Not applicable - -do not

select students
13. What types of documentation of assets an3 debts arg _routinely collected by your

Financial Aid Office?

a
89.4%
0.3
5.6
0.7

0
0
0

0:3
1.0
1.0
1.6

(a) For all aid recipients .

None
IRS-Certified Fed.- income tax ret.
Copy of filer's Fed. income tax ret.'
Statements of property values of

home, business, or farm '

Lawyer/accounting statements
Real estate company statements
Tax assessments
Notes
Payment notices
Bank statements
Other .

Combination of above answers
Citizenship Criteria

(b) For-all 3EOG students select.ed
for institutional ,validation

31.1%
, 0.1

cs

0.1

"0
0
0
0.1
2.3
3.3

52.1 Not applicable--do not
select students

1.6. How often does your institution require documentation of citizenship/resi-
-ency?

15.7% Always
357 Only forIcertain groups of students (permanent residents)
20.0 Only for 'suspected students
21.0 Never (SKIP TO 19.)

.3 Cannot determine
3.0 For certain groups and suspActedstudents
2.3 NA



PIP

17.= For about how many students have you required documentation of citizenship/

residency during this year?
.

= 142
(N = 221)

Students

0 Cannot 'determine

'0 No answer

18. What types of documentation- are collected?
.-

39. 7x Form 1 -151 or Form 1-551 Alien Registration-Recerp.co,("green card")

0.3 Birth certificate
0 Baptismal certificate

1.6 INS form
5,9 I-:94 Arrival-Departure document (political refugee status)

k 7.2 Other
2-0_-_3__Combinatian____of _above answers
24.9 Not applicable--do not require documentation of citizenship-

VA Assistance. Criteria

19. Is the financial aid office routinely proNfided informatibn on all student-VA

assistance and/or changes .to such assistance? (Information may be provided by

any source, i.e., VA, or students.)
0.

4.0.5% Always'

9.2 Sometimes

11 .;5 Only when requested

26.'6 Never (SKIP TO 21.)

0 of determine 44

2 .0 No answer

20. Who provides that information?

9.52 Re strar
28.5 VA

si
bffice on campus

3.6 Other campus office
16.5 VA regional office
.4.9 Student obtains information from VA office

5.9 Student (no mention of VA office)
2:3 Combination of above answers
26.6 Not applicable--aid office receives no info. on VA assistan

2.& No:inswer

21. How often do you use this 'information tat .verify SER data?

29.5% All of the time

28.5 Some of the time

13.1 None- of the time

2.0 No answer
26.6 Not applicaftle-:-aid4fice receives no info. on VA assistance

.41

e)

t.),73

r



About how many cFrections were there this year as a result of VA assistance
'informat ion? a

= 9
(N = 204)

Corrections

Reporting Discrepancies to ED

23. How often do you refer suspected or apparent SER disirepancies to ED 'for
validation and resolution?

2.0% Always
6.2 Sometimes
.0 Never

0.= Cannot determine
7'.9 No answer

24. For hich o the following reasons have you not referred apparent or suspected
d epa cie to ED? (Circle all that apply.)

7 3 . 4 % Resolved inhouse

1.6 Wasn't aware' of this option
1.0 Referred cases before without results
0.3 Not enough time available to prepare referral

21.9 Combination of above answers,
2 . 0 Not applicable--all cases are referred to ED

25. How many cases have you referred this -year to ED?

Students
= 4.8

( 300 )

39i.



II. PROCESSING ELIGI3tES

Sate. factsFy Acad-mic Progress

26. What are your criteria for a student's maintenance of "satisfactory academic

progress?" Noce: Ge a y, i possible.

22.6% 2.0 C.P.A. ge (on a 4.0 scale)

6.6 1.0 - 2.0 average
18.7 Floating scale
14.1 If student is registered, satisfactory progress is assumed

13.4 Complete required number of credit hours (no C.P.A. requirement)

19.0 Complete required number of cred4k hours and maintain required C.P.A.

2.6 Other
2.9 No answer

27: Which Office actually determines if a student is making satisfactory academic

Progress- for purposes of 3ECG-award -eligibIlity?-

2

12.1% Dean's office
46.6 Financial aid
14.8 Registrar
1.6 Academic advisory/standards office
3.3 'Academic review committee
4.9 Director of school

° 1.0 Financial aid officer and academic officer

11.5 Combination of above answers
4.3 No answer

45.2% Each semester
17.7 Each quarter
10.8 Annually
4.3 Monthly

28. How often is it done? 3.6 Weekly, or more of
5.6 Semi-annually reg dless of sistem of credit measurement

9.8
1 I Not a able cademic progress is never monitored routinely

.0 No answer

29. .Whit procedure do y use to check that these criteria have,been met?

36.7% Check grades
14.4 Check that student is registered
9.3 Check.hours or'credits completed
3.1 Check attendance and grades
10.0 Check institutio'n's probation list
1.7 Check attendance
3.8 Academic committee decides )

19.6 Check hours or credits completed"and grades
0.3 Personal knowledge
1.0 Computer hold system



Enrollment Status

30. ,Do you check the student's enrollment status before computing (,or certifying) an
Award?

.50.82 Check %nth re:failnhe
.

0.32 Class schedule is attached to SER
89.2%. Yes. How? 1.3 'Check with other oncampus office 11.8 Use computer system

4.3 Check student's financial account 0.7 Check with instructor(s)
2.6 Check flOancial aid application 3.9 Personal knowledge
1.3 Student signs statement 10.8 Not applicable--do not check status
4.6 Check enrollment agreement 7.5 ,No answer

10.8 No For about how many students this year have you computed (or cer-
tifiaL) awards without checking the student's enrollment status?

638%, WV' ...
= 331

1.6% ADS school
8.5 Assume fdll time.for all students
0.3 LDid not think it was necessary
89.;ANot.apPlicable--check status before

computing award

y ou check a student't enrollMent stat.s before each payment is disbursed (or
cert4f4ed)?

95.5% Yes
5.2 No - For about how =any students'thn yea have payments been disbursed

(or eertified)without checking the student's enrollment status?
223. No answer i

X = 461
4,N = 13)

Affidavit of Educational ?uroose or Signed Stptement

32. Do you 'require a student to complete a notarized Affidavit of Educational
,Purpos,e rather thana signed statement?

55.4%Always
25.6 Sometimes
.2.0 Rarely
16.1 Never

1.0 No/nswer



Previous Loans or Grants

33. Do you determine whether a student owes monies on previous BE,OG, SEOG, or SSIG
grants, made at your institution before making any disbursements (or
certifications)'.

90.8% Yes - How? i 28.5% Check with buflness or registrar's office
y 14.1 Computer hold system . .

3.9 Personal knowledge
17.7 Check,student's financial aid file
3.0 Collict statement from student

8 5 No 16.4 .Check account record, in financial kid office01.0 Not applicable-,ADS
.3 Cannot determine .

2.0 Other V
0 3- No answer 8.5 Not applicable-do not make detehination.before disburse

4.9 No answe( 11. .

3'4. Do you deterMine whet a student is in default :oh any GSL, FISL, or NDS14ans a,

made for attending your institution' before making any BEOG.disburgements
'certifications)?

NDSL GSL /FISL

I
76.1%Yes -63.9% Yes
15. 7 No 30.5 No

0-7._ Cannot determine 2.0 Cannot detevnine
7.5 No answer 3. 6 No answer

35. How do you obtain information regarding default? (Read categories and circle,
all that apply.)

4.6% 'From students
By a record check

5.6 Receive-i-nfo. from other institution(s)
0:7 Ffrets(Snal knowledgte
5.2 Not applicable--ADS oir do not obtain info.

-23.3: CoMbination of aboe answers
3.3 No answer

36. Do you collect statements testifyipg to' the fact that they have not defaulted dn
their GSL, or NDSL loans or_ that they,owe ahy.BEOG fund's to other
instittitions.?

63.0% Yes - How? 28.1% Require f-inancial aid eransnripts
transfer students -A'

14..1 .Students sign statement:on award
37.0 No *

;

l'etter

4:1 All students sign affidavit or' ..,..

statement
1.0 Require statement ftom previous

institution
.0.3 Check with state agencies
45.9 Combinatiob of above anqwers
0.7 No answer

37.0 Not applicable - -do npt collect

0 statements .

es"



a

.tr

Bachelor's Degree

37. Do you check whether, a student
BEOG award (or certification)?

88.2% Yes
11.1 N (SK:? TO 39.)
0.7 Cannot determihe

has received a bachelor's degree before making a
4 ,

,°

38. How do yOu make 'this determination?
....

26.6% Check with the registrar's office
9.5 Collect a signed statement from the student

12.1 Check frith the admissions office
4.9. Check financial aid transcript (transfer students)

12.5 Chock original BEOG application
3.9 Check academic transcript (transfer students)
4.9 Ask student
5.2 Check financial aid records
2.9 Check with registrar's office and other on-campus office
4.6 Combination of above answers .

11.1 Not applicable--do not check for bachelor's,degree

,Cost of Education

39. What procedures do you'use for determining whether a student is living on- or
off-campus fofpurposes,of BEOG cost computations?

8.9% Check computer interface,mith housing or student data base recordii.
27.7 Information provided by on- campus, office

*,,6.6 Information provided by student
3.0 School makes no distinction and uses $1,100 off-campussoalor

everyone, even if they'live on 'campus
.0 Combination of above answers
49.2 Not applicable--all students live off campus or all live on campus

or tuition is greater than $3;100
1.6 No answer

Awirli Computation

40. At whit points during the award yti,ar"do you recalculate the student's expected
disbursement? (Ci'rcle all that apply.) *

42.3% Before each disbursement
67.9 When enrollment status changes

0 Cannot determine

4.9 Once each term
1:6 Between first and second terms
0.1 When student withdraws
0.1 More than four times a year
7.2 Not applicable--ADS calculates
1.6 Never recalculate
0.1 Once halfway through program (clockhour schools)
4.6 When housing or; residency 0.A-state out-of-state) statu's "changes
3.6 When SEI changes
0.1 NA

ti

Percentages do not total roo percent due to double couneirig

323



A

41, Are awards calculated
manually or by computer?

73.8% MaNnually

11.5 Computer

6.6 Combination

7.9 Not applicable-ADS
0.3 No answer

42. Which of the following staff members do scheduled award calculations? (Circle

all that app-1-y.)

81.0%Professional staff

27.9 Clerical staff

5.9 Student Clerks

2.3 Peer counselors

0
Cannot determine

2.0 Computer
1.3 Paraprofessional or technical personnel"--/

8.2 Not applicable--ADS
2.3 Combination of above answers

43. Does Your institution routinely reverify the calculation?

73.1% Yes
19.3 No

0 Cannot determine

0.3 No answer

7.2 Not applicable-ADS
44. How does your instttution reverify award calculations? (Check all chat apply. f

31.1% By same person rechecking work

48.9 By professional staff member

19.7 By clerical staff member

9.5 By ,computer

0 Cannot determine

1.6 Business office
0.3 Financial aid office and business office

1.0 Combination of above answers

7.2 Not applicable--ADS

6.6 Not applicable--do not reverify

Percentages do not total 100 percent due to double counting
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III. DISBURSAL
45.

Disbursement of BEQG Awards

45. How frequently are payments disbursed to eligible recipients?

4.9%Monthly
0 3i-monthly

11.1 Quarterly (every three months)
59.0 Once per term (semester, trimester, quarter)
11.5- 3egi3n:1:1B and midpoint of each academic term or payment period
0.3 Depends on amount of REOG
2.0 More than twice A semester
8.5 ADS --..-disbursed twice a year
1.0 RDSdisbursed twice a year
0.3 Disbursed "on demand"
0.6 Depends on the student's program
0.7 No answer

46. In :-that form are disbursements, made ?' (Circle all that apply.) *

27.5%Check to student for the full amount (each. payment period),
13.8 Check to student which must be-endorsed over to school
75.4 Credited to student accourit

0 Credited to student account, balaqce disbursed to student, by check
0.7 School uses all the above disbursement systems
2.0 One check endorsed dver to institution, balance disbursed to

stude'de by check
1.6 School uses'a voucher system*

Percentages da not total 100 percerit due to double counting
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Refund and Repayment

47.

NOTE: Get copy of refund and repayment
m

For which of the following reasons has
this year? (Circle all that apply.)

5.2%Ineligible student

policy.

your institution had BEOG overpayments

Approximately how many?

X= 7.3
(N = 69)

131.Calculation error = 14.4
(N = 118)

26.9 Student reduced course load = 69.7
(N = 133)

26.2 Dropout
= 40.4

(N = 171)

3.0 ED Validation = 12.3
Of= 39)

19.7 'None

1.3,$50 Federal reduction to $1,750
0.7 Failure tb make satisfactory academic'

progreps
0.3 Typing or transcribing error 37.4
0.7 Other institutionalerror (N = 34)
0.3 Change in residency status
2.6 No answer

$



48. How do you usually attempt to recover overpayments? (Circle all that apply.)

25.9% Deduct from student's next payment(s)

2.9 Obtain signed agreement from student for
wayment

37.0 Bill student

3.0 Do not recover payment,'but suspend next
scheduled payment

1.3 Don't attempt to recover overpayment
0.7 Ask for repayment; conference witfi

student
4.6 Institution restores funds to BEOG

account,'then may or may not
collect from student

5.9 Report it to ED (ADS school)
7.9 Debit student's account
10.8 No Answer

a

334

Approximately how many?

43.2
(N = 107)

27.8
(N = 34)

X = 49.6
(N = '157),

(N = 35)

0.8
fN = 6)

=,44.0
(NI= 46) ,

4



49. Tell me the percents of each of the following categories of cost your
institution refunds to students who leave school before term's end. Your
numbers should reflect refunds prior to financial aid payment adjustments.

Week Tuition Fees Room

1 .
X

N =
79%

274
46%

242
39%

136

2

X = 66% 51% 87%
N = .263 231 144

3-

47% 26% 25%
N = 254 216 12.6

4

X = 35% 20% 20%
N =

5
228 193 118

X 21% 12% 14%
N = 200 176 110

6
X = . 19% 11% 13%

N = 133 114 77

7 .

= 17% 201 '67%
N = 99 98 77

8
X = 17% 6% 9% 6

N = 75 69 .45

3oard

49%
11,2

44%
106

35%
104

30%
96

20%
92

19%
69

16%
51

16%
42

50. When students leave your school prior to term's end and are eligible for a
raid, how is the amount of repayment to the 3E0G. account determined?

30.8Z ED repayment policy as written in regulations or ED payment policy
with alight modification by a university policy

19.7 Pro-rated on percentage basis among all flinds
6.9 Not applicable-;:institution does not disburse more than student

is liable for at any one time, or disburses BEOC only after
4 udent is 100'percent liable for tuition and Other charges

8,5 Stre!pplicable--ADS
1.6 Institution does not make tuition refunds
4.6 Whatever is left over goes to BEOC account
0.3 CSL,BEOC,?AP
2.6 Pull amount restored to BEOC
4.3 NDSL/C*1., SEOC, BEOC, (or some other combination where BEOC is last)

' '5,6 Cannot determine
4..4 15.1 Notanswer

4
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51. Do you have any problem using the ED formula to detrmine how to credit the 3EQO
account?

61.6% No problem
2.0 Not aware of formula

22.0 No, never use formula '

13.4 Yes (complicated, burdensome, time
with state law)

1.0 No answer

consuming, ambiguous, conflicts

32. Do you have any recommendations regarding ED 'repayment regulations?

61.6% No 6.9% Yes, let institutions use their own
8.2 .Not applicable- -ADS policy; or, make it more flexible
3.0 Yes, one policy should be uniformly to fit different types of institutions

applied to all colleges. 1.3 Yes, design disbursement system so
12.5 Yes, simplify, clarify, do not use .. repayment is not necessary

cash payments in calculation 4.9 Non-answer; recommendation is not in respect
to repayment policy

Fiscal Operations 1.6 No answer

53 What procedureS do you use to project estimated funding for, the remainder of the
academic'year when submitting the BEOG progress report?

.-..

30.5% Look at historic treads and estimate
35.4 General estimate based on the current number of recipients
15.7 fietermine funds needed for current recipients, then calculate the

additional amount needed for validation cases, \incoming. eligibles
and others yet to be "paid '

4

14.8 Not applicable7.-do-not completo progress reports .4
3.6 No answer..-.

% .

.5.1. Cid you have any special problems this year with preparing the'progress repor:s?

15 . 47:Yes (Describe) . . .

84.6 No

55. Do delays in your recipt of
ability to fund students?

31.1%Yes

35.1 No

. 3.0% Problems handling 'Manually sOlitge number of SERB
2.3 Carel*ss error on pert of FAO, or other icernal problem
0.3 Problem* with recoveries and gross paysaelts section

,

0.7 Confusion over how to draw cash for $10 administratiala,cost allowance
0.3 Received incorrect advice from Area_Desk Rep.A.:-..10..,
,0:3 Received incorrect daxa from ED ...

1.0 Problems, in general, .with making estimates,...0%;,, .,
.

1.0 Problems estimating for part'time students : '" .

1.6 Not enough time to paocess progress reports; too much paperwork'
2.9 Other . .,i.

2.0 No answer
84.6 Not applicable--no prqblems

adjusted authorizations adversely impact your .

17. No delays
11.5 Not applicable--ADS
4.9 No answer
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IV. TRAINING AND DISSEMINATION BY OSFA

56. Of the°professional people working fir your office, appoximately what percent
participated IrOSFA's Student Financial Aid Training Program Sessions during
1980-81?

72% How many participated? R.

(N = 301) - (NF = 303)
41,

57. Would you have liked to have had more of your professional staff participating
in these sessions?

26,. 2% Yes Why did more staff no participate?

r

69.0 No. The number was right.

0.3 No. Too many people already participate. (Explain)

,3.0 Cannot determine

5.9% Lack of travel money
6.2 Other demands
6.9 Not enough staff; no

coverage for office
4.7 Training is not worthwhil
1.3 Combinations of abOve

answers
1.6 No answer

73.1 Not applicable

58t How would yo te the information provided by OSFA's ."Area-Desk Reps?"
tt /

(a) tPrograM Specialists (b) Program Specialists in
in Washington. Regional Office

6

19,.0 %Excellent (high quality, timely response) 32.5'%

40.7 Good 36.1
14.1 Fair 10.2
12:1 'Poch. (incorrect and/on late answers) 6.6

1 3 . 4-,.Cnnot determine 14.8
o - 0.r No answer 4

*. . ,
4 -

General_ Comments: Aat types of errors do you:feel are most prevalent in the
delivery of Basic Grants? What can be done to cortect
them?

6
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V. PACKAGING

59. t;hat reeds analysis system ls currently used by your institution to calculate
family contribution for undergraduate s.cudents? (Circle most frequently used
form.) .

4 . 9%No answer
11.5 3asic Grant Application
44.6 CSS (Financial Aid Form)
18.7 Ac: (Family Financial Statement) '

3.6 biller needs analysis, form'
12.8 Combination of above answers

60. Approximately ;hat percentage of the need-analysis determined parental
contributions have to be recalculated?

Comment: X = 9.6%
4.62 Recalculation is done if thera (N = 283)

is a significant cheese in the
student's (family's) circumstances

2.6 Vheil wrong information is given on application
1.3 Needs analysis calculation is done at the campus
1.0 Recalculations due to processor errors
1.3 Mostly recalculate for. independent students
2.9 Not such of a problem; processors are getting better
1.0 Recalculate when figures were estimated on applicasothn
6.9 Miscellaneous comments ,

3.3 Rarely or never recalculate'
75.1 No comment

61. Did your school require students 'to apply for BEOGs in order to receive other
types of aid? (Circle one response.)

75. 7%y'es

"21.3 No .
3.0 No answer $.-

62. How were BEOG application forms (including.CSS, ACT, and other available data
entry f/trms) distributed at your school? (Circle all that apply.) *

19'.7%All incoming ,students received the 'forms
46.2 An effort was made to inform students where the forms may be obtained
72.1 Forms were available at the Financial Aid Office
38.4 Forms,were available at ogler locations (e.g., student union, d,ormitor-
° ies, etc.)

17.4 All of the aboye were us q ,to distribute the forms
6.6 Farms were mailed ¢r distl.d.bute to all students pn

on financial aid
4.6 Forms were distributed at financial aid meetings, workshops,

and seminars
3.6 Combinations of the above answers

*Percentages .do not total 100 percent due to double counting
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63. In what order did you normally consider the use of different types of aid in
your packaging during 1980-81 for full-time, undergraduate students? Please
rank each of the following kinds of assistance in the order that you typically
consider their use (e.g.-, you might usually look to,other aid first, then
institutional funds, then NDSL, in Which case these sources would be labeled 1,
2, and 3, respectively, in the boxes below). BEOG assistance shotild be

ignored.

..

Number the sources of aid'in the order you consider them` in the packaging
process and enter in the boxes a typical dollar award amount for each type of
aid. Ties are permitted (e...g., you may code more than one source as "1 "). If

you make no use of a source or do not participat such programs, please enter

a "7." in the box. For example, if an institutiolikpically began with
Institutional Grants, nett packaged CWS, then NDSL, and ended up With SEOC, the
results would be codedas follows:

4 .2 3 7 I 7

011111

INSTRUCTION: Assume all four students are prospective freshmen
of average academic ability:

Sources of Aid:

Federal Campus-Based
GSL

Institu-
tional
Grants

OtherSEOG CWS NDSL

Type of Student: Rank: , 4
,6...6%

46.1
15.4

- 9.8
1.3

0

50.5
0.3

$ 772
166

14.1%
.16.4

9.8
2.9
0.'7

0

55.7.
0.3

$ 788
132-

r) f")t,

5.6%
3.6
2 .6
3.6
2.3 -
1.3

80.7
0,3

$1,434
78

9.8%
10.8
3.3
2.3
0.7

0

72.8
0.3

$1112436

'''77

8.2%
8.5
6.6
4.6
1.6

0

70.2
0.3

$ 683
85

13.4%
10.8
3.9
1.3
.0

0.3
70.2
0.3

$ 567
85

44.9%
5.6
1.3
0.7'

0.3
0

46.9
0.3

$ (2)1N
28.2%
1.0
1.3

0

0

0.

69.2
0.3

$ 607
89

1. 19..0% 18.7%
(1) . 2. 23.9 30.8

Dependent - -calculated 3 . ,13. 8 15 .,1
expected Family Contri-4.. 1.6 5.2
bution (EFC)=0; BEOG= 5. 0.3 1.0
$1800 (or 1/2 cost if 6. cr. 0 .._

lower) :DU 41-.0 28.8
**NA 0.3 0.3

R =$575 $1,023
,.

N = 175 221

Dependent-calculated 1. 44.3% 27.5%
EFC=60% of cost; 2. 56 21,.6

BEOG=$0 3. 3.9 5.6
4. 11.3 0.7
5. 1 0 .04,3

6. 0%3 0!3
*DU 84.3 43.6

**NA 0.3 0.3,

R =$469 $948
N = 46 171

*
Do not use this type of aid

* *
No answer



Sources of Aid:
Federal Campus-Based

GSL
Institu-
tional
Grants

OtherSEOG CWS . NDSL

ype of Student: Rank : .

24.6%
7 . 9

0 . 7_

0

0

0.3

12.5%
10.2
"0._7

0 . 3

0.3
0

17.0
7 . 2

2 . 3

0 7
0 . 3

0

12..5%
. 4 . 3

1 .. 3-

0..3

0

'0.

17 . 0%
1 . 3

0

0.3'
.0

0

1. 0 . 7%.

(3) 2 . 1 . 3

ependent-calculated 3. 0 . -3

FCP.80% of cost; 4 . 0.3
EOGs.$0 5.

6. 0

*DU '96 .7 66.2 75.7 72.1 81.3 8.1 . 0
**NA /

0 . 3 0-.--3- .. 0 . 3, 0 . 3 0 . 3 0 . 3
--'

Cc = '416 744 474 1595 516 555
(4) = 8 104 91 99 50 , 51iN

ndependent--calculated - ,
F Ca0 ; BEOG $180;7 (4114. 2 0 . 7 % T6..1% 6 . 6% 6.2% 8.2% 4 3 . 9%
/2 cost if this is 2. 29.2 29.5 . 1 3 .4- 7;.5 10.5 2 . 3

ower) 3. 14.4 1 5 . 7 18.7 5 . 2 8 . 5 2 . 3
4. , 1 . 6 6.6 1 3 .1 5 . 6 3 . 9 0 . 7

5. 0 . 7 1 . 0 1 .6 . 3 . 3 1.0 1 . 3
6.- 0 0 0 2 . 6 0 , 0
*DU 33.1 30.8 46.2 .69.2 67.5 49.2

**NA 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 r 0.3 0.3

R = 646
,ri
/78 954 1948 647

N = 202 209 163 88 96

..........

...... ....... `, ....
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APPENDIX B

EXPERIMENTAL BIAS

The procedures of this study did not involve' unobtrusive.

measurement. Whenever people are examined, it is possible that

they will alter their behavior. In the case of this study, it

was necessary to contact the schools, students, and parents ahead

of time to allow them to gather information needed for the sample

selection, interviews, record abstracts, etc. Thus, it is pos-

sible that students, administrators, and parents made correc-

tions and changes they otherwise would not have made before any

measurements took place. In order to assess the likeliiood of

biased behavior caused by our contact with institutions and

'recipients, *a group of about 1,000 nonsampled students were,

selected, and unobtrusive measures of their corrections behavior
0

were made, In order to remain unobtrusive, we' were severely

limited in what we could measure.

The unobtrusive measures include observations of (1) whether

or not corrected SERs were.submitted to the institutions when a

correction had been recorded by the central processor, (2) how

many corrections were submitted, and (3) th% student eligibility

index.

The Corrections Conirol Group [CCG] consists of 1:026 BEOG

recipients who 'submitted application corrections to the processor

,after'January 1, 1981. The CCG recipients attended 130 of the

333
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305 sampled institutions. For these students we recorded SEIs

and transaction numbers from their institutions' financial aid

Students selected for the Quality 'Control study and their

respective institutions received letters notifying them of their

obligation'to participte in the study and requesting their coop-

eration. After notification, it is possible that some of the

students took actions they nornlly would not have taken. If they
,

had intentionally submitted ,applications containing erroneous

infoimation in order to receive larger awards, they may have sub-

% Mitted corrections in fear o being .caught. Another possible

reaction to being selected would to refrain from submitting a

correction supplying false data in order to decrease the SEI on

the last SER. Undoubtedly, some applicants who are disappointed

with the SEIs they receive on their first SERB do.this repeatedly

until they receive SEIs that satisfy them. It is likely that

participation in the study Caused the sampled students' to take

actions not in their favor, i.e., actions that'in4reaSed their

SEIs by decreasing the amount of error in their awards.

During data' collection at'te institutions, there was anec-

dotal evidence of experimental effect among the institutions 'as
.

well'. Since the institutions were given the names of the selec-

. ...

ted'students in order to make their files readily available to
...

the data collectors, it is possible that they requested the

selected students toi make corrections before the survey team

arrived. The school may also have checked the sampled records
..



'"---,for institutional errors when they normally would not have, At

some institutions, it was observed that the files of sampled stu-

dents were in better order than those of students in the con-

.trol group.

The experimental effect for both the institutions and stu-

dents would reduce award error for the sample, thus causing total.

awaild error for the BEOG program to be underestiMated. Except for

aspects of institutional error correction, the existence of

experimental effects is manifested in SER corrections.

It seems evident, from interviews with Financial Aid Offi-

cers, that many eligible students that make corrections do not

turn in their corrected SERB to their institutions' Fihancial Aid

Officers if the corrections produced higher SEIs. In the'correc-

tions control group, only 42.3 -percent submitted at 19ast one

corrected 4WR to the school. The remainder had submitted at

least one correction to the processor but had do corrected SERB

in their files. The study sample had a much greater submittal

'rate. As shown in Figure B-1, of those who had made a correc-

tion, 86 percent Wad turned in at least one correction to their

schools. This indicates a behavioral difference between the con-

trol and the sample.

been selectdd to participate

dents in the sample may have

After being notified that they had

in the Quality-Control study, stu:-

felt compellerto submit their cor-

rected SERB expeditiously to their institutions. Normally, as
10

demonstrated .by the control group, the majority of students

/4
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SAMPLE

CORRECTIONS
CONTROL
GROUP ,.

-

Group Size

a

Percent Submitting
Corrections)

1,324

I

86.4% 42.% -

1,026

Average Number. of Corrections 1.56

Average SEI

2.03

r

456.2 378.3

e A

lttatistics in this table are unweighted averages of the
weighted institution statistics for the 130 institutions.

FIGUREIB -1

COMPARISON OF QUALITY CONTROL SAMPLE AND CORRECTION
CONTROL GROUP FOR THOSE WHO SUBMITTED CORRECTIONS

TO PROCESSOR



either are delinquent in submitting their corrected SERs to the

---__--7-Financial Aid Officers.Kir purposel'c neglect to submit them.

To further investigate corrections behavior among students

in 'the sample, the incidence of corrections for those in the sam-

, ple should be compared to that of the-control group. Presumably;

some who submit corrections are attempting to lower theirlSEis by

replacing correct data with erroneous data on their SERs. If the

recipients in the sample who would have normally followed this

course were intimidated by their participation in the. Quality

Control study, they may have submitted fewer additional corred-

tions. Equally likely is the possibility that students submitted

corrections in response to being selected for the study. They

may have .been wary of having SERs which contained errors (pur

posefully or not), or perhaps they were instructed by a Financial

Aid Administrator to correct their SERs.

As shownid Figure B71, the average number ofcorrections

submitted by students who had at least one correction in the sam-
,

ple was one and a half, while those,in the control gi'.oup madean

average of two corrections. This indicates that, on average,

students in the sample made fewer corrections than normally. The

4mtrol group, being representative of recipients who made cor-

rections, appear to be submitting more corrections.
1

While the students who made corrections in the sample made

fewer than normal, their average SEI reported to their institu-

tions was greater than the average SEI for the control group.

r)ry



The average SEI for the sample was 456, whereas the average con-

trol group SEI was 378. A lower SEI means higher awards.

Apparently, sampled recipients were not. withholding their latest

SERs from their financial aid officers if the SERs showed higher

SEIs thari their previous SERs. It is also unlikely that appli-

cants submitted unnecessary corrections to manipulate their SEIs

dowhward. If this scenario were true, we would 'expect the SERs,

in the institutionsfiles to show a higher average SEI for the

recipients in the sample relative to the recipients in the con-

trol group, as evidenced in Figure B-1. SEIs of students making

corrections in the sample were, not, on average, as low as SEIs of

similar students in the corrections control group. Perhaps they

feltL[inhibited by their participation in the Quality Control

study and therefore did not submit erroneous corrections in order

to minimize their SEIs.

It is difficult to draw conclusions, given the nature of-the,

corrections control group and the measurements` that could be

obtained. Bowever, sampled,students submitted corrected SERs

more often than the control
4',.
group, had fewer Additional correc-

tions if they had at least one correction, and had higher SEIs

than students in the control group.

These three pieCes of evidence point toward experimental

bias in the direction of our underestimating program error.

I
Experimental bias becomes a problem when drawing conclusions

concerning the presence of an impact or treatment induced condi-

tion. If the'measure of impact is biased downward, statistical

4



methods will have a tend o incorrectly accept he "no-
t

impact" (or in our case, t error) conclusion. In this study

the conclusion c6ncerns the presence or absence of disbur ement

error. As noted 'earlier, the estimated disbursement r. ,s so

high that downward experimental bias cannot over

sion that error is present. Therefore, the existence

the con

o downward

:experimental bias does not have any substantive impact1 ut likely

has a numeric impact--that is, our results underesti te program

error:

4
3 15
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APPENDIX

IMPLICATIONS FOR CAMPUS-:BASED AID

M$ny Basic Grant recipients also apply for and receive aid

under one or more of the three Campus-based programs (Supple-

mental Educational Opportunity Grants 'ESEOG], Natiofial Direct

Student Loans ENDSLL. and College' Work-Study ECWS]). Figure C-1

shows the percentages of Basic Grant recipients in our sample who

also received Campus-based aid. These programs are need based,

A
hence errors in detArmining expected family contribution for

Basic Grants also affect the deteKmination of need for Campus-

based aid. It is the intent of this appendix to estimate the

impact of erroneous application data, as revealed by our data

collection, on the dEstributioh of SEOG, 4NDSL, and CWS awai.ds.

The estimates generated are subject to the following con-

straints:

The results only'apply to Basic Gr nt recipients who
also receive Campus' -based aid. No e imates are made
for Campus-based 'recipients who do of currently
receive Basic Grants.

The results are based on 1980-81 aid recipients.

Not all of the data needed to calculate the expected
family contribution using the Uniform Methodology (the
procedure used by most schools for calculating expected
family contribution for Campus-based aid purposes) were
available.

Our sample of students and institutions is representa-
tive of Basic Grant recipients, not of Campus-based aid
recipients.

3,4r,



O

BASIC GRANT RECIPIENTS
WHO ALSO RECEIVED: PERCENT AVERAGE

SEOG 24.8% $ 624
NDSL 24.5% $ 825
CWS 27.7% $1,035

Any Campus-based 69.9%

(

FIGURE C-1

COMBINATIONS O ---FEDSRAL STUDENT AID FOR 1980-81

u
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Further, two assumptions were made in order to' estimate °40

Campus-based aid changes:

Institutions would have all the correct financial, and
demographic information at the time of initial award
packaging.

4

Institutions package financial aid in the manner thlit
they described to* our field-data collectors.

FINDINGS

Results of the analy4es are displayed in Figures C-2 through

C-5, Ih Figure C-2 we compare the distribution of recipients for

each of the three Campus-based programs estimated from applica-

tion data versus verified data for the Basic Grant recipients in

outi sample. For example, using, application data and the packag-

ing philosophies expressed by our sample of institutions, we

estimated that 32.7 percent of the SEOG recipients from pur,sam-

ple would be independent students. If we substitute verified

data, this fraction decreases to 31.3 percent Overall, Figure

C-2 shows little change in the estimated distribution of Campus-

based aid recipients using verified data.

However, within income categories there is a difference

between estimated awards calculated using application versus \Per-

ified data. This is'shown in Figures C-3, C-4, and C-5. From

these figures we see:

Roughly 40 to 70 percent of dependent students and 70
to 90 percent of independent students would receive the
same SEOG (Figure C-3) award usingapplication or

Vied data. Over 85 percent have award differences
wi in $250.

For CWS (Figure C-4) the percent of students estimated
to have received an award that would not have changed



_ADJUSTED
,GROSS INCOME

APPLICATION
DATA

Dependent

.,

N- $0 -I 6,000 16.6
$6,000 -12,000 15.7

$12,000 - 18,000 . 14.4
$18,000 - 24,000 ( 12.0
Over $24,000 8.6

Total Dependent 17:

Independent

$0 - 6,000
$ 6,000 - 12,000
$12,000 - 18,000
$18,000 - 24,000
Over $24,000

Total Independent

-28.6

3.6

0.5 v

0.0

0.0

32.7

SEOG

VERIFIED
. DATA

CWS

APPLICATION
DATA

VERIFIED
DATA

NDSL

APPLICATION
DATA

VERIFIED
DATA

16.8 17.5 17.6. 16.5 16.5
17.0 17.2 17.6 16.6 17.7
14:5 14.7 15.3 15.6 16.0
11.6 12.6 12.6 15.1 14.6
8.8 10.9 10.7 12.6 12.9

68.7 72.9 7T.8 76:1 77.7

26.9 24.0 22.7 20.7 19.3
3.6 2.6 2.8 2.4 2.4

. 0.6 e 0.4 - 0.5 0.4 0.4
0.1 0.0 0.1 . 0.0 0.1
0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1

31.3 27.1 26.2 23.5 22.3

FIGURE C-2

ESTIMATES OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF CAMPUS-BASED AI RECIPIENTS
AMONG-STUDENTS IN OUR SAMPLE USING APPLICATION-AN VERIFIED DATA
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AWARD BASED ON APPLICATION DATA MINUS ESTIMATED AWARD BASED ON VERIFIED DATA

WITHIN $2 BETWEEN $2 AND $250 OVER $250

(OVERAWARD)

INCOME LESS THAN -$250 BETWEEN -$2 AND -$250

(UNDERAWARD)

Dependent Students

$0 - 6,000 5.6% 13.5%
$6,000 - 12,000 7.9% . 16.3%
$12,000 - 18,000 9.6% 17.7%
$18,000 - 24,000 8.4% 20.0%
Over $24,000' 16.2% .19.1%

Independent Students

$0 - 6,000 ° 12.3%
$ 6,000 - 12,000 1.6% 14.6%
$12,000 - 18,000 Q 6.4%
$18,000 - 24,000 g 7.6%
Over $24,000

0. 5%
47-.6%

41.6%

44.5%
50.4%

70.7%
. 75.0%

82.4%

92.4%°

9.4% 3.0%
22.2% 6.0%
26.1% 5.0%
23.0% 4.0%
43.3% 1.0%°

13.6% 2.5%
8.0% .8%

11.2% 0

0 0
0 0 33.3% 33.3% 33.3%
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FIGURE C-3

ESTIMATED EFFECTS OF APPLICATION DATA ERROR ON SEOG AWARDS
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AWARD BASED ON APPLICATION DATA MINUS ESTIMATED AWARD BASED ON VERIFIED DATA

INCOME LESS THAN -$250 BETWEEN -$2,AND -$250

(UNDERAWARD)

WITHIN $2 BETWEEN $2 AND 1250 OVER $250

(OVERAWARD)

Dependent Students

$0 - 6,000 3.9% 16.0% 64.3% 11.7% 4.2%
$6,000 - 12,000 6.9% . 17.7% - '42.0% 24.7% 8.7%
$12,000 - 18,000 7.6% . 16.4% 42.6% 24.0% 9.4%
$18,000 - 24,000 9.5% 20.6% 39.2% 24.5% 6.2%
Over $24,000 18.8% 19.2% 43.2% 15.2% '3.6t

Independent Students

$0 - 6,000 '2.4% / 13.7%_ ., 63.2% 16.2% 4.6%
$ 6,000 - 12,000 1.6% 1L 5% 72.9% 8.7% 2.4%
$12,000 - 18,000 0 6.214 80.3% 10.4% 3.1%
$18,000 - 24,000 0 r 7.6% - 92.4% 0 0-
Over $24,000 0 0 0 0 100.0%

1
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FIGURE C-4

ESTIMATED-EFFECTS OF APPLICATION DATA ERROR ON tws AWARDS
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AWARD BASED ON APPLICATION DATA MINUS ESTIMATED AWARD BASED ON VERIFIED DATA

INCOME l.SS THAN -$250 BETWEEN -$2 ANEr,-$250

(UNDERAWARD)
4

WITHIN $2 BETWEEN $2 AND $250 OVER $250

(OVERAWARD)

Dependent Students

5.3%
5.0%

11.0%

10.7% .

18.5%

.6%

.8%

0

0

0

14.1%

14.8%

20.0%,,

23.8%
23.8%

7.7%

10.4%
6.4%

7:6%

0

I

67.0%

. 55.4%
42.8%

38.6%
36.7%

78:16%

81.5%
82.9%,
92.4%

- 33.3%

10.9%

17.2%
19.4%

23.1%
37.0%

11.6%

6.4%
7.5%

0

33.3%

2..,7%

7.6%
6.9%
3.8%

3.9%

1.5%'

. .9%

3.2%

0

33.3%

$0 - 6,000
$6,000 - 12,000
$12,000 ;18,000
$18,000 - 24,000
Over $24,000

Independent Students

$0 - 6,000
$ 6,000 - 12,4100

$12,000 - 18,000
$18,000 - 24,000
Over $24,000

3 53

a

FIGURE" C- 5

ESTIMATED EFFECTS OF APPLICATION DATA ERROR ON NDSL AWARDS
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had 'verified. data been available was roughly 40 to 65
percent for dependent students and 60' to 90 percent for
independent students. Over 80 percent of dependent
students and 95 percent of independent students had
award differences within $250.

The_ NDSL estimates closely parallel those for SEOG
(Figure C-5) but with somewhat higher percentages of
correct awards for independent students. A)

PROCEDURE

Figure C-6 shows Question 63 from the study'i Institutional

'Interview Form. This form was administered to the financial aid

officers at the 3 'Q5 institutions in our sample. The process fore

transforming resp6nses to these questions to" ,formulas for pick-

aging Campus -based aid is as follows:

1. For dependent students at a .school, the budget was'

assumed to be the sum of BEOG, SEOG, CWS,,NDSL, GSL,
.

tutional- Grants, and "other's for the type (1) student. For inde-

pendent students the budget was assumed to be this sum for the,

type yl) student.

2. For dependent students:
)

(a) The variable R was set equal to each student's initial

resources, EFC plus BEOG, calculated 'using verified data.

I

(b) The ,variables R1, and R2, and'. R3 were set equal

to the initial resources, EFC plus BEOG, for the types (1), (2);

',and (3) students respectively.

(c) Each aid source for a student equaled the following:

Aid = (Aid].) ..(Budget - R1
Budget R

I

if R < R1



1'1 1°171
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

63. In what, order did you normally consider the use of different types of aid in-
your packaging during 1980-81 for full-time, undergraduate students? Please
rank each of the following kinds of assistance in the order that you typically
copsider their use (e.g., you might usually look to other aid first, then
Lestitutional funds, then NDSL, in which case these sources would be labeled 1,
2, and 3, respectively, in the boxes below). BEOG assistance should be
ignored.

Number the sources of aid in the order you consider them in the packaging
process and enter in'the boxes a typical dollar'award amount for each type of
aid. Ties are permitted (e.g., you may code more than one source as "1").. If
you make no Use of a' source or do not participate in such programs, please, enter
a "7" in the box. For example,_if an institution typically began with
Institutional Grants, next packaged CWS, then NDSL, and ended up with SEOG, the
results would be coded as follows:

4 2 3 ' 7 1 7

INSTRUCTION: Assume all four students are prospective freshmen
of average academic ability.

Sources of Aid:
Federal Campus-Based Institu-

1SEOG CWS' NDSL G5I, tional Other.
, Grants

Type of Student:

(1)

Dependent--calculated
expected Family Contri-
bution (EFC)=0; BEOG=
S1800 (or 1/2. cost if
lower)

(2)

LI LI LI Li LJ Li
10 11 12' 13 14 15

I I i I I I I I-I I I 1.1 is
16'17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39,

Dependent--calculated
EFC=60% of cost;
BEOC=$0 40

LJ Li LJ LJ
41 42 43 44\ 45

CI 1 I 1 AI
46 47.4849 50 51 52 53, 54 55 56'57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 676869

. '

4
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'

Type of Student:

(3)

Dependent--calculated
EFC=80% of cost; ..,

BEOG=$0

(4)

Independent -- calculated.

EFC=0; BEOG= $1800 (or

1/2 cost if this is $

lower)

1

.,

[IIIIII l()1 13
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Sources of Aid:
Federal Campus-Based Institu-

SEOG CWS NDSL. GSL tional Other
Grants

%

L 1___I
,
, L__.1 LJ LI Li

10 11 12 13 14 15

°

1111 II I I I IL I.' I II I HI- I I I Hi I

16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 2930 31 32 3334 35 36 37 3839

,.Li u LI Li 11 Ll
40 41 42 43 44 45

I I 1 I I I I I I I I I 1 I I I I I I I I I I I 1 I I I 1 I

46 4748 49 50 51 52 53 545556 57 585960 61 6263 64 65 /66676869

END TIME IIII
70 71 72 73
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FIGURE C-6 (Cont.)
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i Aid
1
- Aid2

Aid = (Aidi) - (R2 - R1 if R
1

< R < R
2

Aid' -

Aid = Aid
2

- R
3

--R.2 . (R - R2) if R2 1 R < R
3

/ Aid
3

Aid = Aid
2

- Budget - R3 . (R - R3) if R3 S R < Budget

Aid = 0
*

if R > Budget

Here ,Aidi, Aid2, and Aid3 are equal to the value of

. the aid source as reported by the financial aid administrator for

the types (1), (2), an (3) students respectively. These equa-

tions are designed to decrease each aid form linearly between the

types (1), (2), and (3) students as the value of R, the student's

initial resources, increases.

,

3. Similarly, for independent students:

(a) The variable R was set equal to each student's initial

resources, EFC plus BEOG, calculated using verified data.

(b) The variable R4 was set equal to the initial re-

sources of the type (4) student (i.e., the minimum of $1,750 and
'I

half of cost)

(c) Each aid source for a student equaled the following;

Aid = (Aid ) - ( Budget R ) (

4 . Budget R
4

if R < RI
4',

r Aid-4 .

Aid = Aid4 Budget R4 . (R R4) if R4 i R < Eudget

Aid = 0

3G0

if R > Budget

;



Here Aid4 is 'equal to the value of the aid source as

reported by the financial" aid administrator for the type (4)

student.

4..

>.

This procedure was followed again for each student

using R as the sum. of EFC and BEOG as calculated from applica.-

tion, rather than verified, data.

5. For each student,the difference between aid amounts

estimated using R from verified data and using R from application

data was assumed to be the award error caused by incorrect appli-

cation data.

In conclusion, by applying the errors detected on Basic

Grant application items to the distribution of Campus-based

awards we were able to estimate the manner in which these awards
mit

would have changed( had correct information been available to

financial aid officers. The effects of these errors did not

greatly change the overall income distribution of Campus-based-

,

aid recipients. As with Basic Grants, most recipients of Campus-

based 'aid did not have their awards affected, by application

error. However, many did. An estimated 10 percent or more of

the dependent students received Campus-based awards more than

$250 different from what they would have been if correct data had

been available to the financial aid officer at the time of award
. -

determination.


